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Preface

The HP-75C is the first of a new generation of Hewlett-Packard portable computers that provides the power

and sophistication of a high-level language computer, combined with a truly portable computer system. The

HP-75C has 16K (16,384) bytes of Random Access Memory (RAM) available to store user created programs,

text, and variables. It also has 48K bytes of read-only memory (ROM) dedicated to its operating system.

How to Use This Manual

This manual was designed as both a learning and a reference tool. At first, you will use it to learn how your

computer functions and to become familiar with all of its capabilities. Although your HP-75 was designed to

be easy to use, because of its power and sophistication you’ll need to invest some time in this learning

process. After you learn to use your computer, the manual will serve as a comprehensive reference to every

aspect of your computer’s operation.

Part I of the manual, Welcome to the HP-75!, introduces you to the HP-75 and provides you with the

information you need to start using your computer. Read part I first—it should only take a few hours to read

the instructions and work through the examples. After completing part I, you should be able to turn the

HP-75 on and off; enter and run a prerecorded BASIC program; use the keyboard to control the display; and

edit and manipulate text and BASIC files in memory.

Part II, Using the HP-75, describes in detail all of the major features of the HP-75. Some of the sections in

part II describe features that you may not need or want to use at this time. Feel free to skip over those

sections and read only what you need. After finishing part I, you should be able to do keyboard calculations

using operators and functions; use, set, and adjust the system clock; set and acknowledge appointments;

perform card reader operations; use the built-in HP-IL interface; and redefine the keyboard.

Part III, Programming the HP-75, explains how to program the HP-75 in BASIC. It’s written for those who

have had some programming experience in BASIC or another high-level language. If you’re new to

programming, you may wish to study one of the many books available on beginning BASIC programming

before starting part III. After completing part III, you should be able to write, edit, run, and correct BASIC

programs using all of the system commands and BASIC statement available on the HP-75.

The appendices at the back of the manual provide valuable reference material. Appendix G, Glossary,

defines many of the terms used in this manual—you may wish to refer to it early in your study of this

manual. Appendices C, D, E, and H contain the principal reference information about the operation and

programming of the computer. Appendix B contains information about caring for and obtaining service for

your computer and appendix A contains a list of all of the standard accessories you received with your

computer. Finally, appendix F contains listings of all of the programs in your Owner’s Pac.

Two indexes are provided in this manual. A comprehensive subject index and, inside the back cover, a

complete index to the HP-75 instruction set. The index to the instruction set will allow you to quickly locate

the principal page reference for all of the commands, statements, functions, and operators in your computer.

The HP-75 Reference Manual that accompanies your HP-75 lists the instructions and operations of the

computer in condensed form. It’s compact enough to keep with your HP-75 wherever you take it. You can use

the reference manual as a ready reference after you have completed part I of the manual and while studying

parts IT and III.



The HP-75 Portable Computing System

The HP-75 is designed so that it can be used as the controller of a portable computer system. The built-in

HP-IL interface allows you to connect the HP-75 to a wide range of peripherals for increased computing

power. The three plug-in ports on the front edge of the HP-75 provide access for modules containing

additional commands and BASIC statements as well as a variety of applications programs. Be sure to check

the accessory brochure included with your computer to learn about Hewlett-Packard peripherals and

software products that extend the capabilities of the HP-75.
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HP-75 Display Templates

Where the # cursor symbol appears over another character, the cursor is shown as a shaded block behind the

character.

TIME Mode

 

 

Typical TIME display.

 

 

Set-time template. Used to set the clock.

 

 

 

ol = template. Used to specify date and time

formats and to change the range of the appointment

calendar.
  
 

 

   -7 template. Used to adjust the clock setting.

  
 

APPT Mode
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appointments.
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EDIT mode display showing the BASIC prompt and

Cursor.

EDIT mode display showing the text prompt and

cursor.

The first lineof a "7 #i. Llisting.

Typical file catalog.

A default key definition.

BASIC program statement.

For displaying the file catalog of a magnetic card.

For copying a file from memory to a card.

For verifying the accuracy of information

transferred to a card.

For copying information from a card to memory.

For protecting a magnetic card from erasure.

For removing a card’s write-protection.

Displayed at the beginning of HP-IL device
assignments.
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Introduction

Congratulations on your purchase of the HP-75 Portable Computer! In order for you to start using the HP-75,

there are several things you need to know right away.

You Can’t Damage the HP-75 by Pressing Its Keys

You use the 65-key keyboard to interact with the HP-75. Many keystroke combinations are possible. By

pressing a wrong key, you may cause an error message to appear or even erase the contents of memory, but

you can’t damage the HP-75 by pressing its keys.

10
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Using the AC Adapter/Recharger

When you receive your HP-75 the rechargeable battery pack will already be installed in the computer. The

battery pack may, however, be discharged initially. If it is you can operate the HP-75 immediately by using

the ac adapter/recharger included with your unit. To correctly install the ac adapter/recharger:

Note: While the ac adapter/recharger is being plugged into the case of the computer or being

unplugged, it's desirable to have the HP-75 turned off. If the HP-75 display is on, refer to Turning the

HP-75 Off (page 13).

1. Insert the adapter plug into the adapter receptacle on the back

edge of the HP-75.

 

2. Insert the power plug of the ac adapter/recharger into an ac power outlet.

These two steps may be reversed. Also, the ac adapter/recharger can be disconnected whenever you want to

operate the unit from the battery pack.

Although the HP-75 may be operated from a power outlet with the battery pack removed, the contents of

memory may be lost due to any outlet disconnection or line voltage variation.

It’s normal for the ac adapter/recharger and the door of the battery compartment to be warm to the touch

when the HP-75 operates from an ac outlet.

Turning the HP-75 On ([ATTN])

What Happens At Power On. If the battery is charged or the ac adapter/recharger is plugged in, press

the (attention) key to turn the computer on. You’ll see one of two different displays:

 

Set MosDusvear HeMoSo AN The set-time template.

   

or

 

i The edit mode cursor.
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If you see the first display above, the HP-75 is signalling you to set the system clock. Skip down through this

section to Setting the System Clock and continue reading from there.

If you see the second display above you need to examine the TIME display so you can check and if necessary,

reset it. Press the mode key on the upper left part of the keyboard. You will see a display that looks like

this:

 

B Lm LY MR W TIME display.

 

  
 

The date and time you see will, of course, be different from the one shown. If the date and time are the correct

ones, you don’t need to complete the steps in the rest of this section. If the date and time are incorrect, type

the word “set” and press (return) key. Now you will see the very first display shown above—the

set-time template:

 

Set MosDgsYear Heo Moo So AR The set-time template.

  
 

Setting the System Clock. The set-time template contains all the information you need to set the system

clock. The replace cursor,iif, is a steadily blinking rectangle that moves across the display as you type. (This

manual uses a shaded block behind the character to indicate the cursor symbol when the cursor appears over

another character in the display.) Use the row of numbers on the keyboard to type the date and time

information. In the set-time template above, the first digit you type will replace the iin {/: (month).

If you make a mistake, press the [BACK] (backspace) key or (clear) key and continue typing. Pressing

allows you to start over. Supply this information in the TIME display:

The current month. Specify a number from ii i (for January) through i(for December). Be

sure to use the [0]key when you type a zero (i7) rather than the [0] key.*

The year, a four-digit number.

The hour, a number from &i i through i :.

The minute, a number from &iti through.

The seconds, a number from &iii through %%, Set the seconds to a time that is approaching but

still about 45 seconds away

 

* For the month, day, hour, minute, and seconds fields, you may use a space instead of a zero. For example, ©ii:, space =, and # space in the

montbhfield all specify June.
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t EECEEDRED @508 48 A The display after the above information has been

typed. In the examples, “today’” begins on Saturday,

February 5th, 1983, at 9:00 AM.
  
 

Type an :for i1 (i for #11). Finally, at the specified time press the (return) key. The key sets the

clock to the displayed time about 0.1 seconds after it’s pressed.

Note: Throughout this manual, side-by-side displays, such as the one that follows, show information to

be entered (on the left) and the result after pressing (on the right).

  

   i i

    
 
 

The completed template. The day-of-week is automatically computed, and the

TIME display is updated every second.

The HP-75 uses the system clock for many ofits operations, which include scheduling appointments, dating

files, and running programs.

Turning the HP-75 OFF ([SHIFT][ATTN])

The key is the on button of the HP-75; pressing it turns on the display and activates the keyboard.

To turn the computer off, hold down the key, then press the key and immediately release

both—after a short delay (about one second) the display will turn off and the keyboard will become inactive.

The HP-75 uses power continuously to maintain system memory and operate the clock. Power consumption

is higher when the computer is active (display on) and lower when it is inactive (display off). To conserve

power, the HP-75 turns itself off after about 5 minutes of idleness. No matter how the computer is turned off,

by you or by itself, the key will turn it back on.

Resetting the HP-75 ([SHIFT][CTL](CLR])

A reset causes the HP-75 to lose everything in memory and return to the ready state when the battery pack

was first installed. There are three ways to reset the HP-75:

e Letthe battery pack become completely discharged.

e Take out the battery pack while the unit is not connected to an ac source and while the display is on.

The RAM circuits become discharged immediately.

e Reset the HP-75 from the keyboard using a three-key keystroke. You hold down the key and

(control) key while pressing the key for approximately 1 second.*

If you ever choose to reset the machine, you’ll need to start all over by pressing and setting the system

clock. Try now if you’d like, but in the future it shouldn’t be necessary.

To remove the battery pack without causing a machine reset, first turn the HP-75 off (press [ATTN))

before sliding the battery door off. Don’t press while the battery pack is out of the compartment. If the

unit isn’t connected to a power outlet, don’t leave the battery pack out of the compartment for longer than 30

seconds.

Refer to appendix B for more battery information.

 

* In addition to [SHIFT)(CTL][CLR], the following keystroke combinations also cause a system reset if held for one second or longer:

followed by (i/R], (8], (1], [J], or (M].
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The Two Most-Used Keys ([ATTN], [RTN])

The key has been placed in the upper-left corner for good reason—it’s important. In effect, it interrupts

almost all system operations and readies the HP-75 for your next keyboard entry.

While the key alerts the HP-75, the key puts it to work. When you press [RTN], one or more of the

following happen:

® The contents of the display are stored in memory, as happened when you set the clock.

¢ The command or calculation you’ve just typed is executed.

e The HP-75 informs you of an error by beeping and lighting an error indicator in the display window.

You can recover from most errors by pressing the key.

Knowing when to press [(RTN]—and when not to—means that you’ve learned to control the HP-75. You

should be at this point when you’ve finished section 3, File Editing.

The Display Window

The display window shows 32 characters at a time. Each display line holds up to 96 characters including the

cursor. When you type a message that completely fills the 32 character window, entering more characters

causes the message to scroll left across the display.

The display window contains four annunciators, or status indicators, that tell you about special operating

conditions.

 

BATT ERROR PRGM APPT
   

Usually invisible, they appear when:

BATT: Battery voltage is low.

ERROR: The HP-75 doesn’t understand one of your instructions or has encountered a mistake during a

program.

PRGM: A program is currently running.

APPT: An appointment has come due.

The Three Operating Modes

Pressing any one of three keys— [TIME], (appointment), or (EDIT]—causes the HP-75 to switch to the

specified mode or operating state.

TIME mode is used for:

e Setting the system clock.

¢ Displaying the time.

® Specifying new time and date formats.

¢ Adjusting clock speed.

APPT mode is used for:

® Scheduling personal and business appointments.

® (Checking calendar dates.
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EDIT mode—the “workhorse” of the three—is used for:

e Doing keyboard calculations.

e Writing and running BASIC programs.

e Copying information to and from magnetic cards.

e Redefining individual keys and keystroke combinations to display messages and execute commands.

e Writing memos.

e Controlling Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop printers and other HP-IL peripherals.

Press each of the three keys now:

(TImE]:
 

PR AT RMOB Switches the HP-75 to TIME mode.

 

   

 

Switches the HP-75 to APPT mode.   
   

 

i Switches the HP-75 to EDIT mode.

   

The capabilities of all three modes—TIME, APPT, and EDIT—will be briefly introduced in this section.

TIME Mode ([TIME])

The HP-75 enters TIME mode when you press the key.

You can set the clock to a different time by typing the word :# % in the TIME display and pressing the

key:

  

  
      

The set-time template appears.

Press to cancel this procedure, or type in the new information and press [RTN]. If you omit any

information (like the month, day, or year), then it’s supplied from current date and time values.

The =i T command is one of five TIME mode commands. Section 6, TIME Mode Operations, explains how to

use these commands to specify new display formats and adjust the clock. The examples in this manual

usually show month/day/year and AM/PM formats.

Note: As you're reading this manual, the display may go blank—remember that this means the HP-75

has turned itself off. Press to turn the HP-75 back on. The computer will always turn on in EDIT

mode.
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APPT Mode ([APPT])

The HP-75 comes equipped with two calendars—a year calendar and an extended (10,000-year) calendar—

that allow you to schedule alarms, messages, and programs. APPT Mode combines the accuracy of the

HP-75 clock with the capability of the HP-75 microprocessor. It’s possible to schedule more than 3000

different appointments on the HP-75C, and each appointment can keep repeating itself at intervals from 1

minute to 8 years.

Scheduling an Appointment ( , [BACK], [<], (=], [RTN])

To schedule an appointment, switch the HP-75 to APPT mode—press [APPT]. The APPT template appears:

The type of appointment.

The note or command indicator.

vThe beginning of the 68-character i:: ¥ = field.

e
 

fwfovyr ome Py MM #IM PO T

- " AThe type of audible alarm.

T The time.

 

   
 

 

 The date.

 The day-of-week.

These fields, or display areas, are explained in detail in section 7, APPT Mode Operations. For now, here are

the keys that help you schedule appointments:

® The key causes the cursor to skip forward across the APPT template. Also, causes the

cursor to skip backwards.

e The(BACK],[«](left-arrow), and [=](right-arrow) keys let you make changes in what you’ve typed.

® The key clears the line and restores the APPT template.

For this example, press the key six times to skip to the i in the alarm field. Then press to set a

two-tone alarm pattern:

 

Dlaw MosoDuey s Heofe AM BEH THote The APPT template after you’ve specified the type
of alarm. Ten types are available (page 101).  

 

Press once more to move the cursor to the start of the i+© &field.

 

PR FIFDOBEM D FPhone Jim SES. L LE4H Your appointment message may contain up to 68
characters—more than two full display windows.  

 

The ]and keys let you review the completed appointment. When the appointment is typed the way you

want it, press , which stores the appointment in memory. The completed appointment is echoed:

 

ERT OBECEECED B9 ZS AN BIN [ Phone The sample appointment is scheduled to go off at
the beginning of the next minute.  
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You don’t have to fill in the APPT template completely because the HP-75 calculates values for the fields you

leave blank, based on current date and time values and on the values you do supply. Note that the cursor

skips the 7 i (year) field altogether; the HP-75 is set to the year calendar, so supplying year information is

unnecessary if your appointment falls before the end of the next calendar year.

Press to display the unfilled APPT template.

When an Appointment Arrives ([APPT], [ATIN])

Whether you're in TIME, APPT, or EDIT mode, when an appointment arrives, the alarm sounds and the

APPT annunciator turns on. For this example, press the key to check the time while waiting for the

i, you'll see:   ’appointment to come due. When the seconds counter reaches

 

. During TIME mode, an appointment comes due,
Se e ee T et sounding the alarm and turning on the APPT

annunciator.
   

Pressing brings the due appointment to the display:

 

The day-of-week, date, and time are underlined,

APPT signifying that this is a due appointment.

 

   

Press to acknowledge the appointment and to turn off the APPT annunciator. Use the (up-arrow)

and [{](down-arrow) keys to review earlier and later appointments—they’re stored according to their arrival

times.

If an appointment comes due after the the HP-75 has turned off, then the HP-75 sounds the alarm, turns on

in EDIT mode, and displays the note. To see this, turn the machine off—press [SHIFT|[ATTN].

 

When the HP-75 is turned off, it processes due

appointments and past due appointments. In this

case, the HP-75 displays the appointment note.

   
PRL

   

The note is held in the display for 5 seconds or until you press any key; afterwards, the HP-75 turns itself off.

When you turn the machine back on (press [ATTN]), the APPT annunciator will appear if there are any

appointments waiting to be acknowledged.

Besides displaying notes, appointments can be scheduled to run programs and to execute other

programming statements. Refer to section 7 for more information.

EDIT Mode ([EDIT])

EDIT mode is the powerhouse of the HP-75. Practically all HP-75 operations are performed in EDIT mode.

When the machine is turned on, or when the key is pressed, the HP-75 switches to EDIT mode.

 

= fi The display indicates EDIT mode.

   

The BASIC prompt, a  symbol, appears at the left edge of the display line and indicates that the HP-75 is

ready for your next command, program statement, or keyboard calculation. There is also a text prompt, a :

(colon), that is used while you type memos and other correspondence.

To get the BASIC prompt or the text prompt in the display—ifit isn’t there already—you follow these steps:

1. Press(EDIT].

2. Type iuirs and press [RTN]. The i1   -command erases the computer’s current workspace.
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3. Choose one:

e For the text prompt (:), type =it %1 and press[RTN]:

 

OB EERCEE SRS The dlsplayshows the catalog entry of a temporary

text £ 1 b,   

e For the BASIC prompt ( #), type @:ii t [ziand press[RTN]:

 

 

  
The dlsplay showsthe catalog entry of a temporary

BASIC sivic #1131,

 

 

The tlme of the file’s creation is expressed in 24-hour notation; for example, 1 p.m. is displayed as

 

i, A & indicates the file is empty.

4. Press[ATTN]. The appropriate prompt will appear:

 

The text prompt.

 

 

=i The BASIC prompt.   
The meaning of these steps will become apparent in section 3, File Editing.

  
 Keyboard Arithmetic ([+], 55iE)

The HP-75 serves as a powerful calculator in EDIT mode, equipped with 64 built-in functions and operators.

You should have the BASIC prompt () in the display for keyboard calculations. (Refer to the preceding topic

if the text prompt is there instead.) To add a series of numbers, type in the expression and press [RTN].

  

 

      

Example:

An equals sign () is not used for keyboard Pressing the key returns the answer.
arithmetic.

The period ( . ) serves as a decimal point. Other arithmetic operators besides addition include subtraction (),

multiplication (#), division (), and exponentiation (+-). You can evaluate any combination of integers and

decimals, using whatever operators you need. The HP-75 calculates to 12-digit precision. Section 4 details the

use of the HP-75 for keyboard arithemetic.

To take the square root of a number, say 78, type the following and press [RTN]:

  

  
      

When typing the i function, the prompt The answer. Rounding occurs at the least

reappears as soon as you press the(S]key. significant (12th) digit.

Numbers, functions, and variables can be combined with arithmetic operators (such as +), relational

i1) to form complex expressions. Section 5 discusses

 

operators (such as ), and logical operators (such as

HP-75 numeric functions and expressions.
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Typing in EDIT Mode (' * and * ")

When the BASIC prompt ( ) is present, the HP-75 treats the lowercase letters in your entries the same as

capital letters. This means you can use either lowercase or uppercase letters—whichever are easier—to type

your commands and programs. The examples in this manual use mostly lowercase letters.

In EDIT mode, the HP-75 generally disregards the spacing of your entries so that you can use as many or as

few spaces as you choose, except that the first two characters on a line must appear with no spaces between

them, and consecutive digits of a number must have no spaces between them.

Example:

  

ooe
Lotb

      
Arbitrary case and spacing. When you press [RTN], the square root of 64 is

computed.

You can preserve spaces and lowercase lettersby enclosing your entries with quotation marks It makes no

difference whether you type single quotes (' ', produced by [SHIFT][7]) or double quotes ( * **, produced by

[SHIFT](2]), as long as they match. Within pairs of quotation marks, characters are interpreted exactly as you

type them.*

Example:

  

   

      
Semicolons separate the three quoted strings. Pressing causes the strings to be echoed as

typed.

This manual generally uses single quote marks (* ') to delimit, or set off, strings of characters.

A typing convenience is the repeating keyboard: Holding down any character key or keystroke combination

causes the key display character to be repeated after a short delay. For example, the key:

 

 

Holding down produces three windowsful of i:’s

The line begins scrolling when the cursor reaches

the right edge of the display.

   

System keys (like [TIME]) and editing keys (like [TAB]) also repeat their functions when held down.

The first display position is reserved for the prompt; the last, or 96th, position, is reserved for the cursor. This

means that you may type 94 characters in each line. The HP-75 beeps when you type the 91st character—you

can type three more characters before the cursor stops at the end of the line.

 

 

Any Trouble? ([SHIFT][FET], [CLR], [ATTN], (1)

If the HP-75 beeps and turns on the ERROR annunciator while you’re typing, the computer is signaling that

 

it’s trled unsuccessfully to1nterpret a command or an input or that it’s attempted an improper operation. The

  ‘iz and a brief message will appear in the display and, usually, what you’ve justFLOY Hil i

typed w1ll be recalled to the display. For example, press[CLR], type an incorrect expression, and press [RTN]:

word &

 

* Exceptions are filenames, that is, quoted names that specify the files in memory. User filenames are converted to uppercase in the system

catalog (page 45).
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iSl

      
The multiplication operator is #, not :. The HP-75 response. The error message staysin the

display for about 1 second.

Afterwards, the original expression is recalled:

 

Bl The cursor returns to the position where the HP-75

ERROR first detected an error.   

The message == T & oivarsc s s means that the HP-75 is unable to interpret the characters after ¢, the

last meaningful character in the line.

There’s no need to worry if an error occurs—no keyboard or program operation is capable of damaging the

system. You’'ve got several options:

View the Error Message Again. Hold down while pressing the (fetch) key and keep the

key down.

 

 

gtE oharase s Pressing |SHIFT displays the current error

ERROR message.   

Correct the Display. Use the line editing keys (in this case, the key), to reposition the cursor and then

type the necessary corrections:

  

ERROR       
The corrected line. After typing the #, press [RTN]. The expression is interpreted correctly as 2 + (6 * 3).

(Multiplication occurs before addition unless you

change the order with parentheses.)

Clear the Display. Press the or key and then retype the entry. Once the ERROR annunciator

disappears, the error condition is cleared. Afterwards, pressing displays a blank line.

 

View the Error Number. Each error has an identification number as well as a message. The

function returns the identification number of the error which occurred most recently:

  

      
Pressing returns 84, the number associated
with the =: 1 ra oiiseras 80 Eerror.

  Appendix E is a table of error numbers, messages, and conditions. Use the & =i function to locate a specific

entry in the table.

  
An error may cause either an Ll or a ikI Hi: message to appear. The difference is that an error

condition will halt a running program, while a warning condition will cause a default (or predetermined)

value to be supplied and allow program execution to continue. This manual refers to both errors and

warnings as errors except where noted.
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Writing and Running a BASIC Program ([RTN], [RUN], [ATTN])
 

The BASIC prompt in EDIT mode indicates the computer’s readiness to accept BASIC program statements.

Here’s a one-line “random music” program for you to enter and run. Press and type the following:

  

SoormcldE OB fEooto 1# i

 

fremmp ol

    
  

Two program statements are joined in one line. Pressing stores the program line in memory.
Spacing isn’t important.

Press the[t]key to review the program:

 

CEMDGE LS B GOTO The HP-75 has converted the letters to uppercase
and corrected the spacing for readability.

  
  
 

Now press or to clear the display. To run the random music program, press the key or type

i1 followed by a [RTN]. To stop the program, press [ATTN].

 

 

Notice that the *i={:{f annunciator appears in the display window to

indicate that a program is running.

  

 

 

 

After you’'ve stopped the program, give it a filename using the

 

sorig M Pressmgmgives the current program a name,
= i+, converted internally to uppercase.

  

  

 

 

 

Copying a Prerecorded Program (i )

One of the functions of the i command is to copy prerecorded programs from magnetic cards into

memory. An example is the

HP-75. Find and remove the two

 

  

 

% program, one of the three prerecorded programs included with your

% magnetic cards from the card holder shipped with your unit.

 

CAUTION

Handle magnetic cards by their edges to avoid contaminating the sensitive magnetic surface and the card

reader head. Card cleanliness is important for proper card reader performance.

Never pass a magnetic card through a strong magnetic field. Such action will render the card totally

unusable.

Protect your magnetic cards against scratches, creases, and dirt by replacing them in the card holder as

soon as possible after use.  
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The -t% command initiates the card reader operation.

Foopa oaro to morey # Copw From oara: Mliam & [ETHI

The command specifies the filename you want for The response shows the HP-75 is ready for a card
the program. Press . reader operation.

If you want, you can cancel the card reader operation now by pressing [ATTN]. Otherwise, the HP-75 waits for

you to insert a card and to press the key.

Each magnetic card may store information on two tracks. To copy the information on a full card, you’ll need

to copy the card in both directions. The order of the cards and the number of repetitions are immaterial.

Insert a card printed side up, either edge toward you, and gently slide

it in the direction of the card reader arrow. Keep inserting the card

until the rightmost alignment mark is under the entry slot and the

alignment mark to its left remains exposed. About 1 ¢m (%4-%% in.) of

the end of the card should protrude from the exit slot.

 

With the card aligned in the card reader, press [RTN]. The display will show:

 

Full card .. Ready for the first pass.

   

Grasp the right end of the card between your right thumb and index

finger and pull smoothly and steadily. 75¢

  
A pull through the card reader should take about as long as it does to say the name ‘“Hewlett-Packard.” The

speed of the card may range from 13 to 76 cm/second (5 to 30 in./second). It may be helpful to do a few trial

pulls to search for the lower and upper speed limits. You may pull the same track through the card reader an

unlimited number of times. The HP-75 display indicates immediately whether or not the pass has been

successful.

Examples:

 

pulied too fas Indicates you’ve pulled the card too fast.

 

HF
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Indicates that track 2 has been read and the card

may be turned around for reading the other track.
 

 

bad resdowurite Indicates that the card was not read correctly. If

this warning occurs repeatedly, you should clean

the card (refer to appendix B).

 

   
After the message is displayed, you’ll again see:

 

cooarod s Flian & DRETHI Indicates you may insert the same track or another
track from the same program.   

Press before each pull. The HP-75 continues to prompt you as it guides you through the card reading

process. After all four tracks of the program have been read, the cursor and prompt will reappear:

 

= i This display means the operation is finished. All
four tracks of the i % program have been copied

to memory.

 

   

Section 3, File Editing, shows the reverse process, which you use to copy information from memory to cards.

Section 8, Card Reader Operations, details other features of the card reader, including password and private

card options.

Running a Prerecorded Program (i{i1 7, [RUN], (ATTN])

To run the ¥ Y program, first find the program in memory using the i

don’t use the key):
  

 
 

  
      

Pressing will display the catalog entry, or The size (in bytes) and date of the program may
heading, of the program. vary, depending on your version.

    Note: If & Crowrk Pl le miEme’ occurs when you enter an kilcommand, it means some

“housecleaning” is necessary. Type iii to erase the current workspace and then retype the

il 7 command. This file-handling procedure is explained in section 3, page 63.

  

The i 7 program offers you two options:

Savings Option. The program calculates the future amount of money you’ll have saved, given an initial

deposit amount, the number of compounding periods, and the periodic interest rate. You may also specify a

periodic deposit amount.

Borrowing Option. The program calculates the amount of periodic payment you’ll need to pay out, given

an initial loan amount, the number of compounding periods, and the periodic interest rate.

Example: If you deposit $30 per month (beginning today) in a current account of $2000, with 17% interest

compounded monthly, how much will you have in 9 months? You’ll use the arithmetic keys (digits, decimal

point, and operators) when entering this information.

Press or type 1.ir:[RTN]. You’ll see the PRGM annunciator and the following display:

 

HOE Y o~ The program greeting is displayed momentarily,

followed by your two options.   
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se Provimod oi
PRGM

FEP il

 

 

PRGM
 

 

Imitial amodnt o il
PRGM
 

 

b peeoo
P

 

 

Lrtooratgee E
PRGM
 

 

Pl oloooE LT 1
PRGM
 

 

LTe amouret L Fohh
PRGM
   
 

Type an = or = to choose the savings option. Then

press .

This message confirms your choice.

Type iE[RTN]. You may enter numbers with
decimal points and one operator (such as[+]or [x]),
but don’t type dollar signs or commas.

Type = to specify nine compounding periods.

If the interest is 17% annually, then for each period,

or month, it’s 17/12%. Type i ¥~ 1 Z[RTN].

Type & [RTN]. (The assumption is that a deposit
will be made at the beginning of each period.)

At the end of 9 months, you can expect $2559.80.

The PRGM annunciator remains on—the 1{ii{£% program continues executing, waiting for your response.

After about 5 seconds, the HP-75 displays:

 

TyoL3

 
Re ey Bay

PRGM  
 

The HP-75 waits for a key response. If no key is
pressed within a few seconds, the program will cycle
back and forth between this display and the
previous one.

To stop the program, press [ATIN], To compute another savings amount, press any key but , say [TAB].

The program will automatically stop after 2 minutes if no key is pressed. After the program terminates the

display will be: EHDT o f D

 

 PRGM   
Indicates that execution has returned to the

beginning of the savings option.

This time through, the HP-75 remembers and displays the figures you’ve entered from before.

Example:

 

Imitial

 
ot

PRGM

FEEEn, G

 
 

 

Pudmmde

 
cof g dodE o

PRGM  
 

If you’re satisfied with this amount, bypass the

entry by typing nothing and pressing [RTN].
Otherwise, type right over the amount shown and

then press .

You may leave this number alone or type another

over it.

All dollar amounts are displayed with two decimal places. The interest rate is displayed with 1 to 12 digits.

In this example:

 

 
stLo Lodleooooios

PRGM  
 

Note that a period may be any unit of time. The

example uses monthly compounding periods.
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To figure the periodic payments you’d need to make on a loan, stop the program (press (ATTN]), restart it

(press [RUN]), type a iz (for borrow), and you’re in business.

Redefining a Key (iiEF  HEY)

 

The ii .o command enables you to redefine individual keys so that they function as typing and

programming aids.

Example: Change the unshifted (Q] key so that it displays your name instead of lowercase . Type the

following and press [RTN]:

  

b i ebi VRdi bl e ge by .
b R En L d40 MR RN M -

    
 
 

The LitzF &% command. Be sure to end the The new definition of the [Q] key is stored in

command with a semicolon ( ;) before pressing memory.
RTN|.

Now when you press [@], you’ll see your name. Holding down [Q] will cause your name to be repeated across

the display line. Change the [Q] key back to its original definition by clearing the display and typing:

 

spurgs keusl Pressing clears that part of memory that holds
your key redefinitions.  

 

If you've redefined a key you need to type with, type it in uppercase instead. For example,if you’ve redefined

the [P] key, type [SHIFT](P]to display an uppercase .

The [EF EE* command makes possible 190 key redefinitions. Shifted keystrokes (for example, (Q])

as well as control keystrokes (for example, [Q)) are user-definable. Refer to section 10, Redefining the

Keyboard, for more information.

 

Typing a Memo (0017, Hi

The HP-75 has text-editing capabilities that enable you to draft and revise correspondence in EDIT mode.

i{1, first create a file by that name in memory. Type the

 

For example, to write a short memo named ¥

following and press :

 
 

sacdd ot P raumemo b, TTl   
      

 

The 5111 T command createsfile i The catalog entry appears, showing the name of the

switches the HP-75 to text-editing. file, its type (text), its size (0 bytes), and the time and

date of creation.

When you press [ATIN]now—or any other key—the text prompt ( :) appears.

 

;i Pressing displays the text prompt ( :) and

cursor.   

Now type # . (an abbreviation fori t &) and press[RTN].

 

 

N| CLE

      
To start automatic line numbering. Numbering begins at line 10.
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Then enter the memo by typing the lines and pressing after each line.

 

.....
cLEOTO Faugl

   
The first line of the memo. Use the key to type
capitals.

 

Bl L

   
The second line.

 

   

 

   

AR SUEJECT Computersil

The third

FE These machinss are amazivg., @

Last line.

Press-N]to stop the process. Then type :

the i1 (print-list) command:

 

 

   
The Fi.1&T

2-second delay between lines.

 

 

   

 

Pl W

   
The numbering increases in steps of 10.

 

   

 

s

   

 

   
Line 50 won’t be used.

= to set a comfortable reading rate. Finally, execute

Press to review what you’ve typed.

command causes file lines to be displayed without line numbers, one after another, with a

The last line listed. Press to clear the line.

Your lines are displayed exactly as you’ve typed them, without line numbers.

To single-step through the text file, use the and keys. You can add as many new lines as you choose.

Type a line number and then the text, and press [RTN]. Note that a line number should be separated from the

first digit in a line by one or more spaces or characters.

 

 

 

 

Examples:

] va Tt S j ik i This line would be stored as line 50, containing

HEodlmus bath Dep tember

SEEE oay Ptk He E il i This hne would be stored as line 5030, containing
Only et ebe,   
  =¥ program, execute another i

  

  
      

To return to a program already in memory. The heading of the program is displayed.
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Press to clear the line:

 

   

  

      

=l The BASIC prompt and cursor reappear

You can return to a program or text file at any time using the £I T command.

Example:

vecdd b raumemno 'l PTB T HE L e B2onEonm

Specify the name between quotes in uppercase or The catalog entry shows that the file takes 90 bytes

lowercase letters. of memory.

Press and the text prompt will reappear. Finally, type s cii © ' moriss to return once more to

the IiiHE"Yprogram.

The & [ HizmOMG MOMEY, and BFEMO files remain in memory until you deliberately erase them, as with

a LIz Ecommand (page 50). You can create and edit as many files as memory can hold. The HP-75C can

hold more than 150 memos the size of i+i i1, Section 3, File Editing, gives complete instructions for

creating, revising, and manipulating files.

Controlling HP-IL Devices

From EDIT mode, you can control a variety of HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop) devices—such as the

HP 82163 Video Interface, the HP 82162A Thermal Printer, and the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive. You

may want to refer right now to the first part of section 9, HP-IL Operations, if you have a peripheral to

connect to the HP-75.

The Modifier Keys ([SHIFT], [CTL])

Although the HP-75 has a simple and uncluttered keyboard, the computer can display 256 letters, digits,

punctuation marks, Greek symbols, and other characters. The HP-75 uses many keystroke combinations to

multiply the power of the keyboard. All keystroke combinations include the key, the key, or both.

Just as word prefixes modify the meaning of words they precede (as “un-’ and “re-” change the meaning of

“do”), so and modify the function of keys they precede. Like prefixes, the modifier keys

and aren’t used alone; they must be held down as you press another key. Refer to appendix C, Keyboard

Operations, for a listing of possible keystroke combinations.

The Shifted Keyboard ([SHIFT][LOCK])

As on a typewriter, keys [A]through display uppercase or lowercase letters, depending on whether they’re

pressed with or without the key.

You can lock the keyboard in uppercase by holding down while pressing the key. Afterwards,

unshifted letter keys will display uppercase and shifted letter keys will display lowercase letters. (

has no effect on nonletter keys.) The keyboard will stay locked in uppercase while the HP-75 is turned

off.

To lock the keyboard in lowercase again, press by itself. The .17 statement discussed in section 13

enables programs to lock the keyboard in uppercase and lowercase.
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The Numeric Keypad ([cTL][LOCK])

To help you key in numbers, the HP-75 comes equipped with a numeric keypad. The illustration below shows

the location of the keypad. You can also use the keypad overlay that is included with the HP-75.

 

To use the keypad, press the key and hold it down while you press [LOCK]. The keypad, the digit keys,

and the arithmetic operator keys are enabled; unused letter keys are disabled and cause the beep to sound

when they’re pressed. The numeric keypad has no effect on shifted keys. For example, the unshifted key

outputs a beep, while displays uppercase ii.

The numeric pad remains in effect while the HP-75 is turned off. To restore the regular keyboard, press

(Lock].

Special Display Characters ([CTL])

If you hold down the key while pressing alphabetic keys (like [D]) and a few other keys (like the space

bar), they generate special display characters called control characters. Hold down while pressing [D]

and then [Q]: the = and :: characters appear. Section 2 discusses the entire 256-character set of the HP-75.

General Information

Locking the HP-75 (i)

Using the L.k command, you can “lock’ the HP-75 against unwanted use by others who don’t know your

password. The password may be any combination of up to 90 letters, numbers, spaces, and symbols,

although the computer checks the first 8 characters only. We recommend you choose an easy-to-remember

password because the lock is absolute. If you forget the password, you have to start all over by resetting the

machine.

  

      

When you type the L.command, use quotation marks to delimit the password.

Example:

Flock THen B B

Using a quoted name as the password. Double The HP-75 secured with password &=+,

quotes work just as well.
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The HP-75 will ask for the current password each time it turns on. Check this by pressing to

turn the machine off and then pressing to turn the machine back on.

 

pazsword? B Once on, the HP-75 prompts for your password.

   

Type it incorrectly and press to see what happens:

  

      

 
 

    
  

pazsword? benl

Lacks an uppercase i:. So the machine turns itself off.

To regain control of the HP-75, you must type in the password exactly as it appeared in the i1’command.

Example:

: W BB i

Typed correctly. Quotes aren’t used. The prompt and cursor appear.

If and only if the first eight (or fewer if the password is shorter) characters that you’ve entered agree with the

first eight characters of the password, the HP-75 returns to EDIT mode, ready for your next entry. To remove

an existing password, type 1ok with no space between the quote marks. In effect, this locks the

HP-75 with a null, or nonexistent, password.

The HP-75 may be locked and unlocked under program control by means of the .. {i{}. command (page 174).

Keeping the HP-75 On (& TiH   

 

 

 

   

The =7Fi i command lets you override the computer’s normal 5-minute timeout period.

Type = Y to cause the HP-75 to stay on indefinitely. To restore the 5-minute timeout period  type =t aradlig o f § [RIN].

 

   

The advantage of = T FHiHLIEY (il is that it keeps the display on while you’re not using the machine. For

example, the HP-75 can serve as a desk-top clock. The advantage of &7ik(iis that it conserves

battery power when the HP-75 is not connected to a power outlet. Fully charged nickel-cadmium batteries

typically offer approximately 20 hours of7T#iHlikY (il operation.

If you turn the HP-75 off—thatis,if you press or use the £i''E. command (type . [RTN])—the

previous = |HIMLIEY status is restored when you press [ATTN].

 

 

 

   

The &7 command can be used with program timers to turn the HP-75 off and on at regular time intervals

under program control (page 187).
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result displayed in the window. For example, if you type &iidaiif4 and leave the &<klin the

display, then that result will stay in the display for 5 minutes; afterwards, the prompt and cursor will

the display indefinitely.

The Beeper (EEEF, BEEF  CFCIH)

The ikizl statement produces an audible tone from the built-in speaker. There are three forms of the

statement:

 

' frequency in hertz

' frequency in hertz , duration in seconds

 

  
 

Typing kee causes a 1400-hertz tone to sound for 0.1 second. Specifying the frequency causes a tone

to sound for approximately 0.1 second.

Example:

 

heep 2ELN Pressing causes a middle C to sound for
approximately 0.1 seconds.   

You can specify any frequency, although tones from approximately 100 to 1400 hertz offer greatest fidelity.

The duration parameter sets the length of tone, accurate to tenths of a second.

Example:

 

sheep BEE, 1SN Pressing causes the A below middle C to sound
for 1.5 seconds.  

 

Frequency values less than approximately 10 and nonpositive duration values cause the speaker to “click”.

Frequencies and durations can be specified by numeric expressions as well as by numbers (for example,

Bk 4401l - 125, 1) The upper limit for duration is 226 seconds. Values greater than 226 default to

this limit.

Pressing interrupts any beep.

Note: The speaker draws a significant amount of current, especially at low frequencies (below

approximately 60 hertz).

Two commands let you disable and enable the beeper.

 

BEEF OFF
 

 

Blkb O   
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To disable the beeper, type Lo+ [RTN]. Afterwards, the beeper will no longer signal the end-of-line,

announce due appointments,* accompany error messages, or respond toBk statements. After a

  - command, the beeper remains nonfunctioning until you execute a Lirf command.

Keyword Abbreviations ([-])

Many of the words that the HP-75 recognizes (called keywords) can be abbreviated to save you typing time.

For example, to sound a tone, you may type :: . instead of the word & =

abbreviations of the keywords introduced so far:

i+. Here are the shortest allowable

 

Keyword Shortest Distinct

Abbreviation

  

  
Note that all abbreviations end with periods and that you may include more characters in an abbreviation

than the list above shows. For example, i 1 i . is an acceptable form of L. i7. The following restrictions

apply to abbreviations:

e You must type at least as many characters as appear in the shortest distinct abbreviation. For

example, i+ . is not an acceptable form of i+i. [T,

e The period is not allowed to match the final character of the keyword. For example, #ti% . is not an

acceptable form of 117 i,

e An abbreviated keyword may not contain embedded blanks.

An abbreviation can replace the keyword in any display line, although the examples in this manual spell out

the complete forms of keywords for readability. Appendix D includes a complete list of HP-75 abbreviations.

What's Ahead

You’ve already learned many things about the HP-75 in this section. There’s much more information ahead,

but you don’t have to read it all. We recommend you review this section and work through the examples of

sections 2 and 3, but from then on, the choice is yours. You may choose to go directly to part III,

Programming the HP-75, when you finish section 3.

You may want to check the appendices now to see what’s there. For example, appendix G is a glossary that

defines many of the terms used in this manual.

 

* There are 10 types of appointment alarms, 0 through 9. A type 6 alarm will always cause the alarm to sound, regardless ofa

command.
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Syntax Guidelines

Syntax is the way that instructions must be typed in order for the computer to understand their meaning.

The following syntax guidelines are used throughout this manual.

FETRIS TYFE Wordsin dot matrix (like Fi. 1% 7T) may be entered in lowercase or uppercase

letters. The examples show commands, statements, and functions entered in

oeoas s and converted internally to LERHTE.

 

italics type

, Filenames and other character strings can be enclosed with single or double

quotes and can be entered in lowercase or uppercase letters. The examples use

single quotes. Quoted filenames are converted to uppercase internally.

[] Square brackets enclose optional items.

An ellipsis indicates that the optional items within the brackets may be

repeated.

stacked When two or more items are placed one above the other, one (and only one) of

items them may be used.

or When two or more items are separated by “or”’, one or more instances of either or

both items may be included.

The HP-75 Reference Manual lists the syntactical forms of all HP-75 instructions. Appendix H, Syntax

Summary contains a detailed description of HP-75 instruction syntax and a complete set of syntax flow

diagrams. Appendix H is a useful and concise reference to all of the commands and statements contained in

your computer. You may wish to read this appendix to familiarize yourself with its contents before you go

through the rest of the manual. As you study the manual, refer to appendix H whenever you have questions

about HP-75 syntax. Appendix H will also be very useful as a ready reference when writing programs.
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Introduction

This section shows how to use HP-75 editing keys and keystroke combinations to control the display line.

The complete 256-character set is also discussed. You need to know how to add, delete, and insert characters

in the display line to operate the computer effectively.

The Keyboard

There are 65 keys on the HP-75 keyboard, consisting of three groups:

e Typewriter keys. These are the 45 letter ([A]), digit ([9]), and symbol ([*]) keys, plus the space bar.

e System keys. These seven keys are [ATTN], [RTN], [TIME], [APPT], [EDIT], [RUN], and [FET]. You used them

in section 1 and will continue to use them to control the HP-75 operating system.

e Editing keys. The 13 editing keys and a number of keystroke combinations offer you a large degree of

control as you type information in the display. Examples from section 1 are [BACK], which backspaces

the cursor, and [SHIFT][LOCK], which locks the keyboard in uppercase.

The keyboard illustration on page 6 shows the location of the typewriter, system, and editing keys.

34
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The Editing Keys

The editing keys generally work the same in all three modes, TIME, appt, and EDIT.* When used with the
and keys, most editing keys perform a second and a third function. The editing keys, like the

typewriter keys, repeat their functions when they’re pressed and held.

Because of programming applications, this section shows the BASIC prompt ( ) in the display, although the

text prompt ( ;) can be there just as well. The HP-75 can store hundreds of program lines in memory, but the

discussion focuses on a single display line, the current line, which is representative of all display lines in

EDIT mode.

Moving Across the Display ([SHIFT](-], [SHIFT](~], [cTL](+], [cTL](=])

The left-arrow ([«]) and right-arrow ([=]) keys move the cursor across the display line without affecting

anything else in the line. There are four ways to move the cursor to the left using the key:

e Press[<]repeatedly.

e Press|+]and hold it down for continuous motion.

e Press (<], which moves the cursor 32 characters (one display window) to the left. If the cursoris

less than 32 characters from the beginning of the line, moves the cursor all the way to the left.

e Press[SHIFT])[~], which moves the cursor all the way to the left.

The (-], [CTL][=], and keystrokes work similarly, moving the cursor to the right.

Note that and are used in TIME and APPT modes to move the cursor forward and

backward across the display. In EDIT mode, has no effect and has the same effect as

.

 

Erasure Keys ([BACK], [SHIFT][BACK], [DEL], [SHIFT][DEL])

The key backspaces the cursor, erasing characters one at a time until the cursor reaches the left edge

of the display. functions identically.

The key lets you delete a character from the display without leaving a space in its place. If you hold

down the key, it continuesits deletions. For example, type:

 

PThis lime will be odeleted, § Now press to left-shift the cursor to the

beginning of the line.
 

 

=Thiz lime will be deleted, When you press [DEL]the first time, the T will be
deleted.

 

 

 

Now hold down for continuous deletions.

 

 

i1l ke deleted, The key deletes one character at a time while
left-shifting the characters to the right of the cursor.   

 

* There are exceptions when appropriate. Example: In EDIT mode, the key clears a display line; in APPT Mode, displays an

unfilled APPT template.
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speeds up the deletions. The combination erases everything under and to the right of the cursor.

Example:

 

sl L ke e leted, Press|-]to move the cursor to the right.

 

 

saill W Pressing deletes to the end of the line.   
The Insert/Replace Key ([I/R])

The HP-75 has two cursors to show you where the next character is going to appear as you type. The

(Insert/Replace) key lets you “toggle” between them:

¢ Thereplace cursor, the flashing fii symbol, is the normal cursor.

e Theinsert cursor, a flashing # symbol, appears when you press the key and disappears when you

press again.

The insert cursor enables you to add characters anywhere within an already typed line. For example, clear

the display (press [CLR]) and type a command with a mistake:

 

e latl The 1. I % T command is missing an i. Press

and use the ]key to position the insert cursor.
 

 

Gl The “ points to where the next typed character will

appear. Now type the i.
 

 

wpedoldr The i inserted before the .   
Press again to restore the i cursor. Or press instead to execute L. IT with the insert cursor still

in the display.

The insert cursor may be used to edit the i % & field in APPT mode. Pressing has no effect in TIME

mode.

You can use any editing key or keystroke to control the action of the insert cursor. For example, press

DEL|:

 

RER] Deletes all characters under and after the insert

Cursor.   

Pressing erases the character to the left of the insert cursor—the character that # points to—while

left-shifting the end of the line.

Displaying Information

Display Echoing ([RTN], =], [<])

Numbers and characters can be “echoed’ by the HP-75 as soon as you enter them. When you type a number

and press in EDIT mode, the HP-75 first tries to interpret that number as a line number (that is, as a

number from 0 through 9999). If the number is greater than 9999, has a decimal point, or has a leading plus

sign (+) or minus sign (-), then the HP-75 echoes the number.
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Examples:

  

 

      

  

 

      
Entering a negative number.

  

      

Entering an integer between 0 and 9999. The entry is interpreted and entered as a BASIC line
(although an empty line).

Expressions entered from the keyboard are evaluated and their results displayed.

Example:

  

      
A simple expression.

The HP-75 will evaluate more than one expression at a time if you separate expressions with commas or

semicolons. Commas cause results to be spread apart, while semicolons cause the results to be packed.

Examples:

  

      

  

      
Separating the items with semicolons

Numbers are displayed on the HP-75 with one space for their sign (blank for positive, minus for negative)

and one trailing blank. Note that if the results exceed one display window, only the last result or results will

remain in the display.

Echoing also occurs for characters typed between quotation marks (* ' or " ”). Pressing causes the

characters in the string to be displayed.

Example:

 
 

   

     
 

Enclosing a character string with single quote Echoed without quote marks.

marks.
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PO mhe =ay, "Come bRere TR Diigd smhe zmauy, "Come bheps??

      

Using two pairs of quotes. Note that the inner pair The inner pair of quotes is preserved.

must be different from the outer pair.

Numbers and quoted strings may be combined in mixed expressions.

Example:

 
 

Fi0nIt Mworkdags this weelk "Nl Urlw 4 workdags this weelk,

      
Two quoted strings and a number are separated by

semicolons.

Note that the[=]and [«<]keys, alone and in combination with the modifiers and [CTL], may be used to

scroll the characters that remain in the display. For example, press three times:

 

4 workdads this wesk. Pressing [=]and [«~]moves the displayed results

back and forth.   

Pressing any other key causes the prompt and cursor to reappear.

. and i [T statements are to program results. Refer to

 

{17 statements to

 

Displaying and Printing Information in section 11, page 166, for the use of i [ i and i1

output program results.

Recalling Your Last Entry ([CTL][FET])

As you type, each character entered in the display line is also entered in a temporary input buffer, a

95-character location in memory that stores display information. You terminate entry in the input buffer by

pressing the key. In EDIT mode, holding down while touching the key causes the current

contents of the input buffer to reappear in the display. For example, if you press now, you’ll see: '

 

Ol rds tworkdaws this wesk " The last line you typed before pressing [RTN].

   

The line is displayed left-justified, with the cursor positioned in the leftmost column. Although the prompt

isn’t displayed, the line is ready to be revised and reexecuted.

Using means a savings in typing time, as you can recall long keyboard expressions without

needing to retype them.

After you press [RTN], new characters you type will replace old characters in the input buffer. Pressing

will display the contents of the buffer with those changes. For example, press and type:

 

sl These new characters are entered in the input

buffer. To verify, press .
 

 

thidls week " The recalled line includes the last characters you’ve
typed.

 

   
Note: Besides[RTN], the [ATTN], (1], [}], and keys terminate character entries in the input buffer.
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The Delay Rate (i,

  

The Litzi.#command regulates the display rate of error messages, card reader messages, HP-IL messages,

and program output to the display and other display devices.

 

LkLY number of seconds
   

The number of seconds is any numeric expression that specifies the 1engthof time between d1splayhnes

accurate to tenths of a second. When the battery pack is first installed,|

program changes the il i.i

 

7 1s set to 1 second; the i

 

% to 0 seconds.

Parameters may range from 0 to 226 seconds. Values outside this range default to the lowest or highest

limits, respectively.

 

   

 

Example:

DR Pressing sets the [1EL.Fi'rate to 2 seconds.

Note that Liii.r% has no effect on single-line displays. For instance, echoed lines (page 36) remain displayed

until a key is pressed or the HP-75 turns off.

You may override a delay condition by pressing any key. Each press causes the current line to be replaced

immediately by the next line. For example, holding down while listing the

lines to be displayed with no delay.

 

11 file causes the

The current ii."%rate remains in effect until another il% command is executed.

Line Width (1107H  H)

 

[iTH commands enable you to specify the number of characters that will be displayed

in a s1ng1e display line orprlntedin a single print line.

 

 

 

{1 number of characters

 

 

 

i number of characters    
The i1 - command sets the hne w1dth of dlsplay output. The F - command sets the line width of

 

prmter output Initially, both Hand Fidl - settings are for 32characters the width of the display

window. These commands don’taffect the behav1orof the display window during input operations.

   You can include any numeric expression in a i Li T ior i ' command to specify any line w1dthof one

or more columns. The appropriate setting depends on the output device. For example, a logical F 5

setting for the HP 82162A Thermal Printer is 24 or some multiple of 24, based on the 24-character prlnt line

of the printer.

The HP-75 sends as many characters to the display or printer device as the current 107or ii

setting specifies and then sends a carriage return/line feed to the device to begin a new line.
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Example: Display the date and time in EDIT mode so that the 1nformat10n appears in the dlsplay window

threecharacters at a time. Set the display line width by typing wiitii% [RTN]. Then use the {if

T ¥ functions (page 98). Type:

  
% and

 

sodatedtime Pressing causes the date and time to be
displayed according to current i {7and DLY

settings.
  
 

The example shows that a setting less than 32 “breaks” displayed lines into smaller portions. A setting

greater than 32 causes long lines to scroll across the display. A setting greater than 96 causes characters

added after the 96th to replace themselves in the last character position.

WIDTHand FIDTH parameters are rounded to integer values; values of & or 1 specify a width of 1 column.

(Negative values and values greater than 255 result in widths of 255 characters, limited by the line length of

the display or printer device.) ITH IHF and FHIDTH IHF (for “infinity’’) permit an unlimited number

of characters to be sent to one line—the output never overflows to another line.

A WILTHor FiILTH setting remains in effect until you specify another setting. You should set the HP-75

backto its1n1t1a1 display width now by typing i it32 [RTN]. DELMY and 41TH commands are useful

in programsto specify initial display conditions.

Setting the Right Margin (i1)

After a system reset, the HP-75 is set to beep when you type the 91st character in the display line. The

FfiFikG 14 command enables you to specify a new character position at which the beep will signal the end of

line.

 

[kT number of characters

  
 

Examples:

 

rmargin SEH Causes the beeper to sound when the 26th character
is typed.

 

 

...............

rmErgin FOH Causes the beeper to sound when the 75th character
is typed. 

 
 

Note that the beeper serves as a reminder of—not a restriction on—the line length. It actually responds to the

p0s1t10n of the cursor—for the insert cursor, the beep doesn’t correspond to the line length. Regardless of the

i i isetting, you can still type 94 characters in a given line, that is, 96 column positions minus one

position for the prompt and one position for the cursor.

 

The number of characters may be specified by any numeric expression (such as *&i—173); expressions are

rounded to integer values.

The ¥  I setting remains in effect until another I command is executed.

 

Programming Note: The [t i command sets the number of characters that may be typed in

response to an ii+iil1 statement before the HP-75 beeps.
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The HP-75 Character Set

The 256 HP-75 characters have numbers, or decimal codes, associated with them, ranging from 0 through

255. Appendix D includes a table of characters and associated decimal codes. Ninety-five characters

(decimal codes 32 through 126) are standard printable characters as defined by the American Standard Code

for Information Interchange (ASCII). Note, then, that characters 0 through 31 and characters 127 through

255 may be interpreted by an HP-IL device or another computer differently from the way the HP-75 displays

them. You should refer to your owner’s manual for the peripheral or computer to determine its character set.

Characters and Decimal Codes (i

 

Given a decimal code, thei¥ function returns the corresponding display character.

Example:

  

skECRD 5l 2

      
Uppercase letters correspond to decimal codes 65
through 90.

M#rounds numeric expressions to integer values and converts the integers to the proper range (modulo

256).

 

The i function works opposite to L:HE#

Example:

  

      
The character must be enclosed with quotes. The decimal code of .

i1 may operate on any string expression, returning the decimal code of the first character in the string.

Example:

  

      
Returns the decimal code of the first character in the

string, a space.

Characters whose decimal codes are 128 through 255 appear underlined in the display. To display an

underlined character, use the decimal code of the non-underlined character, the constant 128, and the i#

function. For example, to display i:

 
 

eBTEE0E i

      
Using 65 as the value of . Returns the underlined character.

 

An alternate method includes the i function:

 
 

SETETEE LRI L T eki

      
LM returns the decimal code of . The same result.
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The Display Character Keystroke ( [SHIFT][1/R])

One hundred ninety-four keys and keystroke combinations can produce display characters. Editing and

system keys as well as typewriter keys have associated display characters. However, you can’t display many

of these characters directly by pressing the corresponding keys—many keys perform predefined operations

when they’re pressed. But (I/R], the display character keystroke, enables you to access these

characters.

For example, the key is associated with the i character. However, if you press by itself, the

HP-75 switches to APPT mode. To display the icharacter, you must first use (I/R]. Pressed once,

leaves the cursor in its present position and prepares the HP-75 to display the character of the

very next key you press. Press once and then press the key: The i character appears.

Pressing and releasing always causes the next key or keystroke combination to display its

character. Try a keystroke combination: Press [CTL][1] by itself. Nothing happens. Now press and

then [CTL])[1)—an underlined !is displayed.

If you’re using the numeric keypad ([CTL][LOCK]), then enables the keys to perform their normal

display functions. For example, the keypad outputs a <. If you press and then the unshifted
(U], you display lowercase :.:.

also overrides key definitions that you’ve declared earlier. If the unshifted [Q] key is redefined to

display your name, then followed by [Q]displays the regular .

If you press SHIFT twice in succession, what happens? The character associated with [SHIFT 1s itself

displayed, :

It follows that all HP-75 keys and keystroke combinations have decimal code equivalents. For example, the

key corresponds to decimal code 130. and the L1 function enable you to determine the

decimal code of a particular key or keystroke combination. For the decimal code of [APPT], type:

 

  

 

      

You must press first to type the The key corresponds to decimal code 130.
display character.

The character set table in appendix D includes the decimal codes of the keyboard and indicates which

keystrokes must be preceded by to display characters.

Advanced User’s Information

Control Characters ([CTL)[BACK], [CTL][H], [CTL][M], [CTL][J])

There are 33 ASCII-defined control characters, used to control the interchange of information among

communications systems. Control characters correspond to decimal codes 0 through 31, and 127. Control

characters may be produced either by the [CTL] key or by the iiiiF# function. For example, both [CTL]

and HEF L generate the “null” control character, decimal code 0, displayed by the HP-75

as .

  

A number of control characters have special meaning for the HP-75 display and for HP-IL devices. One in

particular, the escape character, has a variety of control applications. The escape character isgenerated

either by the [CTL][BACK]keystroke—as indicated by the letters ESC over the [BACK]key—or by {:HF & ¢ &7 .

The HP-75 doesn’t display an escape character—instead, it shows  and turns off the cursor. The cursor
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reappears when you type the next character. The responses of the display window and HP-IL devices to

escape character codes are discussed further in section 9.

Here are three other special control characters:

® The backspace character (decimal code 8) causes the cursor to backspace. The backspace may be

“displayed” by typing a few characters and then pressing (I/R], followed by (H], [BACK], or

[BACK]. (The three keystrokes are identical.) Note that the backspace character moves the cursor

without causing an erasure.

e The carriage-return character (decimal code 13) causes the cursor to return to the left edge of the

display. A carriage-return may be “displayed” by pressing and then [CTL](M]or [RTN]. Note

that the carriage-return character moves the cursor without causing the contents of the line to be

executed. (Refer to the following topic, Carriage-Return/Line-Feed Keys.)

® The line-feed character (decimal code 10), causes the HP-75 to advance to a new display line. A line-feed

may be “displayed” by pressing (J].

The following i. I ii1 program demonstrates the effect of the backspace, carrlage-return, line-feed, and

escape characters on the HP-75 display. Prepare for the program by typing :

iv Lo RTN.

 

LI HEFEED [ EOoLd o EG Goonhonsd

 

 

Todrmput &

2ol sEp THegdlnmlra robirFEs s Eed?   
Run the program four times. Each time the

27—and press [RTN].

Examples:

 

 PRGM   
Specifies the backspace character.

 

   

.l. .i. ek5:::‘ i i..Ii

The heading of the program. Press and enter
the program.

 

The i.
Press after each.

i program consists of two lines.

 

 

   
The second string is displayed beginning from the

location of the backspaced cursor.

 

   
The escape character plus capitali causes the

HP-75 to clear the display completely.

The i# function is often used in programs to send control character information to HP-IL devices.

Carriage-Return/Line-Feed Keys

“* prompt appears, enter a new decimal code—8, 10, 13, or

Nine HP-75 keys cause both a carriage-return character and a line-feed character to be sent to the HP-75

display and other HP-IL display devices. These are the seven system keys ([ATTN], [RTN], [TIME], [APPT],

(EDIT], [FETJ, [RUN]) and two editing keys ([t], [¢]). (Note that pressing [CTL][M]is the same as pressing [RTN].)

 
 

When you press one of these keys, a carriage-return/line-feed occurs before the normal function of the key is

carried out. For example, before the key causes the HP-75 to display the APPT template,it first returns

the cursor to left edge of the display and causes the HP-75 to display a new line. In most cases, carriage-

return/line-feeds occur so quickly that they’re noticeable only on external display devices.
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Introduction

The HP-75 has a versatile file handling system that enables you to store and access multiple programs, text

memos, appointment calendars, keyboard redefinitions, and other blocks of information. A file is an area of

memory that can be identified by name and manipulated as a unit. Files are collections of lines of

information that have either been entered from the keyboard or else copied from a mass storage medium.

Here are four examples of display lines from section 1 that are stored in files in memory.

 

  RTINS D FRons Stored in an appointmentfile named¢ 1

 

 

   Stored in a BASIC program file named :: i

 

 

ey ot T Your Mams Stored in a file that contains all key redefinitions

named i&,   
44
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CLEOTO Mau Stored in a text file named

   

In each case, you entered the line in the file by pressing the key. The key has two important uses

in this section:

® Toenter new lines in files.

 

® Toexecute commands that control files,like i

Filenames

Each file in memory has a unique name, called its filename. For example, there can be only one file named

MHE"Y. A filename may be composed of one to eight characters.* The first character of the filename must be

a letter or period, and the remalnlng characters can be any combmatlon of letters and digits. Examples of

 

acceptable filenames are i, HiL) LT CwE and L . You can use lowercase letters to

 

enter filenames, but theyare converted to uppercase by the HP-75 A blank character terminates the

filename—subsequent characters are ignored. Use quotation marks, single or double, to delimit filenames

when you key in commands. (There are two exceptions—the names of the special s+ t and Is files are

stored as lowercase letters, and you must enter these filenames without quotation marks.)

A filename that begins with a period specifies a volatile file. If the HP-75 turns itself off or you execute a

command that turns it off, all such volatile files will be purged when it is next turned on. Essentially, volatile

files are temporary files that are intended for your current work session only.

Filesin Memory

Files are stored in memory in the order of their creation, with the earliestfile located at the “bottom.” Here

are the relative locations of the files created in sections 1 and 2. The diagram represents the HP-75’s memory

and includes names, types, sizes (in bytes), times, and dates of the files stored there.

 

Available memory. Refer to appendix D for information regarding the

memory required by files. 

 

 

IHEFEED £ EEOLLOEG @Groanesl This BASIC file was created if you entered the program

The most recent file. on page 43.
 

YRMO i EEOOLE L e EEomhond

A text file.
   « The k& file was located here until you erased it by

SR OB ehde typing p ii rauim [RTN.
= 18 e elo

 

 

  FHORE Y

Although the d|SpIayshows the date of the

prerecorded program, the file is located

according to the time when you copied to

memory.

  

 

MG EONG E S EE 4D B

The first program you created.

  

 

Hippd i SFESEE Bcanemd

Your earliestfile, created when you first

scheduled an appointment.   
 

* In its most general form, a filename can be any string expression. (The topic of string expressions is described later, in Section 13.)
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The HP-75 can hold as many files as memory permits, of six types:

e BASIC or program files, indicated by the letter ii. BASIC files are numbered lines of program

instructions. A private BASIC file will be indicated by i, meaning that the program may be run but

not listed, changed, or copied (section 8, page 117).

e Text files, indicated by 7. Text files are numbered lines of arbitrary sequences of characters.

e Appointment files, indicated by i (section 7, page 102).

e Keys files, also indicated by 7. Keys files are special text files (section 10, page 144).

e Language Extension Files, or LEX files, indicated by i.. LEX files are special program files available

through prerecorded magnetic cards and tapes and through plug-in ROMs (appendix B, page 277).

e Logical Interchange Files, or LIF1 files, indicated by i. LIF1 files are specially formatted files for

interchanging information between the HP-75 and other computers (appendix B, page 274).

This section uses text file examples for simplicity, but the process of composing and managing BASIC files

is the same.

EDIT Mode ([EDT))

You create and update text and BASIC files in EDIT mode. Press key to enter EDIT mode:

 

=i The BASIC prompt and the cursor appear.

   

If the text prompt ( ;) appears instead, type i1i to erase the current text workspace, and then type

goilt baszico to prepare the HP-75 to edit a BASIC file. The BASIC prompt will appear when you

begin typing or if you press [ATTN].

The BASIC prompt indicates the readiness of the HP-75 to accept program statements. The text prompt

indicates the computer’s readiness to accept lines of text. Here are the different EDIT mode operations:

 

 

With the BASIC prompt ( )

in the display:

With either prompt:

Compose and revise Evaluate expressions.

BASIC files. sy Lt With the text prompt ( :)

Execute system commands. inthe display:

  

Compose and revise textfiles.

 

      

 

You’ll notice that you can execute system commands (like {15 1. 7% and F1!i4) regardless of the prompt in the

display. The difference is that BASIC lines are translated into machine code as they are entered to speed

program execution, while text lines are stored as entered. Therefore, text files can’t be executed as programs,

even if the text contains legal BASIC statements. (However, the 7

appendix B, on page 274, enables you to convert a file from one type to another.)

 

1 command, discussed in
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  Available Memory (i )
i function enables you to check the current size of available memory.

 

  The

Example:

 
 

so Gl

    
 
 

Typical result, indicating that the HP-75 can store

an additional 4912 bytes of information.

The number of files in memory and the number of lines in each file are limited only by available memory. As

an example, a 30-line memo (about a page of double-spaced typing) requires approximately 2500 bytes of

memory, the equivalent of two magnetic cards of information.

The number of bytes returned by {11 may vary, depending on when the function is used.

Example:

 
 

Gp oool chg e ch sy bS

   
 
 

 
Each execution of the function temporarily requires

seven bytes of memory.

 

11 can be used to determine the memory required for any HP-75 operation. Execute /ibefore and after a

program or keyboard operation to determineits effect on available memory.

Note that the operating system requires approximately 2100 bytes of memory for system routines. After a

system reset, memory available to the user is about 14,000 bytes. Installing the HP 82700A Memory Module

adds 8K (8192) bytes of memory to the machine.

Creating and Editing a File (757, E011 T, FETIH)

Whenever the HP-75 is in EDIT mode, the computer accesses a BASIC or text file called the current file.

While you are working on a file, (editing or running it, for example) it is the current file. Several HP-75

commands can change which file is the current file. At the moment, the HP-75 is “in” a BASIC file, as

indicated by the : prompt. To learn more about the current file, execute the -1 (catalog) command:

 

 

  

    
 

 

Displays the catalog entry of the currentfile.

A catalog entry contains five pieces of information:

 

e The name of the file you're currently editing (in this case, i. [ MHi:

e The type of file (i for BASIC).

e The amount of memory the file occupies, in bytes. As a reference, each display character in a text file

takes one byte of memory. A & indicates the file is empty.

e The time the file was created, expressed in 24-hour notation. For example, i: &% represents 1:00 p.m.

e The date the file was created.
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Press[=]to scroll the line to the left; press to scroll the line to the right. Press or to modify the

action of (=]and [«]. Any other key will restore the prompt and cursor:

 

=i The catalog entry disappears.

   

To create a new text or BASIC file, use the E[1 I T command. Four forms of the £I T command follow:

 

“filename ' .

‘filename ' .

Creates a BASIC file by the specified name.
Creates a text file by the specified name.
Creates a temporary BASIC file named ik £4 1

Creates a temporary text file named w7k £ 3 1,

  

  

  

  
 

The following pages show how an example text file is created, written, revised, and manipulated. Type the

following and press [RTN]:

  

Aol t ewamp e L Tex Tl BL Bla Y EEDo

    
  

Using the ki1 i T command to create a text file. Displays the catalog entry of the file.
Either single or double quotes may enclose the

filename.

Press to cause the text prompt ( ;) to appear, indicating that you’re editing a text file. Now type this

line of characters, which begins with a line number, and press [RTN]:

  

pE Tl s s lims zero. @ ;i

    
  

Typing a line for the F&MLFfile. Line 0 is entered in memory.

Although line 0 no longer appears in the display, it’s still the current line of the file. The HP-75 uses an

internal mechanism, the file pointer, to keep track of the current line of the current text or BASIC file. To

fetch (or recall) the current line to the display, you press two keys in sequence and [RTN]. Press to

display the word iTi:

 

 

The key is a typing aid. You could instead type

   

 

the word & 1 oi.

Then press to execute the i& Ti:H command:

BThis is lime zero, The current line appears just the way you typed it.

   

The current line—the line pointed to by the file pointer—is also called the pending line. Whenever you wish

to bring the pending line to the display, press and then[RTN]. The pending line remains fixed unless you

move thefile pointer. For example, press to leave EDIT mode temporarily:

 

Daw MosDgeye Heotn AR LH THote Pressing switches the HP-75 to APPT mode.
Now press again.

 

 

g Back in EDIT mode.   
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Use the i1 command to confirm that the currentfile is &=L5,

  

1   
      

 

The file pointer is still located in the i::

The file has grown to 36 bytes.

 

“{“iHing the current line confirms that it’s line O.

  

g pogmrti b oa ST ee a—
koo H PP L s L=

      

 

The pending line of the i iz file.

Even when the HP-75 turns off, the file pointer stays fixed in the current text or BASIC file at the pending

line. To move the file pointer to another file (for exampleto return to the = iiis file), you must execute

o i1 commands throughout this section.

 

another 111 T command. You'll be using the {5 1, i

 

Checking the System Catalog (i"#% .l [EDIT])

Typing o% displays the catalog entry of the current text or BASIC file. The4T command has four

other forms:

 

         FiL Accesses the complete system catalog.

f//ename Displays the catalog entry of the specified file.

= Displays the catalog entry of thei 1 file.
Displays the catalog entry of the & = file.

 

   
Note that no quotes are used for the =i+ and &=i files.

Executing "7 Fil.i.lets you review the catalog of all files in memory. Press to clear the line and type:

  

somtal Tl

      
The first line of the i

according to the current i.

 

..i. listing is displayed

7 rate.

  

The first line labels the five fields of the catalog entries. After a delay equal to the current . %rate, the

catalog entry of the most recently created file is displayed:

 

   ..z, the current file, happens to be the most

recently created file.   

To display the catalog entries of the other files in memory, use (4], the down-arrow key. The catalog entries

appear according to when the files were created. Press repeatedly until you reach the oldestfile, the =i %

file:

 

 

The oldest file in memory appears lastin a

L .. listing.   

The up-arrow key ([t]) lets you review the catalog entries of more recent files in memory. displays

the catalog entry of the oldestfile; (1], the catalog entry of the most recent file.
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The key assumes a new function during a i#7T i Llisting. Pressing causes the file whose

catalog entry is in the display to become the current file. (However, if an unnamed, nonempty workfile

exists, you can’t access another file in this way; refer to page 63.)

Example:

 

     The catalog entry of theilprogram during

.. Press|EDIT]|.
 

 

= Thefile pointer is moved to the first line ofthe file,
and the BASIC prompt and the cursor appear.   

Note the file must be a BASIC or text file available for editing; otherwise, pressing [EDIT] causes warning

65— aommms rastrioiscd— tooccur and the catalog entry of that file to reappear in the display.

   - L or execute another 7TFL.L.

. catalogentryin the display.

 

LB text file, elther type #

command and press [EDIT] with the i   

Purging Files (i)

 

The F'l .z command erases one file at a time from memory.

 

Erases the currentfile.

‘filename ° Purges the spe01f1ed file.
Purges the

Purges the i     
 

 

After a i - command can

be considered “dangerous: Once executed, the command can’t be undone. If you purge the current file, the

HP-75 creates a temporary i i §i 1of the same type and makes it the current file.

Entering Lines in a Text File ([RTN])

 

Each line of a text file starts with a line number, that is, an integer from & through%%Each line has 96

character positions, including one position for the prompt, one to four positions for the line number, and the

final position for the cursor. This means that each line of a text file can consist of up to 90-93 characters.

After typing a line, press [RTN]: The HP-75 stores the contents of the display line in the current file.

For example, type:

 

 

   
The line begins to scroll acrossthedlsplay window The display window at the end of your typing.

at the 32nd character (the = inso b ),

Use a combination of the[«], (=], and modifier keys to review what you’ve typed. Then press [RTN]:

 

i Pressing stores the complete line as part of the
current textfile.   
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To display the pending line—the line you’ve just entered—fetch it from memory:

  

  
    
  

The pending line. The cursor is conveniently

positioned just after the line number.

 

To clear the display, press|CLR], [ATTN], or [EDIT]. This has no effect on what’s been stored in thefile.

Lines can be entered in any order, but they're stored in the order of their line numbers, from lowest to

highest. You can enter lines in only one file at a time—the current file. You must press in order to enter

alinein a file.

When you press while editing a text file, the HP-75 ignores all leading blanks and checks for a valid line

number. If it finds a line number, the HP-75 stores the line as is in the current text file. For example, i i+ 73is

stored as line 10, the contents of which are. Uppercase and lowercase letters, spaces after the line

number, quotation marks, control characters—in short, everything—is preserved the way you’ve typed it.

To do keyboard arithmetic while editing a text file, begin the line with any character except integers between

0 and 9999, for example, a decimal point (. ), a plus sign (+), a minus sign (-), a left parenthesis (),or a

simple numeric variable name (refer to Assigning Values to Variables in section 5). For example, clear the

display and type:

  

 

    
  

 

Adding two numbers with leading plus sign. The result. The text file is unaffected by the

calculation.

Automatic Line Numbering (.7 1)

Executing the #i!7{i command causes the line numbers of a text or BASIC file to be provided automatically.

 

i1 [beginning line number [. incrementvaluel]
   

Clear the display and type:

  

    
  

Starts the numbering at line 1. A space is added

after the line number.

 

  

 

    
  

 

  

  
      

Now enter four more lines in the &« i1ifile. Type:

Any combination of display characters may follow Line numbers increment in steps of 1, as specified in

the line number. the #ii7T i command.

Indenting two additional spaces for the verse The file pointer advances to the new line as it’s

fragment. numbered.
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The last line of the fragment. Press here to stop the numbering.

  
Thefile pointer is positioned at the last line containing text. Thatis, if you execute - - now,line 4 will be

recalled to the display, although the last line number displayed was line 5.

 

Executing #.! 7with no parameters causes numbering to begin at the current line number plus 10 and to

increment in steps of 10.

  

    
  

Starts the numbering at 14, which is the current line

number (4) plus 10.

If you specify just the beginning line number, then the line numbers start at that number and increments in

steps of 10. For example, press and then type:

  

  
    
  

Specifies the beginning line number. The first line displayed is 40, the next will be 50, and

so on. Press once to verify.

Press to stop the process.

Note that auto-numbering won’t cause existing lines in the file to be overwritten. For example, because line 4

exists in the &« H

 

     

4 i file, typing it < causes line 4 to be recalled to the display rather than replaced.

In other words, the #ii7 i command fetches lines from the current text or BASIC file.

Syntax Errors

While editing a text file, you can execute any system command (like iiTand i+ 1) directly from the

keyboard. You can also execute BASIC statements (like &iizif < i1), However,

you should include line numbers for all lines containing straight text. If you don’t, and then press [RTN], a

syntax, or language-related, error may occur.

  

The HP-75 responds to syntax errors by:

 ¢ Beeping (assuming a & i setting).

Turning on the ERROR annunciator.

 

Displaying an error message according to the current Likl.% rate.

Recalling the incorrect line to the display.

For example, press and then type:

  

     
ERROR      

The author’s name is missing a line number. A syntax error results.
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Error recovery is simple:

e Torecall the error message, press (FET]. In this case, i @e @&ams T means that the

display line was unsuccessfully evaluated as an expression.

e Todisplay the error identification number, use the &i function (type =1+ [RTN]).

e To clear the error condition, the ERROR annunciator, and display line, press [CLR], [ATTN], or [EDIT).

e To correct the error, use the editing keys. In this instance, press [I/R], press (<], insert a line

number and a space, and then press [RTN]:

  

 
 

  

      
Inserting a line number and space with the insert The corrected line is stored in the file as line 34.
Cursor.

Remember that recalls the contents of the input buffer. This means that when you’re adding lines

to afile, pressing displays the most recently entered line.

Example:

 

Td emlord Burorie- recalls the characters as they appeared
when you pressed [RTN].   

Editing Operations

Whenever the HP-75 is in EDIT mode, you can edit the current file—that is, you can add new lines to that

file, examine lines, change lines, insert lines, move lines, list lines, renumber lines, and delete lines.

The editing keys and keystroke combinations covered in section 2 help you revise individual lines. These

keys allow you to arrange the display line they way you want before entering it in the file (that is, before

pressing ).

Stepping Through a File ([t], [}])

The and keys move the file pointer up and down through the current file. Pressing causes the line

preceding the pending line to appear, ready for editing. Likewise, pressing enables you to view and revise

the line following the pending line. Note that pressing [t]or doesn’t enter the displayed line in the file. If

you’ve changed a line and want that change kept in the file, press before pressing [t]or [¢].

Holding down [t]or causes the key to repeat its function. moves the file pointer to the first line of

the file, and moves the file pointer to the last line of the file.

Fetching Lines from a File (i7iH+)

One of the uses of the iT4 command is to display the pending line of the current file. If supplied with a

..can move the file pointer to any line in the file. Here are the

 

quoted string, a line number, or both,

 

 

 

  

four forms of the -+ command:

F Fetches the pending line.

{ line number Fetches the specified line.

i 'search string ' Fetches the next line after the pending line that contains the

search string.

‘search string ' . line number Beginning at the specified line fetches the first line that contains

the search string.    
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  The key is a typing aid—press to place the word ¥£ 71in the display. Adding a quoted string, for

example, causes a search to occur from the line after the pending line to the end of the file.

Example: Find the line in the &=11 Efile that contains the characters «: 1 «:1i:i. Begin by moving the file

pointerto the first line of the file (press [SHIFT](t]). Then clear the display (press [CLR]) and type:

  

CFETOH "oLo CECDE oo

 

      
The command with a quoted phrase. The desired First line after the pending line to contain the

line must appear after the pending line. phrase. The cursor is positioned at the :.

The characters in the iiTl string must be typed with the same spacing and case as those in the desired

line. If the line is found, the cursor will be positioned at the beginning character of the specified string.

You need supply only a short phrase in the i7l command (like ' 1 iici’ or even '« 7). Either single

quotes or double quotes can set off the phrase, so long as they’re paired, ' ' or ” . If the search string

doesn’t appear anywhere in the file after the pending line, then the - iT :i4 command leaves the file pointer

at the current line.

FETOH line number fetches the specified line:

  

CFETOH e TEEWTput & 1Time of oharacters

      
The command with a line number. Line 100 is fetched, ready for editing.

If there is no such line, then the HP-75 displays the specified line number, ready for you to type the new line.

Example:

  

CFETCH LR LB W
      

Fetching a nonexistent line. The specified line numberis displayed.

Note that the new line is not entered in the file until you type at least one character and press [RTN].

Otherwise, the new line disappears as soon as the file pointer moves to a different line.

By specifying both a search string and a line number, you cause the HP-75 to start at the specified line and

search for the first line with the specified string.

Example:

  

FETOH eLT R, R il Ly nbE L REE L st

      
Separate the two parameters with a comma. Beginning at line 0, the HP-75 searches for the first

line containing the string.

Revising Lines

To revise an existing line in a textfile:

1. Recall theline to the display using i74, [1], or [].

2. Changethe display line to the way you want it.

3. Press[RTN]. The edited line permanently replaces the original in the file.
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For example, press [SHIFT][t]:

 

ETRLE ds line zero. Pressing moves the file pointer to the first
line ofthefile.   

Now add a space between the line number and the first character (7): Press(I/R], then the space bar:

 

E This is lime zero. Editing the current line. Pressing stores the

new version in thefile.   

If you replace the line number with a different line number and then press [RTN], the new line is entered in

the file. However, the original line—with the old line number—stays in the file also. In effect, the old line is

duplicated.

Inserting Lines

To insert a new line in a text file:

1. Typethe new line with appropriate line number.

2. Press to put the new line in the file.

Remember that line numbers must be integers. It’s not possible to insert a new line between two

 

consecutively numbered lines, say, between lines 2 and 3. The i - command (page 57) allows you to

change the intervals between line numbers.

Moving Lines

To move a line to a different place in the current file:

    
1. Move thefile pointer to the desired line using i (1], or[4].

Change its line number.

Press to put the new line in memory.

-
L
D

Delete the original line by entering a blank line with the same number.

For example, to move Byron’s name to the head of the verse, follow these steps:

  

      

  

      

To find the desired line, beginning the search from Line 34 is now the pending line.

the top of the file.

To change the line number, use (<], a space, Stores this line in the file, replacing the original
and a zero. line 0.

Finally, delete the old line (34). Type its line number and press [RTN]:

  

 

      
The old line number. Deletes line 34.
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ThlS procedure enables you to relocate lines anywhere in the current EDIT file. You can also use the

- command (page 59) to remove unwanted lines.

 

When you insert a line or when you delete a line by typing the line number and pressing [RTN], the file pointer

is set to that line. For example, when you typed =< [RTN], line 34 became the pending line.

Listing Lines (1.1 =7, FL.izT)

The ¥ * command and the [t] and [}]. keys recall single lines from the current file and make them

avallable for editing. The i.1%7T and Fi.1%7 commands also display file lines. In addition, L. 1%7T and

©1.1%7 can access any text or BASIC file in memory and can display any or all of its lines. However, lines

are listed for you to examine but not to edit.

 

 

" [beginning line number [ .final ine number]]

‘filename’ [ .beginning line number [ . final line number]]

 

 

 

" [beginning line number . final line number]]

‘filename ' [ .beginning line number [ .final line number]]  

 

 
 

To list all the lines of the current file, execute i. I %7 alone. To stop a listing, press [ATIN]. Type 1 i =t [RTN]:

 

Lines are listed in the order of their line numbers at

the current iiii.i"%rate.

 

Line 40 consists of a line number and one space.

Line 100 appears 32 characters at a time as specified
by the i I {1setting.

 

  
 

Noteson
L. izi:

e During a listing, the file pointer remains fixed at the current line.

e AI[ITH setting greater than 32 causes long lines to scroll across the display as they’re listed.

 

 

e You may override the current i i by pressing any key except [ATTN], [SHIFT], or [CTL]. The listing

will immediately continue at the next line.

 After a listing of &= .k, the display shows:

 

Notice that neither the prompt nor the cursor

appears in the display.   

Listed lines are not available for editing, although the and keys are active. When you press another

key, the listed line disappears and the prompt and cursor reappear. The file pointer remains positioned at the

pending line from before the listing. To check this, press and then [RTN]:

  

  
      

To fetch the pending line. Line 34 is the pending line from before. It’s empty
because you've deleted it.
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i.1%7T line number displays the one line specified in the command. For example, clear the display and type:

  

slist 4W ek arcl starey skies,

      

The specified line is displayed without prompt and

cursor.

If a nonexistent line is specified, the i. I %command is ignored.

L =1 beginning line number . final line number lists the lines bracketed by and including the specified line

numbers.

It’s also possible to list lines from another text or BASIC file. The following examples all cause one or more

lines from the F%[111 text file of section 1 to be listed:

 

 

 

 

    

Pist radmemno ' # Lists the entire file.

Plist Cradmeno ' SOHE Lists line 20 of thefile.

Plist Pradmenc', 18, ZEH Lists lines 10 through 30 inclusive.

The Fi.1%7T (print-list) command works similarly to the i.ii%7 command. There are four differences

 

between i.I1=T and i 157

  

e i i%T causes the lines of the specified file to be output to current i = devices. If no printer

 

devices are assigned, then the file is listed on the HP-75 display and I devices (page 128).

e The Liizl.FHY setting doesn’t affect the print-listing rate of external printers. Print-listings on external

printers occur with no delays between lines.

¢  You use the iii I iiTH command rather than i1l to determine the number of characters printed in

each line.

e i i%T lists the lines of a text file without their line numbers. (BASIC files are print-listed with their

line numbers intact.)

1.1%7 is useful because it enables your text files to be printed free of line numbers. All spaces after the line

numbers are preserved during a ii. I %1 operation.

 

Renumbering Lines (5 EHLi

i~command is used to renumber all or part of the lines of the current text or BASIC file.    

 

 

= [beginning line number [ .incrementvalue [ .from oldline number

[. through old line numberl]]]
   

 

PR L + alone causes the entire file to be renumbered so that lines begin at 10 and increment by 10. If

just the beginning line number is specified, renumbering begins at that line and increments by 10. Notice

that zero, one or two parameters cause the entire file to be renumbered.
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Examples: Press after each ¥

RTN |.

 command and then verify the renumbering by typing 1 iz 1t

 

eee Renumbers the current file (k= ~i1i1.i) so that the

first line number is 10, the second is 20, and so on.
 

 

 

LECH Renumbers the entire file, beginning with a new line

100 and incrementing by 10.
 

 

 

Renumbers the entire file, beginning with a new line

200 and incrementing by 5.   
  

Using the last two i I parameters allows you to renumber selected portions of the currentfile.

Examples:

 

 

Renumbers lines 220 to the end of the file (since no

final parameter is specified). These last lines begin
at 800 and increment by 2.

 

 

  Renumbers lines 1 through 210, beginning at line 10

and incrementing in steps of 1.   
If you’ve tried the last three examples, then a listing of the file will show:

 

} The renumbered beginning portion.

The renumbered ending portion.

 

   
The file pointer stays fixed at the same line during a renumbering, although the line number of the pending

line may be changed.

 

ik will compress or expand segments of the file and open holes in the file, but it will not change the

order of the lines. Warning 90—&:aci 1 ims mumbrer—and a default renumbering will occur anytime

either of two conditions occurs:

- command attempts to overlap or reorder the lines.

 

. command forces a line number past 9999.

In these cases, the system will renumber the specified portion of the file, beginning at the first available line

number and incrementing in steps of 1.

 

In conjunction with the f

 

- command (page 60), ~ allows you to combine two separate files
into one largerfile.
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Deleting Lines (i LETE)

The [1E1L.ETE command allows you to delete blocks of unwanted lines without affecting other lines.

 

 

i1k [beginning line number [ .ending line number]]
   

LELETE by itself deletes the pending line, although the file pointer stays set to that line number.

Lkl ETE line number deletes the specified line.

Example:

 

pele lete SODH Pressing deletes line 802.

   

DELETE beginning line number . ending line number deletes the portion of the file bounded by and

including the two line numbers.

Example:

 

pole lete 12, SO0 Pressing deletes lines 12 through 800.

   

- doesn’t

 

destroy thef11ename.The file pointer is not affected byi & Tk commands It stays fixed atthependlng

line, even if that line is deleted.

Remember that the key deletes characters, not lines.

File Manipulations

The FEHAME, FY,EDIDT, and MEFME commands give you additional control over files in

memory.

  

Renaming Files (i

The iHHE command changes the name of a file.

 

 

i1k [ old filename '] ‘new filename '
   

With only the new filename specified, the HP-75 renames the current file. Type the following and press [RTN]:

 

 

Crerrame to Lkl

   

Executing -1 shows the new filename:

  

I i Lome LA uhy B

 

      

 

To rename another file, specify its current name in the i
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Fams L radmens ' to Chank ! PreSSIngRTN]causes 4k1101 to be renamed to

 

 

 

 

* [RTN]. Refer also to the discussion of the

 

Verify the name change by typing ¢%

(page 64).

 L)

You may sometimes want to combine two text or two BASIC files into one larger file. The i

Merging Files (i

 

makes file merging possible.

 

 

‘filename * [ .beginning line number [ .ending line number]]
   

 

Mkcauses the specified lines of the specified file to be merged into the current file. The two files must be

ofthe same type (both being text or BASIC), and both must reside in memory. The specified file remains

intact.

 . . alone causes all lines of the named file to be merged into the current file. If one line number is

specified, then only that line is merged. If two line numbers are specified, then all lines from the beginning

line number through the ending line number inclusive are merged.

Example:

 

  Pressmg (RTN] causes lines 20 through 40 of the text
file HFikto be added to the current file (.. &).  

 

 

Afterwards list the current file to Verifythat merging has occurred. A check of the system catalog

(ix¢T i.) will show that the merged file (i

result ofperformlnga E

 

i.) still exists in memory. The file pointer doesn’t move as a

 =i operation.

 

Important: No renumbering occurs during a | . operation. If the current file contains any line

numbers identical to those of the merged portion, then those lines of the current file are overwritten. You

 

may want to ensure that the line numbers of the two files don’t overlap. Use the iHiiiEiE  command if

necessary to change the range of the line numbers of the current file.

 

Copying Files to Cards (05)

The .17 command, used in section 1 to copy a prerecorded program to memory, also allows you to copy a

file in memory to one or more magnetic cards.

 

 

[ filename ']
   

Without a filename, the"% command defaults to the current file. By specifying a filename, you can copy

 

another file in memory. To copy the currentfile, i..

 
 

 

     
 

Th1s message is displayed according to the current

i setting.
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After displaying this message, the HP-75 prompts:

 

Copy to oardr Hlian & DRETHI Select a blank card from the Owner’s Pac, align the
card with the edge of the entry slot between the

card’s two alignment marks, and press [RTN].
 

 

Full ooard L As you’ve done before, pull the card through the
card reader smoothly but steadily.  

 

 

 

e The card reader prompts for a second pass of the

same track, this time to verify the accuracy of

information recorded on the track.
  
 

Align the card again and press [RTN]:

 

Full oocard L The HP-75 allows approximately 5 seconds for you
to pull a card when prompted.  

 

If the file has been copied correctly, the prompt and cursor will appear after the second pass:

 

o Indicates the file has been copied to the card.

  
 

        If i gL g #0118 displayed after the second pass, it means that the information on the

track didn’tVerlfyIfth1s occurs, the HP-75 will prompt you to reinsert the track for another cycle:

 

 

You’ll need to pass the track through the card reader
two more times, once to copy and once to verify.  

 

Card cleanliness, always important, is essential during a copy to card operation. A dirty or damaged card

may cause the HP-75 to repeat warning messages and card reader prompts indefinitely. Refer to appendix B

for card cleaning information.

To copy a card file back into memory, follow the procedure you used in section 1 to copy the prerecorded

 

-{ program. In so doing, you must supply a new filename for the incoming file—each file in memory

must have a unique name.

Duplicating Files (i)

The i-i% command has another use besides transferring files to and from magnetic cards: It allows you to

duplicate files in memory.

 

~ [ original filename ] Tii ‘new filename

 

  
 

When you copy one file to another, you create a new file and copy to it all the lines of the original. Without

the original filename specified, iiduplicates the current file.

Examples:

 

Doopw To Crew B Pressing [RTN] causes thecontents of the currentfile
(i.E) to be copied to the i kifile.  
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Poopd T EINSEona’ to D tunes

  

 

 

Now check the catalog entry of i+i

  

..............................

corat e Pb T PEL i5ad groghond

      

currentfile.

Notice that the time listed in the i li catalog entry is more recent than the tlmeof the i.ifile. The reason is

that the i ifile is created when you execute the i% command. Use theicommand when you want

to save a copy of a file before editing it or when you want to update the time anddate of a file.

 

Locating and Creating Files (i1
T

.1 command allows you to move the file pointer from one file to another as well as to create new

 

 

 

   
If a file exists in memory, then naming the file in an i 7 command causes the file pointertobemoved to

the first line of that file. For example, move the file pomter to the first (and only) line of the = i+ file:

  

B o o gen eer enee aee sen e § S e P RPl s o PT S FtTR s Ty
BRSO M b b iRAR i ey g e RTRT

      

The catalog entry of the = 1 Hizziikis file is
displayed.

Press [FET] followedby [RTN] to verify the position of the file pointer. Because & I%11is a BASIC file (as

indicated by the iin the file catalog), the BASIC prompt ( ) appears instead of the text prompt. The file is

ready to be edlted. You can add lines,list lines, change lines, renumber lines, delete lines, and so on.

 

Use the i

file:

i T command to create new BASIC and text files. For example, this time specify a nonexistent

  

 

      

     Fi i a BASIC file, has just been created. The

flle pointer is positioned to line 0.

 

: Ll nor TEx Tis specified in th

  

as the current file. For example, the ¢
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You can create either BASIC or text files by specifying kifiz ior TEST inthe EL T

  

st ThEraaot, tes Tl   
      

Use a comma to separate the two parameters. The specified text file is created.

Note that it’s not possible to use the same filename for two different files, even if one is BASIC and one is

text.

The system catalog lists the files in the order of their creation. For example, iz i[ i, the most recentfile, will

appear firstin a -1 Fi.L listing. However, to conserve memory, a current file that is empty is purged from

memory when you begin editing another file—and it won’t appear in the catalog.

To edit the i sws file (2031 T FEY ), refer to section 10, page 144.

The vk £4 Le (BT, HAME)

The wori + 1 1 #is a temporary text or BASIC file that the HP-75 creates on five occasions:

e When you first install batteries and set the clock.

¢ When you reset the HP-75.

e When you FLi={:ithe current file.

 

¢ When you create a new text or BASIC file without specifying its filename in the !

e When you execute the i

 

The purpose of the w4

manlpulatea work fils inthe same ways asany other text or BASIC file. To create ai +i L,

 

  

  

v i b Tebl sk fol le

      

The i1 T command with no filename. Creates uioii7k 1 1) a text file.

  Executing =it mz icreatesa BASIC wiork ¢ 1 L&, Executing #:ii © alone creates a uwic:vi: 1 iof the

same type (text or BASIC) as the currentfile.

  

 

      

Creates a new ik i 1the same type as before

(text).

 

A uiori 1 1s can exist only as the current file; thus, there canbe only one ik {4 L #in memory at a

Bcontalmng at leastone line—you must

:**—occurs when you execute

time. Before leavmg anonemptydork i le—thatis, a

either purge the izl ¥ 1 1or give it a name. If error 69—i
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an iziil | command, it means that you’ve attempted to move the file pointer out of a nonempty ik14 1,

For example, add a line to the i if: 1 1

  

Plyes fale i mo longsr smp iy, B ;i

      

Line 3 is entered in the text i i 4 1 s,

Then try to edit another file without naming the current file.

 

   

Pressing causes error 69—uicik f1le rmameT—to be displayed. You're not allowed to leave a

nonempty okL L,

The i

 

1tz command does two things:

¢ Renames the currentfile.

e Creates another w11l 1 1ofthe same type, text or BASIC.

 

 

‘filename '
   

  
k. has the same effect as executing FEHFME T0 ' filename' and EL 17Tseparately. For

example, use ik

Executing F
 

= to name the current file and create another ik 1 1s

 
 

..........................................
srvame Fimislht i ok L e | EoolERaRD Qnoahond

      

Specifying a name for the current wii4 1s, Renamestheold wiiri fi letoFiHI%Hand

creates a newik 11 1 & of the same type—in this
case, text.

However, you can execute I/from any file in memory. Although you can ME an empty file—that is, a

file whose catalog entry shows a length of zero bytes—that file will disappear from memory as soon as the

file pointer is moved to the new wicx if: i 1e,

Transforming Files (75&F)

The TFFMHZFUEcommand enables you to transform text files into BASIC files, BASIC files into textfiles,

and both types of files into interchange, or LIF1, files. Refer to Special Files, appendix B, page 274, for more

information.
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Command Summary

Below is a summary of the 14 file commands introduced in this section.

 

 

      

Must Be May Move File Pointer

Command Parameters* Operates Ont Current File? From Current Line?

LT Ln,Incr B,T yes yes

LT Fnt B,TAL,I no no

‘ Fn,Fni B.TALI no no

Ln,Ln B,T yes no

Fn BT no yes

Str,Ln BT yes yes

Ln BT yes yes

Fn,Ln,Ln B,T no no

Fn,Ln,Ln B,T yes no

Fn B,T yes yes

Fn,Ln,Ln B,T no no

Fn§ B,T,AL,I no noq

Fn,Fn§ B,T,AL,I no no

Ln,Incr,Ln,Ln BT yes no

Fn B,T.I no no

* Ln = line number, 0-9999; Fn = filename, in single or double quotation marks; Incr = increment value, 1-9999;

Str = quoted string.

t B=BASIC file; T = text file; A = appointment file; L = LEX file; | = interchangefile.

t May specify a file residing on a magnetic card or tape.

§ May specify a file residing on a magnetic tape.

q If the current file is purged, the file pointer is positioned to line O of a new &7k £ 4 1   
Private BASIC files, indicated by i in the system catalog, may be copied to memory, run, and purged only

(page 117).

A command that takes hne numbers or line 1ncrements must be supplied with unsigned integers. For

example, L. L1 FEE, Y5s a valid command; DL ETE ML eis not.

A command that takes quoted strings may be supplied with any suitable string variable or expression (refer

to section 5, page 78).

   

    
Examples: If string variable ii# is assigned , then ©

current BASIC or text file for the next occurrenceof PlIf 7% has the value i ,then

purges the FiHE"file.

Strlng variables may not be used to specify keywords. For example, the words HF 71, iy, TE=T, and

 

= 1 must be typed explicitly in commands.
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Note: Filenames are usually terminated by the end quotation mark. However, the first blank after the

filename may be used to terminate the filename. For example,

isthe equivalentof £17T "mooyss ' and names the file @i
  

 

All of the above commands are programmable. Refer to section 11, page 156, for programming information.
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Introduction

The HP-75 can evaluate arithmetic expressions (such as 64.32 + 128.16) in either of two ways:

By calculating the answers directly as you type.

By computing the answers as part of BASIC programs.

This section explains the first—the calculator way of doing arithmetic. The HP-75 calculates to 12-digit

precision over the range of numbers from -10%99 to +10499. Numeric (or algebraic) variables and functions

are discussed in section 5.

All keyboard calculations are performed in EDIT mode. Press [EDIT]:

 

=1 The BASIC prompt should be in the display for
calculating.   

If the text prompt (:) appears in the display instead of the BASIC prompt, it means that a display line

beginning with a number from 0 through 9999 will be interpreted as a line of text and will be stored rather

than executed.*

All keyboard calculations consist of two steps:

1. Type the desired numbers and operators in the display (without an equals sign). Up to 94 characters

may be used in a single expression, and spacing is not important.

 

* Remember, however, that you can do arithmetic while editing a text file. Prefix the number in the display with a plus sign, a minus sign, a

decimal point, or a left parenthesis.

68
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2. Press [RTN]. The replace cursor or the insert cursor may be anywhere on the display line when this

occurs.

Results are displayed with a leading blank or minus sign, a decimal point (when necessary), and a trailing

blank.

Note that keyboard calculations have no effect on the contents of any file.

The HP-75 numeric keypad, illustrated on page 28, is enabled by pressing [CTL][LOCK]. The numeric keypad

is a convenience to speed up keyboard calculations. To restore the normal keyboard, press [LOCK].

Arithmetic Operations

Addition (+)

To add two or more numbers, use the +]key.

Example:

 
 

  
      
The result is displayed without prompt and cursor.

Don’t type commas because they’re interpreted as number separators, not digit separators.

Subtraction ()

To subtract one number from another, use the [-]key.

Example:

 
 

   
      
The first display position is reserved for the

negative sign.

If three or more numbers are combined with + and - operators, the HP-75 evaluates the expression from left

to right.

Example:

 
 

      
Evaluated as (24 — 12) — 3.

The minus sign also works as a unary operator—you can use it on single numbers.

Example:

 
 

A

      
Returns the opposite of —3.
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Multiplication ()

To multiply two or more numbers use the key.

Example:

  

  
      

The decimal point is suppressed because the result is

an integer.

Division (.")

To divide two numbers, use the [/]key.

Example:

  

sl BT
      

The result. The HP-75 suppresses trailing zeros.

When three or more numbers are combined with # and .- operators, the HP-75 processes them from left to

right.

Example:

  

 

   
  

 

Spacing is unimportant. Evaluated as (24/12)%7.

Exponentiation ()

The exponentiation operator () raises a number to a given power. For example, to raise 5 to the third power

(53):

  

 

      
The -~ symbolis produced by [SHIFT][*]. Exponents may be negative as well as positive,

decimal as well as integer.

Raising zero to the power of zero causes warning 6—&i--ki—to occur and a default value of 1 to be supplied.

Raising zero to a negative power causes warning 5—&i~riss—to occur and a default value of

9.99999999999 X 1049 (largest possible number) to be supplied. Raising a negative number to a non-integer
power causes error 9—ii s&i1 11§ ie "—to occur and no default to be supplied.

Integer Division (11and -)

The [ii'/ operator divides two numbers but returns just the integer portion of the quotient—with no

rounding.

Example:

  

  
    
  

The ii 1% operator. The whole number of times 3 divides into 200.
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Thatis, # Lii4 = IFir-Ewhere Iistheinteger part of ..

You may enter the names of ii 1% and other operators and functions in lowercase or uppercase letters. Also,

you may type a backslash (-) instead of i i ./ as the integer division symbol.

Example:

  

 

      

 

The backslash is displayed by pressing [CTL][/]. Identical to :

 

Refer also to the iiiii function, page 83.

Multiple Calculations

More than one expression can be evaluated at a time. Use commas or semicolons to separate expressions.

Examples:

  

 

      

The comma causes the second result to be displayed
beginning at position 22.

  

 

      

The semicolon causes the second result to be

displayed immediately after the trailing blank of

the first result.

The Last Result (=i )

A fixed location in memory stores the result of your most recent calculation until it’s replaced by another

computed value. Any time you want to recall the last result, you can use the &%(result) function, which

accesses this memory location.

To return the result of the calculation above, type:

  

 

      

The ¥= function. The most recent result.

To add # to the value of the result, type:

  

 

      
The ifunction can be used in place of a number. This result (—1) is now stored in the i memory

location.

Note: During program execution, ii returns the last calculation to be displayed or printed by the

HP-75, not necessarily the last computed value.

Remember that the keystroke recalls the contents of the input buffer to the display. Press

to recall an entire calculator expression. You can then add to or edit the expression and press to

reevaluate it.
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Arithmetic Hierarchy

When an expression contains two or more arithmetic operations, they are performed in the following order:

Operator Function Precedence

Exponentiation. Performed first.

#,-,and [F14or - Multiplication, division, and

integer division.

+, -, and unary minus Addition, subtraction, and Performed last.

negation.

Two or more operations at the same level are evaluated from left to right.

Examples:

 
 

 

     
 

Multiplication is performed before addition. Evaluated as 1 + (3 * 2).

  

  
      

The HP-75 performs exponentiation first, then Evaluated as —8 + (20/(4"3)).

division, then addition.

  

 

      

The division occurs from left to right. Evaluated as (24/12)/2.

The unary minus is applied as soon as another operator of equal or less precedence appears in the

expression.

Example:

  

      

The unary minus applies only to 2%372 because the The expression reduces to —18 + 18.

+ operator is at the same level of precedence.

Parentheses (: )

Parentheses serve two purposes:

¢ To clarify the order of execution where it may appear ambiguous. For example, you may want to type

Lo13oto show explicitly the order of division.

e To alter the normal order of evaluation. For example, entering =< .~1.~ changes the order in

which the two divisions occur.

Parentheses take highest precedence in the arithmetic hierarchy. When one pair of parentheses contains

another pair, the innermost quantity is evaluated first.
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Example:

  

e LEE

      

Includes two pairs of nested parentheses. Causes 4 — 2 to be evaluated first, then its product
with 5.

The HP-75 automatically removes unnecessary parentheses from BASIC program statements.

Parentheses by themselves won’t cause multiplication. For example, 3(9 — 5) must be written as Z:# © &5

The left and right brackets (I and 1)are not used at all in keyboard calculations.

Numeric Precision

When you enter numeric data into the HP-75, either from the keyboard or from a [ii 7statement under

program control (the i Ti statementis discussed in section 14), the computer will read 13 significant digits

of the input, round to 12 significant digits, and store the results.

The following examples will help clarify input data precision:

Type in: Value stored after [RTN]:

 
 

  
     
 

The 13th digit is less than 5, so the 12th digit is

rounded down. Note also that the 14th digit is
ignored in the rounding.

  

  
      

The 13th digit is greater than 5, so the 12th digit is

rounded up.

HP-75 calculations are performed internally with 15 significant decimal digits, but results are stored and

displayed rounded to 12 significant digits. When rounding, the 12th digit is rounded up if and only if the 13th

digit is equal to or greater than 5.

Number Formatting

The HP-75 uses the conventions established by the American National Standards Institute to express

numbers.

Floating Point Format

Numbers that can be entirely represented with 12 or fewer digits are expressed in floating point format, so

called because the decimal point can “float”, or appear, anywhere within the number. Leftover zeros to the

right of the decimal point are suppressed.

Example:

  

 

    
  

The trailing zeros are suppressed.
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Leading zeros are also suppressed.

Example:

  

   
     
 

The leftmost zero is suppressed.

All significant digits of a number are displayed, up to 12 digits.

Example:

 
 

   
     
 

A number with 15 digits. Rounded to 12 digits.

Numbers whose absolute values are greater than or equal to 1 but less than 1 trillion (10!2) are output

showing up to 12 significant digits and no exponent.

Example:

 
 

   
     
 

Entering a 16-digit number. The 12 most significant digits are displayed.

Numbers between —1 and 1 are output showing all significant digits and no exponent if they can be

represented precisely in 12 or fewer digits.

Example:

 
 

  
     
 

A decimal with 8 significant digits. All significant digits are output.

All other numbers are expressed in exponential notation.

Exponential Notation (i)

Exponential, or scientific, notation is a short-hand system to express numbers too large or too small to fit the

display normally—that is, numbers that can’t be expressed adequately with 12 digits. The number

—.00000000000123456789012 expressed in exponential notation is:

Single digit FromOto 11 Two or three

to the left digits to the digits for the

of decimal point. right of decimal exponent

point.

 

Negative sigr/ / /

(If numberis Negative sign

less than 0). Decimal The symbol i,  (if number is

point. indicating a a fraction).

power of 10.
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Exponential representations have two parts—the mantissa, which consists of significant digits, and the

exponent, which consists of a power of 10.

Examples:

 

 

   
A i followed by 24 zeros.

 

 

  
 

A small positive number.

You may also enter numbers in exponential notation

 

   
Expressed as a power of 10 with one significant
digit.

 

   
Expressed as a negative power of 10 with three
significant digits.

exponential notation only when a 12-digit figure won’t do.

Examples:

 

 

  
 

Positive mantissa and exponent.

 

   

 

 

 

  
 

A number that exceeds 12 digits.

 

   

 

   

 

 

   

. However, the HP-75 will display a number in

Exponents must be integers from —499 to 499. Typing a + sign for nonnegative mantissas and exponentsis

optional.

Finally, you can enter expressions using mixed forms of floating point and exponential notation.

Examples:
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Range of Numbers (11iF, EF )

The following diagram showing the range of values that can be entered and stored:

 

          
 

 

 

 

  

 

      

  

 

      

  

  
      

  

  
      

 

—9.99999999999E499 9.99999999999E499
—999999999999 999999999999

—.000000000001 .000000000001
l —1.E—499 1.E—499

' Voo l

* Floatin Floating *
Overflow T Pointg Underflow Point T Overflow

Exponential Notation Notation Exponential
Notation Notation

The largest number on the HP-75 is 9.99999999999 X 10499, To access it quickly, use the IHF (infinity)

function:

ii

The I function. Returns the largest machine number.

The largest negative number is the negative of Iii:

The smallest positive number on the computer is 1 X 107499, To display it, use the ¥= (epsilon) function

Returns the closest positive number to

Finally, the smallest negative number is the negative of ii::

Using a value greater than [ ¥ or less than -~ i i causes warning 2—iiim T L sas—and a default

value of plus or minus machine infinity to besupplled Using a nonzero value between i and ~55

i—and a default value of 0 to be supplied. (Refer also to the

  

causes warnlng 1—:¢

fiFF and U i commands, page 89.)
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Introduction

This section introduces the numeric, or mathematical, capabilities of the HP-75 that are beyond simple

arithmetic. All numeric computations are performed in EDIT mode, either from the keyboard or during

program execution. The following examples show the BASIC prompt in the display, although you may

evaluate numeric expressions while editing a text file.

Variables

Frequently, you may want to represent a number or a string of characters by a name rather than by a

specific value. The HP-75 makes such representations possible through its use of variables. A variable is

simply a name for a location in memory that stores numeric or string information. Variables are a

fundamental part of computer programming.

You can use the HP-75 to assign values to variables and to compute, modify, compare, and output variable

values.

HP-75 variables come in three forms:

e Simple numeric variables, such as i and i 1. These represent single numbers—integers (e.g., 2937) and

decimals (4.07198)—and are covered in this section.

¢ Numeric array variables, such as # and 17, . These store quantities of like numbers (e.g., a

series of temperature readings) and are convenient for handling lists and tables of numeric data in a

program. Array variables are discussed further in section 13.

78
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e String variables, such as & #and i 1 #, These store character information (e.g., ‘Hours worked:’) of any

length, from zero characters up to a maximum limited only by available memory. String variables may

be used to specify filenames, HP-IL device codes, key definitions, etc., as well as used to input, process,

and output textual information. String variables are discussed further in section 11.

For simplicity, the variables in the examples are keyboard, or calculator, variables; program variables are

manipulated similarly.

Naming Simple Numeric Variables

On the HP-75 you can use the following for the names of simple numeric variables:

e Any letter from i through . (The examples use lowercase letters; they are interpreted as if they were

capitals.)

e Any letter immediately followed by a digit from & through .

 

For instance, acceptable names arei, i, .

can be named.

Assigning Values to Variables ([=], i.E )

To assign a value to a variable, use the [=] and keys.

Examples:

 

 

Pressing stores the value 151in a variable (that
is, a location in memory) named .

 

 

 

   
bt

The variable% is assigned the value 50 to the right of the equals sign.

The i.i2 T statement also assigns values to variables.

Example:

 

Pressing assigns to ithe current value of

variable.

 

   

Note that the i.i. 7 keyword is optional—= 1 & is equivalent to s w15,

After variables have values assigned to them, the variables can be used in place of numbers in keyboard and

program calculations.

Examples:

 
 

 

      
Using the exponentiation operator (). The result of 15 squared.

 
 

 

      
Combining the values of two variables with the The result of 50 divided by 50.

division operator ().
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Variables may be quickly reassigned values. For instance, to change the value of  to 16, you can type

sws1 [RTN], @1[RTN], or any comparable assignment. To display the value of a calculator variable,

type the variable name and press [RTN].

Example:

  

    
  

To display a variable value. The current value of.

You can display the values of multiple variables in the same line by separating the variable names with

semicolons or commas.

Example:

  

e . oo 2 L. feee, 3 ob feee, 38ebl L M T

    
  

Use semicolons for compact spacing, commas for 22- Three variable values are displayed.
column spacing.

Note that you can make multiple variable assignments in the same line. Use commas to separate the

variable names.

Example:

 

by,o Pressing causes variables i, &and ito

assume the value 0.  
 

To check this assignment, recall the individual variable values:

 
 

o g @

    
 

 

The variables contain identical values.

Precision of Numeric Variables (irl., SHOET, THTEGER)

Besides declaring the name and value of a numeric variable, you can declare its precision—that is, the

number of digits used by the HP-75 to represent its value. Three types of precision are offered: i.,

SHOFETand THTEGER,

............

e [kl variable values are stored with the full precision of the HP-75. They cover the entire range of

values, —9.99999999999 X 10%%? through —1.00000000000 X 107499 0, and 1.00000000000 X 10-499

through 9.99999999999 X 10499,il numbers are represented internally by twelve digits and a

three-digit exponent.

e LT variable values cover a narrower range, —9.9999 X 1099 through —1.0000 X 10799, 0, and 1.0000

X 10799 through 9.9999 X 10%9. Accordingly, “#ifT numbers are represented internally by five digits

and a two-digit exponent.

e [MTEGER variable values lie between £99999. 1TEGnumbers are stored with five digits and no

exponent.
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Examples:

rreal pB Declares ito be a il precision variable.

Declares =, ¥, and .

variables.

Declares I, .}, and ito be I7Tprecision

variables.   
To check these declarations, assign the value of 7 to one variable of each precision:

 

 

Assigns the value of 7 to three variables according

to their degree of precision.   

Then recall the variables’ individual values:

 
 

 

     
 

Valuesare dlsplayed according to ¥

and iH7TEGER precision.

  

Notice that rounding occurs when the number of digits exceeds the precision of the variable.

 

All numeric variable values are assumed full precision (¥i #i.) unless you specify 0therw1se For example,

variables #,% & B oand I appearing earlier have had their values stored with ¥

 

. precision even

though you didn’t indicate their precision at the time you assigned them values.

The HP-75 doesn’t allow you to change the precision of a variable after you’ve once declared its precision or

asmgned a value to the variable. For example, typing #ivoert now will cause error 35—

 

w5 1" —t0 oceur, indicating an attempt to declare the precision of an existing variable.

 

Although ¥

HP-75 memory if you designate *:

. variables offer the greatest accuracy and the largest range in calculations, you conserve
        for Ib : variables.

 

Refer to System Memory Requirements, appendix D, for information regarding = =1, and

 

ivariables.

 

Calculator and Program Variables (i:i.i i)

The values of calculator variables—that is, the values you assign from the keyboard—are preserved in

memory until you change or clear them. This means that you can store calculator variable values for

continual use. For example, you can first assign Avogadro’s number to variable  from the keyboard, run a

program, recall the value of i, and use the variable in other keyboard calculations.

Note that program variables and calculator variables are kept distinct. Program variables are assigned

values only during program execution. A program uses variables strictly local to the program itself and

cannot access calculator variable values If program execution is interrupted for any reason, say, by

pressing the [ATTIN] key or executing a & i

from the keyboard. For example, if thereis a variable i in the program as well as a calculator variable

 

i~ statement, then program variable values are directly accesmble

then you can check the value of program variable # after a program interruption and not the value of

calculator variable . However, you can reference other calculator variables at this point if they have names

different from program variables. After the program finishes execution, you can recall all calculator

variable values from before the program. Refer to Program Variables, section 11, for more information.
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To clear all calculator and program variables and to free the memory required for them, use the

 = command.

 

 

  
   

  You may wish to use the i = command occasionally (forexample right now) so that the

S = command, the HP-75

reclaims the memory formerly taken by the variables. (It also “deallocates a program that has been

 

variables won’t consume an unnecessary amount of memory. After a i.i.

“initialized”—refer to page 158.) Using a limited number of names for calculator variables will minimize the

amount of memory taken by the variables.

Numeric Functions

Numeric functions are built-in routines that take numeric or string information and return single numbers.

The HP-75 is equipped with more than 40predeflned numeric functions; all can be executed from programs
   fand i1 as well as from the keyboard. Some, like - ', have been discussed previously. A complete list may

be found in appendix H.

The information acted on by a function is called the argument of the function; an HP-75 function may

operate on zero, or more arguments. An argument may itself be a variable, another function, or an entire

expression, so long as it reduces to a constant at the time it’s evaluated.

To execute any HP-75 function from the keyboard:

1. Typethe function name using lowercase or uppercase letters.

2. Type the argument, if the function requires one, enclosed within parentheses. If the function requires

multiple arguments, separate them with commas.

3. Press to compute the result.

The following sections group the HP-75 numeric functions according to their use.

     Number-Alteration Functions (i

 

)

The table below lists the function name, argument, and meaning of six functions that alter numbers. Each

i, il

functlon is listed with the value returned from a 51mple argument, X, which maybe a constant (like

  #), a variable (like ), another function (like i 1), or an expression (like 1

 

Function and
Argument Meaning Example

 

Absolute value of .

 

Integer part of =—that portion of  to the left of the decimal point.

Fractional part of ::—that portion of the number to the right of the

decimal point (including the decimal point).

 

The greatest integer less than or equal to .

 

Greatest integer less than or equal to . (Same as [71 +))

Smallest integer greater than or equal to .
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Notice the difference between the i i{ii(or 1#7), and ik I L. functions. Given a positive argument, I¥

  

)

Of the ten general functions, four take two arguments (separated by commas), and four require no argument

i1, the zero-argument functions are constant functions because they return the same

 

General Functions (&1

 

at all. Except for i

value each time they’re executed.

 

Function and

 

 

  

  

  

Meanin Exampl
Argument(s) 9 ample

o Positive square root of .

PO s, Y The integer remainder of .-, thatis, E
L TRIT

eb Sign of ~—returns 1 if the argument is positive, O if it (-

is 0, and —1 if it is negative. -

Maximum of two values—returns the larger value. iy

PRIY Minimum of two values—returns the lesser value.

f  Remainder of = divided by “—that is,

 

1 no Twelve-digit approximation of .

argument

PHEFno Machine infinity—the largest HP-75 number.

argument

Y no Epsilon—smallest positive HP-75 number.

argument

FHino Random number—generates the next number R in a

argument sequence of pseudo-random numbers such that

O0<R<<1.     
 

o and MO0 H LY 0 are the same when both i and % are positive. However, the results may differ

  

if = and %" are of opposite signs. For example, {40 ¢ -3,

Thei

or equal to O but less than 1.

 i function returns a new pseudorandom number every time it’s evaluated; the value is greater than

 

The starting number of a random number sequence determines the sequence of values that =i will return.

At each evaluation, the #!4i! function combines the last random number with a predefined multiplier,

creating a new random number. The starting number may be set at any time by the =

executed either from the keyboard or in a program.

 

 

 

[numeric expression]
   

To set the starting number for the random number generator:

 e Execute = ' alone, which causes the HP-75 to generate the starting number arbitrarily,

based on the current system clock reading.

  
e Specify any constant or expression within the range of the HP-751n a - statement, which

causes the HP-75 to start the sequence based on the value of that expression.
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For example, to use 423 as the “seed’” of a random number sequence, type:

  

 

      

A new sequence of random numbers will be now

returned by thei} function.

 

Check the starting number of this sequence:

  

 

      

 The first number of the :

seed of%,

i sequence, based on a

Use the same seed to produce the same sequence of random numbers in your programs. (A seed of zero will

cause a constant sequence of zeros.)

  

In the absence of a kil 2t statement, the HP-75 supplies a default starting number (.529199358633)

for the ki function each time a program is run.*

   

 

For example, the (> program of section 1 without a | statement always produces the

same sequence of tones. The default starting number is also supphed when ii1s entered from the keyboard

after a program has been run that doesn’t use the random number generator.

To generate random integers,iy, iy, ... ij ... such that # < i; < &, and where i and & represent any two real

numbers (with |7, |F| < 1013) use the following formula:

= IFCOE + 1~ FD ¥ RHD + A,

  

  

      

Finding the next random number, 1 through 100. The result, based on the second random number in

the sequence from above.

Good statistical properties can be expected from the random number generator if a statistically significant

sample size is considered.t

Logarithmic Functions (1.0, Bk, LG 1E)

The HP-75 computes both natural and common logarithms as well as their inverses.

 

Function and
Argument Meaning Example

 

“(or loge #)—the natural logarithm of a positive - to the

base e.

 

e’*—the natural antilogarithm.

LG L es logqo *—the common logarithm of a positive  to the base 10.

 

     
 

* If one program calls another program, the sequence of random numbers begun in the first program is continued by the second program,

assuming the second program doesn’t execute its own ¥ i ‘I- statement (page 234).  

t The HP-75 random number generator has passed the Spectral Test. Donald E. Knuth, The Art of Computer Programming

(Massachusetts, 1969), vol. 2, section 3.4.
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The common antilog (10) may be found using the exponentiation operator: i i,

Trigonometric Commands (07110k AHGLE BADTAMNE, OFTION AHGLEoy   )

Use either of two commands to set the HP-75 to the desired trigonometric mode for executing trigonometric

functions.

 

 

  
 

There are 27 radians in a circle. This is the setting of the HP-75 after a system reset occurs.

 

 

  
 

There are 360 degrees in a circle.

The current trigonometric setting remains in effect until you change it with another ii#7I {iH

command.

  

Trignometric Functions (&=ik, #m ik, OO0, MO0E Tk, ATH, ARHGLE
 

 

PR, L

The HP-75 provides 12 predefined trigonometric functions. It’s important to keep in mind the range of values

that the inverse functions (arcsine, arccosine, and arctangent) return, which may lie in Quadrants I through

IV. Assuming radians mode, the HP-75 represents angles as follows:

y —axis

Quadrant |l Quadrant |

T m
E‘<0<7T O<t9<2

0fl\

T O x-axis

Quadrant Il Quadrant IV

T T
—7r<0<—? 2<0<O 

N
|3
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Example(assummg

I MEGLE

:::i settlng)

Function and

Argument

  

Meaning

 

 

Sine of . EALF LR Lo

 

Arcsine of =, where —1 < < 1. In Quadrant | or

V.

Cosine of .

EHN RR Arcosine of i, where —1 < < 1.In Quadrant | or

Il.

Tangent of .

  

Arctangent of . In Quadrant | or IV.

 

Arctangent of .-, in proper quadrant, that is,

the angle 6 between (:, %) and the x-axis.

 

Cosecant of .

Secant of .

Cotangent of .

 

Degrees to radians conversion.

 

Radians to degrees conversion.

 

     
 The # 7and # - functions are useful in polar/rectangular coordinate conversions. Given the x and y

coordinates of a point in Quadrants I or IV, both 7 and i  

 .t return the measure of the angle formed by

the x-axis and by the line running from the origin through the point.

Example: Convert rectangular coordinates (3,4) to polar form with the angle expressed in degrees.

Quadrant I

v Solution:
A

Use the Pythogorean theorem to solve for r:

r=+/x?+ y2

______ (3.4)
Use either 71

  

 Y
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These steps provide the solution:

 

 

Pressing sets the HP-75 to degrees mode.

 

 

  

 

    
  

Solving for r.

  

 

    
  

Solving for 6. The measure of 6 in decimal degrees.

 

Note the difference between the Hii:i.E and # Hfunctions. Fii:l i takes two arguments to find the proper

quadrant of their arctangent. 7 returns thepr1n01pal Valueof the arctangent—that is, the value in

Quadrant I or IV—of a s1ngle argument For example, #i40i k @i * returns —146.309932474 degrees (in

Quadrant III), whereas 74 <2 % & returns 33.690067526 degrees(1n QuadrantI).

   

 

Numeric Expressions

Numeric expressions appear in every mathematical operation. The sirnplest numeric expressions are just

.. Simple numeric variables (like i #) and functions (like : «. i +) also constitute primitiveconstants, like =

expressions. However, numeric expressions can consist of any series of constants, variables, and functions

combined by operators and parentheses. Section 4 discussed arithmetic operators, such as + and -, that

combine expressions. The following topics cover two other types of operators—relational and logical

operators—that compare expressions.

Relational Operators (=, < =, #, &, ==, o, =)

The seven HP-75 relational operators compare the values of two expressions and return a i if the

comparison is true, a ii if the comparison is false. Thatis, the relational operators operate on numeric values

to return Boolean values.

 

 

Relational Comparison Example
Operator P P
i Equal t07

< and # Not equal to? ek

Greater than?

e Greater than or equal to?

Less than?

 

o Less than or equal to?     
 

Note that the equals sign () is used in both variable assignment statements and in relational expressions.

Whenever an entry can be interpreted either way, the HP-75 assumes the entry is a variable assignment.
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Examples:

  

 

      

Does this set i equal to 3 or instead compare thetwo  Interpreted as a variable assignment.

values?

  

 

      

Using parentheses to specify a numeric expression. Indicates the relationship is true.

  

 

      

Typing the reverse order forces evaluation as a Shows that i currently has the value of :.
comparison.

 

 

  
PressmgRTN |causes i to be assigned the value of

=% s —that is, the Value 1.

 

 

Because an equals sign can denote both a variable assignment and a relational operation, its use should be

clearly expressed. Relational operators are frequently used to control the order of program execution (section

12, page 177) and may be used to compare string values (section 13, page 203) as well as to compare numeric

values.

The relational operators use subtraction to evaluate the relationship. Numeric values that would produce an

error condition for subtraction will produce the same error for any of the relational operators.

OF, EXOR, HOT)

The four logical operators operate on Boolean values to return Boolean values. The logical operators

 

Logical Operators (rifii:

   1nterpret all nonzero numeric operands as 1, or true, and all operands equal to zero as 0, or false. L4,

# return a value of 1 if the relationship between operands is true and a value of 0 if the relatlonshlpand &=
  

 

is false. i, a unary operator, returns the opposite value (0 or 1) of a single operand.

 

Logical . . E
Operator Basis of Evaluation xample

 

 

Both expressions true (that is, nonzero)?

 

Either expression true? oy il

 

One or the otherexpressnontruebutnotboth7 ThISis the
equivalent of © i " JOT

R

O Ok LI

  

Is the expression false (that is, zero)?

 

     

 

Relational andloglcal operatorsmay be used to compare numeric constants (-3 i), variables (F RO B

= 0and & = 20, then:

)

   
functions (: i 1), and larger expressions. For example, if

  

 

     
 

Entering a numeric expression with logical, The expression evaluates “true.”

relational, and arithmetic operators.

Note that the pairs of parentheses dictate the order in which expressions are evaluated.
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Precedence of Operators

Parentheses take highest precedence when the HP-75 computes the value of an expression. Other operations

follow according to their placement in the following table.

Precedence Operation

Highest «.  Parentheses.

Functions.

~ Kxponentiation.

F, 0 D or

4, - unary minus.

SHDCG)oRARelational operators.    Y
Lowest

When an expression contains two or more operations at the same level, the HP-75 performs them from left to

right.

Recovering from Mathematical Errors (DEF#HLULT O, DEFALULT OFF)

If you type a mathematical expression incorrectly, a syntax error may occur. Assuming an expression is

correctly typed, a mathematical error may occur because of an improper argument or an undefined value.

Left to itself, such an error would halt the execution of a running program. However, the HP-75 provides

default values for out-of-range results for the functions listed below, thus overriding the error condition and

preventing the error from halting execution. The computer will alert you to the error by beeping and

 

displaying a i i7" message. Then it will supply a default value for the expression and continue

 

program execution (unless Lt i has been declared—page 258).

 

Assuming an Li11 = setting, the warning conditions and default values are:

 

 

  

  

   

  

 

Warning Warnina Conditi

Number arning Londrtion Default Value

1 Underflow; that is, a nonzero result between -i

and -iB

2 Variable preC|S|on overflow
: " +

variables. +

variables. + 5

3 L ~=i. equal to infinity, caused by an argument

equal to a multiple of 180°.

4 =ior T ik equal to infinity, caused by an argument

equal to an odd multiple of 90°.

5 Zero raised to a negative power.

6 Zero raised to a power of zero.

7 Using an unassigned numeric variable value.

8 Division by zero.
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For instance, set the computer to i1IFHRHGLE DEGEEED and try taking the secant of 90°:

  

FmecCHE 0 L RERRR

      
To produce an out-of-range result. The beep sounds and a kiH I Hi: message appears,

but the ERROR annunciator stays off and the HP-75
supplies a default value—in this case, machine

infinity.

After a system reset occurs, the HP-75 is set to supply the above default values so that out-of-range

mathematical errors won’t stop program execution (although a ki I Hi: message appears). To catch such

errors, execute the [FHLILT FF command.

 

DEFAULT OFF
   

Typing cie ¥&l off cancels the use of default values for mathematical errors and sets the system

to normal error processing. For instance, if [IEFFALULT 0FF is the current setting, then evaluating

g(2D causes error 4—THM o HED i+ f —to be displayed, the ERROR annunciator to light, and no

default value to be supplied. This error would now halt a running program.

To set the system to default error processing, type:

 

sofefault on Pressing restores the way the HP-75 handles
errors initially.   

Warning 7—r#io: i | uiss—occurs when you try to use an undefined variable—that is, a variable that hasn’t

had a value assigned to it.

  

     
 

Example:

IR PIFREHIHG s mo v lus

To display the value of an unassigned variable. This message is displayed, and &i is left in the

display.

With DFAT COF, the HP-75 supplies zero as the default value of an undefined numeric variable and the

null string (consisting of zero characters) as the default value of an undefined string variable. However, the

variable itself is not assigned a value and remains undefined until you explicitly assign it a value.
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TIME Mode Operations

Contents

ITOAUCTION..ee92

    
  

Calibrating the Clock(:::

Resetting the Clock Rate -

Normal and AbsoluteAdjustment

 

Introduction

Pressing the key causes the HP-75 to switch to TIME mode and display the day-of-week, date, and

time:

 

  A typical TIME display.

   

This section shows how to specify three different TIME display formats:

 

    A TIME display showing alternate

day\month\year format.
 

 

  A TIME display showmg24hour format. The time

advancesfrom g 41 ¢(midnight) through

 

  
 

 

 

  A TIME display showing combined

day\month\year and 24-hour formats.  
 

The cursor in the TIME display is positioned at the first character of the five-character command field:

 

   
  
 

The TIME display

command field.

There are five commands you can enter in the command field to control the setting, display formats, and

accuracy of the system clock.

Sets the clock.

 

Specifies a month/day/year or a day\month\year format, an AM/PM or a 24-hour format,

and the appointment calendar mode.

92
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Adjusts the clock setting.

 

Establishes exact timing marks to calibrate the clock.

 

Clears the timing marks and speed adjustment.

These commands can be entered in the command field in lowercase or uppercase letters and are executed as

soon as is pressed. If an out-of-range value is entered in any TIME mode template, then error 89—

Bramol poaErEme —will occur. If an illegal character is entered in the command field, then error 78—
  
T—w1ll occur. In either case the incorrect line will reappear for correction.

Clock Operation (=i )

The clock reading is displayed until:

e Youchange operatlng modes bypressmg [EDIT)or [APPT].

e Youexecutea “F T, %THTHor A%T command in TIME mode, as discussed in this section.

e The HP-75 turns off—it w1ll turn back on in EDIT mode.

The HP-75 clock operates continuously, even while the HP-75 is off. Only a system reset will cause the clock

to suspend operation (refer to Resetting the HP-75 in section 1 for conditions that cause a reset).

Should a system reset occur, when the machine is again turned on (with [ATTN]), the set-time template

appears and the clock starts up from the following values:

 

January 1st, 0000 A.D. for the date.

 

One second after midnight for the time.

The TIME display will show these values if a reset is immediately followed by pressed twice, or

followed by any other carriage-return/line-feed key (page 43).

Typing e ¥ in the TIME command field also displays the set-time template. Press to cancel a

set-time template—the TIME display will reappear.

Use the key to skip across display fields and to skip back across display fields as you fill in

a set-time template. In fact, any editing key may be used to fill in any TIME mode template except for the

key, which is disabled in TIME mode. For example, the key clears any TIME template.

The hour and AM/PM fields are not totally separate. If you change the AM/PM field, you must enter a

number in the hour field also—the current hour is associated with the current AM/PM value. You may enter

an integer from %% through #7 in the hour field if you also type ## (two asterisks) in the AM/PM field,

instead ofAM or PM.

The clock is set to the time in the template as soon as the HP-75 senses a [RTN]. There is about a 0.1 second

delay in the process. Unfilled and blank set-time fields will default to the present date and time values.

Changing to Day\Month\Year and 24-Hour Formats (= 71%)

The % 7# 1% (status) command enables you to choose between:

° Month/day/year and day\month\year formats.

o {ift/Fiand ## (24-hour) formats.

e Thenormal year calendar and the extended calendar for scheduling appointments.
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The following procedure changes the HP-75 to day\month\year and 24-hour format. Type =tz % = in the

TIME command field and press [RTN]:

  

.....MOM B2141983 81:10:34 PH stats Date: MOV, ~Time: AM, Appt: YEAR
      

The =7T template appears.

calibrated the clock (page 95).

At this point, you may:

® Change to a different date format by typing iiil (in uppercase or lowercase letters) so that i’ becomes

® Change to 24-hour notation by typing ## in the i1 display field.

Doing so will change the way the HP-75 works in
 

e Type =T(extended search) over the word ™'k Fik,

APPT mode. Appointment searches are discussed in section 7, APPT Mode Operations.

Type the following in the &77 template:

  

Dlate s ol~Time 8¥, Fppty YEAE PO D@D8EE 15 15043 8 B

      
   The modified 7T template. Notice the cursor The day\month\year format is indicated by back

skips to the correct field. slashes (). The double asterisk (¥ #) indicates 24-

hour notation.

Afterwards, executing the i T command causes the following display:

 
 

 

dOTE b e TE T de b ee g5 bt e e B e e B ey B e de e
Lo bbb b oden R e T g E_i LpeTTP M T e R

    
  

The =i T command in the TIME display. The set-time template uses the newly specified

formats.

Press to return the TIME display. Pressing shows that the APPT template now has a new look:

 

PlDPlosy e Me oMo 5% #1108 THote The new formats carry over to APPT mode displays.

  
 

New appointments are entered and old appointments are displayed according to these new formats.

Finally, press to enter EDIT mode and type -tz 1 1 [RTN]. Then use the [¢]key to review your files in

memory. You’ll notice that their catalogs appear with the new day\month\year format. Example:

 

The file catalogs show the new day\month\year
format. (Catalogs always use 24-hour notation.)

   
  
 

New TIME display formats remain in effect until they’re changed by another &7 #Tprocedure or by a

machine reset. To change the new formats to their original forms, reenter TIME mode (press [TIME]) and

retype = 1 & 1[RTN]:

 

 paot DY s Time %, Fepty YEAR The new   i Ttemplate.
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Type il in the [ field; then type eitheri or i1 over the double asterisk (#:#)—the effect is the same.

Then press [RTN]:

 
 

Date mody, ~Time: am, FAppt: YEARE PIOM B2t lmel el v e 54 FMM

    
 
 

Altering the & TH Ttemplate. The original month/day/year and AM/PM formats

are restored.

Adjusting the Clock ({115 T)

The #i1.1% T command lets you make relative adjustments to the clock setting. You can adjust the HP-75

clock setting ahead or back as many as 99 hours, 99 minutes, and 99.9 seconds.

 

Example: While flying from San Francisco to New York, you wish

to set the clock ahead 3 hours. Type #:i.i% t in the TIME command

field and press [RTN]:

  

 

 

 

Febjust O HraMeeSo 1 The Fii.iT template appears.

  
 

This procedure is normal adjustment, so the i field won’t be changed. To set the clock to an earlier time—

that is, to subtract time from the setting—you need to press the (-] key to enter a minus ().

In this example, you wish to set the clock ahead 3 hours—thatis, to add 3 hours to the setting—so you leave

the plus sign (+) alone and press to move the cursor on to the i+ (hours) field. Type in the amount of

adjustment. The digit in each position may range from 0 through 9. Unfilled-, I+, =and t (tenths-of-

second) fields default to zero. (The two inner -signs can’t be changed.)

In this example, press once, type & i—or space : or i space—and press [RTN]:

  

Faod st OB g BEeeo FOM GF - 1d .83 84017 i s OFMOH

    
  

The adjusted TIME display.

Calibrating the Clock (i)

The £ +#i:T command is used to calibrate the clock. The speed of the clock may be adjusted within a range of

+10%.

Note: Clock accuracy is affected by the physical environment of the computer. Refer to appendix B,

Owner’s Information, for operating specifications.
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The followmg sample procedure corrects the clock speed for an excess of 5 seconds a week. As the first step,

  use the =k 7 or #ii.ixT procedure to synchronize the TIME display with an accurate source. Afterwards,

type si in the TIME command field:

 
 

     
      

Specifying that the current TIME display is exact. The setting remains unchanged, but an exact mark
has been established.

Check the = = template now:

  

   
      

The asterisk before 7 i i signifies that &

been executed at leastonce.

 

That’s all you do for the next week. Later, you compare the TIME display against the calibrated source.

Noticing the clock has gained 5 seconds you execute another iii.i

the seconds field, and type space

 

i1 command, type a minus, tab over to

  

    
      

   The +ii.i= T template shows -5 seconds correction. A relative adjustment of -5 seconds is made.

“space o :may be typed instead.

You may want to repeat the rili.i=7 procedure, using the tenths-of-a-second field to get the TIME display

and the calibrated source to agree. Alternately, you may fix the TIME display using the %57 command and

set-time template.

 

When the TIME display is synchronized, execute a second & -1 command:

  

      
      

 

Entering a second & .7 command. Marks the end of the adjustment period. The clock
speed is now corrected for 5 seconds/week.

Clock accuracy is adjusted accordingly:

A The adjustment period Y

day 1 day2 day3 . . .

l | I | I |

 

The first & i The TIME display is

mark is sethere corrected and a

second iilmark

is set.
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Here’s a summary:

1. Fix the TIME display initially using

 

 

2. Type s - in the TIME command field and press [RTN].

3. After a period of days, weeks, or months, correct the TIME display, again using #ii./%7 or =& 7. You

may fix the TIME display more than once during the adjustment period.

4. Execute another =7 command. Doing so creates an adjustment factor that will regulate the clock

rate from this point on.

The HP-75 use only the two most recent &.7 commands to compute the adjustment factor. However,

  executing two & -7 commands in a roww1th no intervening i1 or #ii.i%T correction will cause no

change in the adjustment factor.

 

1.7 uses the time difference by which theIf the amount of the correction is greater than 30 minutes, & i

correction exceeds the next lower multiple of 30 minutes—a time difference between 0 and 30 minutes.

A correction over a short adjustment period (less than a day)1s likely to result in an erroneous clock rate. In

other words, the longer the adjustment period between & .7 commands, the better the cahbratlon If the

adjustment cornputatmn would be improper, the HP-75 w1ll display warning 70— i s Piuimt i |

  

when the second &7 command is executed, leave the adjustment factor at its current value and accept

the i

 

i command as the beginning of a new adjustment period.

 

Resetting the Clock Rate (i)

The current adjustment to the clock rate remains in effect until:

® Youexecute another i #“ i T command.

 

  ® Youexecute the T command by typinge in the TIME command field.

 

When a

templatew1ll display -

 

command is executed, the & 1.7 marks and the adjustment factor are cleared. The :

  

: again instead of #

Normal and Absolute Adjustments (i, )

The i (normal) option in the #{i.i% T template causes a certain amount of the adjustment to be used for error

correction. The amount is computed so that time zone, daylight savings, and other adjustments that consist

of whole hours or half hours will not affect clock speed. However, “leftover” amounts of time—up to 15

minutes per adjustment—will be considered as error correction if the ii.i% T template is used as part of a

clock calibration procedure.

The # (absolute) option in the #{i.i% 7 template means that all of the adjustment will be considered a time

zone change and none will be used for error correction.

 

 

   

To make an absolute ad]ustment typei in the TIME command field. Then press or

and type an :: or #in the #ii./% 7template:

Changing the #ii.i= T template for an absolute

adjustment.   

Absolute adjustments are seldom necessary; use the  template to make small corrections without affecting

clock speed.
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Clock Functions (0TE, TIHE, DRTES, T1IMES)

The HP-75 clock reading can be accessed in EDIT mode by means of four programmable functions—{1T,

TIMEDRTES and T1MEF,

  

The {ifTE function returns an integer representing the current date in a yyddd format.

Example:

ot eil AR

   
 

 
 

The numeric representation of February 7, 1983.

The leftmost two digits indicate the year number of the current century. The rightmost three digits indicate

the day number of the current year; for example, January 1stis indicated by &t §.

The TIk function returns the number of seconds that have elapsed since the most recent midnight, a value

ranging from 0 (at midnight) through 86399.999 (at 11:59 PM and 59.999 seconds). T I il values are rounded

to milliseconds.

Example:

  

il dRETE L BEE

   
 

 
 

The numeric representation of 01:41:12 PM and .555
seconds.

The 7 I ik function is useful for checking computing times. The difference between the value of 7I ¥ before

and after a program segment is the number of seconds taken by that segment. Refer to the stopwatch

program (page 220) for an example.

The LTE# function returns an 8-character string in a year/month/day (yy/mm/dd) format.

 
 

 

    
 

 

The string representation of February 14, 1983.

 

The T
¥ function returns an 8-characterstrlngin an hours:minutes:seconds (hh:mm:ss) format, where

the values range from & O

 

Example:

  

Teil

    
  

The string representation of 01:41:52 PM.
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Copying Appointments To and From Mass Storage (.. L1+

Introduction

This section shows you how to:

e Schedule appoints to display messages and execute commands.

¢ Examine and edit the appointments stored in the i i % file.

e Acknowledge and process due appointments.

e Schedule a variety of one-time and repeating appointments on two calendars—the year calendar and

the extended calendar.

® Turn APPT mode off and on.

¢ Find day/date matches on the extended calendar.

e Use mass storage to expand the appointment storage capacity of your computer.

Scheduling Appointments ([APPT])

To schedule appointments on the HP-75, enter APPT mode: Press [APPT]. If no appointment is due—thatis, if

the APPT annunciator isn’t turned on—the APPT template appears:

 

Doy MosDugsYe HeoPin AR #1H THote The APPT template is used to schedule

appointments.   

100
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Fill in as much of the APPT template as you need. The HP-75 supplies default values for unused days-of-

week, date, and time fields:

 

 

APPT Template Fields Default Values

The day (GiliH—=rT)

The current month or the next possible month before the end of the

following year.

day-of-week , computed from date information.

 

The current day or the next possible day.

  

date . .
The current year if possible; otherwise, the following year. Appoint-

ments may be scheduled for anytime within the next 365 (or 366) days.

The *+ field is used only when scheduling appointments outside of this

range. (Refer also to The Extended Calendar, page 110.)

The current hour or the next hour if a same-day appointment; otherwise,

12 midnight.

time The following minute if a same-hour appointment; otherwise, &,

#iif any time outside the current day.

alarm type A type i alarm, a short beep.

appointment type A normal, or type i appointment that comes due only once.

message or The start of a message field. (May be changed to  to schedule a

command command or BASIC statement.)

indicator

message or Pl e An unfilled #:: t = field disappears from the completed appointment.

command field

In general, unfilled date and time fields default to the earliest future values possible.

The hour and AM/PM fields are not totally separate. If you make an entry in the AM/PM field, you must

enter a number in the hour field also—the current hour is associated with the current AM/PM value.

Use the alarm field (#1) to set the type of audible alarm you want to accompany the appointment. You have

ten types to chose from, ii through .

 

Digit Alarm Type

The beep is suppressed.

A short chirp.

= A long, low tone.

A two-tone pattern, repeated three times.

A series of high, insistent tones.

A long, low tone followed by a long, high tone.  A series of eight siren sounds.  A type :: alarm repeated every 15 seconds.

 

 A type < alarm repeated every 15 seconds.

A type ¢ alarm every 15 seconds.

Alarm types ¢, &, and * cause the HP-75 to keep beeping at 15-second intervals until you press a key.

Because they may discharge the battery pack if they go unattended, you may choose to schedule these three

types of alarms only when operating the HP-75 from a power source. Note that a low battery condition will

eventually cause the HP-75 to terminate all operations, including appointment functions, and shut itself off.

Refer to Low-Battery Safeguards, appendix B.

 

Executing a kit i command disables all appointment alarms except for alarm types 6 and 9.
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The i field is used to specify one of three types of appointments:

Letter Appointment Type

A normal or one-time appointment whose APPT annunciator will stay on until you press the
key in APPT mode.

A self-scheduling, repeating appointment that updates itself for the future as soon as it sounds

the alarm.

A self-scheduling appointment that waits for you to acknowledge it (press [ATTN]) before it

reschedules.

Refer to Appointment Types, page 106, for more information.

The message/command indicator (| ) marks the start of the i:: % & field, which holds up to 68 characters of

text or any combination of EDIT mode commands and BASIC statements. Refer also to Command

Appointments, page 108.

The and keys enable the cursor to skip forward and backward across display fields. Other

editing keys (for example, [+]and [SHIFT](=]) also speed up your entries.

When done typing and reviewing the appointment, press [RTN]. The completed appointment is displayed

with the missing values filled in—the way it’s stored in memory. To display the unfilled APPT template

again, press [CLR]:

 

S He o Me AR O#RIH THote Ready to schedule another appointment.

   

The key returns the most recently displayed appointment to the display.

One feature of the day-of-week ([i:z) field is that it allows you to specify weekly and monthly information:

Day-of-week specified: Appointment is scheduled for:
 

  vyT A day in the coming week, if possible; otherwise, the next possible day/date

match.

The next day after the current or specified date.

The day that falls in the 1st through 5th week of the current month or next
possible month.

 

The first day occuring before the specified date. If scheduled before today’s
date, the appointment will “go off” as soon as you press [RTN].

Inappropriate information entered in any APPT mode field may cause an error condition. For example,

specifying the wrong day-of-week for a given date will cause error 72—«i:ni .cism s mismatoli—to occur

when you press [RTN]. The incorrect template will reappear, ready for correction. Pressing will

display the error message again. Clear the error by pressing [ATTN], [APPT], or {CLR|(or |EDIT]or [TIME]), or use

the editing keys to correct the display. Typing &1 in EDIT mode will return the identification

number of the most recent error.

 

 

The HP-75 will not accept two identical appointments. At least one character in one of their fields must

differ. If two different appointments are scheduled for the same time, the first one to be scheduled will come

due first, followed immediately by the alarm for the second appointment.

Your appointments are stored in memory as part of the HP-75 == 1 file. When you press [APPT], you switch

the file pointer to the =i 1 file, positioned at the due appointment. If there is at least one due appointment,

the one that came due first is displayed (due and past due appointments appear with their day-of-week, date,
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and time fields underlined). If there are no appointments currently due, then the APPT template is

displayed.

The key and key let you locate individual entries in the zp@ % file. Use to display earlier

appointments and to display later appointments. When the APPT template is displayed and no

appointments are currently due (the APPT annunciatoris off):

e Pressing|t|will display past appointments, most recent first.

e Pressing will display future appointments, nearest due first. If there are no future appointments,

then the most recent past appointment will be displayed.

Pressing causes the APPT template to reappear.

To display the first appointmentin the file, press [SHIFT][t]. To display the last appointmentin the file, press

.

 

The earliest appointmentin the file.
 

Other past-due appointments.

.
Positioned here when you switch to

APPT mode.

.

 

The due appointment.
 

Future appointments.

The last appointment (farthest ahead in time).
   
 

 

To display the catalog entry of the ii+ 1 file, press [EDIT]. Then execute the7T7Tcommand:

tapp tH An EDIT mode command.7 #ii.l. may be used

  instead. Spacing and case are unimportant.
 

 

   

Press [RTN]:

appt F =1 A typical g0 % file catalog entry.

A
. The time and date of the file—that is, the system

Filename
clock reading when you entered the first

appointment after a system reset or after destroying

 

in lowercase

to show

 

a formeri % file.
that
the HP-75 The size in bytes.

creates and The type of file. There can be several appointment 
 maintains the files in memory (type ), but only one can be named

ap et file,
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Although youcan’t i. {7 T, or ilan appointmentfile, you can i% and iGEthe file.

Example:

ap Pressing purges the ¢¢ t file and removesits
name from the system catalog.

The =it file may also be renamed with the ¥ - command. The appointments in a renamed

appointment file will have no effect on the HP-75 unless the file is again renamed to i i+ . In the meantime,

the HP-75 will create a new :::: i+ t file the next time you schedule an appointment.

If you copy an appointment file to the =i+ ¢ file, all of the appointments from both files are merged into the

st file.

 

The name of the active appointmentfile, i i+ ¥, appears unquoted in all EDIT mode file commands.

Deleting Individual Appointments ([SHIFT][DEL])

All appointments remain in the 1 = 1 file until you purge the file or delete the appointments one by one. To

delete an individual appointment:

1. Press to switch to APPT mode and the 5 & ¢ file.

2. Use[t]and [{]to locate the unwanted appointment.

3.  When the appointment appears in the display, delete it—press [SHIFT][DEL].

Afterwards, the following appointment in the ¢ i+ ¢ file becomes the displayed appointment. If you continue

to depress [DELJ, the displayed appointment and succeeding appointments are deleted one by one as
they are brought to the display.

If all appointments are deleted in this way, the i i+ ¢ file will disappear from the system catalog.

 

Editing Already Scheduled Appointments ([RTN], [SHIFT][DEL])
 

You can edit, or change, an already scheduled appointment by displaying it with [t], or and then typing

new information over it. Pressing afterwards stores the new appointment in the it file without
removing the original.

by itself deletes a displayed appointment. However, if you type over an appointment in the

display and then press [SHIFT][DEL], you replace the former appointment with the new appointment.

Example:

 

An old appointment to be replaced by a new
appointment, say, for Thursday at the same time

(assuming today is Tuesday, February 8th).

 

 

 

Type % ii.i1n the day-of-week field, tab over the

month field, and type two blanks in the day field.

The underlining is removed as you type.

 

   

 

The new appointment replaces the original.
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If an error occurs when you press or [DEL], it probably means that the information in the

template specifies a day-of-week, date, or time that’s impossible for the HP-75 to schedule. Both past and

future appointments may be edited using and [SHIFT][DEL].

You may also acknowledge a due appointment by pressing with the due appointment in the

display. Doing so will simultaneously acknowledge and delete the appointment.

Processing Due Appointments ([RUN])

Appointments may arrive while the HP-75 is on or off. You saw in section 1 that a due appointment in either

case causes the APPT annunciator to turn on and the specified alarm to sound.

If the HP-75 is on, then the due appointment won’t interfere with the computer’s current operation, whether

it’s running a program or displaying the time. The APPT annunciator stays on as long as the display stays

on to indicate that the due appointment is waiting.

Whether the HP-75 is on or off, if more than one appointment arrives before the others are acknowledged,

then all due appointments wait for you to acknowledge them one by one with or [SHIFT][DEL].

If a due appointment includes a message or command, you can display that message or execute that

command by pressing in APPT mode. Pressing at any time in APPT mode causes any due

appointment to be processed.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example:

D OBEH 1Call A due appointment with a message. Press to
APPT process it.

111 The message is displayed in EDIT mode for

APPT approximately 5 seconds or until you press a key.

fomll If you haven’t pressed a key after 5 seconds, the due
APPT appointment returns to the display and waits for  

you to acknowledge it.

Due appointments can be processed only once. (Pressing at any other time in APPT mode works the

same as pressing the key.)

When an appointment comes due while the HP-75 is off, then the HP-75 processes the appointment

immediately! The APPT annunciator turns on, the alarm sounds, the HP-75 turns on in EDIT mode, and the

appointment message is displayed or its command executed. After about 5 seconds the HP-75 turns itself off.

The HP-75 doesn’t allow due appointments to interrupt keyboard operations. If a due appointment with a

message or command remains unprocessed at the time the HP-75 turns off, then the HP-75 processes the

appointment as it would while off. For example, if you press or execute &7'E to turn off the

HP-75, then any due appointments, whether acknowledged or unacknowledged, will be processed

 

immediately.

Similarly, due appointments won’t interrupt program execution, even when program execution has been

suspended—however, the alarm does sound. If the &7k command is executed from a program, the HP-75

shuts off without causing past due appointments to be processed. While off in this condition, the HP-75 will

not respond to new due appointments because the program hasn’t completed. When the computer is turned

on again with the key, the program finishes executing. Past due appointments are processed when

you next turn off the HP-75.
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  Turning Off APPT Mode (i1 i)

 

  
 

The #i.FFi OFF command prevents future appointments from coming due. To turn off APPT mode, press

and type:

salarm of (H Pressing causes the HP-75 to ignore future
appointments.

As long as the FHi.FiFM 1FF setting is in effect, newly arrived appointments cause neither the APPT

annunciator to turn on nor the alarm to sound. Neither will the HP-75 display their messages or execute their

commands. However, the HP-75 will process any past-due appointments and let you schedule new

appointments.

Important: Setthe HP-75to L. Hii iif you intend to remove the battery pack while the HP-75 isn't

connected to a power outlet. Otherwise, a due appointment will cause a machine reset if the HP-75

attempts to turn on without a source of power.

i command in

EDIT mode. Doing so will cause all past due appointments since the last iki (i command to turn on

the APPT annunciator and sound their alarms, ready to be acknowledged and processed.

Appointment Types (1, ¥, #, [SHIFT)[APPT))

Using the i field of the APPT template, you can set three types of appointments, i, i, and .

To return the HP-75 to the way it normally handles appointments, execute the il
   

 

Daw MosDusye HeoPee BRI THote

   
A

 The field that specifies the type of appointment.

Here’s a comparison of their functions:

 

 

Type of Appointment: i f

Abbreviation for: Normal. Reschedules Waits for

immediately. acknowledgement

before

rescheduling.

Turns on the APPT annunciator? Yes Briefly Yes

Sounds the beep? Yes Yes Yes

Needs acknowledgement Yes No Yes

(the key)?
Updated for the future? No Yes Yes, when

acknowledged.     
 

A iiin the alarm field suppresses the alarm. A ¥, i, or * causes the alarm to sound repeatedly until you press

a key.

To set a self-scheduling appointment, type an  or i in the appointment type (i) field.

Example:

  

 

    
  

Setting a self-scheduling appointment by specifying  The¢ # template appears.

an .
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If you want to cancel the procedure, press or [APPT]. (Error 76—i:za g f il od—will occur when

you cancel a repeat procedure.) Pressing clears the ¥© template.

What you put in the¢ ¥ template sets the date and time when the appointment will come due again.

Examples:

 

 

Sets the appointment to reschedule itself every

week. Unfilled1 t fields default to zero.

 

 

 

 

PEefer DD Sets the appointment to reschedule itself every two
hours.

 

 

LI Sets the appointment to reschedule itself every

fifteen minutes.

 

   
Values in the fields may range from &iti through. However, the time fields won’t assume negative values.

When you’re done with the ¥ t template, press [RTN].

 

Example:

  

     
      

Specifies a weekly alarm. The completed repeating appointment.

To check the repeat interval of an  or i appointment, press and keep the key held down.

Example:

 

temporarily displays the year and
repeat interval of the displayed ior i appointment.

   
   

When a type i appointment comes due, the alarm sounds and then the appointment is updated in the

file as specified by its repeat interval. To update a type i appointment, you acknowledge the appomtment—

that is, press with the due appointment in the display. A type i appointment is rescheduled based on

the time and date of the appointment—not of the acknowledgement. Both  and  appointments will

continue rescheduling indefinitely—delete them with [DEL].

When you examine the i i % file, you’ll find that the HP-75 stores just the current or updated form of a

repeating appointment.

The [iiiid field of the1 ¢ template enables you to set repeat intervals for day-of-week occurrences.

 

[ causes the appointment to reschedule itself for future occurrences of the

 

Entering i:iii, i .

specified dayof-week

Example:

 

e The repeating appointment will be rescheduled for

 

   each Monday.

Entering &ils)i+. @i+ in the day-of-week field causes the same repeat intervals as L, FOiL ST,

Entering il i ...@F- causes the appointment to reschedule for the first day-of-week prior to the

interval spec1f1ed by the month and day repeat fields.
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Example:

 

Fopt= L+DusHr+bn 1 owe- Sets the appointment to reschedule for the nearest
Wednesday that occurs before the one-month repeat
interval.

   

Entering =iii, Silz) SR ) SFE) SF¢) ©AE, causes the appointment to reschedule for the specified

day-of-week and specified occurrence (first through fifth) of the current month (if possible) and of succeeding

months.

Example:

 

Fopt=Mo+Du+Hr+Mn | 1kl Sets the appointment to repeat every first Thursday
of succeeding months.   

A combination of it template fields may be used to specify a variety of repeat intervals. Example:

 

Fept= 1+ FeHr+fn | frd Sets the appointment to repeat the second Friday of

every other month. (The extra 7 days causes the

rescheduling to go to the next month.)
   

In all cases, pressing places the completed appointment in the zpit file. Pressing

temporarily displays the year and repeat interval of the current appointment.

Command Appointments ([~], )

You can schedule appointments to execute EDIT mode commands, BASIC statements, and calculator

expressions.* To do so, change the It & field into a command field by replacing the | mark with a BASIC

prompt ().

 

Dauy MosDusye HeFe AM #1H dHots Press [+~]to backspace over the !. Then press
(-]to type the BASIC prompt.   

Then type a command, statement, or calculator expression in the newly created command field and press

to schedule the appointment.

Example:

  

s Moelygeyy He oM FR #IH Splistl TUE @S-88-.83 830105 #iH splist

      

Entering the. I =T command in the command Default values are supplied, and the command

field. appointment is scheduled.

Individual appointments can hold multiple commands and statements. Use the i# symbol to concatenate the

commands and statement.

Example:

 

He Pie AM #FIH rpwidth 24 @ plizstl This appointment includes both a i 1 {iTH and a
. 1%7T command.   

 

* A BASIC statement must be executable from the keyboard to make sense in a command appointment.
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The command field is stored in the = = T field just the way you’ve typed it—your spacing, lowercase letters,

and abbreviations are not altered by the HP-75.

The HP-75 processes due appointments with command fields the same way it processes due appointments

with message fields. A due appointment won’t interfere with the operation of the machine while the HP-75 is

turned on. Instead, a command field of a due appointment will be executed at one of five times:

e When you press in APPT mode.

¢ When you press [SHIFT in any mode.

e When you execute a i:i.is: command from the keyboard.

e When the HP-75 turns off after 5 minutes of idleness, assuming a = T HiHLiEY L F setting.

e When an appointment comes due while the HP-75 is already turned off.

Inallbut the flrst case above, the HP-75 will shut itself off after the appointmentis processed. Consequently,

- command entered in the command field will not keep the machine turned on, but it will set

 

All three appointment types—ii, i, and i—may contain command fields. For example, assume there’s a
 

 

 

short program in memory named i"'i DL Ethat plays a reveille tune. Here’s the way to schedule this

program to run every morning at 7:00:

Day MosDusYe BY oMe AM #8680 sMote Setting a repeating appointment (type ). The zero

  will suppress the beep alarm.
 

Then type the iiii4 command followed by the appropriate filename:

 

Yo BT e AM #8r Frun freweille B Scheduling the programiTEto run at

7:00 AM.   

Notice that the filename takes quote marks. Pressing causes the =&© template to appear. It’s filled in,

and then is pressed a second time:

  

Frep t=foe@d LeMHrePn T D0 PED @@s By s Hl #HERE rrun

      

Setting the program for a daily occurrence. The completed appointment is displayed, scheduled

for the next occurrence of 7:00 AM.

New APPT Templates (=775)

  

  

      

The : T4 command—a TIME mode command— controls the format of both TIME and APPT displays.

i & in the TIME command field produces the = T# T% template:

Tl @z-goolsed ad 01100283 PR ostats Chmte s MUY, ~Time s M, FHppt YEAR

TIME template with the = t i t = command. The @ TH 1% template appears.

To specify a day\month\year format, type «iii. To specify a 24-hour time format, type #i:

 
 

      

i i Tin FE LMe g YiEEeE ]P e - 1o | e EE M

Specifying new date and time formats. The cursor The modified TIME display.

advances to the proper fields.
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The =TT% template controls the way your appointments are entered and displayed in APPT mode. Press

[APPT):
 

Dlaw Du-Mo-Yr HeoMn 8% #8108 [Hote For new appointments, fill in the date and time
fields according to the new format.  

 

If using 24-hour notation, you have a choice in entering the time of a new appointment. You can:

e Enter the time as a number between &: Eiti and =% ¢ %5, For example, 5:30 PM is entered as 1 7 Fi,

(With an AM/PM format, 24-hour notation may be used by typing ##in the i field.)

 

¢ Enter the time in normal AM/PM form. For example, specify 5:30 PM by typing &, Ziand @ . The

HP-75 converts the time to 24-hour notation.

Existing appointments in the =i+ t file will be displayed according to the current i 77% setting.

 

Note: When you i the clock in TIME mode, your appointments maintain their original times and

dates. If a new clock setting causes any appointments to come due, they’'ll do just that.

The Extended Calendar (&7)

After a system reset occurs, the HP-75 is set to a year calendar; appointments can be scheduled for anytime

within the next 365 (or 366) days. When you enter £ 7{i in the '

change the APPT mode calendar to an extended calendar so that appointments can be scheduled from the

year 0000 through the year 9999. Press [TIME], type = % i % i [RTN], type 3i in the ¥E7field, and press

RTN|:

  it field of the =717 template, you

  

  
    
 

 

The :: 77T% template, specifying date and time The revised TIME display.
formats as well as the extended appointment
calendar.

Then press [APPT]: The APPT template looks the same, but the *i field now assumes special importance.

Using The Extended Calendar(:)

In filling out the APPT template, you’ll notice that the cursor no longer skips the year (7' ) field. You can use

any two digits to specify any year of the current century.

Example:

  

   
   
 

 
 

Filling in ¥ v information. Sets an appointment for 1984.

Default values for the timefields are 12:00 AM (midnight).

Skipping the ¥+ field means that the appointment is supplied with current year values, if possible. If the

specified date doesn’t exist in the current year, then the HP-75 searches ahead in time for the desired match.

To check the year of any appointmentin the display, press [SHIFT|[APPT]:

 

 

displays the year of the current
appointment and its repeat interval, if type ¥ or .  
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The E.:

supply the date information.

Li option enables you to schedule appointments for times past. To find the day-of-week of your birth,

  

   

      

Example:

D B4oBECSE HeMe AN #1H THote 12 B0AR #1H
APPT

Specifying a date in 1950. The day-of-week (Monday) is computed. The

appointment comes due immediately because 1950
is decidedly past.

To schedule an appointment outside of the current century, type a double-asterisk (##)in the ' + field.

  

      

Example:

PR £k e PR PR i

A double-asterisk (##) typed in the ¥ - field gives The HP-75 responds with the "': 7 template,
you access to a hundred centuries. asking: What year is the appointment for?

Type in four digits (¥ ££through %%%) and press [RTN].

Example:

 
 

   

      
Specifying an appointment for 2001. The day-of-week and default values are supplied.

To check the year of the appointment in the display, press [APPT]:

 

The example appointment will arrive during 2001.

 

  
 

Date/Day Searches

To find any date or day-of-week on the extended calendar, supply the desired values and let the HP-75

compute the rest.

 
 

  

      

 
 

      

Examples:

e P | i i PP BT

Finding the day-of-week of Christmas, 1983. Christmas, 1983, arrives on a Sunday.

..... ™ §

Determining the day when Galileo first noticed The HP-75 prompts for the year.
three “starlets” near the planet Jupiter.

 
 

 

APPT       
The year was 1610. Galileo discovered the moons of Jupiter on a

Thursday.
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Lol pERDOMHM OWInN

 

g Ll oDusBd He oMy AR OBIH THote FUE 118

    
 

 

Finding the day of the first Tuesday in November, The first Tuesday falls on November 6th.

1984.

 
 

EAr SoEEsY e He oMy FAMO#IH THote SUM BoSsso0d 1TEEE AN BLH

    
 

 

Finding the next year in which February 29th falls The next such Leap Year is 2004. (Press
on a Sunday. (APPT]to confirm.)

The HP-75 uses the Gregorian calendar—adopted in some European countries in 1582 and in the U.K. and
American colonies in 1752—for all APPT and TIME mode operations. Consequently, dates before 1582 won’t

agree with the calendar in use at the time.

To return to the normal icalendar, execute =t1 = in TIME mode, type the word i+ over the
characters i Tii, and press [RTN]. When you check your¢ 1t file, you’ll find that appointments you’ve
scheduled on the extended calendar stay in the == 1 file with their dates intact.

Copying Appointments To and From Mass Storage (i)

The =it file can be copied to and from a mass storage medium. For example to copy the =i ¢ * file to a

magnetic card or cards, press and execute:

 

 

Foopw a&ppt to oarodl Lopw to osrods Flian & DETHI

    
 

 

Begins theioperation.

The HP-75 guides you through the process. When the prompt and cursor reappear, the operation is

completed.

To copy appointments from magnetic cards to memory, type:

 

 

    
 

 

To copy prerecorded appointments to the =i 4 file This operation will create ani+ ¢ file if one
in memory. doesn’t exist.

The HP-75 merges those appointment on cards with those already in the current =g ¢ file so that all
appointments are sorted chronologically. If a pair of duplicate appointments exist—identical in all
respects—the HP-75 will ignore the card appointment while merging the two files. (Refer to Copying Files To
and From Mass Storage, section 9, page 135, for procedures to use with other mass storage devices.)
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Introduction

The HP-75 card reader enables you to transfer text files, BASIC files, appointment files, key files, LEX files,

and interchange files between memory and magnetic cards. A file may move in either of two directions:

memory ———card card5memory

Regardless of direction, a file transfer results in duplicate files—one in memory and one on a magnetic card

or cards.

HP-75 Magnetic Cards

Each magnetic card has two data tracks, both of which record the following information:

e Thecatalog entry of the file recorded on the track.

e The total number of tracks in thefile.

e Theidentification number of this track, a number from 1 to the total number of tracks.

e The password, if any. (Passwords cannot be displayed.)

e The write-protection status of the track; that is, whether the track is protected against recording.

e Up to 650 bytes of the file itself. One track may contain information from one file only. One card may

contain information from one or two files.

Alignment marks for

the beginning of the track. _l_l

O . ta D))
_/ The direction of —/

movement through

the card reader.

 

    
 

Space to label the card.”

 

* Refer to Marking Magnetic Cards in appendix B, for more information about labeling magnetic cards.

114
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When passing either track of a card through the card reader, always have the printed face of the card up. The

order of tracks doesn’t matter.

Important: Keep magnetic cards clean and free of oil, grease, and dirt, and handle cards by their edges

only. Dirt and fingerprints degrade the performance of the card reader, cause warning messages to occur,

and decrease the lifespan of cards. Cards may be cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and a soft cloth. Keep

cards away from sources of strong magnetic fields, such as permanent magnets, wires carrying heavy

currents, power transformers, and degaussers (magnetic erasers); magnetism may permanently damage

the cards. Appendix B, Owner’s Information, includes more card care information.

Using the Card Reader

The HP-75 displays a variety of messages during a card reader operation. When a message exceeds one

display line, the first line of the message will appear according to the current 4% rate. To display again

the first line of a card reader message, press [SHIFT][FET)and hold down the [FET]key.

 

All card reader operations involve the following steps:

  

 

     First, type a card reader command in EDIT mode (for example, & i : ), with either the BASIC

prompt () or the text prompt ( : ) present. You may use any comblnatlon of lowercase or uppercase letters.

Press to initiate the operation. The HP-75 responds with the appropriate message, and waits.

Example:

 

 

Asimilar message will appear whenever you copy a

file to a card. It’s displayed for the current i i
rate and may be recalled temporarily with [SHIFT]m
FET].

 

   

 

Copy o oaed:s Hlian & DETHI Then the HP-75 waits for your response. You can

cancel the operation here by pressing [ATTN].   

With the card oriented in the forward direction of the desired track, insert the card so that the rightmost

alignment mark is just beneath the entry slot; the card should protrude past the exit slot so that the arrow

and box show. Then press a second time. The HP-75 responds:

 

 

   

Pull the card through the card reader. The HP-75 allows about 5 seconds for you to start pulling the card. A

longer time causes the HP-75 to beep, display warning 23—ixsci rascd-wri te—and promptyou to try

again. If you decide not to pull the card, wait until the HP-75 again prompts you to #1 iz & LETHI

(about 5 seconds). Then press Ninstead.

 

After you've pulled a card through the reader, several HP-75 responses are possible:

e Ifyou’re copying a file in memory to a card, the HP-75 will prompt you for a second pass of the same

track:

 

   
This time through, the accuracy of the information copied to the track will be verified. If the

information doesn’t verify on the second pass, the HP-75 will display warning 21—i 4
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fz1i 1l ecd—and require two more passes of the same track through the card reader, once to copy and

once to verify. (If the track still fails to verify, either clean the card or use a new card.)

e Ifthefile fills more than one track of a card, then the HP-75 will signal you when you are done with the

 

 

 

  
 

first track:

Track 1 dorme: inzert track 2 This message is displayed for the current Cifi%

rate, then...

Copw to oocard: Flign & [ETHI Ready for you to turn the card around or to insert

another card.

e Ifyoupull a card too fast or too slowly, the HP-75 will display warning 24—il 1&cf too fast—or

warning 25—il 1o too = 1ow—and prompt for another pull. If you pull a card very slowly, the

HP-75 may respond as if no card has been pulled.

e The HP-75 will continue its promptings for as many passes as needed. When the operation is

completed, the EDIT mode prompt and the cursor will reappear in the display.

There are five HP-75 card reader commands. In their simplest forms, they are:

For displaying the catalog entry of a card file.

For copying the current file in memory to cards.

‘filename ' For copying a card file to memory.

For protecting an individual track from being overwritten.

 

For removing the write-protection from a track.

After a card reader operation, the file pointer will be positioned in the same BASIC or text file at the same

line where it was positioned before the operation. This is important when you want to edit an incoming file

because you’ll have to execute an 211 I 7 command after copying the card file.

Programming Note: All five card reader commands are programmable. During program execution, a

card reader command initiates the specified operation. After the card reader operation, program execution

continues at the following statement of the program. (Copying the current running file is an exception—in

this case all programs are deallocated, the file copied, and execution halted.)

Specifying Card Files

You have several options in specifying, or naming, a given card file. The simplest is using the unquoted

keyword ii{iin a command to specify whateverfile is on the track at hand. A card file specifier is a quoted

string of characters that refers to a specific card file. A card file specifier includes a filename, a device code,

and optionally, a password.

The device is the card reader. The

device code specifies that the file

This must be a valid currently resides—or is going to

filename (refer to section reside—on a magnetic card. You

3, page 45 for the definition A colon. can choose between two device codes

of a valid filename). for a card file specifier—  
aregular card file, and iL

private card file.

" filename : device code ."password*

Files already in memory are/ The password may consist

specified by their filenames of one to four letters or

only. A slash. digits.
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The entire file specifier must be quoted (' ' or “ ). The lowercase letters of a file specifier—including the

password—are interpreted as uppercase letters.

in any way. Only BASIC fllesorprogramsmay be rnade private. Prlvate BASIC files are 1ndlcatedby

' - Fi.L private filesbutnot L. &7, FL i@t EDIT Y   

 

even [HiME them. The ikoptlon prevents usersfrom viewing, modlfymg,and duplicating prerecorded

programs.

Specifying a password when copying a file in memory to a card means that the file will be “tagged” with the

password. Copying a file with password from a card requires that you include the password in the file

specifier; otherwise, error 66— i riw a1 il###sus rd—will occur and the copy operation will be cancelled.

The password option limits access pr1v1lege to card files to those who know the password.

Examples:

 

* used alone would

 

Ppbvore s oseol Specifies the card flle F’ HiikE. Notethat *
specify the file i Hiilik in memory.

 

PlL rpoeal Specifies the card file i a private card file.     

 

UTITTRS sroiol L Specifies the card file i i{i: secured by password i i.

PRIEEERZ ipovadosky] Specifies theprivate card BASIC file # 1 &35that is secured by
password =%, This is the highest levelofsecurlty

 

 

Notethatin order to spec1fy anycard flle w1th a password, you must also include a device code,

 

sDL for example,

Advanced User's Notes: You can use suitable string variables or expressions as the parameters of card

 

  

 

reader commands. For example, if string variable¥is assigned *i is *, then ¥can be

used as the file specifier for the card file F i+ secured by password . (However, the unquoted

keyword i:iLI may not bespec:fled by a string variable.) Also, file speCIflers may be terminated by

blanks; for example, ‘ Cilvmz i carad revision F ospecifies the card file Liii:

 

)

i command enables you to check the catalog entry of any card file.

Cataloging a Card (i:#

 

 

   

 

type &t sol [RTN].

 

 

 

      
The HP-75 response.

¥ program into the card reader (we use the first track) and press [RTN]:

 

 

Fuall card L The HP-75 prompts you.
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A smooth and steady motion results in the following display:

 

Ctraok 1 omf 4 The identification number of the current track and

the number of tracks belonging to the card file are

displayed.

 

   

 

...........................

A {
The program revision date.

The time that the file was created.

  
   

 

  Number of bytes in thefile.

Type of file, & for BASIC.

Name of the card file.

 

 

Press [SHIFT to temporarily display the first line. Pressing any other key—except [«], (=], [SHIFT], or

—causes the prompt and cursor to reappear.

Note that a LT

transferred by L1

the card with the : L

I procedure only displays the catalog information of the track. The file itself is not

i, If a program file is a private card file—that is, if the file was originally copied to

option—then its file type will be indicated by ii. Card passwords are never

   

   

  

i commands.

 

i, The three commands function

 

Dtor CAT ' FCEDY in place of DRT OF

 

You can useT   
identically. i71 i commands are useful for examining the catalog information of unlabelled magnetic

cards.

When you catalog a previously unused track, this two line message will be displayed:

 

BlF Otk oot 1o

 

 

ELEHE = FUORE R BLR The catalog entry shows that this file hasn’t been

used before.   

From Memory to Card (05 T CFED)

The most general form of the ©{i*% command is:

 

Y source Tii destination
   

where a card file may be either the source or destination. To copy a file to magnetic cards, use one of the

following forms:

 

“filename
 

“file specifier '      
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Examples:

 

Foopow to ocaeol The simplest form of the (icommand copies the

current BASIC or text file. All information—
including the name and time of the source file—is
replicated. No security is attached to the card file.

   

 

e to D orporol 'l The source file must be a BASIC file; the destination

card file will be protected against listing and
editing.

  
 

 

g bon Cmooountsiporod B The current file will be copied to a private card file.

If the destination filename is the same as the source

filename, the time and date of the card file will

match those of the source file; otherwise, the current

time and date will be used for the card file.

   
 

Pother ' to oaeol The specified source file (i =) will be copied,
while the location of the file pointer won’t change.
Times and dates will match. No security.

 

 

 

roopy Cother' to ‘otherlicard B Time and date will be new. No security.

 

 

roopy Cothert to Cotherocardsl l Access will be limited by password . Times and
dates will match.

 

 

st
ompu mppt to Nldamioarcdowry B Copies the

by password
- file under the name -.ii#, secured

7. New time and date.

  

 

 

roopy kegs to carol Copies the i=i file. No security. New time and
date.  

 

These examples show that different filenames for sources and destinations result in new times and dates for

card files. Only BASIC files—as opposed to text,appomtment keys and otherflles—may be private. For

i is a text file, then typing Pletter' to gy (RTN] will cause warning

wip & —to occur. The copy w1llbe allowed to continue, but theresultlng card file will be

example, if L.

68—uii f i LE

nonprlvate You may secure text, appointment, keys, and other files with passwords by using complete file

  

specifiers in the copy-to-card command. Remember that you never use device codes or passwords to specify

files in memory.

If a file consists of more than 650 bytes, then more thanone track will be needed to record it. The HP-75

computes the number of tracks requlredat the outset of ai operation and begins its promptings from

CHEY R operatlon use the   track 1. Once you’'ve completed a ! .: command to display the

catalog entry from any of the tracks.

  1)

To copy a card file to memory, use one of these forms of the i:iii*% command:

From Card to Memory (30

 

“filename '

  
‘file specifier '    
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The source is the card file to be copied, and the destination is the new file in memory as it will be reported in

the system catalog You need to use a complete file specifier only when the card file has a password. For

A i1’ may be used interchangeably in copy-to-memory commands.

  

other card files, i

Examples:

 

pu ocard to el B Creates file &iin memory and copies the contents

of the card file to it (assuming no password). If the

card file is also named &i, then the time and date of

the new file will match those of the card file;
otherwise, the current time and date will be used.

   

 

roopd Cooard to Tel Ul Functions identically. However, only one file in
memory may exist named Ei,

 

 

Foopy acoountsioard’ to Tall Determines whether the inserted track belongs to
the specified card file (Fi:ilT). If so, creates

file i in memory, with a new time and date;

otherwise, warning 26—x5 1—will occur

and theHP75 will prompt for another card. If

HiOUMT % on the card is a private file, then i in
memoryw111 be a privatefile.

   

 

fotheriocardoht to ftrial B Checks the filename and password of the card file. If
correct, creates file TI Fi. in memory, with new

time and date.
 

 

semew Cdamroardsurg o spp t# Merges the appointments from the card into the

current i i 1 file.
 

 

to keysl Creates a new &=i file that redefines the keyboard
as soon as the copyiscompleted (There may be only
one file named & - in memory.) Refer also to

section 10.

   
 

‘B Creates file LML¥ in memory and copies the
card file to it.

   
   

 

The last example shows the use of 1" to specify an incoming card file. This form of the :iii*"

command results in a private file in memory, even though the card file itself may not be a prlvate file. The

* should be a BASIC file, or else warning 68—toiris 1 1a fupe—will

7 operation will be allowed to continue and will result in a nonprivate flle.
  
  

card file specified by ' : ¥

occur; however, the i1

Specifying a filename for the destination that is different from the card filename will result in a new time

and date in the system catalog.

When a track is pulled through the card reader during a copy-to-memory operation, the HP-75 determines

whether memory is available for all of the file; if not, the HP-75 displays error 16—t spiciiigh

ma e o wi—and cancels the copy operation.
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All tracks from the card file must be copied for the file to be reported in the system catalog. This means that

if a copy-to-memory operation is interrupted, none of the card file will remain in memory. If you copy the

same file from memory to two different sets of cards, then the tracks from both sets of cards may be used

interchangeably when copying the file back to memory. However, note that the two sets of cards must be

identical copies of the same file with identical catalog entires; otherwise, warning 20—t tivis {4 la—

will occur if the tracks are mixed during a copy-to-memory operation.

 

 

-
bbb

   

One FEOTEDT command is executed for each track to be protected:

  

porotestl Foroteot oaea Fldae BODETHI

    
  

Initiates the operation. The next track you pull

through the card reader will be write-protected.

After the track has been pulled through the card reader the prompt and cursor reappear; the track is then

i.T can be executed at any time but is normally

 

executed just after a copy-to-card operation.

A separate FFIITEDT command is necessary for each track you wish to protect. The following program

enables you to write-protect a series of tracks, one after another:

 

PLEBPREOTECT @ GOTO 18 Press [RUN]or type i.it: to execute this program

when you have several tracks to write-protect The

HP-75 will continue executing the! N

command until you interrupt the programw1th

ATTN|.

  
 

 

The LiFHFFEGTEDT command enables you to remove the write-protection mark from a track heading.

  

oot1il Prproteot osrads HLlan

 

    
  

The next track through the card reader will have its

write-protection removed.

-1 operation makes a track available again for recording information. Note that the HP-75

has no explicit card erasure instruction: A prerecorded track will be erased when you copy another file over

it.
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The Three P’s of Protection

You’ve seen three ways to secure your card files:

  
  
     

   

  
Thepr/vate card option

il prevents the listing,

alterlng, and duplicating of

program files.

 

  
  
  

 

The password

option . i i

limits access to

your files.

The Fi il

option safeguards

your cards from

overwriting.

   

  
  

  

 

   

   

 

These options may be exercised separately or may be combined for a variety of file protection. However

these capabilities are intended to prevent accidental alteration or reproduction of important files rather than

to guarantee absolute security.
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Introduction

By itself, the HP-75 uses the keyboard as an input device, the display window and beeper as output devices,

and the card reader as both an input and output device. The Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop capabilities of

the HP-75 enable you to extend the control of the computer to a variety of external 1/0 devices, as many as

301n one system, including video interfaces, printers, and tape cassette drives.

Throughout this section, HP-IL operations are illustrated using the HP-75 as controller, the HP 82163 Video

Interface as display device, the HP 82162A Thermal Printer as printer device, and the HP 82161A Digital

Cassette Drive as mass storage device. The HP-75 and HP-IL devices are connected in series in a single loop,

or communications circuit.

124
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An HP-IL system for displaying, printing, and storing information.

    

 

Device #1: Device #3:
Vid Device #2:
ideo Printer Casgette

Interface Drive         

     
 

A video monitor \
R

connected to the

HP 82163 Video Interface.
 

   
Instructions and data on the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop originate from the computer and travel from

one device to the next around the circuit until that information returns to the HP-75. If the information isn’t

intended for a particular device, the device merely passes the information on to the next device in the loop.

When the information reaches the proper device, that device responds as directed and then passes the

information on. Setting up an HP-IL system involves two steps:

1. Physically connecting the devices in the loop.

2. Assigning device codes, one for each device, that enable you to select individual devices for specific

functions.

Connecting the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop

To connect one or more devices to the HP-75:

1. Ready each device according to the installation instructions in the owner’s manual for the device.

2.  Turn on all HP-IL devices, making certain that each has an adequate power supply. The HP-75 may be

turned on or off.

3. Attach the HP-IL cables. Two 1-meter HP-IL cables were included with your HP-75; each device has a

matching cable.

All connections are designed to ensure proper orientation.

 

4. You may connect the devices in any order, but the final configuration is important. The device

connected to the OUT receptacle of the HP-75 becomes Device #1. The device connected to the OUT

receptable of Device #1 becomes Device #2, and so on. The device that connects to the IN receptacle of

the HP-75 is the last device on the loop.
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The keying on the receptacles indicates the direction of flow around

the loop.

 

If you wish to space the peripherals farther apart than permitted by their cables, connect additional HP-IL

cables in appropriate locations in the loop. The maximum distance between any two devices is 10 meters (33

feet) with standard cable.

All HP-IL commands are programmable; for simplicity, the examples illustrate their use from the keyboard.

Note: To avoid unexpected interruption of HP-IL operation, turn off the peripherals only after the HP-75 is

turned off. Turn on all peripherals before turning on the HP-75.

Assigning Device Codes (F=% 1110)

Once the devices have been powered and connected, they are readyto be assigned device codes to identify

them individually. Press [EDIT]to switch to EDIT mode and type i [RTN]J:

 

  

  
    
  

Either prompt (* or :) may be present. This message shows the number of devices on the
loop. It’s displayed according to the current {if .%
rate.

This message and other HP-IL. messages may be displayed again temporarily by pressing (FET]. The

HP-75 prompts for the device code of the first device:

 

Device #1 is the device connected to the OUT

receptacle of the HP-75, in our example, the video
interface.

  

  
 

 

Note: If the HP-75 doesn’t respond as indicated and the i H  1{i command stays ““frozen’ in the

display, the HP-IL instructions are not travelling properly around theIoop Press [ATTN]to clear the display,

make certain that all devices are powered and connected, and try again.

Device codes can be one or two letters, a letter and a digit, or a digit and a letter. Examples of acceptable

device codes are %, tw, 1, and i %. (A space used as the last character of a device code will be ignored; a

space may not be used as the first character.) The letters of device codes are converted internally to

uppercase.

Type the first device code and press [RTN]:

  

 

    
  

Specifying %/ as the first device code. When you press [RTN], the HP-75 prompts for the

next device code.*

 

* You may press any carriage-return/line-feed key to terminate a device code entry (page 43).
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Continue assigning device codes until you have named all the dev1cesonthe loop; the prompt and cursor will

 

reappear. Device codes are stored in memory until another .. command is executed.

If you enter an incorrect device code, the HP-75 will report an error and will prompt for another name for the

same device. If you type nothing for a device and press [RTN], the procedure is ended and only as many

devices as device codes will be usable.

From this point, you use the assigned device codes to specify individual devices in HP-IL. commands. Device

codes must be typed between quote marks (* ' or * ), prefixed by a colon ( ;).

Another form of the F:: Iz il command enables you to assign all device codes at once:

 

HzzmlM Il 7 devicecode [. :devicecode...]’
   

You name the devices in their order on the loop, from #1 through #30.

Example:

 

ramzsianio Cotw.ip,ioa B Pressing assigns device codes T4, i, and ito

three peripherals.   

The entire device list is quoted; device codes are prefixed with colons and separated by commas. Device codes

are assigned from left to right; for example, 7/ is assigned to Device #1.

Advanced User's Note: The devnce list maybespecmed bya string expression or variable. For example,if

i¥isassigned 't i, ,then FHizm iz D0 [assigns three device codes.

 

If fewer device codes than devices are declared, then all device codes will be used. If more device codes than

  devices are declared, then warmng 59—t i -z—occurs, and as many devices as exist will be

assigned. This form of the &% 1 :H commandisusefulin programs and key redefinitions.

Attemptlngto perform most HP-IL operations before assigning device codes causes error 55—

  

 

   

 

Listing Device Assignments (i. 157 11))

To check current device assignments, executethe i. I =7 I{icommand.

PRI

Example

listio Press [RTN].

 

 

The number of assigned devices is displayed at the

current iiizi.% rate, and the device codes are listed
one by one.

 

   
Pressing stopsa . i1 1iioperation.
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Declaring Display and Print Devices (i [ SFLAY 15, FEIH

 

)

Use the device codes of display devices and printer devices to begin using them to display and print

information from the HP-75.

 

I@ ' idevicecode [. :devicecode...]’
 

 

L@ " :devicecode [. :devicecode..]’

 

   

 

The 1%LMY 1% command causes the specified device or devices to echo everything that you see on the

HP-75 display.

Example:

 

Paplaw iz it B Pressing [RTN]defines the specified device—the
example shows the video interface—to be a display   

  

device.

I device.

HiER 1% command causes the specified device or devices to respond to i 17T statements and

1. 157 commands.

Example:

 

ter is ip B Pressing declares the specified device to be a

printer device.*   

The HP-75 display functions as a printer device until another device is declared in a FEIHTER I3

command.

  More than one device can be specifiedin a i I command.

Example:

 

irter i ap, ity This command declares both devices to be printer
devices.   

If a single perlpheral18 declared both a printer and adlsplay device, then it will output both printer and

  display information. i I and FE = declarations cause the specified devices to become

listeners. Refer to yourperlpheral owner’s manual for descrlptmns of listener responses to HP-IL. messages.

Advanced User’s Note: If adisplay or printer device has a buffer, then it outputs information only when

the buffer is full or when it's specnflcallyprompted by the HP-75. Pressing one of the carriage-return/line-

feed keys (page 43) causes all | '

 

, 1= devices to print the contents of their buffers and advance

to a new line. Refer to your perlpheral owner’s manual for buffer information.

 

* The MODE switch and the PRINT key of the HP 82162A Thermal Printer don’t affect the printer’s operation while it is connected to the

HP-75.
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The following commands cancel display and printer assignments.

 

 

 

   
# causes subsequent display information to be directed to the HP-75dlsplay  I% ¥ causes subsequent print information to be directed to il &Fiiy 1

devices.

DISFLAY ISand FEIMTER 1% declarations remain effective until:

e Youexecute another %% I G 10 command.

[ = command.

 

e You execute another i1

 

e Youexecutean Lii-1licommand (page 130).

¢ An interruption in loop transmission occurs (page 130).

Displaying and Printing Information (i: i, FEINT)

Two BASIC statements let you display and print information using HP-IL devices.

 

LIz[displaylist] [:]
 

 

FREIMT [printlist] [:]   
(11 %statements are directed to the HP-75 display and current !

statements are directed to current & i HTER i devices.

 

Example:

 

 

i = devices to print ¥

 

Causes all i

 

Fpriet

   

If no printer is assigned on the loop, then the HP-75 display and other {ii =i H% 1devices perform all

printer operations.

You may sometimes wish to display or print information from more than one i I :H i1 statement

 

without causing a new display or print line to occur. If so, terminate the first : i1 statement

with a semicolon.

Example:

 

sediep tues B The semicolon suppresses the carriage return/line

feed that normally occurs after a [i | i statement.   

Subsequent display or print items will be displayed or printed on the same line until a carriage-return/line-

feed occurs. The Uizl and 1liTH command regulate the rate and line length of displayed information;
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the - command regulates the line length of printed information (page 39). Refer also to section 11,

page 166, for programming applications of i I %and ¥ T statements.

To clear the HP-75 of all previous loop information, execute =% [ G I8 For HEEIGH I0 ° ' This will

return all output to the display and release any system memory needed by HP-IL devices.

Turning the Loop Off and On (&FF 1, BESTORE 110)

The i+ I command temporarily suspends communication between the HP-75 and peripherals. Any

HP-IL command entered after executing """""""" it will cause error 60—k =T 0FE 10 misecdscd—and the

il1is the only HP-IL command that can be executed after
    

 

  
 

 

Causes all printer and display information to be
directed to the HP-75 display only.

 

  
 

Usethe Li-i-  1iicommand before turning off or disconnecting any devices to preserve current assignments.

11 command restores communication between the HP-75 and peripherals after an

  

i command.

 

 

  
 

L Ll turn on the devices and connect them in their original order on the loop.

 

Before executing ¥

 

 

  
 

 

Example:

The devices are activated according to their former

assignments.

Since the i& i1l command is designed to restore an HP-IL system to its previous configuration,it

will not work correctly if the configuration has changed. If the same number of devices are connected but in

a different order, or if more than the original number of devices are connected, the HP-75 will not recognize

the change and the devices mayrespond unexpectedly to HP-IL instructions. If fewer devices are connected

FRE Ii causes error 59—t omariy mamss—and no devices are

 

reass1gned Ifany error occurs, either reconnect the original devices in thelr original order and reexecute

 

, or else execute another - ii command to initialize the current HP-IL system.

Be sure that all HP-IL devices are turned on and properly connected whenever the HP-75 might interact with

  
them—for examplewhen using a FiEIHTER % device, accessing a mass storage file, and executing

R o L &L If the devices aren’t ready, the HP-75 waits for a response, as discussed

next

Transmlssmn Interruptlons ( ATTN|, FESTORE 10, OFF ’

  

[i)

Device assignments are maintained when the HP-75 turns off. When the HP-75 turns back on, devices

resume their previous functions. However, the HP-75 has no control over the status of the devices in the loop.
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If an HP-IL cable becomes disconnected, if a device loses power, or if a device is turned off before an

{FF 11 command is executed, then communications between the computer and all HP-IL devices will be

disrupted. Afterwards, the display may not respond to pressed keys, and error 58— 1i

 

it—may

be displayed. If you intend to intentionally disconnect the loop after turning the HP-75 off, make sure you

execute i1 before you turn off the computer.

After a transmission error, press [ATTN]to interrupt the HP-IL system; error 58— i cioipe 4 ist —will be

displayed if it hasn’t been displayed already. Then check the cables, switches, and power supplies to correct

the problem. Afterwards, execute your HP-IL command again; or, if the cause of the transmission error was

g . If the HP-75won’trespond to the keyboard, trya turned off HP-IL device, execute fi

  

unplugging then reconnecting one of the HP-1L cables followed by a ki i command.

During an HP-IL operation involving an external printer or mass storage device, the command that caused

the operation will remain in the display while the device is “busy”’. For example, after you type @ 1 i1

[RTN], the ii.1% 7T command will remain in the display until the external printer is ready for another

instruction.

. settlng 1s in effect and an i aF 1 or

‘- 11i command is executed, the HP75 w111dlsplay it after it tries up to 30 times

to assign the devices, beeping each time it is unsuccessful. If the loop is reconnected immediately, the

command will finish executing normally.

  If a loop interruption occurs while a &

 

  If a properly powered and connected . i = 3 = device takes longer than 10 seconds

to dlsplayorprlnta single character (whlch w111 not happen in most1nstances) the HP-75 will time out,

execute an !

 

oL.. command, and contlnue operatlng without the HP-IL system. If this occurs, check the

devices on the loopand execute a |

 

- ilicommand or any other HP-IL command, to restore device

ass1gnments If you want the HP75 to waitlonger than 10 seconds for a device response, then type

sto 1 [RTN]. A & i i setting causes the HP-75 to wait 1ndef1n1tely for a display or printer

dev1ce to prlnt a character or to wait unt11 you pressthe[ATTN] key. A = i setting also causes the

HP-75 to wait indefinitely on device responses to %%[Tliand FESTORE 10 commands.

  

  

If you get an error during an HP-IL operation, you can generally assume that the operation wasn’t

completed properly. For example, if HP-IL continuity is disrupted while a file is being copied to a mass

storage device, an error is displayed; the file is bad and should be purged.

15

The 6.k 171command clears all devices on the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop. It’s a quick way to

reset all devices to a ready state.

   Clearing Devices (i

 

 

  
  
 

 

i+ command according to its design. For example, after a

i LIcommand, the HP 82163A Video Interface clears the display and “homes’ the cursor to the

upper-left corner; the HP 82162A Thermal Printer positions the carriage to column 1, clears the print buffer,

Eachdev1ce responds to a i

 

 

* An HP-IL device that has a STANDBY mode can be powered up by & Tk T0or FESTORE TCin & THMElI Y [1FF mode. The HP-75

takes several seconds to complete the operation, then beeps. But if youattempt to do this when the HP-75is in & THHMHIIE"Y [1F mode, any

powered-down device in the loop will cause the HP-75 to halt and wait indefinitely. To clear this condition, close the loop on itself (by

connecting an HP-IL cable between the HP-75’s OUT and IN plugs), press [ATTIN], and wait for the HP-75 to respond. When the prompt

reappears in the display, execute = THHMIIEY [IFF, reconnect the desired device(s) to the loop, and reexecute FH&ZE TG [0 or

FESTORE T0,
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and switches to Single Wide and Left-Justify modes; the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive rewinds the

cassette. For the response of a particular device, refer to the Device Clear message in the peripheral owner’s

manual.

  

 

You can clear individual devices by specifying their device codes in the ii.i command.

 

 

" :device code [. :devicecode...]’
   

 

  Pressing [RTN]resets just the i device.
   

Mass Storage Operations

Mass storage operations store and retrieve information external to the computer and involve three

components:

e A mass storage device, which may be a card reader, cassette drive, or disc drive.

e A mass storage medium, which may be a magnetic card, tape cassette, or disc.

e Theinterfacing capabilities that allow the computer to operate the mass storage device.

The following pages illustrate mass storage operations using the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive as the

mass storage device; the mass storage medium is the tape cassette in the cassette drive; the interfacing

capabilities are provided by HP-IL.

Any file in memory that can be copied to a magnetic card can be copied to a mass storage medium. In

addition, mass storage files can be cataloged, duplicated, secured with passwords, renamed, and purged.

The Mass Storage Device (#55 D5 11)

Once a mass storage device has been assigned a device code with theM

 

{ i1l command, the device is

i to spemfy the cassette drive, but manyready for use. The examples in this section use the device code .

mass storage devices may be used on one HP-IL loop.

Note thatrequestmg a non-mass storage device to perform a mass storage operation results1n error92—

 

&—and no further action. Declaring a mass storage device to be a |

   R k1 device causes the HP-75 to direct display and printer information to the mass storage device

(the results will be meanlngless) subsequently any attempts to execute mass memory commands will result

in error 63—iLici f i 1sspso—being displayed.

  Important: Ifan IHITIALIIE, C0FY from memory to mass storage, | i, or i - operation

is interrupted, the medium may need to be reinitialized. Be certain that all devices on the loop have a

dependable source of power, and do not press or disconnect any HP-IL cables while a mass storage

device is writing to the medium.

Preparing the Mass Storage Medium ([TI1ZE)

Each mass storage medium must be initialized at least once to establish on the medium a file catalog and a

format in which information will be recorded. Execute the IHiTi#iIi command to prepare a new

medium for use.

Note: If the medium has been used before, check the contents of the catalog of the medium before

initializing, as described on page 134. Initializing a storage medium completely erases previous

information on the medium.
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:device code ' [ . number of file entries]
  
 

About 5 minutes are required to initialize a cassette tape in the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive.

Each file that you record on the medium requires one entry in the catalog of the medium. If you specify no

number in the [HI7T .

 

.1 £E command, the catalog will allow a maximum of 128 file entries. You may

specify any numeric express1on that rounds to an integer value greater than zero. Values less than 1 cause

error 11—zot of  rargs, The most entries allowed for the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive is

453. Values greater than 453 cause error 11—i3 itood ranas, Catalog space is reserved in blocks of

eight file entries; consequently, the catalog always accommodates a multiple of eightfile entries, and at least

as many entries as you specify.

  

 

An uninitialized mass storage medium will cause error 96— i i1 i ci meci i wim—if an attempt is made to

read from or write to it. Note that i+l i mecliwin may also occur if the medium has been formatted by

a computer other than an HP-75, if the medium is worn out or physically damaged, or if the cassette drive is

interrupted during initializing.

Mass Storage Files

Information is stored on the mass storage medium as files, or collections of lines, that are specified by unique

names. Files that may reside on a mass storage medium include:

e BASIC files, indicated by k. (Private BASIC, or I, files are available through magnetic cards, but not

through mass storage media.)

e Textfiles, indicated by ¥

e Appointment files, indicated by .

e Keysfiles, also indicated by .

e LEXfiles, indicated by ..

e Interchange files, indicated by .

e Unknown files, indicated by . Type ** files may be cataloged, duplicated on the medium, renamed, and

purged, but not copied to memory.

You can access individual files on the mass storage medium using one of two file specifiers:

 

filename : device code

filename : device code .- password
  
 

The filename is a valid filename (refer to Filenames in section 3). The device code is the name that was

assigned to the mass storage device during the most recent% I iz 11lThepassword limits access to the

mass storage file to those who know the password. The password can consist of one to four letters or digits.*

The completefile specifier is quoted Examples of acceptable mass storage file specifiers are * izt i’

 

frmamoaloros’, and PsstlhiosslE23 ) (The reserved words kswiz, &p e i, and o ilare

allowed as fllenamesin file specifiers; however, they are subsequently treated as ordinary f1lenameson the

mass storage device.)

 

* Passwords may be aSSIgnedto files created by the HP-75. Specifying a password for an interchange file in any mass storage command

causes warning 66— ii+ =

 

i i—but the HP-75 allows the command to be executed and ignores the password.
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Advanced User’s Note: String variables and expressions may be used instead of quoted strings for file

specifiers. File specifiers are terminated by the ending quote mark or by the first blank after the device

code or password.

Note that a password protects a file from being copied and not from being renamed or purged. After the

password is correctly specified and the file is copied to memory, the new file in memory is available for

editing.

It’s possible for other computers to create filenames longer than eight characters. A maximum of 10
characters per filename may be displayed in a storage medium catalog entry; however, the HP-75 matches

only the first eight characters in mass storage commands and reports an error if more than eight characters
are entered for the filename.

If any file specifier names a nonexistent file on the mass storage medium, then error 62—
file mot founcd—is reported.

Cataloging the Medium (i7)

To display the catalog entries of the current medium in the mass storage device, specify the name of the

devicein the i7 command.

 

* idevice code '’
   

Example:

 

troat B To display the catalog entries of the medium in the
i mass storage device.   

When you press [RTN], the catalog heading of the medium is displayed:

 

  
interval, then...

 

 

  The catalog entry of the firstfile to be recorded on

the medium is displayed.   
Use the and keys to display the catalog entries one by one; there will be a brief delay after [+]or [t]is

pressed as the mass storage medium is repositioned and read. displays the first entry in the

catalog; (4], the last. The [«+]and [=]keys with modifiers and are also active while catalog

entries are in the display. Pressing any other key cancels the operation and restores the prompt and cursor.

Catalog entries are displayed in the order that they have been recorded on the medium. Before the HP-75

records a new file on the medium, the HP-75 searches the catalog to find the first available location on the

medium for all of the file. An initialized but empty storage medium displays only the one-line catalog

heading when .7is executed.

You may also specify an individual mass storage file in the £7 command.

 

‘ file specifier
   

This form of the command displays only the catalog entry of the specified file; no password is necesary. If

the HP-75 displays +i L& ot o, the specified name does not exist in the catalog of the medium.
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Copying Files To and From Mass Storage (.-)

The :7iF% command enables you to copy one file at a time from memory to a mass storage medium or one
  

file at a time from a mass storage medium to memory. Use one of these forms of theicommand to copy

any nonprivate file in memory to mass storage:

 

 

   

‘ :device code °

‘filename ' T ‘ :device code

"""" “file specifier
‘filename © 11 “file specifier

Examples:

 

meepa b oroa B Copies the current file to the i+ mass storage

device. Names, times, and dates match.
 

 

 

 

Copies i| = 1n memory to the mass storage

device. Names, times, and dates match.
 

 

 

fi.Eon

 

Copies the current file in memory to i
mass storage.

 

 

    Copies i ik ~“+ on mass storage. New

name, time, and date.   
The source and destination files will agree in time and date if their filenames match. If the filenames differ,

the resulting file will be dated according to the clock reading when theicommand is executed.

It may take a minute or more for a file to be copied to or from a mass storage device, depending on the length

of the file.

If you specify a password in a copy-to-mass storage command, the resulting file will be secured with the

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

  

password.

Examples:

T Copies i~ I} 7 1in memory to a mass storage file

named - and secures it with password 1 .

3 p Copies the 3 i+ % filein memory to a mass storage

file named -+ and secures it with password   

Note: If a copy-to-mass storage command specifies an existing file on the storage medium, the file on the

medium will be re-recorded with the information from the file in memory. Afterwards, the file may appear

in a different location in the catalog of the medium.

To copy a file from a mass storage medium to memory, execute this form of the -1command:

 

Y ' filename ¢

i filename’

“file specifier

‘i device code ’  
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Examples:

 

FELe Copies i [ < from mass storage to ¥
memory. New time and date.

 

 

 

aol@ o TFiled' M Copies[ ik secured with password Ii, from
mass storage to i i.i 7 in memory. New time and

date.
  

 

 

If the mass storage file is secured with a password, the password must be entered in the file specifier;

otherwise, error 66—i i+l iol passusrd—occurs and no copy is allowed. (The HP-75 will ignore

passwords if supplied for mass storage files that don’t have passwords.)

If there is not enough room in memory for an incoming file, the HP-75 reports error 16—

' o+ wi—and the copy operation is not allowed.

If an appointment file on a mass storage medium is copied to the :: i+ 1 file in memory, the appointments in

the mass storage file are merged chronologically with those in memory.

Example:

 

ton app Merges the appointments in the mass storage file

with those in thei # file.  
 

All other copy-to-memory commands must specify unique filenames in memory; otherwise, error 64—

clip Liosts s—will occur and no copy will be allowed. A file on mass storage that is copied to &g 1

must be an appomtment file (type) a file on mass storage that is copied to & = must be a text file (type

{); otherwise, error 68—ii3 -—18 reported. Key redeflmtlons take effect as soon as a copy-

 

to-i & is operation is completed.

If a copy-to-mass storage operation is interrupted by the key, the partially copied file will be erased

from mass storage, if possible. A brief delay will occur before the prompt and cursor reappear. Do not press

again until the erasure is completed, or the mass storage medium may require reinitializing. If a

copy-to-memory operation is interrupted, the partial file in memory will be purged immediately.

Duplicating Files on Mass Storage (%)

 

Use the i:iii*% command to duplicate a file in mass storage.

 

“file specifier © T ‘file specifier '

  
 

Examples:

 

 Szt il Copies
medium.

 

L L..¥ on the same storage

 

 

    

  
   - on one mass storage device to

L.kon another mass storage device. The new

file1s secured with password i

  
 

If the duplicate file is created on the same mass storage device as the original, the destination filename must

differ from the source filename. If the duplicate file is created on another device, the same filename is used

for both files unless different filenames are specified. If the filename already exists on the second dev1ce

error 64—ciuip L iosta mams—will occur and the copy will not be allowed. As with other %
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operations, the time and date of creation will be the same unless the filenames are different. At least one

filename must be specified.

Renaming Mass Storage Files

   

Three forms of the i i1l command may be used to rename files on mass storage media.

 

‘file specifier © 11 ' filename

‘filename ©  Tii ' file specifier

‘file specifier ' Tii ' file specifier '

  

  

   
The three forms of the command operate identically.

Example:

 

  
  

 

o Renames i+ [ & on mass storageto - 1. &1% on

mass storage.

  

   

 

The - command doesn’t require a password and ignores the password if supplied.

  Important: Ifa ¥ ~operation is interrupted, the medium may need to be reinitialized.

Purging Mass Storage Files

    Execute the 1.} - command to make a mass storage file unavailable for future use.

 

 

“file specifier
   

 

  
   

 

Example

P File i Removes ii it from the catalog of the storage

medium.

The == command doesn’t require a password and ignores the password if supplied.

 Important: Ifa i~ - operation is interrupted, the medium may need to be reinitialized.

 

i)

When files are purged from a medium, they leave ‘“gaps’” between adjacent files on the medium. When

recording other files on the medium, the HP-75 fills these gaps with files of equal or less length. Eventually,

Packing the Mass Storage Medium (i~

the medium may not have room for new files, and error 95—cii i {1l I —will occur when a copy-to-

mass storage operation is begun. Use theil command to make space available for new files.

 

* 1 device code ’

 

   

The device code specifies the mass storage device that will pack the medium.

Example:

 

 

Causes the 7 device to re-record existing files on

the medium for optimal storage.
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Packing may require anywhere from a few minutes to an hour, depending on the number and lengths of the

files on the medium.

Important: If a Fik operation is interrupted or fails W|th error97—irwalicd pack—the medium

will probably need to be reinitialized. Do not try to L.ii il.11i: the medium. The data on the

medium is invalid and the HP-75 may require a full reset if such data is copied into memory. Be certain

"¥. Do not press while a

   Cor Lot

 

that the loop devices have dependable power sources before executing i1

medium is packing.

Note that packing a medium involves a considerable amount of movement of the medium in the mass

storage device. To maximize the lifespan of the storage medium, pack the medium only when necessary.

Advanced User’s Information

Special Characters

Section 2 introduced the complete HP-75 character set, consisting of 256 letters, digits, punctuation marks,

symbols, control characters, and other special characters. The HP-75 character set corresponds to decimal

codes 0 through 255.

Although all HP-IL display and printer devices will display and print characters 32 through 125; most

display and printer devices recognize and respond to characters outside this range. For example, the

HP 82163 Video Interface interprets decimal codes 160 through 254 as inverse video characters (black on

white). (J], corresponding to decimal code 10, causes both the HP-75 display and the video interface to

perform a line-feed. Refer to the owner’s manual for a device to determine its response to characters whose

decimal codes are 0 through 31 and 127 through 255.

Escape Codes ([CTL)[BACK], &HF# =7, [CTU[], [CTU[))

One character—the escape character, ESC, decimal code 27—enables special HP-IL operations. The ESC

character is not displayed on the HP-75 display.

  T statement—this directs the ESC to theCEYrinal B

corresponding output device when the statement is executed and allows such a program line to be listed and

You can specify an ESC by using

viewed normally.

If you generate an ESC by pressing from the keyboard, the display shows * and the cursor turns

off—pressing the next key restores the cursor. But a program line containing an ESC character (entered as

[BACK]) can’t be listed or viewed normally because the ESC and the next one or more characters are

treated as an escape code.

An escape code is a string of characters formed by an 1n1t1a1 escapecharacter and one or more following

  i device, the device eitherv Imor FREIMTE

ignores all or part of the escape code or 1nterpretsit as a display or printer instruction. An escape code may

characters. When an escape code is directed to a |

be incorporated into a larger string expression.

For example, pressing ' [CTL][BACK] i * [RTN]causes the video 1nterfaceto clear the TV display and position

the video cursor to the upper-left corner. Typing «i =g oozd &k : [RTNJhas the same effect.

 

Two other keystrokes send escape codes to i I % devices:

 

msends ESC &, causing [} LAY 1% devices to “roll up” one line. [CTL][¢]sends a ESC 7, causing

LY I dev1ces to “roll downone line. Neither [CTL][t]nor [CTL][}] affects the HP-75 display.

 

Refer to your peripheral owner’s manual for more escape code information.
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Display Escape Codes

The HP-75 display responds to 12 escape codes as a ii i =LY%Idevice. The 32 display window positions

are identified as 0 through 31.

Escape code Display Window Response

ESC i Moves the cursor one position to the right.

ESC [ Moves the cursor one position to the left.

ESC i Moves the cursor to column 0 and clears the display.

ESC i: Moves the cursor to column O.

ESC .iand ESC Clears the display from the cursor location.

ESC iand ESC F Deletes the character at the current cursor location and left-shifts all trailing

characters.

ESC - Turns off the cursor.

ESC > Turns on the cursor.

ESC “cr Moves the cursor to the specified column, where c is a character corresponding to

the decimal code of the column and r is ignored by the HP-75.

Eight of these escape codes have a similar effect on the HP 82163 Video Interface (refer to appendix D,

page 294).

Example:

 

T8 WMIDTH THF Allows an unlimited number of characters to be

placed in one display line.

 

Positions the cursor to a random column position.

(The ¥ specifies row 7 of the HP 82163 Video
Interface; row parameters have no effect on the
display window.)

 

@ ODISPE CHREFORMDEDZLIEE Displays a random character. The semicolon

supresses the CR/LF.

46 GOTO 26 Causes the HP-75 to reposition the cursor and
display another character.   

When run, the program causes the following display and others like it:

 

=1 WoF kd BL duz Po 0P oy Random characters will appear at random positions

until you press [ATTN].   

You can use the keystroke to control the display and cursor directly from the keyboard. For

example, the following sequence of keystrokes will cause the cursor to be moved to column 29 of the display:

" |CTLJ[BACK] [SHIFT CTL][=] [SPACE] ' : [RTN

The displays the * sign, the character code of the (=] keystroke is 29, and the key

inserts a null (otherwise the next character displayed would be interpreted as part of the escape sequence).
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Note that pressing [CTL][BACK] enters the escape characters into the input buffer even thoughthe character

itself is not displayed. Note also that the sequence is enclosed in quotes to form an implicit [ &~ statement

and that it is terminated by a semicolon to suppress the CR/LF that would otherwise occur after the string

was displayed. (The CR/LF would immediately reposition the cursor to the beginning of the line.) Escape

2 statements to function properly. Use the

% function to control the cursor during program execution. The%114 program included with your

 

sequences executed from the keyboard must be entered as [|

 

HP75 makes effective use of display window escape codes. Refer to appendix F for a listing of the F%'+ T TH

program.

End-of-Line Sequences (&ilTHE)

After executing a i IiH7T statement (unless itends with a semicolon), the HP-75 sends two other

characters—a carnage return and a line feed—to= 1 HTER 1% devices. A CR/LF is also sent at the end of

each line during a “i. I &1 operation and whenever the number of characters printed in one line exceeds the

number allowed by the current iI [i Tsetting.

You can change the normal CR/LF end-of-line sequence by using the ii+iii. I i command.

 

 

L M[0-3 character string expression]
   

You may specify up to three characters in an ii I i command.

Example:

 

 

  Causes double-spacing to occur after each =

statement.   

 

Any HP-75 characters may be specified in an & i command; the characters will be printedatthe end

ofeach print line. Specifying the null string (* * or ) suppresses the end-of-line sequence andFil.l=Tor

by1tself

 

   FEIMT output will be transmitted as a continuous string (without line breaks).

reinstates the default CR/LF end-of-line sequence.

 

- commands have no effect on il %or L. LT output. The current ki DHEk2 setting remains in

command18executed To restore the normal HP-75 endofline sequence, type

or if = by itself.

effect unt11 another  
  

Programming with HP-IL

All HP-IL commands are programmable. In addition, all HP-IL command parameters (such as device codes)

may be specified using string variables and string expressions.

Programs may assign device codes, declare display and printer devices, direct output to display and printer

devices, copy files to and from mass storage, turn the HP-IL loop off and on, and set end-of-line sequences.
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Introduction

A unique feature of the HP-75 is its redefinable keyboard. You can assign new operations to 194 keys and

keystroke combinations, including:

e 60 unshifted keys (examples: [Q], (<], [APPT)).

e 59 shifted keys (examples: [SHIFT][5], [SHIFT][+], [SHIFT][ATTN)).

e 61 control keys (examples: [CTL](Z], [CTL](8], [CTL][LOCK]).

e 14 shifted control keys (example: [SHIFT][CTL][TAB]).

 
 
 

You can redefine keystroke combinations that use the key or key as modifiers, although

and may not themselves be redefined. Do not redefine the system reset sequences such as

(refer to appendix C) because they will reset your computer regardless of any attempt to redefine them.

Keys and keystroke combinations can be redefined for two functions:

e Typing aids to speed up entries from the keyboard.

¢ Immediate-execute keys for any HP-75 operation in any of the three modes, EDIT, TIME or APPT.

A special text file named ii stores current key redefinitions in memory. The i == file, like other text

files, can be edited, renamed, and copied to and from mass storage or magnetic cards. You can store and

re-use a variety of customized keyboards in memory and on cards.

142
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 Typing Aids (IiFF i)

A typing aid is a single key or a keystroke combination that displays a string of characters when it’s
pressed. The key is a typing aid because it displays the word i - when you press it. Typing aids
may clear the display window, display messages of any length, and position the cursor anywhere on the
display line.

  

You use the ! k% command for every key redefinition.*

 

Lt B'keydisplay character ' . ' key definition [ :]
   

  Each [i+ Kkdeclaration redefines one key or keystroke combination. {1 k% is programmable, and

may be executed in EDIT mode with either the text or BASIC prompt in the display.

The key display character is the one character that corresponds to the key or keystroke combination being

defined. The number of characters in the key definition is limited only by the line length of the display. Both

parameters are enclosed by single (' ') or double (* ") quotes and separated by a comma. The optional

semicolon ( ;) at the end determines whether the key becomes a typing aid or an immediate-execute key.

The following example shows the simplest typing aid: making one key—unshifted [Q]—display the

character of another key—unshifted [X]. Type the following declaration and press [RTN]:

  

      

Acommaseparates the two parameters. This The [Q] key is redefined.

i declaration ends in a semicolon.

 

Now when you press unshifted [Q], an : is displayed. Note that (@] still displays ! and that (Q]

displays the i character—these keystrokes haven’t been affected by the Liizi i declaration.

 

To temporarily restore the original key definition, press (the display character keystroke) before

pressing the key itself.

Example:

1. Hold down while pressing the key.

2. Release [SHIFT][I/R].

3. Press[Q]: Lowercase iis displayed.

Typing aids are quickly created.

Example: Change the key ([SHIFT][5]), so that it displays i. ! %7. Press to clear the display and

type:

 
 

 

      

 

Because . " appears between quotes, it will be The redefinition is stored in memory.

displayed as typed.

 

 

* The [ATTIN], (EDIT], and keys and the (display character) keystroke may not be redefined in a {ii

may be redefined indirectly. Refer to Editing the i=13 File, page 151.

K EY declaration, but
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Pressing (%], or [5), will now display L. % T instead of *. If you continue to depress the keystroke, a

whole series of . I % T’s will appear in the display. To display the * symbol instead, press and

then [SHIFT](5].

Display characters with codes greater than 127 (decimal codes 128 through 255) will not appear in the

display when a key to which they have been assigned is pressed unless the key definition contains the

keystroke. To enter the display character() itself, you must press (I/R].

Example: Use the [ii% command to redefine the shifted to display the underlined A (i). The key

definition must contain the display character so you must press three times, twice to

enter the display character and once to enter the . The keystroke sequence to accomplish the

redefinition is:

 
clesd kwuy THY L '[SHIFT SHIFT](I/R][SHIFT][I/R](CTL][TIME]® :

Before pressing [RTN], the display will look like

this:

  

i -,

      

After you press , the definition is stored in

memory.

The & =uz File (DHT HEYE)

The i «wi# file is a special text file that stores HP-75 key redefinitions. It’s special because it’s created and

     

 

updated by the HP-75 operating system. However, you can examine and edit the i: = file in the same ways

as other text files. To view the catalog entry of the i & vi = file, execute the7 = command:

  

   
      

The catalog entry of the i: i file, showing the
filename, type (7 for text), size (28 bytes), time, and

date of creation.

The time and date of the i: = .i: catalog show when you created the i=i file. In this section, the k =iz file

was created when you pressed to redefine the [Q] key.

Undoing Key Redefinitions ([SHIFT][I/R], HEF HEY, FURGE BEYE)

After you've redefined a key or keystroke combination, there are four ways to restore its original display

function:

¢ Press before you press the key itself. This is a temporary measure.

 

e Execute anotheri #.i.% command that declares the original definition.

    * Rename the.5file, as explained in Multiple Keys Files, page 147.

e Purge the entire &@13 file. Execute 1.  "which erases all key redefinitions and removes the

 

i file from the system catalog. 
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Example: Usethe [ "% command to redefine unshifted [Q]to its original display function, which is to

display lowercase =’s. The [IEF KEY declaration must include two ¢’s, so you must press

twice—once for each time you type :i:

 
 

RR P Do b, .
el R L g o i - il

     
 

Press before pressing the [Q]key. Unshifted [Q]key is restored to its original function.

 

If you specify a null string in the i K% command—that is, a key definition composed of two quote

marks and nothing else—then you disable the specified key or keystroke.

 

  
 

Example:

soded kew 'at, i Pressing causes the [Q]key to do absolutely
nothing afterwards. Remember to redefine the key
to its original function.

Immediate-Execute Keys (i %)

Typing aids are keys that display a character or characters when they’re pressed. Immediate-execute keys

are keys that display and then execute an expression, statement, or command.

Example:

Redefine the * keystroke so that it displays and then executes the i. I =T command.

 

sofed key R CLISTOHW Type the *character by pressing and
then [SHIFT][5]. The semicolon is omitted.   

Press to store the new definition in memory. Afterwards, when you press (5], two things will

happen:

1. Thestring .. I %7 will be displayed momentarily.

2. Thei.l%T command will be executed.

The result is the same as typing .. I %7 [RTN]. Note the importance of the semicolon: The semicolon

determines whether a carriage return/hne feed automatically follows the display of the key definition. If a

DEFOEFY command ends with a semicolon, the CR/LF is suppressed and the key definition is only

displayed. If the semicolon is omitted, the string is displayed momentarily before a CR/LF occurs, causing

the key definition to be executed.

It’s important to have a cleared display line before pressing an immediate-execute key. The HP-75 interprets

the display line as a whole, and extraneous characters in the display may cause syntax errors to occur.

Any command or BASIC statement that can be executed from the keyboard—such as Hzz IR Il

# 1HT, and FliFl—may be entered as the key definition, in uppercase or lowercase letters.

 

Example: Define the keystroke combination so that it runs the &i1 i+ program from section 1.

 

 

      
Pressing [CTL](Z] dlsplays the i character. Notice The keystroke combination is redefined.
that the filename :: i > must be separately

 

quoted. The semlcolon is omitted.
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“ to be

“ and

Because the semicolon is omitted from the command, pressing causes I"Lil

displayed, immediately followed by a CR/LF. It’s the same as if you had typed ii

then pressed [RTN], causing the HP-75 to execute the = 1ii% command.

  

Fetching Key Definitions (i 70+ )

 

The F' “H Y command enables you to recall the definition of a key or keystroke combination. It’s a

shortcut for altering key definitions.

 

‘key display character °
   

Example: Check the current definition of the unshifted [w]key. Press the key and type:

  

  
      

Currently, [W]displays the :: character. The cursor
is positioned at the first character of the key
definition.

 

Use the Fi T Kiv command to fetch the definitions of any of the 194 redefinable keys and keystroke

combinations. To fetch the current definition of a key or keystroke combination that’s been redefined, use

the [SHIFT][I/R] keystroke sequence to temporarily restore the original display function of the key while

 

typing the FE T KEY command. For example, to fetch the definition of [CTL][Z], which was redefined
above, press and type: =+ [SHIFT](I/R][CTL)(Z]

Before you press the display will show: After you press the display will show:

  

   

      

Pressing and then displays the The current definition of (Z].

Changing the current key or keystroke definition involves three steps:

1. Press or to erase the definition in the display. (You may want to press as well for

the insert cursor.)

2. Typethe new definition, which may or may not end with a semicolon.

3. Press when done, or press or to cancel the operation.

For example, to redefine to its original function, press key to delete the key definition:

 

 

deletes from the cursor to the end of the
definition.   

Press again before pressing [CTL](Z], and type the rest of the definition:

 

G Remember the final semicolon.

 

   

Pressing restores the original display function of [CTL](Z].

 

After you've fetched a key definition using the i7E &Y command, you may change either of its two

parameters—the key definition or the key display character. Note that i 7TH EE'Ydisplays single
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quotation marks as the outer pair of delimiters. To specify a filename, device code, etc. in the key definition,

use double quotation marks for the inner pair of quotation marks.

TIME and APPT Modes

You can use the i % command to create typing aids and immediate-execute keys for TIME and APPT

modes as well as for EDIT mode.

Example:

 
 

 

    
 

 

Defining [Z]to display :::% and end with a CR/LF Now when [Z]is pressed in TIME mode, the set-time

when pressed. template will appear.

Remember that all {1i% commands are entered from EDIT mode.

Multiple Key Operations (i)

You can combine two or more EDIT mode instructions in one iz &% command. The # concatenator

symbol is used to join BASIC statements and EDIT mode commands.

Example: Redefine the (=] keystroke so that pressing (=] causes the HP-75 to perform four

functions:

  e Setaiiizi % interval of 1 second per line (the {iiii #"%command).

e Set a display width of 32 columns (the i1 i 7command).

e Display the catalog entry of the current file (the i1 command).

e Listthefile (the i. 1% 7 command).

OneiY assignmentis all that’s needed:

 

 

Use [=)to display the | character. Spacing
and case are unimportant in the key definition.

 

   
Pressing redefines [SHIFT][=]to execute the four specified commands.

Note that by using compressed spacing, it’s possible to create akey definition that exceeds the HP-75 line

length. When a long key definition is fetched, error 67— 1 i1o r1ui—will occur, and only the first 79

characters of the key definition will be displayed in the {iii &% line.
  

 Multiple Key Files (&i)

Only one file named i=5 may exist in memory. However, any number of keys files may reside in memory

simultaneously, as long as they have different filenames from each other. When you are finished using a

 

+i:file, but want to save it for future use, give it a new name using the i ik command:

 

 

“filename

 

   

Note that the name of the active key definition file, = ::appears unquoted in all commands.
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After you rename the  =.ifile, the system catalog will report the file with its new filename, converted to

uppercase. All previously redefined keys will resume their original function. Subsequent key definitions will

be storedin a new k&= file created and updated by the HP-75. To reactivate a previous key file, first

F E i~ the current i &+file and then execute:

‘filename * 1L

The specified file will become the active k iz file. In this way, you may switch from one customized

keyboard to another.

Copying Keys Files To and From Mass Storage (i)

The i=i file, like other text files, can be copied to and from a mass storage medium.

For example, to copy the i=iz file to magnetic cards:

Foopy ey o oarol

Omit quote marks when specifying the current iifile.

Similarly, a i =% file can be copied from magnetic cards to memory.

g T e b g

Because only one file named & = - the
   
may ex1st in memoryat a time, you need to i#iLii:E or i

 

= file before executlng......By .. Once you've flnlshedcopying a | = file tocurrent ¢ LR

memory, all declared keys and keystroke combinations 1mmed1ate1y assume their new definltlonsRefer also

 

to Copying Files To and From Mass Storage, section 9, page 135.

Advanced User’s Information

A number of refinements give you additional control over the HP-75 keyboard and display:

e In addition to typewriter keys (like [Z]), you may redefine editing keys(like [TAB]) and system keys (like

ATTN]).

e You may use key redefinitions to control the cursor’s behavior.

e You may edit the &i file directly.

e You may use string expressions to specify key display characters and key definitions.

Redefining Editing and System Keys ([SHIFT](I/R])

Each unshifted, shifted, and control typewriter key is associated with a unique display character. For

example, unshifted is associated with :; (A], with #; and (A], with *. Similarly, the editing

and system keys have corresponding unshifted, shifted, and control display characters. To cause an editing

or system key to display its associated character rather than to perform its keyboard function, press

before pressing the key itself. For example, to display the character associated with the key, press

and then (TAB}:
 

The key, when following displays
an underlined tau symbol.
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Use their display characters to specify editing and system keys in [ % commands.

Example: Change the key so that it displays three blanks.

 

s key ot Lol As above, press first to display the
character. Then use three spaces for the key

definition.
   

Press to store this redefinition. Now when you press [TAB], three blanks are displayed.

Once you redefine an editing or system key,its original function is gone. For example the [TAB]key no longer

tabs in TIME and APPT modes, even when it follows [SHIFT][I/R]. Another i F

used to restore the key’s original function. For [TAB], type:

 

&% command must be

 

soled ey Tttt ol SHIFT must be pressed twice for the

redefinition.   

When you press [RTN], the key is restored to its original function. Refer to Character Set, appendix D,

for a list of the display characters associated with the editing and system keys.

Redefining

Normally, pressing causes the HP-75 to turn off. By redefining the keystroke, you

cause the HP-75 to display or execute the keystroke definition whenever is pressed or whenever

the machine attempts to turn itself off after its 5-minute timeout period.

Example:

 

Fofed ey D0 T timeddated B Press [SHIFT][I/R] and then [SHIFT][ATTN] to display

the underscore character.   

Pressing redefines to display the time and date. The only way to turn the HP-75 off now is

to execute the &' command:

  

      
Turns the HP-75 off.

Press to turn the HP-75 back on. Until is redefined to its original function with another

[ FEY declaration, the keystroke definition will be displayed and executed at the end of each timeout

interval and the HP-75 will not be allowed to turn off. By including the ¥iiif command in a

definition, you can cause the HP-75 to run a program when formerly it would have turned off.

Controlling the Cursor

Using the [EF EEY command, (1I/R], and the editing keys, you can manipulate both the replace

cursor (#) and the insert cursor (#) in a variety of ways. Simply specify the editing operations you wish to

occur as part of the key definition.

Example: Define the [CTL] [1] keystroke so that it finds thecosine of any number in the display.
Trigonometric mode is assumed to be i1 [ {4 kG -
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First, define the keystroke sequence you would use to find the cosine of the following number in the display:

 

 

   

The sequence would be:

1. Typetheright parenthesis ().

2. Shift the cursor to the left edge of the display ([SHIFT][+]).

3. Turn on the insert cursor ([I/R]).

4. Type ooz,

5 Press [RTN].

To translate the above sequence into a | i declaration you need to use [SHIFT](I/R] to specify threeof

the keystrokes in the above procedure: m. [SHIFT) [<), and [i/R). Translated into a [EF EEY
declaration, the procedure becomes:

E . i [SHIFT SHIFT SHIFT](I/R](I/R] ozi

 

 

Before you press return the display will look like

this:

 

 

   

Semicolon is omitted for immediate execution.

display character.

display character.

(1) display character.

 

 

 

Press when done. Computing the cosine of an argument in the display is possible with a single

keystroke:

 
 

 

    
  

What'’s the cosine of 4.5 radians? Pressing returns the answer.

Virtually all cursor positioning and line editing operations (such as clearing the display with [CLR], locking

the keyboard in uppercase with (LOCK], and recalling the display buffer with (FET]) can be
specified in key redefinitions for single keystroke execution.

Example: Redefine (0] so that it clears the display, displays F&TEEY “* turns on the insert

cursor, left-shifts the cursor, and prepares to display the character of the next key you press.

 

 

REYRO Press when done.

/o / ‘\f_ Semicolon
[cTL][0]
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Try fetching the definition of any key, say [LOCK]. First press [CTL][0]:

 

 

o Now press [LOCK]. Pressing [SHIFT][I/R]first is

   

 
 

 

      

unnecessary.

This is the current definition of (0].

The character is displayed. Pressing fetches the current definition of

[LOocK].

Note: If specified in a key definition and not preceded by [SHIFT][I/R], the following keys will perform

their normal functions and then terminate the execution of the definition: [TIME], [EDIT], [APPT], [FET], 1],
 

   

Editing the ;== File (EDIT HEYE)

A direct way to modify, add, ordelete key assignments is to edit the i % file. First, move the file pointer to

the i =wis file. Use the Eii 1 = command.

 

  

   
      

Specifies the ii file. The filename is not quoted. The catalog of the ii file appears.

 

Now you can edit your key assignments directly. Press t]to display the first line of the file:

 

 

   

 The current definition of —listing the
current file.

 

A space between the line number and the key

definition indicates that this is an immediate-

execute key.

 

 The line number is the decimal code of the display

character associated with the (the *
character).

 

If a semicolon (;) appears between the line number and the key definition, then the corresponding key or

keystroke combination is a typing aid. Otherwise, a space specifies an immediate-execute key.

You may delete key redefinitions, edit key definitions, and add new key definitions by deleting, modifying,

and adding lines to the i=iz file. The character set table in appendix D lists HP-75 decimal codes, display

characters, and keystrokes. Note that key definitions don’t appear in the key file unless the key definitions

have been changed from the original.

Be careful when editing the i i3 file. Make sure your line numbers correspond to the decimal codes of the

 

desired keystrokes. Maklngamlstake (such as executing a ¥ i command) may cause unwanted

redefinitions. Although it’s possible to redefine the [EDIT], [ATTN], and [RTN] keys while editing the i = file,

doing so is not recommended. For example,if you redefine the (EDIT] key and thenpressm[APPT], the only way

to return to EDIT mode is to schedule a command appointment that has i i

 

B in the command
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field. Furthermore, only the key can perform certain system functions, such as interrupting program

execution and turning on the HP-75. Be careful also when listing or print-listing a keys file on an external

device—the peripheral may respond unexpectedly to the nonstandard display characters in the file.

 

To leave the i=iz file, execute another (01 T command.

String Expressions in i &% Commands.

You can use a string expression as a parameter in a ! i.i2% declaration. The most general form of the

DEE 7 command follows:

 

.'{ one character string expression . string expression | :]
   

A string expression may be a quoted string (as all examples have been), a string variable, or any

combination of strings. Note that only one character may be specified as the first parameter.

Example:

 

FEECREY, tprint Pressmg(RTN] defines [CTL](Z](specified by
#)to serve as a paper-advance key for

i = devices.
   

  

Slmllarly,the definition of a key may be fetched by specifying the decimal code of the key in the

- M Fi% command.

 

 
 

     
 

Example:

SRETOH key obrdF 2808 FOEROREEY V0T il

The definition of [CTL](Z].

When the key definition is fetched with £ 7TiXH ki, the two parameters are represented as quoted strings.

This means that THEF{ZE: above is converted to the quoted string ‘ii‘. Using the FETIH KEY

command for special keys such as [BACK] (backspace) and [CTL][J](line feed) may result in unusual displays,

because the backspace and line feed characters are dlsplayed dlfferently from other symbols The

recommended practice is to use the [ HHf '

 

declarations.

Escape Code Key Definitions (iHF# 027 )

Escape codes can be specified as key definitions. Recall that escape codes are character strings beginning

with the ESC character (decimal code 27) that may be interpreted by the display window and HP-IL devices

as control information rather than as data.

Example:

 

CRrint olirEoRT 0hE Redeflnesm-(W] to send an escape code to
FEIMTER % devices.
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If the HP 82162A Thermal Printer has been declared a !

switch the printer to a double wide mode.

i device, then pressing [SHIFT will

If the escape code in a key definition is one that the HP-75 display recognizes as an instruction, then the

keystroke will cause the display to respond immediately to the instruction.

Example: Redefine the [CTL][2] key to move the cursor one position to the right. The escape code that

performs this cursor movement is ESC i, so the keystroke must display two characters, ©HE# < =7  and 1.

 

vl f kew P ohedElRFIR 0 B The display will interpret the key definition as a

control instruction.   

Afterwards, will cause the HP-75 to right-shift the cursor rather than display a typing aid. Refer to

Display Escape Codes, appendix D, for a list of escape codes that may be used to control the HP-75 display

and other HP-IL display devices.

 

Key Definitions That Accept Input (1 HFLIT)

It’s possible for key definitions, while executing, to accept responses from the user by means of the

statement.

Example:

 

  oo Spe(:1f1es three operations: ! Y, and

   
  
 

After the [K" declaration, the [CTL][4] keystroke causes the HP-75 to:

e Accept user input for a filename, stored in calculator variable i #.

e Begin a card reader operation that copies a card file to the specified file in memory.

e Move the file pointer to the beginning of the specified file.

When pressed, (4] displays the key definition, followed by a carriage-return:

 

T Type i P for the filename

 

 

 

 

Copg From ooarod:s Flian & DRETHI Ready to copy a card fileto ¢   
Assuming a card file is actually read, the last operation caused by (4]is moving the file pointer to the

beginning of the file:

 

 

The catalog entry of the file in memory.

 

   

Refer also to Assigning Values from the Keyboard, section 11, page 168.
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Introduction

Part III of this manual has been written with the assumption that you’ve had some programming

experience. The following sections show you how to use HP-75 BASIC statements and commands to write

syntactically correct code. If you are a complete beginner at programming, you may wish to study a book on

beginning BASIC programming before continuing with this manual. On the other hand, you may have had

extensive experience with programming and the BASIC language, in which case appendix H, Syntax

Summary, and the HP-75 Reference Manual may be all you need to get started.

This section covers writing and editing programs, controlling program execution, using program variables

and fundamental BASIC statements, and manipulating files during program execution.

Writing and Editing Programs

You use the following steps when writing BASIC programs:

1. Ifthecurrent EDIT fileis a nonempty ik # i 14either

  

2. Executean k1! 7 command to create a new BASIC file. The following pages employ a program named

156
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i1, so you should type tobeok ' basio [RTN]. The catalog of the new file &

bedlsplayed showing a file length of 0 bytes.

 

2k will

3. Execute an/71 command to begin line numbering.

4. Typethe program statements one by one using the typewriter and editing keys, and press [RTN]to enter

completed lines in the file.

5. Press[ATTN]to stop the line numbering.

 

-t Program

 

The i:HECF program returns the balance of a checking account after each check or deposit is entered. The

listing below shows the i+ i program as you enter it from the keyboard. You may choose to press

now if you prefer entering programs in uppercase letters.

 

    
   

 

 

LR

irpdt 

  
 

Note that the program has no ilstatement. Each BASIC file is created with an invisible end-of-file

marker as the last line of the file, so including £ i} statements is optional. The examples of this manual

usually omit ! statements.

 

¥, press [RUN]:Torun if

 

 

    
 

 

 

  

i M The program prompts for the initial amount. Type
PRGM i i

Check o-s op depositoelr: @ The program prompts for a check or deposit amount.

PAGM Enter a check amount of $14.53. Type -1« . &3
 

RTN J.

 

The new balanceisdlsplayed for 2 seconds (the

LMY plus the i 1 T interval).   
 

 

positier: 14, 53 Then the previous amount is displayedThis time,

PRGM enter a deposit of $120.25. Type 1§ =i &5 over the
displayed amount and press [RTN].

 

 

 

 

Check (-0 o depositdsrr 126,25 Press here to add another $120.25 to the
PRGM balance.  
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When done with the program, enter i for the check/deposit amount—you can press first to clear the

displayed amount. When you type & [RTN], the program stops, the PRGM annunciator turns off, and your

final balance is left in the display.

Program Explanatlon The HP-75 begins executing instructions by hne number, starting at line 10. The

1T statement (hne 50) displays the

currentValue of the transaction amount and accepts a new value for that amount. The */#i. function (hne 60)

 

first [ LT statement (line 40) sets the initial balance. The second

converts the input to a numeric value. Finally the 1 statement (line 100) tests foran input of & and

determines whether the program will continue at line 50 or “drop” to the end of the file.

Running Programs ([RUN],

Programs can be run in EDIT mode. Press to run the current BASIC file, or execute a form of thei}

command to execute any program in memory.

 

i [line number]

“filename ' [ .line number]

 

  
 

Examples:

 

 

Begins execution of the current program at the

lowest-numbered line, the same as pressing [RUN].
 

 

 

Begins execution of the current program at line 30.

 

 

 

 

   
 

srun TREabbit Tl Begins execution of the specificfile, 17T, atthe
lowest-numbered line.

srum CRabibit ', SHUE Begins execution of the specified file, FHEE I T, at
line 300.

If the specified line doesn’t exist, execution begins at the next higher-numbered line.

You may also run programs while editing text files; simply specify the BASIC filename in a i1 command.

However if you try to run a text file, error 65—;¢ corest i o tead—will oceur. If youtry to execute

   Bor i =

 

, error 84—t ya obvarao e rs—will occur.

If an appointment comes due while the HP-75 is turned off, the computer will turn on in EDIT mode. If the

appointment includes a .ii4 command, then the specified program will begin execution. When execution

stops, the HP-75 will turn off again.

Initializing Programs

The HP-75 initializes programs before actually running them—that is, it allocates memory for program

variables, sets (initializes) the variables to undefined values, checks for certain errors (page 174), sets up

other run-time conditions, and then begins execution. You may notice a slight delay while long programs

initialize.

Initializing occurs at three times only—when you press [RUN], execute a i command, or execute a ©:fii. 1.

statement (page 230). After program initialization, the catalog entry for the program will show an increase

in file size, and the ¥’  function will show a corresponding but larger decrease in available memory. Refer

to appendix D for program memory requirements.
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Interrupting Programs ([ATTN], {:0157)

To interrupt a program, press the key. For example, press to begin the

 

... program:

 

F Now press to stop execution.

 

 

 

B Although interrupted, the program remains

initialized.   
At this point, you can perform most keyboard operations—such as checking the time, evaluating a numeric

expression, examining a file, or copying a file—without deallocating the program (the opposite of

initializing). (However, certalncommands deallocate all 1nterrupted programs1f any of these programs are

B, EUM and TEARSFORER)

(continue) command causes

  

affected by the command: Y    

After an interruption, if theprogram hasn’t been deallocated the i

execution to resume from whereit left off. (If a program is interrupted while awaiting input, it continues at

 

the beginning of the I [ statement.)

 

i1 [line number]
   

  

      
Execution is continued.

You can continue execution at any line of the program by specifying the line number in the i-i{ii{ T command.

Execution will begin at that line or the next higher-numbered line. Note, however, an error may result if you

bypass necessary program lines or if the program has been deallocated.

  “land COHTs that F

 

defaults to the beginning of the program, while iOne difference between i

 

i can access any

iF initializes

 

program in memory, while {:{ii{T applies to the current file only. A third difference is that

 

programs, destroying former variable values and program conditions;(il T keeps things as they were.

Ifyou edit—add, change, or delete—any of the lines of a program, you deallocate that program. Executing a

iiMT command before initializing a program or after deallocating a program causes error 31—

 

COHT e forse RilM—to oceur.

Note that a program will stay initialized even when you edit another program or after the HP-75 has been

turned off and turned back on. A quick way to deallocate an initialized program is to delete a nonexisting

line from the program file or to run another program.

The preceding discussion applies also to programs that are interrupted by the 7 {ii* statement (page 165)

and by error conditions (refer to section 17).

Examining Programs

  

= devices (page 128). The i. I =7 command causes a listing to occur on current ¥

devices (thlsmeans the HP-75 display 1fyou aren’t using an HP-IL printer).
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Example:

 

Lists the entire file. Press to interrupt the
listing.

 

 

 

Print-lists line 50.

 

  
 

 

The il #% command controls the rate at which a listing occurs on the dlsplay If you press any key besides

[ATTN] during a listing, the 1L7% will be overridden. The i  commands determine the

maximum number of characters that will appear in each hsted line. A i

longer lines to scroll across the display (page 40). The remaining samples of this manual show all program

 setting of 32. Here’s a listing of the i i ik program:

  

 

i setting greater than 32 causes

 

listings with a ii.

 

 

  
 

Notice several things about the listing:

¢ The spacing has been adjusted for readability.

¢ The keywords and variable names have been converted to uppercase; only program remarks and

characters between quotes have their case and spacing preserved.

® The prompt and cursor don’t appear. Listed lines are available for viewing but not for editing. The next

key you press after a listing causes the prompt and cursor to reappear.

The File Pointer and Program Pointer ([FET], (1], [1])

Recall from section 3 that the HP-75 uses the file pointer to set the pending line—that is, the line directly

accessible for editing. To fetch, or display, the pending line, press and then [RTN]:

 

¥R The file pointer is set to the line at which the

program was last interrupted by [ATTN].

 

  
 

The prompt and cursor indicate that the line is ready to be edited. To clear the line from the display, press

(CLR], [ATTN], or [EDIT]. However, the pending line stays fixed until one of the following occurs:
 

 

¢  While the same program flleis runnlng, execution is stopped at a different line of the file by the

key, by an error, or by a 7or ki statement (page 165). For example, after an error has stopped

execution, pressingmand then recalls the troublesome line to the display for editing.

e [t], 4], [SHIFT][%], or [SHIFT][¥]is pressed to move the file pointer.

® Anotherline of the file is fetched (¥T+

 

  
® Anotherfileis edited ({11 T or |
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Programming the HP-75 file editing commands is discussed later in this section.

The program pointer is the mechanism the HP-75 uses to keep track of the next statement to execute. The

program pointer is set independently of the file pointer. Changing the position of the file pointer doesn’t

change the position of the program pointer; in other words, the file pointer has no effect on the order of

program execution.

Example:

1. Press to run the current program.

2. Press to interrupt the program.

3. Press and to show the location of the file pointer.

4. Press to move the file pointer to the last line of the file.

5. Type zcirit [RTN]. The program resumes execution from where it was interrupted, not from the

last line of the file.

A program that ends “normally”’—that is, by executing an iiii statement or by reaching the end-of-file

marker—won’t affect the location of thefile pointer.

Example:

1. Press to interrupt the program.

2. Press to movethe file pointer to the first line of the program.

3. Press to restart the program.

4. Enter a & for the deposit amount to end the program.

5. Press and then to display the pending line—it’s still the first line of the file.

To summarize, when a program is interrupted, the file pointer is set to the location of the program pointer.

When a program ends normally, the location of the file pointer is not changed.

Fetching Lines (&7)

Use the ¥F T{+ command to fetch a specific program line for editing.

Examples:

 

 

   

     
Specifying a line number. Fetches line 20.

 

 

        
Specifying a search string. Fetches the next line after the pending line that

contains the search string.

 

 

  FRETOH TR OE =1

      
Specifying a search string and line number. Fetches the next line (beginning from the specified

line) that contains the search string.

The search string must be entered exactly as it appears in the program—usually in uppercase letters—or else

no match will be found.
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Definitions

Each line of a BASIC program consists of the following:

e A line number, or unsigned integer, from 0 through 9999 that determines the order of program

execution.

o A keyword—like I ii“iiT—that’s the core instruction of the line. Keywords are the vocabulary that the

HP-75 recognizes and translates into internal machine code.

e Zero or more parameters that supply information for keyword instructions.

Example:

 

TEE BEER 448, .8 A program line with line number, keyword and
parameters.   

A keyword with parameters is either a BASIC statement or system command. As commonly defined,

statement generally refers to instructions which direct program flow from within a program and command

refers to instructions that operate on programs or the machine directly. Statements are usually thought of as

lines entered into a program and commands as entered directly from the keyboard. In the HP-75 the

difference between statements and commands is, to some degree, arbitrary since most statements can be

entered from the keyboard and most commands can be used in programs. Nevertheless, it is useful in some

instances, to make the distinction and we will do so where appropriate.

The following BASIC statements are not executable from the keyboard:

} Discussed in this section.

|

r Discussed in section 12.

 

 
Discussed in section 13.

Discussed in section 14.

Discussed in section 16.

 

Discussed in section 17.  
 

 

* You can execute a I T loop from the keyboard if the entire loop is concatenated with i symbols.
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The following system commands are not programmable:

Discussed in section 6.

 
After a machine condition is set, either from the keyboard or from a running program, it remains in effect

until another command changes it. Refer to appendix D for a list of how machine conditions are set when a

system reset occurs.

Multistatement Lines

Multistatement lines are program lines that contain two or more statements or commands. The HP-75

recognizes the i# symbol as a concatenator.

Example:

 

EER OISR MO BEEF B RETURH Joining three program statements by means of the

it symbol.   

Multistatement lines offer two advantages:

® They conserve memory. Refer to System Memory Requirements in appendix D.

e They resultin a slight increase in execution speed.

There are several things you must be careful about when you type multistatement lines:

e It’s possible to enter lines longer than 96 characters if you use condensed spacing and abbreviated

keywords. When listed or fetched, long lines cause warning 67— 1itoo 1 oris—to occur and the

first 94 characters of the line to be displayed. The rest of the line will be maintained in thefile, but you

must shorten the line in order to edit it. If you press with a long line in the display, the HP-75 will

try to interpret just the first 94 characters of that line as the complete program line.
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   e The statements L i and 11

 

1, U

Pt° Other statementsshould alwaysappear    1, faee® 1X“.,' 1 lee ves® *u

in a multistatement hne branchlng will occur before thenext statement inthe line canbe executed.

e If you concatenate conditional statements (... 7T Hit

as a result of the Boolean test. If the condition is true, all instructions concatenated after 7 izi+ will be

executed; otherwise, all instructions concatenated after L.%will be executed.

=i), you should be aware of what happens

Program Variables

Three types of program variables are available to you:

e Simple numeric variables represent single numeric values. Simple numeric variables are discussed in

section 5.

e Numeric array variables store multiple numeric values. Array variables are discussed in section 13.

e String variables store character information. String variables are discussed next.

 

Calculator variables are assigned values using i.i “U0T, and #; program variables are

assigned values as a result of L. 7, (=], THFUT

fik R i statement.

  i # statements and as parameters in a

String Variables

String variable names may consist of any letteror letterdlglt combination followed by a dollar sign (#). For

example, acceptable string variable names are%, i1 #=%¥and ¥#,

The HP-75 assumes that a string variable stores 32 or fewer characters unless you use a i i 'l statement to

change the length limit (page 194). To assign characters to a string variable from the keyboard, use the

variable name and an equals sign.

Example:

 

 

Pressing assigns to ¥ the five characters
between quotes.   

A string variable may be assigned any combination of characters, including commas, blanks, and control

characters, but excluding the quotation marks that you're using to delimit the string.

Calculatorstrlng variables retain their values until you reassign their values or until you execute a

 

= command (page 81).

Concatenating Strings (i)

String concatenation causes one string to be appended to the end of another. To join two strings, use the

string concatenator—i:—the ampersand.

Examples:

 
 

 

     
 

Using ito concatenate three quoted strings. The result. Note that the strings are displayed with

no leading or trailing blanks.
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i1#1s assigned the concatenation of ¥ and & #.

   
  

      

.........

To display the value of i#. The concatenation of two strings.

HP-75 string functions are discussed in section 13.

Assigning Program Variable Values (i.i7, [=])

..........

typing .k T is optlonal.

 

11 simple variable [. simple variable...] = numeric expression

1] string variable [. string variable...] = string expression 

 

 
 

For example, the following statements are equivalent:

   ................

Multiple variable assignments are also allowed. For example:

 

 

   
If a numeric variable is used in a computation but hasn’t been assigned a value, warning 7—o: w3 | Lig—

will occur, 0 will be used as its default value, and execution will continue. Likewise, if a string variable is

used before being assigned a value, o i 1uis will be reported, and the null string will be taken as its

default value. This warning condition can be changed to an error condltlon (nodefault values and execution

stops) if you disable the HP-75 error default routines (by typing «is i “ [RTN]).

 

In a string assignment, the string must contain no more characters than the size of the string variable;

otherw1se error 42—tiT Lo—will occur.

In general, it’s good programming practice to initialize variables—that is, assign them their initial values—

at the outset of programs and subroutines.

Fundamental Statements

Lo bR   

 

Halting Execution (i}

Two statements halt program execution:

 

 

 

   
  
   i+ allows you to check and change varlable values, perform most other keyboard operations, and

 

afterward continue program execution with a {i#7 command. An £} statement executed in a running

program deallocates program variables, causingthelr values to be lost.
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Pressing from the keyboard has the same effect as a & Ti[* statement in a program. Also, the end of a

BASIC file has the same effect as an i }4ii statement in a program.

Suspending Execution (L1 T)

A UFi 1T statement specifies the number of seconds the HP-75 will wait before execting the next program

statement.

 

 

number of seconds
   

The number of seconds may be specified by any numeric expression. The HP-75 limits the value to 0 to 226

seconds (about two years), with a resolution of 0.1 seconds. Negative parameters cause a wait of 0 seconds.

If a¥ I T statement follows a [ [ %statement, then the total time the line will appear in the HP-75 display

will be the sum of II T and [IELFi"%' parameters. Execution of the next statement will be delayed for the
  

entire interval.

 

[ T statement and halt the program, press [ATTN].

)
Occasionally, you may want to insert remarks in order to document your programs internally. Program

To cancel a i

   iyProgram Remarks (}

remarks may be added by means ofthe{1 (remark) statement and !, the comment indicator.

 

  
i [any combination of characters]

[any combination of characters]
   

The keyword{1 must be used only as the first word in a program line; the comment indicator, i, can be

anywherein aprogram statement after the line number. The | should not be used as a comment indicator in

 

i statements. Note that all characters following a | or i {1 keyword are considered part of a

comment so that comments should-always appear last in a line.

   4% and i [ settings.

 

   

 

Numbers are displayed with a leading blank or a minus sign and with a trailing blank. Character strings

are displayed with no leading or trailing blanks.

Semicolons and commas suppress carriage return/line feeds after display items. A semicolon causes the

next item to be appended to the preceding item; a comma causes the display item before it to be output

left-justified in a 21-character display ‘“zone.” That is, the next item will be displayed starting 21 column

positions to the right of the beginning of the preceding item (or at the beginning of the next line if the line

width isn’t sufficient).
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Example: The following short program displays 13 characters on the sameline, although it executes the

 

 

Displays the characters whose decimal codes are 14
through 26.   

When the carriage return/line feed is suppressed at the end of program execution, the prompt and cursor will

appear after the last item in the display when you press [CLR]. You can include another [i I %statement (for

example, “ii i1 =) to complete the output operation, allowing the prompt to reappear left-justified.

 

To save typing, it’s usually unnecessary to type the i1keyword itself. Just type the display items and

  

  

  

  

  

press [RTN]. The i [ %statement with parameters will be entered in the BASIC file.

Example:

Lines entered as... ...are listed as...

TE " Time s upt?® TE DIsF "Timets upt?

B i SEDT =R MR

S b E i CHREEC T

 

      

 

The i1t

devices.

 

FEIHT [printlist]
   

Like the display list, the print list can contain quoted characters, variable names, numeric and string

 

expressions, and the 7 i function, separated (and possibly terminated) by commas or semicolons.

When no parameters follow the keyword i I 47, the printer devices advance one line (that is, a blank line is

output to them). If a i< I I T statement ends in a semicolon, then the carriage return/line feed is suppressed.

      <+ and Fi 11T statements to display or printThe 7Function. You can use the 7 function with L

information at specified column positions. Ti skips to the specified column before the next parameter is

displayed or printed.

 

Frik “column position
   

You may use any numeric expression to specify a positive value for the column position. Noninteger

arguments are rounded to integer values. If the column position would cause the cursor to advance forward

“Hor il DT Hsetting, then the position is reduced by that width past the limit allowed by the current i

until the position falls within the proper range. A nonpositive argument causes warning 54—

irses Ll iol THE—to occur and the 7i function to default to 1.
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Fi IUTH setting. The

 

  

  
 

  
 

  

 

    
  

 

No The minus sign of the number is displayed in
column 30.

You should use a semicolon rather than a comma after the 7k function so that the following parameter will

be displayed or printed beginning at the specified column.

Note that 7can’t cause the cursor to backspace. A parameter less than the current column location of the

cursor causes the next display item to appear at the specified column on the next line.

For more information about displaying and printing information, refer to section 16, Display and Printer

Formatting.

Assigning Values From the Keyboard (I HiLiT)

The i +~iiT statement enables numbers and characters to be assigned to variables from the keyboard at the

request ofa program. That is, the IHFLIT statement allows you to have keyboard interactions with

executing programs. The [1T statement may take three forms:

  

 

variable [ .variable...]

‘prompt ' : variable [. variable...]

‘prompt’ . prompt string expression : variable [.variable...]

 

  
 

 

If the IF T statement consists of a variable list only, then when the statement is executed, a question

mark (%) appears at the cursor’s current location in the display as a prompt for user response:

Example:

 

 

No prompt is specified in the statement.
  
 

Executed as:

 

-> Prompts with a question mark. You can respond

PRGM with a quoted or unquoted string for a string input.  
 

Any combination of numeric variables and string variables may be specified in an I i

 

AT list.

Example:

 

 

Specifies three simple numeric variables.
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When an iiiiiT statement calls for more than one variable, type in the variables on the same line,

separated by commas, like this:

 

EYLVESLELEVHE Press when done.
PRGM   

IHFLIT variables are filled with keyboard values from left to right. Inputs for numeric variables must be

numbers; numeric expressions (e.g., = [ 17) are not allowed. Inputs for string variables are interpreted as

straight text—that is, as characters only. The inputs for string variables can be quoted or unquoted

characters, but an unquoted item shouldn’t contain a comma (since commas delimit input items). Also,

leading and trailing blanks, unless part of a quoted string, aren’t entered in string variables. An error in

 

response to an ILT statement causes the HP-75 to display an error message and prompt again for input.

When you include a quoted prompt in the I FLiT statement, that string appears in place of the question
mark.

Example:

Tas THPUT Hames' HE Specifies the prompt.

   

Executed as:

 

Hlame= The characters in the quoted prompt are protected;

. that is, you may not type over them.   

 

You may include a i | %statement before the 11! Tstatement to achieve a similar effect.

Example

1ea DISPF ‘Hame='; The [ 1 =statement ends with a semicolon to

suppress the CR/LF.

i IMPUT HE

   
Executed as:

 

Pe=7 The default ** prompt appears on the same line as
PRGM the displayed string.   

If you include a prompt string expression in addition to a quoted prompt in an IHFLIT statement, then the

current value of the string expression will be displayed, when the Ii{LiT statement is executed, with the

cursor positioned at the first character.

Example:

 

Tad ITHFUT ‘Hames=', HEHE The first prompt must be a quoted string; the second
prompt may be any string expression.   

Assuming that the current value of I4#is [ 11, then the statement is executed as:

 

Hame=Eear The second prompt is available for editing.
PRGM    
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Pressing will clear from the cursor position to the end-of-line but will not clear the protected characters

of the quoted prompt. You may type over the prompt string expression or reenter the value of the expression.

Pressing stores the input in variable i4#, the first—and in this example, the only—variable in the

THPLT list. The extended IHFLIT statement, as used earlier in the :HE il example program, provides a

convenient way to recall and update variable values.

You can display the prompt string expression without displaying any characters from the quoted prompt;

use the null string (' ' or “ ) as the quoted prompt.

Example:

 

PEE OTHPUT 0 HEHE No characters will be displayed before the value of
¥ is displayed.  

 

You can also specify a different variable as input variable than as prompt variable:

 

  
 

Example:

PEE THPUT "Hame=', HEPF The current value of I# will be displayed, but i
will inherit the input value.

The total number of characters you may type in response to an I il statement is 95, minus the number of

displayed characters of the quoted prompt. If the length of the displayed line exceeds 32 characters, then the

characters will scroll to the left as they are output. Afterwards, you can use and to move the cursor

through all but the quoted prompt characters. You may press and hold the [«]key down to view the

first 32 characters; as soon as the key is released, the cursor appears at the end of the quoted prompt,

ready for input. (If the number of quoted prompt characters is greater than 64, then the middle characters

can’t be viewed after they have scrolled across the display.)

  The i i M command (page 40) sets the number of characters that may be typed in response to an 1i+

statement before the beeper sounds.

Note that [RTN], ([RUN], [t], (4], or will all terminate an ILT response. For example, during the ik

program, you may use the [¢]key instead of the key to enter a check or deposit amount.

 

The%# 7T TH Program

The %111 program is prerecorded on four magnetic cards supplied with the HP-75. After you’ve played

the game, you’ll use the #7171t file as the target of a number of file manipulations.

The magnetic cards have recorded on them the size of the iTi file—approximately 4700 bytes in its

deallocated form.* When initialized, the program requires about 1100 bytes more. Check to see if you have

the necessary space in memory by typing i«ii: [RTN].

e If5800 or a higher numberis displayed, there’s enough room in memory to copy and run the program.

e Ifa number smaller than 5800 is displayed, you may need to create additional space for the program.

Purge one or more files from memory.

Next, execute a -7 command:

 

* The size of the%'TTprogram may vary, depending on which version of the program you’re using.
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ompu ooared to Tpaugst il Copw From oseo FLdarm & DRETHI

     
 

  
The 1% command specifies the filename you The response indicates the HP-75 is ready for a card
want for the program. reader operation.

The HP-75 guides you through this copy operation as through all card reader operations, displaying

 

messages at the current Lik L. rate.

Type = fpanist i’ to move the file pointer to the 15 - file. F YT TH challenges your ability

to remember and matchsix pairs of hidden characters, two at a time, in afield of 12 positions. You begin

each round of the game with 100 points. After the HP-75 gives you a glimpse of one character at a time, you

attempt to match the character pairs with as few errors as possible. Each correct match gives you 20 points.

Each mismatch costs you 25 points. If your scores drops to 0, the round is ended.

Press to start; there will be a slight delay while the program is initialized.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Fttention The program greeting
PRGM

"""| 1 oper e Type a | [RTN]to specify single competition.

____ mzy or barod: B Select the level of difficulty. Try easy for starters.
PRGM Type = [RTN].

5t ara o two imditialst B Type in your two initials, in uppercase or lowercase

PRGM letters (this example uses). The next will
 

start the game. However, read the next few

sentences before pressing [RTN].

 

Maors we 9o, FE Fay stisntion! After you press [RTN], this message is displayed

PRGM momentarily. The HP-75 is about to let you glimpse
 

the characters you’ll match up during the game.

 

   BB OB OH B OB OH OH OB OB OB O Srtart The characters are “flipped” one by one.
PRGM

After you’ve seen the characters, the HP-75 displays the two brackets (I 1) you’ll use to select characters,

yourinitials, and the beginning point total:

 

# # O AE Each # hides a character.

 

   

Use the [=]and keys to select a character position. Then press the space bar to reveal the character hidden

at that position.

 

 

 

      

Example:

FoH F H H PR LR BOATH # O# ¥ 8 # B # & # M i i
PRGM PRGM

The display as you move to the second character. Press the space bar to play your choice.

Now you have to find the match for this character. Move to where you think it might be and press the space

bar.
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Example:

BOWTH # 8 B BLHIH # ¥ # BB 180 HTHTHE B OB OB BLHIE B B OB RAE1Z0¥
PRGM PRGM

Let’s try here. Success! The score is increased.

After a match, the characters remain displayed, your score is increased, and you create a bonus situation (as

indicated by the asterisk). A bonus means that now you’re playing for double the score, 40 points instead of

20. When you miss a pair, the characters are again hidden, your score is decremented by 25, and you lose the

bonus play. Three hundred points are possible.

Play a round or two to get the feel of the game. The difference between an “easy” and “hard” round is that

the hard round uses punctuation marks instead of letters and displays the characters for a shorter period of

time. The%H T TH program is listed in appendix F; lines 1080 and 1090 may be changed to vary the way

the program works. For example, the variables T, T3 7%and Tdetermine the delays in the program, H=

sets the number of pairs of symbols, and &1, 11, i1, and &1 determine the scoring.
  

 

The F#%# 7TTH file will be significantly altered during the file manipulations that follow.

Using File Commands With Allocated Programs

BASIC and text files in memory may be manipulated by a variety of system commands. One or more files

may be program files that are initialized, or allocated—that is, a program that is running or waiting to

continue running. Any of the file commands may be executed by a running program, or a command may be

executed from the keyboard during an interrupt condition. The list that follows describes responses for such

situations. You should note that a multistatement instruction executed from the keyboard responds much as

a program does—thatis, its execution halts before completion if one of its commands would cause a program

halt, as described below.

Command Comments

The specified catalog entry is displayed. After a -7 #i.i. command, execution of a

running program resumes when you press another key besides an arrow key.

 

The catalog entry of the card file will be displayed. In a running program, when a key is

pressed, execution will continue at the following program statement—other card reader

commands cause execution to continue as soon as the card reader operation is completed.

 

The current program continues execution at the specified line or where the program

halted if no line number is specified.

Copying an allocated program deallocates that program.

Deleting a line from an allocated program deallocates that program.

 

The catalog entry for the EDIT file will be displayed for the current &1% rate, and the

specified file will be made available for editing.

The specified line will be fetched to the display buffer. The line will be displayed when

keyboard input is next expected.

Merging an allocated program in any way deallocates that program.

Naming an allocated program deallocates that program.

 

Purging an allocated program releases all the memory thatit used.
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Command Comments

 

Renaming an allocated program deallocates the program, and renaming a running

program halts it.

  Does not deallocate or halt arunnlng program L1nenumbers spemfied after

           statements arent changed.

Running any program first deallocates all allocated programs.

 

Transforming an allocated program deallocates that program.

  The file pointer must first be moved to a file (use &iiiT) before a iii

  

# command can be applied to thatfile.

The i#

The ¥

to check available memory,

FEAYET TH—type

 

= Program

  i1 1H file. Type & RTN

i requires 300 bytes. You can “free” about 1000bytes by deallocatlng

i program uses a number of file commands to manipulate the -

  

: i[RTN]. (This deallocates programs and clears calculator variables.)

   
Then execute i:i = ' and enter the following program:

 

 

Makes ¥ 1T TH available for editing. The catalog
entry is dlsplayedfor 2 seconds

Deletes lines from %+ 7T1.

   

 

Lists the end of%71. Press any key to speed

up the listing.

CEF We’'ll use T as the nameof a new file.

 

Copies the current i11HflletoPl

 

Displays the catalog entry for

 

Renumbers the beginning of the current file
(Fr¥T TH) sothat numberlngbeglns at hne 0.

    
B, D118, 1 1EE Merges aportlon of ¥

Purges the temporary file.

MAMHAGER! Returns thefile pointer to this program and

displays the catalog entry.

“into FEYHT TH,

   
PEE REUMH PFAYHTTR Runs the current version of the program.   

When you run theprogram refer to the listing above to follow the file mampulatlons The end result is that

i T TH is duplicated each time the i

 

RER program is run.
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Turning the HP-75 Off (k)

The programmable ii%'i. command turns the HP-75 off. When the HP-75 turns on again, execution resumes

at the statement following the &' command.

Example:

 

 

   
The program locks the HP-75 with a password and turns the machine off. When you press [ATTN], the HP-75

prompts for the password; if it’s entered correctly, the remainder of line 30 is executed.

If the HP-75 is turned off under program control, then appointments that come due while the HP-75 is off will

be ignored until the HP-75 is turned back on and finishes executing the program.

Ifa: - setting is in effect while a program is executing, then theHP75 will turn itself off if

it is kept waltmg longer than 5 minutes for keyboard input. For example, the {17 statement requires a

keyboard response and if no response occurs for 5 minutes, then the HP-75 turns itself off. The

Hmm il D05 UHT ML, and card reader similarly require a keyboard response. The program remains

1n1t1ahzed while the HP75 is off and may be continued with the :{ii{7 command after the HP-75 is turned

back on.

  

  

Errors

There are four types of errors that can occur during the development and execution of your program: syntax

errors, initialization errors, run-time errors, and logical errors.

You've seen that your lines are checked as you enter them for syntax (or language) errors. You can correct

syntax errors by inserting, deleting, or replacing characters while editing the line.

Initialization errors occur when you have finished writing the program and try to run it. Such errors include

missing line numbers, duplicate user-defined functions, illegal array dimensions, etc. You are informed of all

initialization errors before the program can be run.

The third type of error occurswhen the program is running. All run-time errors 1nterrupt a runmng program
: i statement  and cause it to halt unless i i1s in effect or you catch the errors with an

(page 258). Run-time errors can 1nclude referencmg a nonexistent array elementattemptmg to use

 

uninitialized data, string overflows, ! “ variable mismatch, trying to access a nonexistent file, etc.

The fourth type of error is sometimes the most difficult to catch. Logical errors are the result of incorrect

program design not incorrect coding. If a program runs from beginning to end but produces incorrect or

meaningless results, if a program starts executing but never stops, or if some inputs give correct results

while other inputs don’t, you have encountered a logical error. Finding and eliminating logical errors is

outside the scope of this manual, but avoiding logical errors is fundamental to good programming.

Section 17, Debugging Operations, provides you with the tools you need to recover from both run-time and

logical errors.
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Introduction

Branches, loops, and subroutines can be used to control the flow of program execution. This section covers:

¢ Unconditional branching with :{i T i statements.

PRLTHEMLELSE statements.

and T, 2 LIk statements.

® Setting timer interrupts with i TI# statements.

Branching statements alter the sequential flow of program execution and often cause program execution to

sk1pone or more program instructions. A branching statement that specifies a line number (e.g.,

i 1) or that causes execution to continue at a line different from the currently executing line (e.g.,

  

i) may not be executed from the keyboard.

Unconditional Branching (i:ii75)

The :li71i statement is simple and direct; it transfers program control to the program line whose line

number you specify.

 

i line number

  
 

This is called unconditional branching because a branch occurs every time the statement is executed.

176
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Example:

 

O GOTO ZEE6 Transfers execution to line 3000.

   

11T0I statements may branch to higher-numbered or lower-numbered lines and are useful for creating
program loops.

Conditional Branching (I F... THER.. FL %E)

A conditional branch enables a program to make a decision as the result of a specified condition, or test. Use

the IF...THEM statement for conditional branching. The simplest form of the statementis:

 

I+ numeric expression THEF line number
   

If the condition is true—that is, if the numeric expression evaluates to a nonzero value—the 7HEH part of the

statement is executed. If the condition is false—the expression evaluates to zero—execution continues at the

 

 

i IF A THEH L2a0 If # is nonzero, then execution continues at line

1200; otherwise, execution continues at the next line

in the program.
 

 

@ELF OO EEEL THEM 1z If i’ is less than .0001, the relational expression
evaluates to 1 and the program branches to program

line 1200.
   
 

SECOLF FE=Y D OOR FdEes gyt THEH 12 If##%="%"or 'u ', the Boolean expression is true
and execution jumps to line 1200.   

IF...THEH statements are most commonly used with relational operators (=, <, =, <= = <and #),

although the test can be based on the value of any arithmetic or Boolean expression.

Another form of the Ii...THEstatement provides conditional execution of a statement without necessarily

branching:

 

I numeric expression T4 [allowable statement...] or [command...]
   

If the condition is true (evaluates to a nonzero number), the specified instruction or instructions are executed.

 

When the condition is false (evaluates to zero), the instruction or instructions after 7+are skipped and

execution continues at the following program line. Any combination of allowable statements or commands

that will fit on a single line can be concatenated with the & and placed after the 7ki+

Examples:

 

G488 IF T THEM I=1-1 If the value of I is nonzero, then decrement I;

otherwise, ignore the instruction.
 

 

......

OTF M= THEM ASSIGH IO " rtw, ip! If 4 equals 2, then assign the HP-IL loop
accordingly.

 

 

 

e Ifmemory is less than the value specified by i, then
purge the specified file.   
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All commands and most BASIC statements may be specified as conditional instructions. The following

statements are not allowed after 7+

   

   

 

 
 

  

      

 

Error 86— 1 1 <+ —will occur if you type an iF.. 7THEstatement that includes one of the

above.

Notethatan... i statement that doesn’t cause branching may be executed from the keyboard.

Example:

Y o ; R

Pressing [RTN] causes the [condition to be
evaluated and the 7 ik1nstruct10n to be executed.

The £i.%E Option

A third keyword may be included in an [ #...1

 

=k, If the numeric expression is evaluated

 

as false the program will perform the specified & instruction. A variety of forms of the

- statement are available:

 

 

numeric expression   i line number ik line number

allowable statement... allowable statement...

or or

command... command...    
Examples:

 

   
two values.

 

 

Depending on the value of i, either the subroutine

finishes executing or a branch to line 4400 occurs.

 

 

The values of  and & determine the type of error

processing.   

 

“i—you may follow i %k with any system command or

 

any allowable BASIC statement or a combination of commands and allowable statements or with a line

number.
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 Multiple Instructions After 7and & SE(1)

You may include more than one command or statement after a 7i

 

i oor ELEE keyword using the i

concatenator symbol.

Examples:

 

Causes three actions to occur if the specified

condition is true.

 

 

Causes the HP-75 to beep and set #i=0 when 7 isn’t
equal to —1.

 

  
 

 

To summarize, if the test condition is true, all i instructions will be executed. If the test condition is

   i statement=i instructions will be executed. The length of a multi-instruction... 7 H L

i statement may not contain another

 
 false, all i}

ishmlted only by the line length of the HP-75. Note that an i ... 7 H

 

i statement.

  

Repeatedly executing a series of statements is known as looping. The loop in the -+

 

. program (page 157)

causes the program to continue executing until it is interrupted with or until the icondition tests

false and the loop is exited.

+ | statements. The i~ Lii

 

A clear and efficient way to control looping is to use iLii-ii and iT statements

enclose a series of statements, enabling you to repeat those statements a specified number of times.

 

"1 finalvalue [*=-1l loop counter initial value

 

" Increment value]

i loop counter    
The Fiistatement defines the beginning of the loop and specifies the number of times the loop is to be

executed. The loop counter must be a simple numeric variable, like i, or i i. The initial value, final value,

 

and increment value can be any numeric expression. If a = TEF increment value is not specified, the loop

counter increments by 1 after each pass through the loop.

 

The i< statement does the following:

e Itsetstheloop counter to theinitial value.

e It causesthe HP-75to store the final value for the loop counter.

e It tests for the exit condition by comparing the current value of the loop counter with the final value.

While the value of the loop counter is less than or equal to the final value (for a positive increment value),

execution continues at the next statement after i 5,

The Hil =T statement does the following:

e Itincrements (or decrements) the loop counter.

 

e Itreturns control to the test condition of the i {ii statement and thereby defines the end of the loop.
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When the value of the loop counter becomes greater than the final value of the i i< statement (or when the

value of the loop counter becomes less than the final value when a negative increment value is used), then

the loop is exited and program control is passed to the next statement after it= 1.

The initial and final values of the i statement are computed only once—as the program first enters the

loop. It’s not possible to change the final value of the loop counter from inside the loop. Only the Fiif

statement of a loop will be executed if the initial value of the loop counter is greater than the final value (or if

the initial valueis less than the final value when a negative increment value is used).

Example:

 

unction causes the value of
o i to be displayed with no leading

andnotralhng blanks (page 201).

  
Displays the value of I after theloop is exited.  

 

Before running the program set a i l.#% of 0 seconds and a i [T of 32 or more columns. The program

displays the following:

 

e The output shows that the iT statement

increments the loop counter past the final value.

 

   

Note: This program maybeeasnlymOdIerd to show the 32 columnposmons on the HP-75 display

 

:,and change line40to i

 

You can execute a 1. i loop from the keyboard if the entire loop is concatenated with i# symbols and if

execution is “contained” within the display line—thatis, if execution does not branch to another line.

Example:

 

       Pressing causes the EE istatement to be
executed five times.   

 

Thus, it’s possible to include ii # T loops as part of key redefinitions.

.I= )

T loop may assume any numeric value, including negative and

- keyword 1n the i iif

decrement value for the loop counter.

  Changing the Increment Value (:

The loop counter variable of a F

 

non-integer values. The i : statement allows you to specify any increment or

Example: Display the decimal fractions from .5 to 0 in decreasing steps of 1/16, or .0625.

 

  

Specifies a negative, fractional &

 

  
 

The initial value of I is.5. Each time Hi <7 I is executed, ! is decremented by .0625. When | becomes less

than the flnal value (0), the loop isex1ted The program generates two lines of output (assuming
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The loop is executed nine times.

  
 

Note: Because the [i 1%statement in line 20 ends with a semicolon, no carriage return occurs at the

end of the program to return the cursor to the left edge of the display. Therefore, the next display character

that’s entered from the keyboard will appear on the same line as and after the last item in the display (the

i), Press or [EDIT]to clear the line.

If the final loop counter value is greater than or equal to the initial loop counter value and if the =T value

is 0, then the F(iF< statement will cause an endless loop.   

Nested Loops

When one loop is contained entirely within another, the inner loop is said to be nested. A loop can be

contained within a loop that is contained within a loop (up to 255 nested loops), as long as the loops don’t

overlap each other.

Example:

Incorrect Nesting Correct Nesting

  

TEEsE       
  

The incorrectly nested loop causes error 47—i tobiia FliE—at line 60 when execution exits the :

loop. The correctly nested example above displays the following:

 

 

  
 

Program Explanation. The .iloop is completed before I isincremented. Thatis, when -/is incremented to

1004 by the HEXT .I statement, execution moves to the Hiz=T I statement. Each time the Fiii

statement is executed, -i is initialized to 1001. When ! reaches a value of 4, the outer loop is exited and the

program ends.

  

 

You may branch out of a T loop, but branching into a loop will cause error 47—

T statement is executed before the program has executed the corresponding

 

F—ifat
  
istatement.
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Subroutines (&0, HETUER)

Often, the same sequence of statements is executed in several places within a program. By using a

subroutine you can key in the group of statements only once and then access those statements from different

places within the program. If you group all of the often-used routines at the end of your program, you can

make the design of the program easier to understand.

 

 

< line number

  
 

  The &1

the first line of the subroutine.

: statement transfers program control to the subroutine you wish to execute. The line number is

Example:

 

 

When executed, the statement passes control to the

subroutine beginning at line 800.   

A common programming practice is to include a remark in the line before the first line of a subroutine so that

the purpose of the subroutine is apparent in a program listing.

 

The last executed statement of a subroutine must be a i ‘i1 statement.

 

 

   

As soon as a

corresponding i:i. . statement. This statement may or may not appear in the same line as the i:{;   
i 1s encountered, program control is transferred to the next statement after the

 

statement.

Example:

 

  When the subroutine encounters the matching

i after line 800, execution returns to the

statement.

 

  
   
   

   

All main program variables are accessible to subroutines. If the value of the variable is changed within a

subroutine,it is also changed in the main program.

Subroutlnes may be nested; that is, program execution may branch to a second subroutine before the

. i statement of the first is executed. Up to 255 levels of nesting are allowed. When a ¥

encountered, control returns to the subroutine that was most recently executing, at the statement

  
418

  

immediately following the i:i it statement.

The Computed ©:70 Statement (... 50T )

The computed i:ii7ii statement enables you to transfer program control to one or more program lines,

depending on the value of a numeric expression.

 

M numeric expression i:iiiil line number [. line number...]
  
 

The numeric expression is evaluated and rounded to an integer value. A value of 1 causes control to be
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transferred to the first program line specified in the i14...i:11 T{i statement; a value of 2 causes control to be
transferred to the second line specified in the statement, and so on.

Example:

 

  
   

This statement says, if =1, go to line 25, if =2, go to line 80, and if =3, go to line 150. A rounded value for

+ less than 1 or greater than the number of lines in the list will cause error 11—it o f  ramgs—

when the statement is executed.

The Computed 7151/5 Statement (111, 051

 

The computed ::i i statement enables you to access any of one or more subroutmesbased on the value of

a numeric expression. It operates exactly like an i+, .i1  (! statement except that i

control to the first statement of a subroutine.

 

(iki numeric expression =il line number [ . /ine number...]
  
 

The numeric expression is evaluated and rounded to an integer value. A value of 1 causes the subroutine at

the first line number in the list to be accessed, and so on.

 

The corresponding &k statement of the subroutine causes program execution to return to the

 

statement immediately following the &

Example:

 

  R This statement means:

IfI=1, then |

IfI=2, then |

I[fI=3, then i:i  

   

First subroutine.

Second subroutine.

 

> Third subroutine.   
The *

computed ::
  

 

! statement of each subroutine above returns control to the next statement following the

it statement, that is, to the i:i

 

- statement of line 300.

If the value of the numeric expression rounds to less than 1 or greater than the number of lines in the list,

error 11—z it o f FETG S —O0CCUrS.

 

)

it 1s executed, a pending returncondltlonis created to ‘“‘remember”’ whlch statement program

Bypassing a Pending Subroutine Return (*

 

When a iziii

control should return to when the next  " statement is executed. Executing & it several times

without executing a &TLiF# creates a corresponding number of subroutine levels and pending returns.
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However, there may be times when you want to alter the path of returns from subroutines so that one or more

levels are bypassed. If this is done by simply branching around one or more £7Lstatements, thereis a

possibility of error conditions due to:

® ikstatements causing execution to return to the wrong location in the program.

 

e Accumulating more than 255 levels of nested subroutines.

   The FiiF statement helps you avoid such errors by cancelling the pending return from the most recent

: statement.

 

 

 
 

 

  

One iii" statement causes program execution to bypass one subroutine level.

Nested Subroutines Nested Subroutines

without i with B

Program ( Program

beginning beginning

Main Program J

  
        

   
Subroutine W ( Subroutine

l First l

TR Level 4 z
—> r Subroutine

i J K ik i

Subroutine Subroutine
Second

Level

Subroutine  

 

 

 

   
Example: The following program can be subdivided as follows:

e Main program—Ilines 10 through 40.

e First subroutine—lines 50 through 80.

e Second subroutine—lines 90 through 120.
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When the program is run without executing the {ii* statement in line 110, program execution follows the

path shown on the left in the preceding illustration; when the F{iI* statementis executed, program execution

follows the path shown on the right.

 

18 DIsF "Main Frogram

S GOsUE B 1o the first

skodt L,

Main' U From

slot Tre

 

First subroute

Pt ke seoond

Hack to Firstt b from

T the mailn progeam,

 

ol SkeondoLeme!

elTHFUT ! Poop ey D HE

ell@d IF HE="y' THEH FIF

TEE FETUREH boad Oy, o pencding

sidbvrodt ime s L F YD, to maln

fro bs  
 

Set a izlrate of 1 and run the program:

 

Plaim Froaram

botL

 

Secord Skot oL

 

  
 

Type the quoted string with two leading blanks.

Include four leading blanks in the quoted strings.

If the user chooses the (il option, then the pending
return will be bypassed.

Decline the {1option by typing i [RTN].

The normal return path from a nested subroutine.

Run the program again, this time specifying the ~{ii* option:

 

Mairm Froogram

Fa Skt L e  
   il kote

 
Poopooy

Frack to Main  
 

ilcancels the most recent pending return.

The 1" statement may be executed repeatedly to exit from a nested subroutine many levels deep. However,

if the number of executedil statements exceeds the number of subroutine levels and if afterwards a

FETLIEM statement is encountered, then error 50— TLiFM .o GUEUHEwill occur. The HE TLHEH

statement causes the error because there will be no pending return condition.
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Program Timers

One or more timers may be set in an HP-75 program to execute any command or allowable statement at

specified time intervals during the program.

The flowchart below illustrates how a program timer controls program flow.

 

(Begin program execution.)

Y
Set a timer.

   

 

  
 

 

Finish executing

the current

program statement,

then execute

the timer

instruction(s).

|
  
 

 

 

Execute

next program statement.   
 

   or end-of-file

marker been

found?

 

     

 

(Stop program execution

and disable program timers.)

# statement to set any of 1001 available program timers.

   

 

Setting a Timer ({114 TiF

 

Use the i

 

 

# timer number . seconds [allowable statement...] or [command...]

  
 

Timer Number. The timer number can be any numeric expression that rounds to an integer value from 0

through 1000. If an existing timer number is duplicated in a new il 7 . statement later in a program,

the second timer resets and replaces the first timer.

  

Seconds. The number of seconds can be specified by any numeric expression. Timer interrupts are accurate

to tenths of a second. The minimum time you can specify is 0.1 seconds; shorter time parameters and
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negative values default to 0.1 seconds. The maximum time you can specify is virtually unlimited—in the
range of centuries (24! — 1 seconds).

 

Allowable Statement or Command. Although many timer applications involve Tl or iiimiif
branches, any BASIC statement that is allowed after a Tikeyword (page 178) and any system command

rnay be spe01f1edin an LM TIFEE # statement. Statements and commands may be concatenated in an
# instruction by means of the i symbol.

 

Example:

 

b O TIMER # 1, 1 DISF TIMER

 

Sets timer #1 so that it interrupts the program every
second to display the time.

SEGOTO RG Causes execution to loop at this line, waiting for the
timer interrupt.   

A timer interrupt will be delayed until all statements inthe current hne have been executed (although a
timer interrupt will break a multistatement line after a {15 LHi

 

st WHLL, GOTO or £01H T statement in

that line). After the timer has performed its specified instruction or1nstructions, the program continues as if

no interruption at all has occurred. That is, execution returns to the line following the one which was

executing when the timer interrupt occurred. In the example above, this means execution returns to line 20

because line 20 is the line that is normally executed after the i:!

 

i Listatement.

An EMstatement or an end-of-file mark will clear the timers that were declared in the program. If you stop

program execution with [ATTN] or % T{IF, the timers of that program will be disabled. Executing (11T will

restart the timers from a count Wthh will vary depending on the last time the timer operation was

interrupted. To avoid unexpected timer interrupts, don’t use "1 T in programs with timers.

One feature of program timers is that they can cause the HP-75 to turn on at spe01f1edtlme intervals if the

HP-75 has been turned off previously under program control. If a program executes a &'f. command, the

HP-75 turns off but keeps all current timers active. When the next timer comes due, the HP-75 turns back on,

 

the timer instruction or instructions are executed, and then program execution continues at the statement

‘- command.

 

following the &'

Example:

 

e OF TIMERE # 1.5 BRERRF Timer #1 is set to interrupt the program every 2

seconds. This will happen while the HP-75 is turned
off. The kil instruction is executed and control

Tyt op passes to line 30.

     
  
 

Except in this situation—when a timer remains functioning although the HP-75 is off—a timer is capable of

interrupting execution only while the program that set the timer is actively running. When one program

calls another, the timers in the first program will continue counting, but they will cause no interrupts while

the second program is executing. Refer also to Program Calls, page 230.

 

The Ui+ T 1Mk # statement allows a program to turn off individual timers.

Turning Off a Timer (1

 

UEFTIMERE # timer number
  
 

 

-----i statement for thattlmer

 

No further interrupts will occur from the specified timer unless the timer 1s set by another il

statement.
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Timer Branches and Subroutines (7TIfER #...G0T0and OF TIMER #.. GO05UE)

A common application of program timers is to run entire routines at specified intervals. This is

accomplished by il TIiMER #.GOT0and OH TIMER #..GO5LUE statements.

GOTO. A1Tl instruction in an il TIMEF # statement transfers execution to some other line in the

program. When the specified timer comes due, execution branches from the end of the currently executing

line to the beginning of the specified line.

Example:

 

elldm MM TIMER # 5, 10 GOTO S66 The interrupt will transfer execution to line 500.

 

Par Seoonds

1EG
PortD Execution continues as it does after any other

unconditional branch.

 

  
 

You shouldn’t include another statement after a i=ii7 i statement as an il TIMEF # instruction because

it won’t ever be executed.

[E—— gooo, ope see, gooe,

UH TIMER # 5, 29 GOTO Zoe &8 DISF "Gof
" -

Executed Ignored

The Uit TIMER #...G070 option allows no provision for returning to the place in the program where the

timer interrupt occurred.

GOSUB. Use a izlinstruction in an i T I[ER # statement to return execution to the point in the

program where the interrupt occurred—thatis, the line following the timer interrupt—as soon as the timer

subroutine finishes executing.

 

   

Timer interrupt

occurs.—

Line x
Execution jumps Line x + 1

to subroutine

starting at

line 4000.

 

o Execution returns to the next line

following the timer interrupt.

 

 o Line 4000 
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  When i i 18 executed as a result of an i}

to the line after the interrupt.

 

statement, program execution returns

Note what will happen if you include other instructions in the i}

statement.

  # statement after the it

   

Executed first Executed after the subroutine

Visually, here’s what happens:

 

 

    dETIH

 

  

Timer After the timer-interrupt

interrupt subroutine, execution

0CCUTS. ® returnsto the end of the

GROTIMERE #i statement (3),

Execution jumps M Line x executes any remaining
to subroutine Linex+ 1 g) instructions and jumps

starting at to line after the interrupt (@.

line 4000. ST

Line 4000   

 

  
 

That is, when i

returns to the i il # statement, looks for further instructions, executes them (if any), and then

returns to the line after the interrupt.

  i 1s executed as a result of the i i statement, program execution

  

More About Timers

Timer interrupt routines can be nested in the same way as subroutines. This means that if one timer

interrupt routine is in progress when another timer interrupt comes due, the unexecuted portion of the first

timer routine will be held as a pending subroutine while the second timer interrupt is executed. When the

second timer routine is completed, the first timer routine will be resumed.

 

Error 49—;i T i miui—will occur if a program attempts to nest timer interrupts more than 255

levels deep. If timers are interrupting so fast that they system can’t get anything else done, an unintentional

tlmer nestlng may occur that can eventually exceed the 255 level maximum and result in

  

Timer routines can’t include ©iff TiiEF # declarations. If you attempt to insert an LiM
-

_Wlll reSlflt

 

declaration into a timer routine, error 86— i .¢

A timer will not 1nterrupt 1tself For example, if a timer is supposed to interrupt every 5 seconds but the

 

execution of the & # instructions requires 7 seconds, then subsequent interrupts from the same

timer will be 1gnored until the entire set of instructions is completed.
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Length of timer instructions.

Y /

e - o e

—
— f
—

| e -

Discarded timer interrupts.

Although the timer comes due every 5 seconds, the timer routine will be executed only every 10 seconds.

 

Each timer interrupt is actually executed as a subroutine; that is, each iiid 71 # statement creates a

pending subroutine condition that is completed when all the timer instructions have been executed. It is the

pending subroutine that enables execution to continue at the statement following the one being executed

when the timer comes due. No iTlstatement is necessary because each iii4 1

1ncludesan 1nv1s1ble e

 

# statement

4 that is executed after the final timer instruction. You may exphcltly write a

# statement that will function identically to the hidden P
      

 

 

       TheF| statement completes the timer

:i+1s optional.   

 

A similar pending subroutine condition is created when program execution is transferred to an i}/

statement (section 17, page 259).

 

If a program timer comes due during an

instructions will be executed after the Iii

  11T statement (before you have pressed [RTN]), then the timer

i variables have been assigned their values from the keyboard.
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Introduction

An array variable (or simply, an array) is a collection of data items of the same type under one name. The

HP-75 allows arrays to have one or two dimensions and to store numeric values of FEfL., SHIET, and

Ih .z Iprecision.

 

A one-dimensional array might be thought of as a list, or vertical column, of items. A two-dimensional array

(often called a matrix) is like a table of values; there may be several columns, each with several rows.

column 1 2 3 .. ¢ A two-dimensional array hasr X ¢
 

row 1 a1 a12 a13 ... aq elements, where r is the number of rows

2 az; az @3 .- 82  andcisthe number of columns.

3 azl asza azz ... asze ) ) ]

: : : : : : The subscripts, i and /, of each element

r Ar1 Qry Qr3 .. Qe a,;lal?elthe row (/) and column (/)

locations of the element.

The list of numbers, 117.50, 403.50, 514.79, and 603.48 (ordered one through four), is a group of similar data

items (real numbers); we can manipulate the list efficiently as a one-dimensional array. We treat the list as

pairs of values and subscripts. Subscripts reference the location of values, or elements, in the array. If we

name the array variable % © :, we specify the individual elements of % © * with subscripts, for example, &© & &

and &6 E s

192
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We can use a two-dimensional array to store the values in the following table:

 

 

Day of Low High Precipitation
Month Temperature Temperature

21 12 20 .51

22 10 17 .02

23 —6 12 .00

193

      
This table contains 3 rows and 4 columns for a total of 12 values. The elements of the table must be specified

by row and column subscripts (r,c). When subscript numbering begins at 1, the elements are identified as

follows:

21 =.51

22 .02

23 .00   
Array names are the same as simple variable names; an array name may be a letter from i through ., or a

letter immediately followed by a digit from ii through *. The parentheses following array names distinguish

array variables from simple numeric and string variables. The maximum array size is determined by

available memory. (Refer to appendix D, page 292.) Non-integer subscripts are rounded to the nearest

integer; negative subscripts aren’t allowed.

Setting the Lower Bound (077 1 iF EfEE)

The HP75 assumes that all array subscripts begin at 0 unless you specify otherwise with an

 

 

 

   

 

This statement must come before any array variables are referenced in a program. Lii- 7 § L i tells

the computer to set the lower bound of all arrays in the current program to 1.

      
Each i1 1 ik - statement is a local declaration. It applies to the currently executing program only.

Declaring Arrays

 

You may declare the size of array and type of array elements with four BASIC statements: @i L.,
“#. Memory is allocated for arrays and other program variables in declaratlon  SHOET, and

statements during program initialization.

 

If not explicitly declared, an array is dimensioned for =i #i. values and for subscript upperbounds of 10

when the array name first appears in a program. For example1fthe twodlmensmnal array~~~~~ * doesn’t

i then i | Iif —when first

 

appear in a declaration statement and if the program is set to ..

assigned a value—will be dimensioned to store 11 X 11 ki:#i. precision values, whose subscrlpts range from

0 through 10.

 

Note that if you declare a variable, the declaration must occur before it’s assigned a value; otherwise, error

35—l wmizt war—will occur. It’s good programming practice to declare array variables early in

programs for program documentation purposes. A program can have more than one declaration statement,

but a variable can be declared only once in the program.
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M, REAL, SHORET, and THTE ...THEM statements and must appear

as the last statement in multistatement lines.

Array Dimensions (i)

 

     The i i i1 (dimension) statement is used to allocate memory both for & i

stringvarlables

precision numeric arrays and for 

 

i jtem [ item...]
  
 

The dimensioned item can be:

e A numeric array variable, with subscripts enclosed within parentheses.

e A string variable; with the number of characters enclosed within brackets. If undeclared, a string

variable is implicitly dimensioned to store 32 characters.

Examples:

 

T IO BHZE declarations must appear before
any array names are referenced in the program.

 

TEODIM RCLIA8: Declares aone-d1mens10nal array % of 100
elements:

 

Fe

 

+of6

elements (3 rows by 2 columns) andastring i.% of 96

characters maximum.  
 

The [i1i1 statement specifies the upper bound of an array and the maximum number of characters that a

strmg varlable may have Specifying an out-of-range subscript for an array variable will cause error 27—

prvalio smubsEaorip ), assigning too many characters to a string variable will cause error

 

Note that subscripts in [ii{1 statements must be entered as nonnegative integers; otherwise, error 89—

bamel poarame s r—will oceur.

  Type Declaration Statements (5

 

ST, THTEGEE)

All numeric variables (simple and array) are assumed to be full precision variables (¥

appear in a type declaration statement.

P, i

 

 il.), unless they

 

e o o
b b il. numeric variable [:isubscripts ] [.numeric variable [subscripts ]...]

 

 

mHUET numeric variable [subscripts @] [ .numeric variable [i.subscripts #]...]

 

 

 

 .t numeric variable [isubscripts ] [.numeric variable [subscripts #]...]  
 

Refer to section 5, page 80, for declaring simple numeric variables. When applied to numeric arrays, ¥

f,and i . statements specify the precision of the individual array elements.
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Examples:

 

 

Declares the lower bound of all arrays in the

 

  

program.

iT FLB.COLE: Declares variables i+ and i to be integers; declares

and dimensions array i to 11 integer elements.

EERLPLLRE Declares and dimensions 546 (21 X 26)

short-pre01s10n elements for array i , :; declares

variables i i, and . to be short-pre01s1on

G, Declares array Li7 ., and variable % to be type    
 

 

Note that i #ii. declarations serve mainly for program documentation; array and simple numeric variables

are dimensioned for i

 

L. precision values by default.

 

   

Assigning Values to Arrays (i..E7T, THFUT, FORE-MEZST)

Elements of a numeric array are ass1gnedvaluesin the same manner as simple variables: from the keyboard

or from within a program. For instance, i< 1 . and ¥© < & refer to elements in arrays 1+ . * and H.i @ 5,

respectively, and may be assigned values. and IHi“LiT statements are commonly usedtoassign values

to array elements.

Example:

 

  Pressmg [RTN] assigns the 5th elementof array
7 the value 45 (assuming i1 LU    

 

This is an implied i.E 7 statement executed from the keyboard. It causes the computer to dimension array

“i % to hold 11 ¥

element. After being assigned a value, the specified element may be used in the same ways as a simple

 

precision elements (subscripts 0 through 10) before assigning a value to the 5th

numeric variable.

Example:

 

 

 

      

 

Using an element of 7% © : for a keyboard

calculation.

 

=T loops provide a means of controlling array elements.

Example:

 

Assigns each array element individually.

PamtL Displays the array elements.

 

   

 

Two-dimensional arrays are often manipulated by nested F " loops. The following example

initializes a three-row by five-column array of integers by assigning all15elements a value of 0.
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Example:

 

- T loops. All elements of row 1 are

set to zero, then all elements of row 2, etc.

  
   

The #7 statement is scheduled so that you can check array values from the keyboard before the program

is deallocated and the values are lost.

  

 

      
To display the value of the specified element.

  ' statements may be used to store array values within a BASIC file so that a program may read and

assign the values directly. Refer to section 14, Storing and Retrieving Data.

String Expressions

A string expression, or character string, is a group of characters that may be manipulated as a single unit.

The simplest form of a string expression is text within quotes. This is called a quoted string, a literal string,

or a string constant.

The forms that string expressions can take are:

® Quoted string, limited to characters that can be displayed directly from the keyboard (including

commas and spaces but excluding the quotation marks that delimit the text).

e String variable, a name representing a location in memory that holds character information.

® Substring, a portion of a string variable.

e String function, an operation that returns character information.

® Any concatenation of the above, using the i operator.

As with numeric expressions, a string expression may be enclosed in parentheses if necessary.

A string variable is implicitly dimensioned to store 32 characters, unless the size of a string variable is

 

specified in a {i I statement.

 

CET L MEL LS Dimensions i #for 15 characters, - #for 28
characters, and #for 1000 characters.

  
   

Brackets (not parentheses) must enclose the number of characters to be included in the string variable.
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Substrings

Substrings, or portions of string variables, are specified by their beginning character position or their

beginning and ending character positions. A subscript may be any numeric expression that rounds to a

positive value not larger than the dimensioned size of the string and not larger than the actual length of the

string.

To specify a single character of a string, use the form ## [ I . I 1. To specify the trailing part of a string, use

the form ## [ I 1.

Example:

 

Assigns positions 2 through 5 of i #the characters

Displays the 1st through yth character of.

 

Assigns the end of ##, from position 20, the

   
Manipulating Strings

The HP-75 allows you to modify string variables and substrings in a variety of ways. Use assignment

statements to replace characters in string variables.

Example:

  

   
     

  

         

When a string variable is assigned an initial value, the HP-75 reserves memory for the dimensioned or

default string length. Thereafter, it keeps track of the current string length. Redefining the string variable

updates the current length and revises the affected characters. Redefining a substring increases the current

length if necessary and revises only the specified characters. You can replace any part of a string variable

with all or part of another string expression. Specify the subscripts of the characters to be changed in the

variable.

Example:

 

i Assigns an initial value to.

 

 

 

Changes the charactersin H#to tii ok     
If characters added to a string are not contiguous (in other words, some middle character positions are left

unassigned in a string variable), spaces will fill the unassigned positions.
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Example:

 
 

 

      
A blank is inserted in the variable.

Characters in the replacement string are entered in the string variable from left to right up to the limit

allowed by the dimensioned size of the variable or by the variable subscripts.

Note that a null string is specified when the second subscript is one less than the first subscript. For

   example, H# %, 471 has the same value as ' '. Error 42—zt vira too lornag—will occur if the first

subscript is greater than the second by more than 1.

Be careful when adding characters to a string when the characters are not contiguous—previously defined

characters may still be present.

Example:

 

 

Displays i:-

Displays .  Displays =i+%, The middle characters in variable

¥ were never changed.   
To avoid confusion, delete the end of the string as follows:

 

IEOAELET= Replaces characters 2 through the end of% with

null characters, reducing the string length.   

Now when you run the program, the string in line 60 will be displayed as expected:

 

   

String Functions

Seven functions allow you a great deal of control over character strings. The arguments % # and %i # may be

quoted strings, string variables, or any other string expression.

 

Function and Argument Returns
 

The current length of = #

 

 
The position of & & # in &,

 

The numeric value represented by ::# where :: i may consist of digits, decimal,

and exponent.
        ‘.numeric expression i

|

The character string equivalent of the numeric expression.
g The uppercase equivalent of.

The character associated with the currently depressed key or keystroke

combination, or the null string if no key is depressed.

 

LT ECfile number The catalog entry of the specified file, or the null string if no catalog entry exists

for the specified file number.   
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Arguments must be enclosed between parentheses. Technically, .. 1%, and %l are numeric functions1, LD 

because they return numeric values. They are included here because they make many string manipulations

possible.

The Length Function (i.&#)

  
The i.i:i function returns the current number of characters in a string expression. Note that a string

variable isn’t always “full”’; that is, the length isn’t necessarily the dimensioned size.

 

Example:

 
 

 

     
 

Length of the quoted string.

Example: Write a program that will let you enter a character string of up to 40 characters in length. Then,

using the L.

 

r function, fill a variable with the characters in reverse order. For instance, if you input 57,

the program should display 7i,

 

Dimensions the string variable to be a maximum of

40 characters long.

Initializes i#to the null string.

 

Uses a quoted i~LiT prompt.

----- Uses length of word for loop counter and counts in
reverse order.

  
With the string concatenator, adds characters to
variable i #in reverse order.

     
 

 

 

   

 

 

  

- 1loop.

Displays reverse word.

After you enter the program, try spelling some words backwards!

B Type itst Lonal (RIN].
PRGM

Leaves the result in the display.

After a string has been modified, i.i 4 may return unexpected results.

Example:

Displays -i.

Displays i1,

Displays “#:, the default size of.

 

   

 

The length of # has increased to 32 because i %1 (in line 30) is an open-ended specifier. This will happen

whenever open-ended specifiers are used to replace a portion of the string including the last character. To

 

avoid confusion, use a full specifier, i:
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The Position Function (1)

The i function determines the position of a string within a string.

If the second string is contained within the first, the i{i% function returns the position of the first character

of the second string within the first string. If the second string is not contained within the first string, or if

the second string is the null string, the value returned by the function is zero. If the second string occurs in

more than one place within the first string, only the first occurrence is given by the function.

Examples:

  

   

      
Finds position of second string in first string. Second string begins at 6th character position.

 

  Assigns values to two variables.

 

 

  

 

      
Returns the beginning “index”of the substring.

The ~ii= function may be used to insert and remove string information from large string variables.

 

Converting Strings to Numbers(*/ )
Normally, the characters in a string are not recognized as numeric data and can’t be used in numeric

calculations. The reason is that you usually want the string to be quoted literally, character for character.

With the “/#ii. function, the numeric value of a string of digits, including sign, decimal point, and exponent,

can be used in calculations.

Examples:

  

 

      

Entering a quoted string. This is a number, not a string, and can be-assigned

to a numeric variable.

 

       FE B H=UALORED The iilstatement accepts a string (presumably
of digits). Then variable  is assigned the

equivalent numeric value.

   

  
A similar use of the ‘/#il. function is made in the¥ ¥program (page 156).

The first character in the string argument must be a digit, a plus or minus sign, a decimal point, or a space. A

leading plus sign and leading spaces are ignored; a leading minus sign is taken into account. The remaining

characters in the string or substring must be digits, a decimal point, or an ¥. An ¥ character after a numeric

and followed by digits (including sign) is interpreted as an exponent of 10.

The number returned by */#ii. will be expressed in floating point or exponential notation, depending on its

magnitude (page 73).
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The string argument can contain more than one number. All contiguous numerics are considered a part of

the same number until a nonnumeric character is reached in the string.

Example:

 
 

Faal o TEEESt riaasn o

     
 

The /i function converts the string to a number

until it reaches a nonnumeric character.

You can convert another numeric in a string variable besides the first by specifying its subscripts. For

example, if i{# contains the quoted string above, then the second numeric value can be specified by
Pgmi Lbae PO 3
LLML L,

Converting Numbers to Strings (&7#)

The = 7¥function is nearly the inverse of the /#il. function. With the = T# function, you can convert a

number to a string representation of the number.

Example:

  

FwFmsieFolEE) @ odisp ¥R paoess’ 128 pages

    
  

‘¥ contains the characters ! i and may be used in

other string expressions.

= TH¥ expresses the number in floating point or in exponential notation (where necessary), including minus

sign, decimal point, and exponent. Note that the string is output with no leading or trailing blank.

Converting Lowercase to Uppercase (.-#)

The LIFF# function allows you to convert a string with lowercase letters to a string composed of all

uppercase letters.

Example:

 

FwmFeEEE AR anniversarg TR B Assigns i1# a combination of letters and symbols.

 

 
 

S oE FEUAN AHHTUERSARY "4k     
 

All lowercase letters have been converted.

Lowercase letters have different decimal codes than uppercase letters. The uppercase function allows strings

to be compared without regard to upper and lowercase. For example, part of a program might be:

 

aE THPFUT HE

 

@ ITF UPRECECHFDL, D=0" THEM = User may enter ', ui, i=, ¥ i) ete., and the

: program will branch to statement 80.   
Note that LiF*## has no effect on underlined lowercase letters (decimal codes 225 through 250).
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i F)

Although the keyboard is normally disabled during program execution, the HP-75 continually monitors

whether keys are being pressed. The ¥ &7 #function returns the character associated with any pressed key

or keystroke combination, thereby allowing “live” keyboard branching.

Keyboard Control of Programs (i

 

  
FEY# returns a single character of information. If no key is down at the instant the HP-75 checks for a

pressed key, then . 7 ¥ returns the null string.

It’s possible to put program execution in an “idle loop”, causing the HP-75 to wait for a specific keystroke.

 

If no key is depressed at the beginning of this line,

then ¥ #equals the null string and execution begins
again at the beginning of the line.

Displays the character and decimal code associated
with the pressed key or keystroke.

Checksfor a specific keystroke, [SHIFT](T].

Checks for the key.

 

Returns execution to theidle loop.   
Press to run the program. Then press unshifted [A]:

 

 

= A7 Displays the character and decimal code of
unshifted [A].   

Now try the key:

 

The date is displayed, as specified. I
statements are useful for determlnlng Wthh key

has been pressed.

   
   

 

k.7 ¥ makes possible a variety of keyboard interactions. You can use ¥ #to begin any programmable

operation, such as branching to a completely new routine, when a de31gnated key or keystroke is pressed.

The i program (page 170) and * ‘

extensive use of ¥ i%

  ! program (page 213) included in the Owner’s Pac make

 

# branching routines.

Note that to interrupt a ik#idle loop, it may be necessary to press the [ATTN] key twice ina row.The first

time pressed, may be interpreted as an ordinary key and may causei

128, instead of interrupting program execution.

  

The Catalog Function (i:# 7#)

The {1 # function enables a program to access the complete system catalog for name, type, size, time, and

date information.

 

¥ operates on numeric arguments to return 32-character strings.

Flles arespec1f1ed by their order in memory. The higher the argument, the older the file. For example,

LR + specifies the most recently created file.

  

«. il + specifies the current edit file. This may or may not be the same as .7# 7 i , the newest file in

memory.
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i.H1# of a negative number specifies the file in which the program pointer is currently located.

LTrounds arguments to integer values. If an argument is greater than the number of files in memory,

then LT # of that argument returns the null string.

 

Example: Write a 5 I 4 7#i. iprogram that prints thecatalog entry of every file in memory followed by a

listing of thefile, fromnewest file to oldest file. Ifthe =

entries. First, create the program file by typing &

=1 and k #u#files exist, print only their catalog
1 ' [RTN]. Then enter the following steps:

 

 

To specify the newest file in memory.

Fills i #with the characters of a catalog entry.

Stops the program if the supply of files is exhausted.

Checks for the =&© and & 4= files and prints
their catalog entries only.

Prints the catalog entry of any other file and then

print-lists the file.

Prints a blank line between files.   
dev1ce and if the newest file in memory is

MTRLL.. file itself. Press [RUN]:

 

The catalog entry of iI HT#iLreflects its
initialized condition because it is the currently

executing program. 
And so on, through memory.   

Each catalog entry includes a number of embedded blanks between filename and file type, file type and file

length, etc. Because the first blank after a filename terminates the filename specifier, the entire catalog

entry string (L. in the example) may be used as the parameter of the i.i% 7 command and of other file

  commands SllCh as | b and

Note: The names of the =uiiand s 1 files may not be specified by strlng variables in

file commands. For example if F# is assngnedthe value ‘kswis ', then FL.I%T F# will cause the

file.

  

 

HP-75 to search memory for a user-file named i %& rather than the system isi

String Expression Comparisons

The relational operators may be used to compare character strings. The relational operators are =, , =

(=, 47, and ¥,

Example:

  

      
The expression is “true” so it evaluates to 1.

The basis of comparison in the preceding example is the decimal code of character i (65) versus the decimal

code of i(66).
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Two strings are considered equal if they contain exactly the same characters in the same order. For

inequalities, two strings are compared character by character until a difference is found. If one string ends

before a difference is found, the shorter string is considered the lesser. If a difference is found, the decimal

codes of the two differing characters are used to determine which string is the lesser.

Example:

 
 

  

      
The second character (i vs. i) determines the

outcome of the test.

The #i.i7 Statement

The 1!T statement enables programs to use key and keystroke information without the actual pressing of

keys.

 

i one-character string expression
   

The HP-75 has a ‘“key waiting” buffer that stores the display character associated with the currently

depressed key or keystroke. For example, type i1+ 1 to cause the HP-75 to wait for 10 seconds and

then press keys [Q], (W], [E], [R], [T], and while the HP-75 is waiting.

 

= Bl Afterwards, the display shows that only the first

character in the sequence was stored in the key
waiting buffer.

   

As another example, when you press to lock the keyboard in uppercase, the HP-75 enters the

character, decimal code 172 in the key waiting buffer.

The 1.i7 statement causes a program to put a character in the key waiting buffer. The effect is as though the

key or keystroke had actually been pressed.

 

   

Examples:

EoEUT The , may be typed by pressing and
then (LOCK]. This statement stores the

keystroke sequence in the key waiting buffer.
EEOIHPUT "Your mame: o RE The keyboard is locked in uppercase.

SEE PUT CHESFC1ZZ Puts ©in the key waiting buffer, the same as

pressing .
TEss EHD The HP-75 is switched to TIME mode.

Note that you may use a decimal code and the i# function to specify a key or keystroke, as in statement

990 above. This is useful to avoid unexpected results when listing the program on an external printer.

Only one key character may be put into the key waiting buffer at a time. The key codein the key waltmg

buffer is lost whenever an end-of-hne1s generated by an output operation such as ! mE L IET or DHT.

Consequently,it isbest to place a ivil1 statement immediately before a statement thatenables thekeyboard,

such as I} FomTOF, or Note that specifying the [ATTN] key (decimal code 128) in a iiT statement

 

interrupts execution, the same as pressing [ATIN].
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11Tcauses the current definition of the specified key to be accessed. For example,if is redefined to

execute a i+ [7T statement, then iiT ' ' will cause the i 14T statement to be executed.

Simulating String Arrays

The HP-75 substring capabilities allow the simulation of one-dimensional string array variables. One

method is to use one large string variable as the array itself and then substrings of uniform lengths, or

“fields,” as the string array elements.

Example:

 

ol IIM AFLZOE Dimensions the string variable.

HEOFORE T e    edid THFUT HEFLIFZE-Z4, TEEE] The first element (i equal to 1) occupies character

positions 1 through 25; the second element,
positions 26 through 50; and so on.

 

+1, TH25] Displays the index and value of each field of the
“array.”   

The choice of 25 as the multiplier of the string variable subscripts causes a field of 25 characters to be

reserved for each substring.

   

When run, the program accepts five string elements and assigns them to the fields in ##. After the first

FE-HE=T loop, the elements are displayed in reverse order in the second F iF-HET loop.

The i~ liz function may also be used to locate the indices of substrings within simulated string arrays.

User-Defined Functions

The HP-75 allows you to define your own functions within a program and then use them in the same way as

system functions while the program is executing. User-defined functions may operate on zero to 36

arguments, or parameters, to return single values. Numeric functions return numeric values; string

functions return string values.

Single-Line Definitions (IEF i)

The lilzf+ 1 statement is used as the first statement of all function definitions. It may be used alone in a

single-line definition:

 

FI numeric variable name [parameter |[.parameter..]:] = numeric expression
1 string variable name [parameter [.parameter..]:] = string expression

 

   
.....

A numeric function name consists of the letters I i followed by a numeric variable name (for example, i4

 

and FM1F),

The parameter list may be any combination of simple numeric or string variables, separated by commas.

Array names are not allowed.
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Examples:

 

Computes v/x2 +y2.

Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the parameter.

Returns a substring of string i#.

Returns an escape code to position the cursor.

 

  
 

A function definition can appear anywhere in the program, before or after the function is referenced. A

common practice is to place function definitions at the beginning of main programs.

The functions defined above are referenced in the following segment:

 

  D Parameter values and program execution are

passed to the function whenever the function is

referenced in the main program.

Although Fi#is a main program variable,it is
available to ii+,

 

B bTi  
 

 

Square root of the sum of squares.

Hyperbolic cosine of 1.

 

First five characters in.

HERE The specified string, beginning at column 16.  
 

The main program may pass the values of constants, variables, array elements, and expressions to user-

defined functions through the parameter list in the main program. In addition, all main program variables

are global, thats, avallable to all user-defined functions. For example, i#, a main program string variable,

 

Some restrictions:

e User-defined functions may not be defined or used from the keyboard.

¢ Variables appearing only in the function definition parameter list are local to the function and remain

unknown to the main program Parameter variables can only be accessed by instructions that are

physically between the i}

 

i lines.

e AlizF FHstatement must be the first and only statement in a program line.

e The length of a string parameter passed between a main program and a function defaults to 32

characters. But you can declare larger strings in the parameter list of a iz~ I statement (page 209).

® Multlhne string functions return 32-character strings. A longer string causes error 42—

=trireg oo ona—to oceur.

¢ Single-line string functions can return strings of any length that will fit on a line.

® The number of parameters a function can accept is limited by the line length of the Lili

statement. The upper limit is 36 parameters.
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e A function may not be defined recursively—in terms of itself. That is, the function name may not

appear on the right side of the equals sign in the definition.

e Each function must have a unique name.

A function need not have an argument to return a value. (Recall the i 1,%,and isystem functions.)

Examples:

 

COFHMEs T REeport o Mork i¥ will return a string constant.

Ervw il rormesn t

 

LALE OEF FHP=S, SE5E-27 i+will return Planck’s constant.  
 

Multiple-Line Functions ([EF Fi, LET FH, EHD DEF

 

You can define more sophisiticated functions using a block, or series, of program statements for the function

definition. There are three basics parts to multiple-line function definitions. The first statement must be a

Llistatement.

 

I numeric variable name ["parameter [.parameter...]:]

11 string variable name [i.parameter [.parameter...]:]

 

  
 

 

Note that no value is assigned the function in this form of the i i 14 statement. At least one of the

statements in the function definition should assign the function name a value.

 

    
 

[L.ET] ¥ numeric variable name = numeric expression

[LET] FH string variable name = string expression

Note that the i.iiT keyword is optional in the statement and that the parameter list is omitted. The

assignment statement transfers the computed value of the function to the function name in the main

program. More than one function assignment statement may occur in the same function definition.

 

The last statement of a multiple-line function must be the i i (end definition) statement.

 

  
 

ERDODEF

The izHii [ statement must appear as the last statement in a program line and isn’t allowed after T iz i+,

Any number of statements can be included between the liizi~ i and kil ikl statements. But one of

these statements should assign the final value of the function to the function name.

The 0075 Program

The following FLiili |program computes the real roots of a quadratic equation of the form:

ax?+ bx+c¢=0.

—b + b2 —4ac
The roots will be

2a
, where a # 0 and b2 > 4ac.
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The function i I4i:i checks for legal values and then

computes \/ b% — 4ac.

} i-IHi!is used to compute roots 1 and 2.

} Checks the roots of the original equation.    
 

PRGM   

The program displays four lines according to the current {ifL. setting.

 

 

fei

 

   

Other Considerations

The purpose of user-defined functions is to process main program values in order to return single values

through the function name; it’s best to restrict user-defined functions to this purpose. For example, if a

function contains a F I 47Tor i I %" statement and is itself referenced in a main program Fi= 14T or {1 I &F

list, you may not get the output you expect. If you branch in and out of a function definition, you may cause

unexpected errors.

It’s good practice to use different variable names for function parameters than for main program variables

so you won'’t confuse the two.

All main program variables are within the scope of user-defined functions; that is, a function may use any

main program variable value by referencing it. However, changing the value in the function will cause a

corresponding change in the main program; you should be aware of any undesirable “side effects” that may

result.

The parameters of a user-defined function can’t be accessed or changed from the keyboard, unlike main

program variables. For example, you can’t assign a different value to a function parameter while the

program is halted by a = 71" statement.
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The length of string parameters passed to a function defaults to 32 characters. You can specify larger strings

in the function definition by enclosing the length within brackets following the string name. For instance:

 

4888 DEF FHSEORAF,BEIST,0] Allocates memory for string parameters of 32 (i), 8
(k%#), and 96 (i~ #) characters.   
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Introduction

The internal file structure of the HP-75 enables you to create a variety of input and output operations. For

example, a program may operate on the values in an input file and print the results to an output file.

 

 
 

  

Program

Data file processing statements. Datafile

containing |, . .| containing

input values. output values.   
    

Any BASIC file may store data values mixed with other programming statements; for convenience, we use

the term data file to refer to a BASIC file that consists entirely of data values. In this section you will learn

how to store and retrieve data within a program file us1ng the - i

 

  - statements and

#, and F PR 4
  

 

how to create anduse data files by using the Fiii ik

statements. The [ i statement stores numeric and character information for later use. The & 1T #
  

statement enablesa program to put iiiiii statements into other BASIC and text files in memory. The

# statements enable a program to control which data will be read from or

 

written to a program or data file.

Reading Data Within a Program (@i7,

  

‘i statement contains a list of the numbers and characters that are to be stored within a BASIC file.

 

 

i number ortext [ .number or text...]
   

1M items must be separated by commas. Two consecutive commas in a [i# 7 #statement indicate a null

string, the equivalent of * *, consisting of zero characters.

210
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Examples:

RGO ODFETROLSEG, B8, Fran ‘+items may be numbers,

PIE DATA functional, ‘policies’ unquoted strings, quoted strings (with ' ' or "as
delimiters),

 

 

L@ DATH 1288, function, 2288, " or a combination. The last two items are null

strings.  
 

   Each [i##7# statement entered from the keyboard may hold one display line of information—up to 96

characters, including line number, spaces, LiF
 

 

'+ keyword, data items, commas, and two positions reserved

for prompt and cursor. (Refer also to Long Data Lines, page 228.) The values in the i

stored in the BASIC file until the file is purged or the i.:

 

4 statement are

I i statement itself is changed or deleted.
 

  

Notice that LiFi Titems must be constants. Variable names and keywords are interpreted as straight text.

Numeric constants may include a leading plus or minus sign and a decimal point and may be expressed in

exponential notation with exponent i, e.g., ~& . & l%k~Z% Very large and very small numbers are

converted to exponential notation in the [Tstatement when is pressed.

Here are some restrictions on unquoted text:

¢ Leading and trailing blanks are ignored.

¢ Commas in the text are interpreted as delimiters between parameters.

e Ifthefirst characteris a digit, a -, or a ~,the parameter is evaluated as a number.

These restrictions don’t apply to quoted text.

Example:

 

EODATA PR, L o umotL Use quote marks for strings that have leading

digits, commas, or leading and trailing blanks.  
 

  

 

i statements are not allowed after THEM or ki.ki.

multistatement lines because the # symbol after a ii 1 keyword will be interpreted as an ordinary text

character instead of a statement concatenator; if the i1i statement follows another statement in the same

line, the HP-75 will not be able to access the [ii T i items. The HP-75 reports error 88—tz =1 &

if Lif 1 FHis executed from the keyboard.

 

Also, [iriT# statements should not appear in   

 

 

  

  

The i il statement specifies the variable whose values are to be assigned from data values within the

program itself.

 

miiniiil variable name [ .variable name...]
  
 

 

The i il list may consist of simple numeric variables, numeric array elements, string variables, and

substrings, separated by commas.

Example:

 

ELE OREAD ALBCE L DEDEIE] This statement assigns values to two numeric and

two string variables.  
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include the comma for two-dlmensmnal arrays. For example e

one-dimensional array i and the two-dimensional array i:.

The operating system uses a file mechanism, called a data pointer, to track the {if1item that is to be read

next. The leftmost item of the lowest-numbered {ifi Ti statement is read first. Afterwards, the data pointer

advances one item to the right and continues to do so each time another value is read. After the last value in

a LiFTH statement, the data pointer advances to the first value of the next higher-numbered iifi7

 

a0 Beaginning of Frogram. a. Thedata pointer for the program is initially set
to the first line of thefile.

©
—
P

4EE DATH 4 b. Executing =il  reads the first data item in

the file, 4, and leaves the data pointer after that

b item.

diE b Maicdle of program,

e DIHTH S, s LdT E c. Executing i Fii ¥ reads the nextitem in the

file, 9, and leaves the data pointer after that

item.

c d d. Executing il 2. T reads the next two
E1E D Eedd of program. items, 1 and 8, and again repositions the data

pointer, and so on.   
 

e DETH S5e, T, s }

 

 

 

These three data groups will be accessed identically

in sequential, or serial reads.

 

 

e DFTH 4

  

    
If aprogramtries to read more values than there are iifi 7items, then error 34—izt a—will occur

 

i1statement.

I+ value is determined by the variable’s precision in the program (F& Fil.

  

’

SHLURT, or IHTEGEFR), and rounding will occur if necessary when the numeric variable is assigned the
value. String variables in theil list must be dimensioned properly to accommodate the number of
characters read from a [T i statement, or error 42—t v i s T1orsg—will occur and no assignment

will be made. If a number (for example, & . &) is read into a string variable, the program will treat it as

character information rather than numeric information.
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i+TH statements at  LiH T H statements can beplaced before or after i 1 statements. Our examples show .

the end of programs. i1 istatements are 1gnored during program execution if there are no corresponding

il statements.

Example: The following program reads numbers sequentially from a Lii |istatement and computes their

squares:

 

F Reads the first number from the i 7 ilist in line 60.

TOOA The value of #i (4) determines the number of loop

1terat10ns

LiF T Hitems are read sequentially.

Pequareds el Variable  inherits the value of the data items, one

by one.

A total of four items are read during the loop.

CELE,LE Extra data items (5, 8, and 13) are ignored.

     

 

  
 

Press|RUN]:

 

I squareds= | Changing the value of the first LiTi item (4) will

i =] change the number of times through the loop. I[1f:-
HET loops are an efficient way to access LIHT H

values.

 

  
 

Rereading Data (&= 7 i  £)

- statement moves the data pointer either to a specified line of the file or to the lowest-

i statement in the file (if no line is specified).

The i

numbered .

  

 

 

. [line number]
  
 

The line number must be an unsigned integer from 0 through 9999. The specified line must begin with a

i 1 keyword.  ' keyword, but need not include any items after the .

Example:

 

Beeps a musical scale.

 

Repositions the data pointer to read the first value
of the lowest-numbered Liii7i statement (the value

130, in line 70).

  

 

    
 

I statements cannot be executed from the keyboard.

 

The HEMEL TS5 TProgram

 

The preceding text descrlbes how to read ii#i 1statements that are embedded in the currently executlng

i LT program 1ncluded with your HP-75 uses three powerful statements, Llai

#, to store and retrieve information in a data file outside the program 1tse1f.

  

 

program Thei

 

#, and i
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When you run the .. 1% T program, you create data files containing lists of names and associated

information. You can create an address file or phone directory, a list of birthdays or anniversaries, or any

other kind of list in which up to 32 characters of text information is associated with a name.

 

Find the two magnetic cards for the * I %7 program and execute the {017 command:

 
 

 

Cfid EEG T T pmvaEme LoLEt

     
 

 

The i T file is recorded on four card

tracks—four passes through the card reader are

necessary.

 

After you'vecopled the file to memory, thepI‘Ompt and cursor will reappear. Assuming you've) . . : :, execute an &L i | command:

 

 
 

  wlist

 

     
 

The size and date of the program may vary,

depending on your version.

 

The fully initialized program requires about 3000 bytes of memory. When you run the i { program,

you will be prompted to enter the name you want to associate with the information inthedata file.* Press

RUN|:

 

The filename may be any valid filename either

PRGM quoted or unquoted.

 

 

 
 

 

PRGM PRGM    
  

We use a single letter. The message signals the program’s readiness to

enter, search for, and display information from the

iifile.

 

Each entry may cons1st of a last name, a first name, and up to 32 characters of text. The iiF

program uses the i

 

# function (discussed in section 13) to ‘“take over” the keyboard so that the followmg

keys are given special functions while the program is running.

To add an entry to the file.

and To display other entries, arranged alphabetically. First-name-only entries will be listed ahead

of all last-name entries.

To display the first entry of thefile.

To display the last entry of the file.

- To display the first last-name entry under that initial.

(=] To search for an entry, given a first name, a last name, or both.

(=] Used after [=]to display the next entry having the same first name or last name.

 

* Later, you may enter the name of an existing file that you want to update.



and

(=]and

[+

£

[

You may also interrupt the program by pressing [ATTIN]. For our example we will use
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To cause “split-screen” viewing and listing of entries, with names in left screen and associated

information in right screen. Pressed again to restore a compact display format.

To view the left screen of an entry.

To view the right screen of an entry.

 

To print-list the entire file on current ¥ i devices.

To delete an entry.

 

To end the L7 program.

 

- i to create a

telephone directory. Press the key now to add the first entry in the i file—William Tell’s name and

telephone number (111-555-3400, extension 2205).

 

  

 

    

Prompt to enter the last name. Type it and press

RTN .

Prompt to enter the first name.

 

Prompt to enter the text in the information field

(note field). Type in the phone number in a

convenient format. Remember that the note field

will hold a maximum of 32 characters.

 

First entry is completed. The distinction between

uppercase and lowercase letters is preserved.  
Press or [SHIFT][=]to view the end of the entry:

 

 

  

The normal, compact format for completed entries.

 

 

 

Press(/]to cause split-screen viewing:

 

The left screen shows the name.
PRGM
 

 

 

  

Press or [SHIFT][=]. The right screen shows the
PRGM number.  

Press /]to restore the compact display format. Completed entries will remain in the display until you press

another key.

The preceding example used all of the fields in the entry. You can bypass fields by pressing without

typing an entry. Press +]for another entry.

 

 

 

No entry. Press for the next prompt.

Entering John’s name.

Enter telephone extension.

Completed entry.  
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Press[+]once more for a third example:

 

Entering Helen Tell’s phone number.

 

   
While the program is running, use the [t]and [+]keys to review the entries. Then press [*]to list the entries. (If

you have previously declared an external printer, the entries will be print-listed.) Pressing before you

press [x]causes the note field to be separated from the names by a string of periods and to be listed beginning

at column 33.

 

Restrictions on i} I %7 entries:

o Entries can contain any character on the keyboard except a comma.

e Either a first or a last name must be entered for each entry.

e Names are sorted without regard to case; however, embedded blanks may cause a name to be placed

ahead of its spelling without blanks.

e A maximum of 32 characters can be entered for any field

e Up to 96 characters total may be typed in an entry, but only the first window of information will be

displayed when is pressed and only the last window of information will be displayed when is

pressed (assuming compressed display format).

To locate an entry, either press the key corresponding to the first letter of the last name, or press [=] and

supply the last name, the first name, or both. The heading of the program, izL. i1, will be displayed if

no match is found. If you find an unwanted entry, press (-] to delete it from the directory. Finally, press [-]or

to stop the program.

Now execute a i1 Fi.i. command; the [ file, the most recently created file, will appear first in the system

catalog.

 

 

1185 GEo1%.83 The catalog entry of [}, the data file that’s been

created and accessed by the i1 15T program.   

L. 17 program to store the individual entries. Type  A listing of i will show the formats used by the -

i toi ' [RTN]:

 

  A null string (* ') represents a first-name-only

entry.

The program stores all entries—names and
numbers—as quoted strings.

 

   
To add more entries to the Ifile, press to restart the program, specify [ as the filename, and press [+].

The number of entries in the directory file, as well as the number of directory files, is limited only by

available memory.

Creating and Accessing Data Files (#%5 [k )

The ¢

program input and output.

 

# statement is used to create new data files and to make existing data files available for
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Hom=m TG # filenumber 111 filename'’
   

The FHizz 11 # statement assigns the file number you specify to the filename you specify. The file number

can be any numeric expression that rounds to an integer from 1 through 9999. This means that each

program can address up to 9,999 files, depending on available memory. The quoted filename can be specified

by a string expression.

 

   

Example:

18 THFUT ‘et file™ 'p HE

ozm MELIGH # 1 TO A% Assigns the number 1 to thefile specified by.

When an Fi=% I# statement is executed:

o A new BASICfile of that name is created if the named file doesn’t exist already in memory.

e Thefileis opened; thatis, a unique data pointer is set to the first line of the file or to line 0 if the file is

empty.

About file numbers:

¢ File numbers are used in all communications between programs and data files.

e Thereis a one-to-one correspondence between file numbers and data pointers.

e Several data pointers can be associated with the same file through a series of == I iz# statements

that specify the samefile.

   
¢ You can also assign file numbers by executing %% [ i:i4 # from the keyboard.

¢ File numbers are global—that is, any program can reference the same file by specifying the same file

number.

e A file number stays assigned to the same file indefinitely or until the file number appears in another

Fimm [M # statement.

Storing Data in a File (M= 11T )

A data file opened by an FZE I :H # statement is ready for data access. Use the Fi= 11T # statement to

print values to a particular datafile.

 

   
FEINT # filenumber [.line number] : expression [. expression...]

Each FFEIMT # statement causes the HP-75 to move the data pointer to the beginning of a line in the

specified data file, to evaluate the expression in theIT # list, and to print the values to the file as

[IFTH items.

Here’s an example to execute from the keyboard:

 

razzian®i to Trew W Press to create and open the il file and to
position the data pointer to line 0.

 

 

Fprint#S Tstart Ll s5qr208 This statement moves the data pointer to line 1 of

il and prints three values to the file.   
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Then execute:

  

Flist Prew ' § ODFETH "startt Lla4l EES2ET

    
  

To list the contents of the file. One string and two numeric constants have been

printed to line 1 of the iifile.

 

   

 

If no line number is specified in the17T # statement, then the data pointer is moved from its current

location to the next [ii 7line in the file before the data items are printed. If no i 7Tline exists after the

data pointer, then Fi 17T # causes a [iF 7Tline to be created with a hne number one greater than the last

 

line in the file. In theexample above, the i+ki file is empty when the i[T #statement is executed, so the

FiEIMT # statement causes the creation of line 1 in the file (one greater than line 0).

A second example:

 

sprintHE forests s line '@ Pressing causes line 2 to be created in the data
file and causes the value of the string to be printed
to that line.

   

If a line number is specified in the [T # statement, then the {17 items are printed to that line. You

may use any numeric expression that rounds to an integer from 0 through 9999 to specify the line number. If

the F17T #statement specifies a nonexistent line, then the line is first created and the values are printed

afterward The following example demonstrates the movement of data pointer #2 as other values are printed

to the i kifile.

 

Initializes three variables

Creates line 99 ofi and prints ' s & ' ; leaves
the data pointer at the end of the line.

Creates line 100 and prints * &ye

Creates line 200 and prints ‘¢ '

Creates line 201 and prints ' e

Prints i & and * tiis st in hne202.

 

  
 

i shows:

 

 

Data values have been printed to the i}
specified locations.    

# statements position the data pointer 1n1t1ally to the beginning of a ! i

cause existing file lines to be overwritten. After a FF I 17T # statement, the datapomteris left at the end of

 

  

 

  

the line.

If the # statement specifies an existing line in the file, it must be a iTline; otherwise, error

34—riz ois ts—will occur, no printing will be done, and the data pointer will be left at the beginning of the
specified line.

 

If an undefined numeric or string variable appears in the ¥ # list, then warning 7—io wi s—will

occur and a zero (if a numeric variable) or a null string (1fa string variable) will be printed to the file.
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However, if the HP-75 has been set to i

printed to the file.

LI, then execution will stop and no default value will be

If the last line of the fileis 9999 and aI 1T # statement attempts to create a higher-numbered line, then

error 90—ixmal 1 ime piuimbe;-“—w1lloccur, no printing will be done, and the data pointer will be left at the

end of line 9999.

# statement attempts to make a program print to itself, then error 51—  i+ 1 L e—will occur, nothing will be printed, and the program will be deallocated.

Reading Data From a File (&l #)

You can use the i} # statementtoread any data value in memory.

 

 

# file number [.line number): variable |[.variable...]
   

The file number and line number can be any numeric expressions that round to integer values in the proper

range, 1 through 9999 and 0 through 9999, respectively. The variables may be simple numeric variables,

numeric array elements, string variables, and substrings. The data pointer moves from left to right across

the fiF7TF H

  

 

   

AL =, REEy UF Positions the data pointer to line 200 and assigns

L1E the value of win s

Si@ s THELE, & Assigns a substrlng of 7 #the four characters
from the next data value, in line 201.

o EroME TEIV, S Assignsi the value 18 and assigns a substring of

T# the value 1 both from line 202.

WA SEEy Assigns i’ the same value, 18, from the same line

 

202.

Assigns i #the value i& from line 99.  Displays variables.   
# statement causes the data pointer to move past the last iifi iitem in a file, then error

t s—will occur, and the data pointer will be left at the end of the last iiii | i statement in the file.

Similarly, if a line number is specified and the variable list would cause the data pointer to move past the

   

end of that line, an error will occur and the data pointer will remain at the end of the line.

 

  
Like #Himm LG#and FEIMT # statements Hstatements may be executed from the keyboard Note

that the hne numbers specified in & LT #and e i1 # statements will not be changed by a i

command.

Closing Data Files

When you finish using a data file, you can close the file with any of three == 1 i:14 # statements.

 

 

# file number
#  file number

#  file number
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Closing a file means that you’ve ended the association between file number and filename. It’s not necessary

to close HP-75 datafiles; however, there are several reasons for doing so:

e To protect the valuesin a file from being overwritten.

e To conserve memory. Each open file requires 15 bytes of memory. Closing the file means the HP-75

reclaims that amount of memory.

e Toshowin your programs when a file operation has been completed.

You may also wish to purge unused data files to conserve memory.

Serial and Random Access

Specifying line numbers in il # and FF IMHT # statements is optional, depending on whether you want

to address your [iiiTi statements individually—called random access—or sequentially—called serial

access. You don’t specify line numbers for serial access; you do specify line numbers for random access. A

common practice is to position the data pointer to an initial line in the data file by specifying the line number

(random access) and then to print or read serially from there.

The following “stopwatch” program is an example of a serial print operation. The program prints to a data

file the number of elapsed seconds every time you press a key, enabling you to record as many time splits as

you’d like.

 

Creates and opens the data file.

Initializes 7% and 1.

EAE Causes the program to wait for a pressed key.

Prints (serially) the elapsed time since the start of

the program.

Displays and increments the counter value.

 

   

 

FicHfile.

 

o1& FELIGH # 45 TO ‘watok! Sets data pointer #45 to the first line of the i
file.

  

Uses the value of i to position the data pointer and
to read the value from that line.

   
# statement is first executed, or when serial printing exceeds the line length of the

 

current i+ | i statement, then either:

e The HP-75 advances the data pointer to the next higher-numbered [i#i 7statement in the file,

skipping lines between iiii7 i statements, or

e The HP-75 creates a new {iF

1. This occurs when no other |

statement in the file by incrementing the last line number in thefile by

 

  
i statement exists after the location of the data pointer.

# statements advance the data pointer from one iifi 7item to the next, skipping the lines
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between Lii17 H statements. Serial Fi= 11T # and Fi il # statements enable you to print to and read from

data files without referencing line numbers.

On the other hand, random i IHT # and FEFD # statements enable you to print to and read from specific

lines but do not allow the data pomter to move past the end of line. First, a check occurs for the line specified

in a random FEIHT # LD ¥ statement; error 34—i T s—will occur if the line is nonexistent

(FEAD LiFTH line and the data pointer will be left at the beginning of that line.

Assuming the line number is valid, if the items in the random ¥I 47T # statement exceed the line length,

then as many complete items as allowed by the line length will be printed, error 28—

pecoro ows e 1 ow—will occur, and the data pointer will be left at the end of the spec1f1ed line. If the

random

34—z

on random i

expected.

  
   

   
  

  

# statement tries to read more values than are stored in the specified i

w111 occur, and the data pointer will be left at the end of the spec1f1edhne The restrlctlons

 

Note that you can’t cause a data pointer to move backwards across a Liii 1statement. Each F# 14T #

statement starts printing forward from the beginning of a {if | i+ statement; each i+l # statement begins

Special Forms of & 17T

 

There are two special forms of random & 17T # statements that include neither semicolons

nor variable lists:

 

FEirT # file number . line number
 

 

g file number . line number   
Therandom i IT # statement moves the data pointer to the specified line, deletes it, but leaves the data

 

otherwise, error 34—izt s—will occur.

 

   

Example:

488 PRINT # &, 260 Moves data pointer #6 to line 200, deletes that line

from the file, and leaves the data pointer at the

beginning of line 200.

The random FEFDI # statement simply moves a data pointer to the beginning of the specified [ifi T

statement.

Example:

 

W A, lann Moves data pointer #6 to the beginning of the i1

statement in line 1000.

 

   

# statement specifies a non-iiii 7line or a ii # specifies a nonexistentIf either i I

line, then error 34—+

  

i :—will occur.

Moving the Data Pointer (=551 0iEE #)

The F
numbered i   

# statement moves the data pointer either to a specified line of a file or to the lowest-

i Tstatement in the file (if no line numberis specified).
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FESTORE # file number [ .line number]

Both parameters may be numeric expressions. The line number must specify a currently existing LiFi 1

statement in the file; otherwise, error 34—:o: i © s—will occur.

The following statements are equivalent:

 

 Both statements position the data pointer to the
[1F1 7T+statement in line 900. 

   

 

Pripn iL # statements, just as with i

 

Statement Summary

  Following is a summary of the i [z #, and ¥ # statements. The

abbreviations fn and In represent file number and line number, respectively, where 1<fn <9999 and

0<1n<9999.

 

 

   

 
   

 
   

 

  

In.

Moves data pointer to beginning of

first LiFi 1linein file.

Moves data pointer to beginning of

n.  
    

  

 

Statement Action Error Conditions

i TGH # o TL name Sets data pointerto first line of If name is an invalid filename or fn

specified file (line O of a newly is not in the range 1 < fn < 9999.

created file).

A # fn VL Ends the association between file If fn is not in the range

and data pointer. 1<fn<9999.

FEINT # fn items Finds next i1i line; if none, If attempting to create a line greater

creates new iiii 1i line at end of than 9999.

file. Prints items, advancing data

pointer through the file.

BETHT # fn.ln items Finds Lifi i line /In; if nonexistent, If /n is an existing, non-Lif 1 iline,

creates Lii 1line /n. Prints items or if items exceed one line length.

and leaves data pointer at the end of

line.

FREIMT O# fn.ln Finds Lif4 Tline In, deletes, and If /n is an existing, non-LiFi 1i line.

sets data pointer to beginning of /n.

P # fn items Reads items, beginning from If attempting to read past the

location of data pointer and end-of-file.

advancing data pointer through the

file.

f # fn.In items Finds line /n. Reads items and If /n doesn’t exist, if In is an existing,

leaves data pointer at the end-of- non-Liii T line, or if attempting to

line. read past the end-of-line.

e # fn.ln Moves data pointer to beginning of If /n doesn’t exist or is a non-i.

 

line.

  If no LT+ line exists in file.

 

 

If /In doesn’t existor is a non-ii i

line.
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All FiIHT # statements, i

 

# statements initially move the

data pomter to the beginning of a line.

cTlikEE # statements must refer to files that have

been previously opened with &5 D izk #; otherw1se, error 45—i mxing MoIGH#E—will occur.

 

  Note that file numbers in & IHT

BASIC files may reference themselves in FiEfil # and FiZTORE # statements, but error 51—

FEINTHE to runt i ls—will occur if a program attempts to print to itself.

Printing to or reading from private BASIC flles LEX flles and 1nterchange files is not allowed Error

6h—mroess rextyriotad—will occurifa i L b R o

The line numbers specified in FiIHT #, i

 

commands.

Storing and Retrieving Arrays

 

# statements. A comma betweenEntire arrays canbe stored and retrieved in single i 7T # and

parentheses (e.g., £. ) indicates a two-dimensional array.

 

  

Examples:

LR BNS =R Prints all values of i+ i, a one-dimensional array,
to the specified file.

i, Assigns values to the elements of array &  from
the specified file.   

 

A FETRT

elementto highest-numbered element, according to the lower bound and dimensioned size of the array. As

# statement causes an array to be printed as a series of data items, from lowest-numbered

    much of an array as is allowed by line length will be printed in a single [ifii#i statement. If an array

contains any null, or unassigned, elements, warning 7—i: & Luis—will occur when thei

  

statementis executed, and the data value for the null element will be set to zero (assuming a i

setting). You can interrupt the ¥11T # operation by pressing [ATIN].

Two-dimensional arrays are printed and read element by element, with the last subscript Varying the

fastest; in other words, two-dimensional arrays are handled one row at a time. For example,if array &

has a lower bound of 1 and consists of the following values:

 

  
and if the array is printed to line 100 of a datafile, then a listing of the data file will show:

 

s The array values are stored in “row major” order.

 

  

   
» with four test scores and one average from three students,
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EODIM ToE S Dimensions T@, &.

 

R Initializes student average to zero.

EEOROR =10 TO 4

Tol, b Fills one element at a time.

[LoEo=Tol  SaaTOol, drod Computes new average for the student.  i

elEE FESIGH # 1 TO "tests Creates and opens data file TE=T

el 1FREIMT # 1.2 ; To,> Prints entire array to line 2 of TE=T .  
Ted OISR "Hrraw i1z stored, !

oLEE AT 'test' @ LIST 'test! Displays catalog entry and lists the data file.   
Run the program and then list the data file—the 12 test scores appear in the same order they were entered

from the keyboard; and test averages appear as every fifth iTitem.

You can read array information from a data file in much the same manner. For example:

    OFTION BASE | Declares another array of the same size and type as
the original 71 . .

Fills the entire array from the values in the data file.

Displays student averages.

Closes thefile.   
Note that an array variable in a il # statement will be filled with as many data values as it has

elements, in row major order.

You can also manipulate array data values element-by-element.

Examples:

 

TO L Assigns values to elements 1 through 10 of¢

SRFOK D from file #30.

 

  
 

For large arrays, serial—rather than random— 7T # and FEFD # statements are recommended

because serial printing and reading allows data values to be printed to and read from successive [ifi T i

statements, whereas random printing and reading may cause errors due to line length overflows.

Accessing Text Files

Programs can access text files as well as BASIC files through #xE IGH #, FEIMT #, BEAD # and
)

RETORE  # statements. This capability enables programs to read, process, and write lines of text.
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Example:

 

olHmmlGH # 1 T 'kExample’  ThaT Creates and opens a text file.

 

e FREIMT # 1' You can pri;t g Prints the characters of a quoted string to the text
o tedd =trinags, ¥ file.

FLrTl omsE,  OF @epr

 

Tion 1z2%

Collects the letters of the alphabet in £i:#, one by one.

.....

 

   
 

   

| Ei Prints the characters of the string variable to the

text file.

SE HEsT

caER print quoted strinos,

warlabhles, fumotions, o

LOFE

‘ ELEN The value of i#is printed three times. Note that
- Fabrd dhkLmrop g sT leading blanks are not inserted.
i;wnw:zlhlillmnn|;|T L

 

   
 

 

   

To create and open a text file, use the extended form of the i+I :i4 # statement:

FonIGH # filenumber T3 G filename

The Fi%% I GH # statement creates a file of the spe01f1ed type if the file doesn’t exist and sets the data pointer

 

to line 0. It’s unnecessary to specify 7i=1 or Efii i if the file already exists; the% 154 # statement

sets a data pointer to the first line of the text or BASIC file.

After opening a text file, use the FEIMT #, HEFHD #, and BEZTORE # statements to manipulate the

contents of thefile:

 

  

 

° # prints the values of string expressions to thefile.

° # reads characters from the file into string variables and substrings.

o [ = # moves the data pointer to the first line of the file or to the beginning of the specified line.

Here are the main differences between accessing BASIC and textfiles:

 

Differences In: Opened BASIC File Opened Text File
 

Composition

LTH Items

Error Conditions   

Consists of zero or more numbered lines of

| I statements; may be mixed with other

program statements.

May be either characters or numbers,

separated by comas.

 

If line specnfled ina kDT #,B

or i # statement is an exnstmg,

non-i.

 

 

Consists of zero or more numbered lines of

text.

Each lineis interpreted as one item, that is,

a contiguous string of characters.

   LIf I|ne speC|f|edinaf # or

ST ORE  # statement doesn’t exist.
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A FREIMT # list addressed to a text file must consist of strings only, which may be quoted strings, string

arlables substrings, string functions, or any concatenation. Error 66—oss raestriotscd—will

occur 1f an attempt is made to print a numeric value to a text file. If two or more strings appear in the same

FREIHT # statement, then the characters of both strings will be joined in the same text file line. When using

 

FEIMT # to write text files from BASIC programes,it is a good practice to make sure that a blank is the first

character of each text line. If digits directly follow a line-number—without a separating blank—then the

operating system will interpret the entire numeric string as a line-number when a ~i.i%7 command is

executed. Such lines will either not be listed or will be listed incorrectly and out of order.

 

 

 

The following example assumes that &0Tis an existing text file and that ~# and & #are previously

declared string variables:

Opens the textfile.

Therandom & i i47 # statement finds line 100 or

 

else creates line 100 (if nonexistent) and prints the
values of both variables to line 100.

 

The serial i [ 41T # statement prints the value of

the string expression to the next line of the file,

creating a new line at the end of the file (101) if

necessary.

Deletes line 99 but leaves the data pointer positioned
to the beginning of that line.

  

Restores the data pointer to the first line of the file.   
Ifa i1T #i1tem causes the line length of the text file to be exceeded, then:

e Ifin a serial print operation, the data pointer is advanced to the next line of the file—creating a new

line at the end of the file if necessary—and that item and remaining items are printed to the new line.

e If in a random print operation, the data pointer is left at the end of the current line, error 28—

pecool oess e 1 ow—is reported, and that item and remaining items are not printed to the text file.

it #list is filled with the characters from one line of text. Multiple string

# list cause succeeding lines of text to be read.

 

Each string variable in a i

 

variablesin a i

Examples:

 

Dimensions variables i # and [i#.

Reads all characters from line 100 into

Reads all characters from the next hneinto {1

Reads all characters from thenext line into i#

then from the next line into |
     

 

miHLl # statements leave the data pointer positioned at the end-of-line after the last character read from the

textflle

Errors may be caused by improper reads from text files:

 

° i # statement must be dimensioned to accomodate all the characters in the

line read from the text f11e otherwise, error 42—% v ioo §ona—will occur.

e The list can consist of string variables and substrings only; error 65—s

  

l—will occur if an attempt is made to read text into a numeric variable.

 

e The optional line number in a ¥ # statement must refer to an existing line in the file; otherwise,

error 34—ois i s—will oceur.
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¢ In arandom read operation, the data pointer is not allowed past the end of the line. Consequently,

multiple variables may not be specified in a random ¥

The F1

# statement.

 

 . T Program

The following i [i1 T program uses i    #, and i # statements to  
find string patterns in a text file named :

When initialized, the program with remarks requires about 1200 bytes.

  ' Program Text File

  

oL ERLD eORI R O  

   

P gt  
oo T

 

  Pl b rom

 

ST   
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The ¥ I 411 T program first prints an endmark in line 9999 of the = {iLiF iL file so that the program will stop

searching1f it encounters the end of file. Given a string input of zero or more characters, the program

searches through the =i Efile for the first occurrence of the string, in lowercase or uppercase letters. If

the pattern is found, the program displays the line number in which the pattern appears (relative to the first

line of the % { - file) and displays the entire line with the pattern underlined. If the specified string is not

found in thefile, the program displays the number of lines in the file and the message izt §iy,

   

When run, the program prompts for the search string:

 

mearch string: B Assuming your =LILIELEfileis as above, search forPRGM the word ‘BASIC’.
 

  

 

4 file from anoiher

 

   

 

  
 

The string is located in the fourth line of the textfile.

Try running the program again and searching for a nonexistent pattern:

  

preryEey Bolimes dm Text: omot founa,
PRGM     
  

Long Data Lines

A maximum of 94 characters may be typed in one display line; two positions are reserved for the prompt and

cursor. However, #1171 # statements enable you to print data lines to BASIC and text files more than

twice as long.

two or more bytes of the available 253 bytes:

e Each integer requires 4 bytes.

e Each non-integer requires 9 bytes.

e Each string requires 2 bytes plus 1 byte for each character in the string.

Note that none of the 253 bytes are used for line number, [Tkeyword, spaces, quotation marks, and

commas.

The upper limit for a data line printed to a textfile is 255 characters including the line number.

When a long data line is afterwards listed or fetched, warning 67—1 i & oo 1orig—will be reported and

 

Error conditions:

  

e If more than 253bytes are printed to a BASIC file in a random i 1HT # statement, then error

28— vwooyoi ove 1 ou—will occur and only as many items as will fit in the line will be printed.

° i1 # statement, then error

28— w1 1 oui—will occur and only as many string expressions as will fit in the line will

be prlnted

 

In contrast, a serial # statement causes the data pointer to advance to the next available line and

print the remainder of the data items in that line.
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Introduction

Any program may call, or execute, another. That program may in turn call another, which may call a third,

and so on.

Program A Program B Program C Program D

               

When a called program finishes executing, it returns control back to the program that called it, after the

11,1statement. Thus, main programs can consist of a series of program calls to procedures, often referred

to as subprograms. For example, frequently used routines may be stored in memory as “library procedures,”

accessible to all programs. Values can be shared between programs by means of data files; parameter

passing by address and by value are possible.

Program calls cause an unconditional branch of program execution. Place a {"#i.i. statement in the calling

 

program at the point where you want the branch to occur.

 

“filename
  
 

The filename may be specified by any string expression that names an existing program file in memory.

Any file that can be run can be called.

 

it statement or the end-of-file marker, it returns execution to the

calling program at the first statement following the i}

When the called program encounters an &

 L. statement. The number of program calls without

corresponding returns is limited only by available memory.

230
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Sand DL

 

Comparing i}

F LM andL. LInstructions share several characteristics:

i..i. affects the values of calculator variables.° Neither FLit nor ifi
  

e Both Kili{and il L. initialize the values of program variables.

¢ Both run and called programs are deallocated and their variable values are lost when execution ends;

both types of programs remain initialized when execution is interrupted with or &T,

® Bothk
  
  Fand “fi.i. can be executed from the keyboard.

® Any program can Lil4or il any other program.

        ¢ The file pointer is not moved from the current EDIT file when Fiii{ and.1 are executed.

The differences are that:

e ilmay specify a beginning line number; i#ii.i. always begins execution at the lowest-numbered line

of a program.

® Execution does not return to a program that runs another program.

 

deallocates all program variables except those of the currently executing program.

The i I =%7T and =D Programs

To examine a simple calling operation, write a program named

miCORD that will be called by F IR7T, Start with &U0Type sali ¢

four-line program.

»17 and another program named

el and enter the    

 

To display a message and assign two variable

values.

To interrupt execution.   
E and enter the program.

   Execution will transfer to & i and return to

the following line (50).

 

   
After entering both programs, press [RUN]:

 

 

   

 

Execution stops at line 40 of ! i1, However, the file pointer stays fixed at i 1T—that is, in the last

file you edited—at the line where it was left when was pressed. Verify the location of the file pointer by
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typing ot for the filename and FETH for the current line. Now press [ATTN], then check the

values of variables i+ and i #

  

xxxxxxxx
F Kl e

      
The values as assigned by the called program.

The example is to show that you may check and change only the variable values of the interrupted program

(the called program ik i1), even though the file pointer may be positioned in another program (the

 

7). However, the values of the calling program variables are saved in memory until

 

execution returns to the calling program.

Note also that you may check and change the values of current calculator variables during a program

interruption, assuming they have differing names from the interrupted-program variables.

Typeet to resume program execution:

 

  

   

Execution is now interrupted at the = T i[* statement in line 60 of I [ &% 7. When you check the values of i

and ¥, you’ll see that they've resumed their original values, i and fir=z1t, respectively. When the

   programwas continued, it 1mmed1ately encountered the end-of-fllemarker and returned execution

 

to hne 50 of 1 . In the process, the =i 1Il program was deallocated and its variable values were lost.

If an error occurs after a program call, then an error message is displayed and execution stops at the line in
the called program that caused the error; however, the file pointer stays fixed in the last file you edited before

running the program.

Passing Values Between Programs (755 DGk #, FRIHT  

Programs may share any number of values by means of data files.

 
 

 

 

 

      

Callmg program Called program

FESIGH #01 TO

data flle gove, geees eee  gees

program ' Process values

| |
| | FRIMT #1.1:new

values I I

Fb | |

[ > FEAD # 1.1new
values — —I

EH

 

-_— — — — — —| [DIATAvalues -— — — — ——1
L |—> Data file - J

   
The diagram shows that the calling program creates a data file, prints to it the values to be passed, and then
calls the second program. The called program reads the values from the data file, processes them, and prints
the new values to the data file. When execution returns to the calling program, the program reads the new

values from the data file.
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Any filename, file number, or file line may be specified for the data file, as long as the calling program and

called program access the same [if7items. The following two programs compute the polar coordinates of a

point, given its rectangular coordinates. Type =cii t fmam i’ and enter the calling program:

 

O ePTe   
LiF T Hprovides temporary storage for coordinate

values.

Prints the values of  and ' to the data file.

Reads the new values from the data file.   
Then typefi © Fpo i’ and enter theilprocedure:

 

Accesses main program variable values.

Prints new values to the data file.

 

   

 

 

ilar ocoordinstes: B Type % . < and press .

 

 

 

 

   

 

Note that the 1

from and print to the same line, assuming that the main program also addresses that line.

i procedure reads from line 1 of the data file and prints to line 2. It could instead read

Note also that the values of the main program parameters = and % aren’t affected by what the called

program does to the values. This is referred to as passing by value. Passing by address—when the calling

program parameter values are changed by the called program—is also possible; the calling program should

assign the processed values to the original parameters as it reads the new values from the datafile.

You may choose to have the calling program purge a data file when the values transfer is complete, or you

may choose to list the data file to check the values that have been printed to it. Commonly, you’ll need to

reference only one or two lines of a data file when passing parameter values.

Global and Local Declarations

Any program may set a machine condition, such as the [iil.F% rate or the trigonometric mode. A global

SFTIOM FMGLE =, remains in effect until another global declaration, e.g.,ty   declaration, e.g., !
e 5is executed.
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All commands that set machine conditions (page 163) as well as certain BASIC statements act globally. For

example, the file numbers declared in %5 DG4 # statements are global——any opened data file may be

accessed from any program as well as from the keyboard. Once an ! i statementis executed, the

  

specified file number stays associated with the specified file until another # statement is executed

that redeclares the file number.

Other statements called local declarations, affect only the operation of the currently executlng program

The i IFFGE 3

statements, subroutines, and user-defined functions are all local to the currently executing program.

 

LET, and TFTI0H Ei

 

Program timers also operate locally. When execution is transferred by a [:fii.l. statement, an active timer

will continue its count but will not cause any interrupts. When execution returns to the calling program, the

timer will interrrupt when its next interval comes due, as if nothing had intervened. For example, if a timer

is set for a 10-second interval and 5 seconds before it comes due another program is called—taking 7 seconds

to run—then the timer will be ignored during the call and the next interrupt will occur 8 seconds after

execution returns to the calling program.

Although timer interrupts are local, timer numbers are global. For example, there can be only one timer #33.

If a program declares timer #33 and then calls another program, and if the called program itself declares

timer #33, then timer #33 becomes the “property” of the called progam. The calling program must

subsequently redeclare the timer to regain control. This means that any called program may turn off a timer

set by any other program.

 

The sequence of random numbers returned by the ¥l function (page 83) continues unbroken during

program calls. For example, if program displays three random numbers, x;, x9, and x3, and calls program

i, then thenext random number avallable to i will be the fourth random number in the sequence, x4 (unless,

 of course, ii contains a 11k statement, which will start a new sequence) If & is run rather than

called, thesequence of random numbers will begin at a starting number localto .

    Refer to section 17 for a description of =, and

 

i declarations.

Recursive Calls

The (-#ii.1. statement allows recursion—that is, procedures may call themselves.

Example: The factorial function may be defined recursively as follows:

For all nonnegative integers,x,

1 if x =0.
FAC(x) = .

x X Fac(x — 1) otherwise.

This is a recursive definition because the function in the second instance is defined in terms of itself.

The following two programs show how recursive calls can be used to compute factorials. Type
@clit "zhell ' [RIN]and enter the main program:

 

Opens a data file for passing values.

Converts i to a positive integer value.

Prints the value of ito the datafile.
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oi REMLH 1.1 H Receives the final value from the final execution of
FFIL,

 

   
et to write the recursive procedure:— = @ = - < g ®

 

# inherits its value from the calling program.

# 1.1 ; 1 @ Tests the current value of parameter i for the exit
condition.

e ] If the test fails, i is decremented and the new value
printed to thefile.

The recursive . iil.i..

 

Execution from the last call returns here. ' is
assigned the value returned from the previous
procedure.

Computes the factorial for the current level of
recursion.

SEOPRINT # 1.1 @ 0 Returns the current value of the factorial to the data
file.

SE EHD Returns execution to the calling program.   
After you’ve entered both programs, run =ii1 and find the factorial of 6:

 

 

 

Factorial of? B Type i and .
PRGM

factorial iz 7TZ6 The answer, after 6 calls to.   
You may examine the way succeeding program calls affect the size of available memory. Insert a line 15 in

the ii procedure:

 

MEH To display the amount of available memory right
after the procedure is called.   

    When you run HE LL. now, you'll notice a decrease in available memory after each call; memory is required

for saving program variable values, return addresses, and so on. The number of layers of program calls,

including recursive calls, is limited only by available memory.

Other forms of recursion are allowed:

Mutual Recursion Indirect Recursion

A calls B A calls B

Bcalls A B calls C

Ccalls A
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Here’s a simple example of mutual recursion:

The ii {i program. The Fk" program.

 
 

  
      

These two programs will cause an endless build-up of program calls until execution is interrupted (by

pressing [ATTN]) or until memory runs out (causing error 16—t sriciiaby memo u). Note that when you

edit either program, the system will deallocate both programs and reclaim the memory formerly required for

keeping track of variable values and program returns. (Running a different program or typing

clear wars deallocates the programs, too.)

The iT #function discussed in section 13 is useful for tracing program flow when control is passed between

¥ of a negative argument returns the catalog entry of the currently executing

L.HT#0-12 atthe beginning of a procedure will display the catalog entry of

 

programs. Remember that {1

 

program. For example, {

the procedure when it begins executing.
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Introduction

You can control display and printer output using:

  ¢ (Commas, semicolons, and the 7 il functionin i1 &F i HT statements.

  Hand Fi - commands.

e Control characters and escape codes.

e Thetk M1 and FiL. 137 only).

  

Three statements,  

 

i=, provide even more formatting control over

output to i i devices.

Using i#HGE

..............

The I#iHi:k statement specifies the format by which numbers and strings in the [iI&F LS IHG and

e L DMstatements will be printed or displayed.
  

 

 

 

iz line number [ :disp using list]
 

 

  = line number [ :print using list)

 

 

 

- format string   
238
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The line number in a i} =i

9999, and must refer to a valid i

  

Mizor FEIMT LIIHG statement must be an unsigned integer, 0 through

i statement, Wthh may be placed anywhere in the program. The disp

using and print using lists may be comprised of any numeric or string expressions.

The format string in an [[iFi:i statement is a series of characters that specifies the desired format or 

 formats for output. The HP-75 will accept any combination of characters after an I

w1thout quote marks. The HP-75 checks the i

- keyword with or

 

- statement for correct format specifications when the

        -z statementis executed during a program and not when you’re typing the statement itself. An IFHGE

iz statement

i keyword, that statement won’t be recognized

 statement shouldn’t appear in a multistatement line; if it follows another statement, an i/

 

will never be executed; if another statement follows the I

 

as a statement. An [ i~ statement executed from the keyboard will be ignored.

The items in the disp using or print using list are separated by commas or semicolons. However, the commas
      and semicolons don’t affect the format as they doin i %and i[ F7 statements they merely separate the

 

items in the list. The output is totally controlled by theformat string of the 1

The 1G
composed of symbols that determine the format of a single item in the disp using or print using list. The

 

- format string is composed of field specifiers, separated by delimiters. Each specifier is itself

 

symbols in the Ii statement specify the number of digits, the placement of a comma, decimal point, or

blanks—virtually anything having to do with numeric and string output and carriage control.

   This i i format string is composed of two field

specifiers: The first specifies digits, comma, and

decimal point; the second specifies 10 characters of

text.

   

Each item in the disp using or print using list must correspond to an appropriate numeric or string field

  

specifier.

Ifyou 1ntend to print to an external printer, it must be addressed with a FF IHTER I: statement. If no

# 1% device is specified, all printer output will be directed to the HP-75 display and other

I % devices.

Delimiters (., )

Two delimiters are used to separate field specifiers:

   e A comma (.)is used to separate two specifiers in an i {ifi:i. statement.

e A slash (--) may be used to separate two string specifiers, but its main function is to perform a

carriage-return and line-feed (CR/LF). The slash can be separated from other specifiers by a comma.

 

 

1s equivalent to .~ .. The commas are optional.
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Executed as:

 

s Displays iz+ and performs 1st CR/LF.

Blank display; performs 2nd CR/LF.

Blank display; performs 3rd CR/LF.

cimoount Displays i oo1,   
The symbols % .- indicate that three carriage returns and line feeds are to be performed between displaying

the quoted strings. Thus, two blank display lines are output. (If the output were sent to a printer, two blank

lines would be printed between -«¢ and of i =i 1))

 

The following I iii+i:i statement will output three blank lines before printing o :

 

 

   

If n.- is at the beginning of an image format string, n blank lines are output. If n.- follows any field specifier

in an image format string, n — 1 blank lines are output.

Notethat [ [ &F LS IHG and FRIMNT LIS IHG statements generate a carriage-return/line-feed at the end of

the dLspusmg and prznt usmghst It’s poss1ble to suppress the CR/LF with a semicolon in the

; LIS TRstatements asitisin [ [ &and Fi 1T statements.   it and FF

Blank Spaces (::, )

= (or i) Specifies a blank space.

A number preceding :: specifies the number of blanks; for instance, “:: means four blanks. (:::: also

specifies four blanks.)

String Specifications (' *, " ¥, &, FH)

Text can be specified in two ways:

    

 

   

fi(or) Text enclosed within quotation marks is displayed or printed exactly as it is quoted,

without the outer pair of quotesYou may specify quoted strings in either the disp

using or print using list or in the 11~k statement.

CtResultsl 8w, e i causes eight blanks to be output.

ITHG 3@ The locatlonof an Mk statement with respect to

the {115 I i statementis arbitrary.   
Executed as:

 

   



# (or )

The above example could also have been written:
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Specifies a single character. A number preceding :specifies the number of characters

that will be displayed or printed. When using the =

justified.

 

  

 

SEOREs Fesul
o5l [MAGE o', B, Fa, B,

FEODISF USIHG &6 fd   
Or like this:

 

 

 

 
 

string specifier, all text is left-

& specifies a field comprised of seven characters of
text.

## can also be represented as.

If the string item in the disp using or print using list is longer than the number of characters specified, the

string is truncated.

Example:

 

Ple DlsF

olIMAGE  

 

Ted o Presicenos

 
 

Executed as:

 

Pol

  
 

If the item is shorter, the rest of the field (to the right) is filled with blanks. The following i

will output a field of 80 characters.

 

  
 

Numeric Specification

Allows only six characters to be output.

  

 

The string= i cisros will be followed by 71
(80 —9) blanks.

i statement

A variety of symbols can be used to specify numbers: digit symbols, sign symbols, radix symbols, separator

symbols, and an exponent symbol.

Digit Symbols (:

e (or L)

RT )

Specifies a digit position. A number preceding i specifies the number of digit

positions. If the number of :i’s to the left of the decimal point or radix specify a field

larger than the numeric item, then the item is right-justified in the field and leading

zeros are replaced with spaces. If the number of :i’s to the right of the decimal point or

radix specify a field larger than the numeric item, then the item is left-justified in the

field with trailing zeros. If the fractional part of the numeric item is larger than the

number of :i’s to the right of the decimal point or radix, then the item is rounded to fit

the specified field.
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Example:

 

 

   

 

 

   

Note that i and «i are the only digit symbols that can be used to specify digits to the right of a decimal point

or radix. For example, to specify a decimal point and two digits, the symbols . <ici, . 2l | [etc. must be

used.

= (or &) Specifies a digit position—leading zeros are replaced with zeros as a fill character. You

cannot use a i to the right of a radix symbol. Again, a number preceding : specifies

the number of digit positions.

Example:

 

 

   
Executed as:

 

  
   

An asterisk also specifies a digit position, but leading zeros are replaced with asterisks

as a fill character. You cannot use an # to the right of a radix symbol. A number

preceding #specifies the number of asterisks.

 

 

   
Executed as:

 

 

   

As you can see, any digit symbol, ¥, = or i can be used to specify the integer portion of any number.

However, you can’t arbitrarily mix the symbols in an I#i:i format. For instance, if i is used to specify a

digit position of a number, all of the number must be specified with :i’s, except that the digit symbol

specifying the one’s place can be a = regardless of the other symbols.

Example:

 

 

An invalid statement.
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       The IliFHi:E. statement contains two invalid specifiers (:icizz and i -#) and will cause error 52—

treval 1ol DTHFGGE—to occur when the [T ZF UL [ i statement is executed. However, the following image
strings are valid:

 

SEE TMRGE oolole, ZaL @ide

  
 

Executed as:

 

  
 

  Whenever an i field specifier contalnsanunrecognlzed symbol an error 52— is L oiwd

-+ statement is executed and execution

   
will occur when the corresponding i

  will stop at the line containing the i} i oor i RT LlDMstatement. Refer also to Numeric

Field Overflow, page 247.

Radix Symbols (., , &)

A radix indicator is the symbol that separates the integer part of a number from the fractional part. In the

United States, this is customarily the decimal point, as in 34.7. In Europe,this is frequently the comma as in

34,7. One radix symbol at most can appear in a numeric specifier. Only the symbol i can be used to specify a

digit to the right of the radix indicator.

Specifies a decimal point in that position.

i (or i) Specifies a comma radix indicator in that position.

Examples:

 

    
 

Executed as:

 

 

Note that .879 has been rounded to .88 since the

image statement specified only two digits to the

right of the radix.
  
 

Sign Symbols (=, &, m, 1)

Two sign symbols control the output of the sign characters + and . Only one sign symbol at most can

appear in a numeric specifier. When no sign symbol is specified, any minus sign occupies a digit position.

= (or ) Specifies output of a sign: + if the number is positive, - if the number is negative.

ii (or i) Specifies output of a sign: - if the number is negative, a blank if it is positive.
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Example:

 

 

   
Executed as:

 

o — .

  
 

 

 

  
 

 

  
 

In the examples above, the sign appears immediately to the left of the number. If you use a iz or # symbol in

your format, the sign will appear to the left of any leading zeros or asterisks.

Digit Separator Symbols (::, i, i, F)

Digit separators are used to break large numbers into groups of digits (generally three digits per group) for

greater readability. In the United States the comma is customarily used; in Europe, the period is commonly

used.

i (or i) Specifies a comma as a separator in the specified position.

i (or ) Specifies a period as a separator in the specified position.

The digit separator symbol is output if a digit in that item has already been output; the separator should

appear between two digits. When leading zeros are generated by the :: symbol, they are considered digits and
  

 

will contain separators. An i{iri:iz format string consisting of leading asterisks may contain separators.

But if numbers are not output on both sides of the separator, the separator will be replaced with an asterisk.

Examples:
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Executed as:

 

 

   

Exponent Symbol(=, &)

& (or k) Specifies that the numeric field that contains # or £ is to be output in exponential

notation. The symbol causes the HP-75 to express the sign of the exponent (+ or ~) and

a three-digit exponent. At least one digit symbol must precede the = symbol.

Examples:

 

.........

 

   

 

 

   

The HP-75 supplies as many trailing zeros as necessary for the number of digits specified in the mantissa

and adjusts the exponent accordingly.

Example:

 

 

   

Executed as:

 

 

ARG

   

Note that no decimal point (.), radix (), or sign (:,in) may be specified after the exponent symbol :;

exponents will always be output with a leading plus or minus sign, three digits (with leading zeros as

placeholders), and no decimal point.

Compact Field Specifiers (i:, i)

A single symbol, i, is used to specify an entire field for either a number or string of characters. Items are

output in compacted form, with no leading or trailing blanks.

Example:

 

 

Specifies four compacted output fields (may not be

abbreviated #i:).   
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Executed as:

 

 

  
 

Replication (i )

Many of the symbols used to make up image specifiers can be repeated to specify multiple symbols by

placing an integer in the range 1 through 9999 in front of the symbol. You have already seen some examples;

i statements, for instance, all specify the same image:

 

the following I

 

 

   
These symbols can be replicated: =, i, =, ¥, &, and .

In addition to symbol replication, an entire specifier or group of specifiers can be replicated by enclosing it in

parentheses and placing an integer in the range 1 through 9999 before the parentheses.

Examples:

 

 

  
 

Specifying .i ¢ is the same as specifying «ici, cici, ¢ici so statement 440 above is eqivalentto:

 

Items in inner parentheses are replicated each time

the outer expression is replicated.

 

  
 

In this manner, i can be repeated:

 

  Equivalent to specifying i . & .k | k.

  
 

You can use nested parentheses for additional levels of replication.

Reusing the Image Format String

A format string is reused from the beginning if it is exhausted before the items in the disp using or print

using list have all been expressed.

Example:

 

 

      
 This I - statement will be used three times to

SFOLEE TG list.express the three items in the i [ &
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Executed as:

 

   

Numeric Field Overflow

If a numeric item requires more digits to the left of the decimal point or radix than the field specifier
provides, an overflow condition occurs.

Example:

 

 

   

Both numbers 336.71 and —14.3, with the same image specification of :i:i .i, create an overflow condition

because both numbers require three dlglt positions to the left of the decimal p01nt(Remember that a minus

sign notexphcltly specified with : 7 requires a digit position.)With P

 

Lit, warning 2—

Lo

 

s—occurs, only thedlglt separators spe01f1ed by and 31gnsspec1f1edby 50T

theHP75

reports an errorand halts execution. To correct the image specification, spemfy more dlglt pos1t10ns

 

1mphedby

 

  Allows for three numeric positions to the left of the
decimal.   

Executed as:

 

   

If a character string has more characters than is specified by :’s, the string is truncated after the specified

number of characters, and no error occurs.

Formatting in i &#

 

i Statements

  There’s another form that a ! i» statement may have, which enables you to

specify the image string and thedzsp using or print using llstin the same statement:

 

iz 'image format string ' [ : disp using list]

: 'image format string * [ : print using list]

 

   

  
Instead of specifying the i - hne number, you can 1nclude the image format string, enclosed within

 

quotation marks, in the i PG and FEDHT L » statements before you specify the disp/print

using list. The image format string may be a string enclosed within quote marks, a string variable, or any

string expression that specifies the format.
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Examples:

 

Remember to dimension the string if it is longer

mE BT than 32 characters.     
Executed as:

 

 

The image specifier stored in - ¥ is applied twice.   
Note thatanouter pa1rof quotatlon marks must be used to delimit the entire format string in a

FoUIHG FER ' i Hi: statement    . statement. For instance, the following iii&F

 

iz or FH

 

includes an incomplete strlngandis not allowed.

 

CiFa, A Pressmgmcauses error 84—
o Frae sTeE—to oceur.  

   

The error occurs after the second quotation mark because the HP-75 doesn’t allow multiple format strings in

i Mi: statements. The same formats could be specified in a number of ways:

 

C Enclosing the entire format string with double
quotes.

 

 

Using character specifiers # for the three strings.

 

 

 

DIoP UnIdG 578 0 "Oharles' 4 Using a LilzH Lo DM G- TMAGE combination.

  

   
 

i Chmme L Sw, T8a, TFae ), S

All executed as:

Mams Dharles Mo 43

   

  If a il LR » image format string contains an inappropriate or unrecognized

symbol, thenerror52—L  

   

-iz—will occur when the statement is executed.

  .......... S and FRIHT i» statements that contaln 1mage formatstrlngs may be executed from

S M1 Lz ikstatements are  the keyboardwhen referencmg ITMAGE

programmable only.
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Image Format Summary

Following is a summary of image symbols and their uses. Image specifiers may be delimited with commas or

 

 

slashes.

Image Type of C ¢ MayIF)e

Symbol Output omments repit-
cated

L, Blank Specifies a blank between items. Yes

, Literal text Usedto dellmnt strlng |temsinformatstrlngs or entire specifiers in no

PlmE UmibGand FEINMT UG rii: statements.

i, Character Specifies a character position; text is left-justified. yes

e, L Digit Specifies a digit position to left or right of radix symbol; leading blanks yes

and trailing zeros.

s, Digit Specifies digit position to left of radix; leading zeros. yes

¥ Digit Specifies digit position to left of radix; leading asterisks. yes

Sign Specifies sign, -or - no

iy, 14 Sign Specifies sign, blank or . no

w, b Exponential Outputs numeric with exponent &, sign, and three digits. no

notation

Decimal Outputs a decimal point as radix in that position. no

point radix

", Comma radix Outputs a comma as radix in that position. no

L Comma Outputs a comma as a digit separator in the specified position. no

separator

B, Period Outputs a period as a digit separator in the specified position. no

separator

Field Allows enclosed image specifiers to be replicated. yes

i, Compacted Causes both strings and numerics to be output with no leading or no

item trailing blanks.

CR/LF Causes a carriage-return/line-feed; may also delimit items. yes   

   

  
 

Because the i iif

 

:I” statement is a powerful and complex tool for controlling display formats, you must use

care when designing image specifications. Inappropriate specifications are not always flagged as errors and

the output from 1ncorrector1nappropr1ate formats may not produce the result you expected. As you have

 

seen in this section, the I +i statement allows you to completely control the format of your output. Be

aware, when designing image statements, of the possible values that your output data might take and

prepare image specifications that will accommodate all valid outputs. The main factors that must be taken

  

mto account w1th formattedoutput are the length of thedlsplay orprlnt hne as determined both by the

  L HIMTER I3 device; the current i i setting; and the number of

s1gn1flcant dlglts or charactersin the output data. In generalformattlng should be designed so that a line of

characters does not exceed the number of characters per line.

 

      “i: and FF 4 statements will ignore format items that appear at the end of the   
.k string if the 115 1 it list is terminated with a semicolon.
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fob ool 0 temp The image statement contains a numeric specifier
and a literal string.

  

   

 

EELOE The literal string ' % =mir . * will not be displayed.
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Debugging Operations

Contents
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Using !

Single-Step Execution ([SHIFTJ[RUN ) . .ntitieeeeee256

Checking a Halted Program .........

Processing Run-Time Errors (

Recovery Routines (i

Other Considerations ..

Error Numbers and Lines (&

Introduction

Errors are a common occurrence in computer programming. The four types of errors are syntax (language-

related) errors, initialization errors (such as missing line numbers for :ii7ii statements and duplicate

variable declarations), run-time errors, and logical errors. The HP-75 checks for correct syntax as you enter

statements, so syntax errors are immediately apparent. Initialization errors are flagged during program

initialization, so they too are quickly remedied. Run-time errors and logical errors are more difficult to fix

because they are often caused by flaws or oversights in program design, such as assigning a variable value

at the wrong place, failing to anticipate inappropriate input values or using an incorrect problem solution

method.

The HP-75 has a number of debugglng and error-processmgfeatures for pinpointing and controlling run-

 

   

 

time and logical errors. The 7i itiand T

branches and varlable value changes. The

programs. The i | i

. FHF = commands enable you to trace program

m keystroke enables you to single-step through

i statements enables you to write your own recovery routines.

 

Tracing Program Execution

 

A useful method of locating design errors is to trace the order of statement execution (using 7 f

). All trace output is directed to the HP-75 dlsplay and

= devices as determlnedbythe 4

 

and varlableass1gnments (using Tk

 

7 rate.

 

current

 

Tracing Branches (¢

The *

 

..Lili statement is used to trace the order of statement execution in all or part of a program.

 

 

   

252
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If the order of program execution proceeds sequentially from the lowest-numbered line to the next higher-

numbered line, nothing is displayed. But whenever a branch occurs in a program, both the line number

where the branch occurs and the number of the line to which execution branches are displayed in the form:

- line number Tii line number

 

TEHACE FLOW does not, however, trace i:Fi.l. statements. If one program calls another, no trace message

will be displayed, either on the call or on the return to the calling program.

  i)

= command enables you to trace the value changes of program variables.

Tracing Variables (7~

  

 

 

 

  
 

Whenever a program variable is assigned a value, the trace output indicates the line number where the

assignment took place and:

e Thename and assigned value of a simple numeric variable. Example:

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

# statement, in the form < i or i+ . 3 and the value of the array.

 

Example:

 

  
 

‘i enables you to verify that variables are being properly assigned values at the right places.

 

Cancelling Trace Operations (T FHCE (i)

- statement:  Trace operations are cancelled by executing the 7i

 

 

 

 
 

  
‘- condition, or both      1FF once will cancel a TEFIE (4 condition, a T

 

Executing iF

conditions.
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Using TEACE Commands

The TFFF commands can be programmed or executed directly from the keyboard. Because the commands

act globally, the current trace condition remains in effect until another TFHIE. command is executed. In

addition, THHOF WHARES and TRACE FLOact independently of each other; either or both conditions can

be in effect at any time.

 

To trace program execution, set either a THFIE FL UK or THF L% condition, or both, and then run

the program.

Example: Trace the branches of the following base conversion program as it computes the octal

representation (base 8) of the binary number 10101010.

 

Assigns check string.

   

 

  

  
   Irput base, ouitpul bas

bl e Lo o g oo eTe
Plileen I o T 8 S TRECH

Inputs number in first base.

Ifillegal character, jumps to line 260.

Accumulates equivalent in base 10.

Initializes output string.

Shifts one digit to the right.

Gets character.

Builds string in reverse order.

Checks if done.

Displays the original input.

} Displays the answer.

 
HEOGOTO EE For another input.

 

   
 

After entering the program, set a TH¥

Then press [RUN]:

F1.1 condition from the keyboard; type * raoa 1w [RTN].



 

 

Fuimibe

 

Imput basze,

i

Lire

Lire

i re

i

i

i

1ires

Lire

L ks

ot Lt s

 

  

 

Lo v 1o

 

i
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To convert from binary to octal, type = , & [RTN].

For this example, type 1 &1 &1 &1[RTN].

The program executes the same set of branching

operations, from 120 to 80, seven times in order to

convert the original number to its decimal

equivalent.

Then the program executes lines 140 through180

three times (two branches from 180 to 140) to build

the character string of the octal equivalent.

Line 190 displays the original number and base.

  
Finally, the string % is displayed one character

at a time with the Fif-HE=T loop, lines 210
through 230.

The program exits the Fif-FHE < T loop in statements 80 through 120 when the decimal equivalent of the

original value has been accumulated and stored in the variable . Note that execution returns to the ii

statement in line 80 and in line 210 not to reexecute the i~i statement (which would reset the loop counter to

its initial value) but to test for the loop exit condition.

You can use any of the Tlil commands within a program. For instance, add the following lines to the

base conversion program.

 

 

 

EOTEACE WVARD

' TRACE OFF
  

....... -

Now execute THFHE [1FF from the keyboard to cancel the previous 7ik 1.4 condition and run the

program to find the decimal equivalent of FF5 (Remember that in base 16, digits range from 0 through F,

corresponding to decimal values 0 through 15.)

 

 

Trpuit

FHuimbe

   

e ]l e

e ]l e

e L

 

e,

L1 b

  
Tire

Lare

1d e

 

1dre

ATt bemEe

e

  

S Pl

I H=1%3   

 
 

Enter 1. 1and press [RTN].

Then type +  [RTN].

change between statements 75 and 125, no

THEMADE WHED output occurs for them.
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Remember that a TFFF command sets a trace condition until another TFEHE [IFF command is executed,

either from the keyboard or from within a program.

Single-Step Execution ([SHIFT][RUN])

The keystroke is used to single-step through initialized programs. Pressing displays

the next line to be executed; releasing the keystroke executes all the statements of that line.

Example: Single-step through the number base conversion program, beginning from the first IHFLIT

statement, as the programs converts 3;( to binary. First delete the Tk ‘I command in line 75 so

that statements can be viewed without trace output. Then press to initialize the program:

 

Trput base, output baze: B At this point, press to interrupt the program.
PRGM    

Begin single-stepping: Press and hold down the key:

 

  
48 THFUT "Input base, output bas The next line to be executed is displayed for as long

PRGM as the key is pressed.
 

Then release the keystroke:

 

  
Trput base, ouiput base: B The iHi#LiT statement is executed. The HP-75 waits

PRGM for your response. Type 1, to convert
 

decimal to binary.

After your response to the I4LiT statement, the program stops at the line following the ILT statement.

Press [SHIFT to view and execute it:

 

 

 

SEODTER Humber in base CLETEEOE The program line is displayed until the key is
PRGM released...

Rambe e im base 16 Then the [ §[~ statement is executed.   
Press [SHIFT][RUN]again:

 

e THFUT WJF To be executed next.
PRGM    

Release the keystroke:

 

M Type -: in response to the ILT statement.
PRGM    

Press [SHIFT once more:

 

TE PG When you release the keystroke this time, the PRGM
PRGM annunciator turns off and line 70 stays in the

display.
   

The HP-75 continues to display program lines after you release unless program execution directs

any output to the display window.
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After releasing the keystroke, you can use the [«~]and [=]keys and the modifiers and to examine
long program lines. Follow the number base program until its conclusion. The statements are displayed in

the order of their execution, which includes a branch from line 180 to line 140. Note that the PRGM

annunciator stays on while is being pressed as well as while the statements are being executed.

For example, the II T statementin line 200 causes the annunciator to stay on for 2 seconds. You may type

o at any time to allow program execution to continue uninterrupted.

Programs must be initialized before you press the first time; otherwise, error 31—

CUHT before EiH—will occur. The recommended method is to place a % T11F* statement where you want

to begin single-stepping—as at line 0 to begin single-stepping from the beginning of a program—and then

press [RUN]. When the % 71" statement interrupts execution, press to begin single-stepping from
that point.

It’s possible and often useful to check and change variable values while single-stepping through program

execution.

Assuming that the initialized program is also the file that you’re currently editing, then pressing

sets both the program pointer and the file pointer to the next line that will be executed (the line after the

program line currently in the display). Pressing and then will fetch this line to the display, ready

for editing. Remember, however, that editing any line will deallocate the program.

When one program calls another, will single-step through the execution of the called program,

beginning from the iil.1l. statement. When this occurs, the first program line in the called program will be

executed before the halt. However, assuming that the calling program is also the current BASIC file, thefile

pointer stays fixed at the i:ii.l. statement until execution returns to the calling program.

When a program contains an il T1iiEFE # statement, single-stepping the line containing the

b TIMER # will not restart the timer. Consequently, the timer interrupt will not occur and the timer

instructions will not be executed.

SHIFT may be used in combination with the Tk ik commands. Pressing [SHIFT displays the

program statement; releasing the keystroke executes the statement and displays any trace output.

Checking a Halted Program

 

Various debugging operations can be performed on a program that’s been interrupted by [ATTN], &

an error condition.

e Values of variables can be checked by keying in the variable names followed by [RTN].

  

e Values of variables can be reassigned from the keyboard, for example,< %, = =7 and b

e (Calculator expressions can be evaluated, for example, & [+, < 3 [RTN].

e System commands can be executed, for example, [l &LY To &) FLIST, DELAY, COFY, and

CFETTON HAMGLE DEGHRERD.

None of these operations affects the position of the program pointer, which is set to the statement where the

interruption in execution occurred. If the interrupted program is the current BASIC file, then thefile pointer

is also set to the line where the interruption occurred; otherwise, the file pointer stays fixed at the last line to

be edited.

Remember that variable values from the currently halted program take precedence over calculator

variables. If two variables have the same name, one having been assigned in a program and one from the

keyboard, you will be referencing the program variable by that name until the program is deallocated.
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Processing Run-Time Errors (i EREE, O

 

%)

Runtlme errors are those that occur after initialization, while a program is actually running. Examples are

il - | statements that assign

 

more characters to a string variable than its length allows. The HP-75 may accept a faulty statement or

command as you're writing a program butw1ll catch that error when it’s executed. Run-time errors normally

halt execution. Although the & i i command (page 89) normally provides default values for some

error-causing operations (such as dlvismnby zero), these operations are always detected and treated like

  

other errors when an i} i~ has been declared.

 

The Uik EE i~ statement enables you to control the way run-time errors are processed so that programs

can “trap” specific errors, display customized error messages, provide alternative parameter values, and

continue execution. Program segments that handle run-time errors are called error recovery routines.

 

 

:[1F [allowable statement...] or [command...]

  
 

 

.IF= can include any command or any BASIC statement allowed after T HE .

   After an il i declaration, if a run-time error occurs, execution transfers from the error-causing

statement to the Uil EFFUE statement. The instruction or instructions in the [il4 ERF{IF statement are

executed, then control returns to the first statement after the error-causing statement. il{1overrides

the assignment of default values to undefined variables. In those cases where a warning 7—ic w1 is—

would occur, no default value is assigned to the variable.

 

 

i instructions  
 

 

After the . e

instructions are performed

execution returns to the line

following the error condition.    
  

Line x

Linex+ 1 -

Error -

occurs

here.
 

 

 

Pz (8 fd

 

If the data pointer were past the last [T1

this statement would cause thei
instruction in line 1010 to be executed— would be

assigned the value 0, the data pointer would be reset

to the first iTitem in the file, and execution

would continue at line 1030.

 

  
 

Note that execution returns to the line, rather than the statement, after the error; thus, valid statements

following an error in a multistatement line will not be executed.

Only one Lil{ LRIdeclaration may be in effect at a time. An [l EFFF declaration may be replaced by
another or may be disabled with an [iFF  FRREORE
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OFF ERROR
  
 

Executing iBRI causes subsequent errors to be handled normally by the operating system.

 

 

  
 

Example:

ERREOR A=0 & RESTORE & OF The last instruction cancels the Titi EFFR
declaration.

Recovery Routines (111 ERREOE GOTO, 0 EREOE G0

 

Most Citd Bdeclarations will include a 01711 or =151lstatement to transfer execution to an error

recovery routine at some other location in the program. When executed as an iii4 bInstruction, 01

causes an unconditional branch to the specified program line.

Example:

 

COTO 1ERE

When the data pointer moves past the last L7
item, this statement causes an error condition,

resulting in the execution of the =iii1 11

instruction.

 

After the error, execution continues sequentially

from here.

LEER DIEF    
When a branch occurs to the line specified by @il ERECE G070 execution will continue from that point in

01710 to completely alter the
...............

the program and not return to the next line after the error. Use Ll EFFLI

flow of execution as a result of an error condition.

IF statement, execution will be transferred to the beginning

 

If the il ERFEOF instructions contain a !

 

line of the specified subroutine. When a F:iTLIF[is encountered in the error recovery routine, execution will

return to the end of the iiff FRF{IF statement to look for further instructions. Afterwards, execution will

resume at the line after the one in which the error occurred. If the error occurs in the middle of a

multistatement line, execution still returns to the next line—not to the next statement.

DR B RRIs used to trap run-time errors, as opposed to syntaxerrors and initialization errors. In general,

  

those that display MFiFMG messages with [HEFFLILT H—will cause a branch to the il

instructions.

Other Considerations

immediate area where the error is likely to occur. As soon as the error has been “trapped,” cancel the

(b ERETdeclaration with DIFF ERso that you don’t try to handle unexpected errors.
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 An i ERECOR declaration remains in effect for the program that executed it untll replaced with another

(1 ERFEOR declaration or disabled with an iEREE statement. il ik and CFFOEREGE

statements act locally, affecting only the program in which they appear. When one program calls another,

 

the i ERFIF statement of the first will be temporarily disabled until execution returns to the calling

program. Attempting to execute i EFFEF from the keyboard causes error 88—ixzcl = tmtemsrt—to

occur

i routine may not call itself. That is, if an il EFEECE routine itself contains an error,

 

# interrupt, creates a pending subroutine condition that is

5 1nstructi0ns have been executed. If the cause of the i BRI

 

interrupt is error 49—:iEE owe e f L owi—then an excess number of pending return conditions have

already been created. In this one case, the i EFFI statement will report error 29—

O ERECOE ower f 1ow—and halt execution rather than execute the Ll Rinstruction.

O ERREOR BTLR, After this declaration,

any error in the program will cause execution to continue at the next line of the program. In effect,

G EREOE BETUREM declares “execute the next line of the program no matter what error occurs.”

 

However, remember to use iii .

recover on its own from run-time errors; on the other, they mayhlde many errors, making error detection

difficult.

Error Numbers and Lines (&i5, EREL)

Two numeric functions, &i and B, can be used withi+

location of an error or warning. In turn, the type and location of an error can be used to control the direction

of program execution.

Error Number Function. i} returns the number of the most recent error or warning.

   
 

£ If an error occurs, jump to line 80.

Cancel the 4 EREFE declaration.

Another place where the error mechanlsm can be

disabled—the first line of the il R Lk routine.  

  

Lae If error number 2—riim F i Ii. &1—then jump
to line 120.

b ton line! If not an overflow, display the error and line

number.

Then stop.

at lime 126, If an overflow condition occurs, execution will skip
to this line.   
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Now run the program:

 

 

   

 

 

    
   

 

   

 

 

   

An overflow condition (warning 2—ritimm fe: 1 we) occurred in line 40 so that the 1171 instruction of

the (ikRstatement was executed. To see this more clearly, set a [1.rate of 2 seconds and then set

FFIE condition. Type i1w & [RTN]followed by * s1[RTN]. Now run the program:

The error occurs in line 40.

The il4 ERstatement directs execution to line
80.

kM 1s 2, so a final branch occurs.

48 B Creates a division by zero error.

Run the program again with T EHE LG set:

 

 

Displays error number for division by zero and the
line number in which the error occurred, then stops.   

Since the program remains initialized, you may perform various program checks, or change the values of

variables before you continue.

  ‘4 and & are most useful when you can anticipate the kinds of errors that are likely to occur in a

given program segment.
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Accessories Included With the HP-75

Your HP-75 comes with each of the following:

e HP-75 Owner’s Manual.

e HP-75 Reference Manual.

¢ HP-75 Owner’s Pac.

Eight prerecorded program cards, one abrasive head cleaning card, and 10 blank cards.

¢ Keyboard Overlay Kit.

One numeric keypad overlay, one display character overlay, and three user overlays.

® Accessory Brochure.

¢ Service Card.

¢ Field Case.

¢ Rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium Battery Pack.

¢ One AC Adapter/Recharger.

® Two, One-Meter HP-IL Cables (model HP 82167B). (Each HP-IL device has a matching cable.)

¢ One notebook size Card Holder.

The accessory brochure describes optional accessories for your HP-75. For more information, see your

nearest Hewlett-Packard dealer.

If you are outside the U.S,, please contact the Hewlett-Packard Sales Office nearest you. Availability of all

accessories, standard or optional, is subject to change without notice.
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Serial Number and Operating System Version (/& i)

Each HP-75 carries an individual serial number on the bottom of the unit. We recommend that you keep a

separate record of this number. Should your unit be lost, the serial number is often necessary for tracing and

recovery, as well as for insurance claims. Hewlett-Packard does not maintain records of individual owners’

names and unit serial numbers.

 

The /i

system you are using. Type s 1 in EDIT mode to determine the operating system version of your

unit.

Environmental Limits

Observe the following temperature and humidity limits of the HP-75.

Operating Temperature: 0°to 45°C (32° to 113°F).

Recharging Temperature: 10°to 40°C (50° to 104°F).

Storage Temperature: —40°to 55°C (—40° to 131°F).

Operating and Storage Humidity: 0 to 95 percent relative humidity.

Your computer should never be operated or stored outside of the specified range. For example, high

temperatures are especially damaging to the computer and its batteries. Temperature cycling—from one

extreme to another—will cause stresses in your computer that will also tend to decrease its reliability.

Maximum reliability (that is, minimum failure rate) will occur at normal room temperatures.

Operating Precautions

Certain electronic circuits in the HP-75 operate continuously, and they are susceptable to disruption or

damage at all times. Disruption or damage may be caused by installing or removing the battery pack or

plug-in modules while the ac adapter/recharger is connected, by other electrostatic discharge to the unit, by

strong magnetic fields, and by connecting plug-in equipment that is not supported by Hewlett-Packard for

use with the HP-75. Observe the precautions listed below.

 

CAUTIONS

e Disconnect the ac adapter/recharger whenever you are going to install or remove the battery pack or

a plug-in module.

e Hold or touch the computer while preparing to install the battery pack or a plug-in module. Touching

the insert on the bottom of the computer is particularly effective for neutralizing an electrostatic

charge.

e Do not place fingers, tools, or other foreign objects into any of the plug-in ports.

e Turn off the unit before installing or removing the battery pack or a plug-in module.  
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Clock Accuracy

The system clock is regulated by a quartz crystal accurate to within 3 minutes per month for worst-case

operating temperatures. A more typical accuracy is 12 minutes per month. The adjustment procedure

described in section 6 (page 95) makes possible accuracies of 15 seconds per month. The clock crystal is

affected by temperature, physical shock, humidity, and aging. Optimum accuracy is achieved at 25°C £5°

(77°F £9°). When an extreme change in environment occurs, the clock may require readjustment.

Conformance of BASIC Interpreter to ANSI Standards

The HP-75 BASIC language interpreter conforms to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

definition for Minimal BASIC except as indicated below. This language standard is listed as

ANSI X3.60-1978. Conformance to the standard was verified by the application of the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) test suite to the HP-75 interpreter. This test suite is available as NBS Special Publications

500-70/1 and 500-70/2 from the National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington,

D.C., 20234.

The HP-75 extends Minimal BASIC on the following items (numbers in parentheses refer to the program

number in the test suite):

e Simple numeric variables and numeric array variables may have the same name. The HP-75

distinguishes them by the presence or lack of parentheses. (#79)

Example: Variables i and i are seen as separate variables.

e Variables and strings are initialized to ‘“no value”; reference to them before assignment returns

warning 77—w1 uiss—and default values of & for numeric variables and * ° (null string) for string

variables are substituted in the expression.(#23)

e The character set has been expanded to include any of ASCII codes 0 through 255 (decimal) as valid

character responses. (#93.1, #102, #112)

e The HP-75 accepts double and single quotes as input characters in an unquoted string if they are not

the first character in the response. (#112)

e On program input, the HP-75 accepts blanks at the beginning of a line, in keywords (after the second

character), and the lack of blanks between keywords. After a line has been entered, the interpreter

removes extraneous blanks and inserts blanks where required for readability. (#187, #190, #191)

e In an assignment statement, the keyword i.k T is optional. (#185)

 

  il statement at the physical end of a BASIC file; so the user  e The interpreter provides an invisible &

need not supply an i 4ii statement in his program if flow will naturally go to the last line. In addition,

the interpreter permits more than one &(i statement in a basic program. (#3, #4)

e Because the HP-75 preallocates variables and functions before a program is run, user-defined functions

are not restricted to having lower line numbers than the line where they are referenced. (#157, #159,

#162)

e The HP-75 permits null data items in {ifi Tstatements. (#105)

e The system will not generate an error if the program ends before a i{ii< statement has found a

matching Hi1. (#50)
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HP-75 Deviations From Minimal BASIC

The HP-75 does not comply with Minimal BASIC on the following two points:

e The HP-75 assigns thei} variables left to right in the initial entry to the loop.

Example: The following loop is executed once by the HP-75 (ANSI requires it to be executed six times):

 

ANSI requires that the limit and step be evaluated once upon entering the loop. The HP-75 does this,

but after setting the initial value. (#48)

e The HP-75 response to input errors and the ANSI requirements are tabulated below:

 

 

HP-75

INPUT Default On Default Off ANSI
Numeric underflow WARNING ERROR System supplies O.

System supplies O. User must

re-enter value.
 

      
Numeric overflow WARNING ERROR User must

System supplies User must re-enter value.

signed I, re-enter value.

Variable assignment Occursafter each item verified. Occursafterall verified.
 

If a program contains the following statement:

and the user response is:

  then the ‘ =i' is invalid input and ANSI requires that i and¢ I * not be assigned until all input is

correct. The HP-75 will request the user to re-input h1s data but I and . 1 7 will have the current
values of | and :respectively. If theuser now inputs &, F,then L4 has the value = and ¥
has the value :. ANSI requires that< i  is yet to be deflned andFOE =1, (#108.3)

 

Power Supply Information

Power Consumption

The HP-75 consumes least power when the display is turned off (after [ATTN], E''

timeout period). More power is consumed while the computer is turned on, more yet whlle programs are

 

running, and most while the beeper is sounding. Power consumption is three to four times higher while the

beeper is sounding than while the HP-75 is idle. In addition, executing = t sriciiin: owill increase idle state

power consumption to approximately the level of a running program. While the HP-75 is not powered from

an ac outlet, a fully charged battery pack typically allows more than 20 hours of continuous operation at

room temperature (approximately 25°C).

Turn the HP-75 off (press [ATTN]) before connecting the unit to a power outlet. This will prevent

unexpected voltage “spikes’ from disturbing the contents of memory. When connected to a power outlet, the

HP-75 uses the battery pack as a backup power supply and normally doesn’t draw any power from the
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batteries. You won’t damage the HP-75 by using the computer without a battery pack, but you may lose

everything in memory should there be a power outage or an intermittent connection to the voltage source.

Low-Battery Safeguards

The HP-75 has two low-power safeguards to protect the contents of memory.

After the first indication of low power, either recharge or replace the battery pack as soon as convenient.

e When the battery voltage drops below a predetermined level, the BATT annunciator turns on,

signifying from 5 minutes to 2 hours more of operation (run-time), depending on the condition of the

batteries.

¢ If the voltage continues to drop after this time period, the HP-75 aborts its normal operations,

including any currently executing program, beeper output, display window output, card reader

operation, or HP-IL operation. However, the battery pack continues to power the clock and RAM

circuits. If the key or a due appointment causes the HP-75 to turn back on, the HP-75 briefly

displays the following message:

 

 

BATT    

Immediately afterwards, the HP-75 turns off again. At this point, to prevent a complete reset, don’t

press the key before connecting the unit to an ac outlet or before replacing the battery pack.

Clock settings and information in memory will be preserved for a few days so long as there are no

attempts to turn the unit back on in this condition.

If the battery pack nears total discharge, the HP-75 will reset itself and lose everything in memory. A reset

may also occur if an attempt is made to turn the unit on (by pressing [ATTN]) or to acknowledge an alarm on

low batteries.

Battery Recharging

The nickel-cadmium battery pack is being charged whenever the HP-75 is connected to an ac outlet using an

ac adapter/recharger. A normal charging time from a fully discharged battery pack to full charge is about 8

hours. Shorter charging periods will reduce the operating time you can expect from a single battery charge.

The battery pack is never in danger of becoming overcharged. However, if you recharge the battery pack

outside of the recharging temperature range (page 267), you may seriously decrease the life of the battery

pack.

If you operate the HP-75 from ac voltage continuously over long periods of time, the nickel-cadmium

batteries in the rechargeable battery pack will eventually reach the point at which they will no longer

recharge to their full capacity. Consequently, it’s advisable every few months to disconnect the ac

adapter/recharger and let the rechargeable batteries discharge through normal use of the HP-75 until the

BATT annunciator lights. Plugging in the ac adapter/recharger afterwards will ensure that the nickel-

cadmium batteries are again recharged to their full potential.
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Replacing the Battery Pack

Whenever the battery pack is to be replaced, the ac adapter/recharger should be disconnected. When the

battery pack is removed, the clock and RAM circuits are protected against loss for a minimum of 30 seconds.

Because there is a limit to how long memory is protected against loss, you may want to study the following

procedure before attempting to replace the battery pack. Observe the operating precautions listed earlier in

this appendix (page 267). Here are additional precautions you should take when removing the battery pack:

® Don’t pressthe key while the battery pack is out of the compartment. The HP-75 will reset itself

if it tries to turn on without an adequate power source.

® You may wish to copy critical files to a mass storage medium before removing the battery pack to avoid

the possibility of losing important information if a reset does occur.

Use the following procedure to replace the battery pack:

1. Type slarm off in EDIT mode to prevent the arrival of future appointments while the battery

pack is out of the computer.

2. Turnoffthe HP-75. Press [ATTN], or type &:uie[RTN].

3. Unplug the ac adapter/recharger from the HP-75.

4. Turn the computer upside down and lay it on a flat, smooth surface.

5. Press down on the catch on the battery compartment door while

sliding it toward the back of the computer.

6. Remove the battery pack by lifting it out of the battery

compartment.
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7. Align the contacts of the replacement battery pack with the

correct spring contacts and insert it into the compartment.

8. Press down on the battery pack and replace the door by sliding

it along the edge guides until it snaps into place.

 
The nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack uses the two parallel contacts in the battery compartment. If

a battery pack is inserted backwards, no damage to the computer will occur, although the computer will reset

if it’s turned on in this condition.

Rechargeable-Battery Care

You know that a battery pack is recharging if the back of the HP-75 is warm to the touch. After 8 or more

hours of recharging, the battery pack should be fully charged. If a rechargeable battery pack seems to

discharge very quickly, the problem may be that the battery pack has been charged repeatedly at shallow

levels, due to the low current drain of the HP-75. Disconnect the unit from its power outlet, type

sl o in EDIT mode, and leave the HP-75 turned on until the battery voltage drops to the

point at which the HP-75 suspends operations and turns itself off (as described in Low-Battery Safeguards).

Then reconnect the unit to a power outlet for at least 10 hours to recharge the battery pack fully.

 

WARNING

Do not attempt to incinerate or mutilate the battery pack—the pack may burst or release toxic materials.

Do not connect together or otherwise short-circuit the battery pack terminals—the pack may melt or

cause serious burns.   
 

The battery pack is warranted for 1 year and will be replaced if it doesn’t work properly during the warranty

period. Return a defective pack to Hewlett-Packard according to the shipping instructions on page 282. (If

you are in doubt about the cause of the problem, return the complete HP-75 along with its battery pack and

ac adapter/recharger.) If the battery pack is out of warranty, see your nearest dealer to order a replacement.
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Card Reader and Card Care

Cleaning Magnetic Cards

Card cleanliness is necessary for optimum card reader performance. Card surfaces are susceptible to dust
and oil accumulation, which interferes with the transfer of information to and from the HP-75. A common
source of dirt and oil is your fingers. Handle your cards by their edges only. You may clean your cards with a

soft, clean, lint-free cloth moistened in isopropyl alchohol.

Place the card on a smooth, clean surface, then wipe the cleaning

cloth firmly across the magnetic surface (the unlabeled side) of the

card.

 

Creasing, bending, or scratching a card may damage the card beyond repair. You may wish to make backup

copies of important files and keep the card copies protected in a card holder in case one of the original cards

from the file is damaged.

Cleaning the Card Reader Head

The card reader head is similar to a high fidelity audio recording head. As such, any collection of dirt or

other foreign matter on the head can interfere with contact between the head and card. Dirty cards passed

through the card reader will impair the quality of its operation. You can clean the head by pulling the

abrasive head cleaning card (supplied in the owner’s pac) through the card reader in the direction of the

arrow (as though you were reading it) one or two times if you suspect the card reader is not performing

properly. (It’s unnecessary to execute any command from the keyboard before inserting and pulling the head

cleaning card.) Use of the abrasive card should be necessary no more than a few times during the life of the

machine.

 

CAUTION

Frequent use of the abrasive card can cause excessive head wear.   
 

Marking Magnetic Cards

You can label the face of a card using any writing implement that doesn’t emboss the card. Permanent ink

felt-tip pens (such pens usually have the words permanent, waterproof, or smearproof on them—don’t use

water-based overhead projector pens or ordinary felt-tip writing pens), capillary or technical drawing pens

using permanent ink, and pencils work well in marking cards. Most inks must be allowed to dry for a few

seconds. Pencil may smear but is erasable from the cards.
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General Cleaning Information

The HP-75 can be cleaned with a soft cloth dampened either in clean water or in water containing a mild

detergent. Don’t use an excessively wet cloth or allow water inside the computer. Avoid abrasive cleaners,

especially on the display window.

You may wish to press to disable the keyboard before cleaning the HP-75.

Plug-In Modules

Your HP-75 has one internal port for an optional memory module and three external ports to accomodate

plug-in ROM modules that extend the capabilities of your computer. Before shipping, each of the three

external ports is fitted with a removable, blank module to protect the underlying circuits. These three ports

should be kept covered when not in use to prevent foreign matter from entering the HP-75.

Note: Be sure to turn off the HP-75 (press [SHIFT][ATTN]) before installing or removing any module. If you

don’t do this, the computer may be reset, causing all stored information to be lost.

 

CAUTIONS

Observe the operating precautions listed earlier in this appendix (page 267).

If a module jams when inserted in a port, it may be upside down. Attempting to force it further may result

in damage to the computer or the module.  
 

Instructions on the installation and use of the optional memory module and plug-in modules are provided in

the documentation accompanying each extension.

Special Files

Three spemal types of files—interchange, LEX, and ROM files—are made available through the

THEAMSZFOFEM command, through prerecorded magnetic cards and tapes, and through plug-in ROMs,

respectively.

 

Interchange Files (V¥ , LIF1)

Interchange files, or LIF1 (Logical Interchange Format) files, are used for interchanging information

between the HP-75 and other computers. Any text or nonprivate BASIC file in memory may be transformed

into an interchange file by means of the

 

i command and afterwards copied to a mass storage

medium for use by another computer. Similarly, an interchange file residing on a mass storage medium may

be read into memory and then transformed into a BASIC or text file. Interchange files, like text files, are

composed of characters.

Interchange files may be: Interchange files may not be:

e C(Cataloged (i:# 7). The symbol i indicates an ¢ Executed as programs (FLik) R

1nterchangefilein the system catalog. o Edited (£

¢ C(Copied to and from mass storage (- L1¥). o Listed (L

 

¢ Transformed into BASIC and text files

¢ Renamed (F
  
  .::'), purged (

duplicated in memory (L),
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Attempting to run, edit, or list an interchange file causes error 68—:. "7 i—t0 occur.

 

Use the 75 i (111 command to transform one type of file in memory—BASIC, text, or interchange—into

anotherfile type

 

 

[filename ']

 

   

  

"' is a BASIC file, then typing *tvramsform Smorsy ' into tewd

i for text. Although a

listing of the transformed text file will look the same as a listing of the original BASIC file, the two are not

For example, if ‘iiki"

transforms the i 7 file into a text file. The catalog entry for the file w1ll showtype

the same. Text files are stored internally as line numbers and characters, while BASIC files are stored

1nternallyas a stream of machine code instructions. The reverse operation, ¢form  Fsy

SRR -, transforms the file into a BASIC program file, ready to run.

BASIC and text files may be transformed into interchange files, just as interchange files may be

transformed into BASIC and text files.

 

 

 

 

The action of the 7 "t command is summarized below:

Source

File BASIC Text LIF1

BASIC No action. The machine code is The machine code is

transformed into lines of text. transformed into lines of text

and then transformed line by

line into character information.

Text The file is transformed line by No action. The file is transformed line by

line into machine code. line into character information.

LIF1 The file is transformed The file is transformed No action.

character by character into character by character into

lines of text and then lines of text.

transformed line by line into

machine code.      
It may take several seconds for a file to be transformed, depending on the length of the file. During the

transformation, the entire keyboard, including the key, will be disabled to prevent a file of mixed types

  from occurring. Whatever is in the display when the i # t command is executed will remain in the

display during the transformation. The prompt and the cursor will appear when the operation is completed.

 

Thefllename in the ¢ 1 command may be specified by a string expression, such as ¥ and

.. If no filenameis specified, then the HP-75 will transform the currentfile:

 

e Ifthe current file is transformed into text or BASIC, then the text or BASIC prompt, respectively, will

appear afterwards and the file pointer will be set to the first line of the file.

e Ifthe current file is transformed into LIF1, then a new w7k + i

  

i@ of the current type, text or BASIC,

will be created and the file pointer will be set to line 0 of thei k4 4 &,

 

e If the current f11e is itself a wo vk 4 1s, then R R LR DT and

O omms Towill be allowed and the resultant f11ew111 bea text or BASIC  

 

. However, i1 will not be allowed and will cause error 63—

s—t0 be dlsplayed in this case, give the file a name and reexecute the

 

"t command.
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When a text or interchange file is transformed into a BASIC file, then each line of the transformed file must

make sense as a program instruction or instructions. If the HP-75 encounters an unrecognizable sequence of

characters while transforming a file into BASIC, then the HP-75 transforms the entire line containing those

characters into a program remark. The HP-75 sets off the line by placing an exclamation mark followed by a

question mark (! ) after the line number but before the characters in the line.

Example:

 

P18 A=A MOD 28 This group of characters cannot be interpreted as a

valid HP-75 BASIC statement...
 

 

PIS 0RMOD 256 so the entire line is transformed into a program
remark.   

If the resultingBASIC file contains one or more program remarks of the above form, the HP-75 will report

error 78—:uii1 s—after the transformation is completed. When you edit thetransformed BASIC file, it’s

i.+ command.

 

possible to locate each line that was not understood by using a form of the ii

Example:

  

  
      

Begins a search from line 0 of the file for the next This line may now be revised and entered as an

occurrence of i ¥, HP-75 BASIC statement.

On the other hand, if you transform a BASIC file into a text or LIF1 file, then any lines of the source

program beginning with | ** (with or without embedded blanks) will be entered in the text or LIF1 file

without the remark notation. You may choose not to use a question mark as the initial character of a

program remark to avoid having the remark notation | * stripped during a transformation into text or

LIF1.

During a BASIC-to-text transformation, if any line exceeds 94 characters (1nclud1nghne number), then all

characters in the source BASIC line after the first 94 are deleted, warning 67—ioo §ora—is

displayed, and the transformation continues. The resulting text line will consist of aquestion mark in the

first column after the line numbers, followed by the first 94 characters of the source BASIC line. This

 

situation will arise if, for example, you transform a BASIC file with long i1 i statements into text.

During a text-to-BASIC transformation, it’s possible that one or more of the resulting program lines will

exceed 94 characters when listed, as will happen if a line in the source text file contains numerous

abbreviations.

Example:

 

CLEM es el Eop L a, ol Bop s, Bop s When transformed 1nt0 BASIC thls hneof text will

ced L e s, o, result in five iif~ i ' - i

commands in one long hne.

  
   

No error will be reported during the transformation, and all the instructions in the line will be stored in the

BASIC file. When you attempt to edit or list the resultant long line, warning 67— 1i & too Lorma—will

occur; only the first 94 characters in the line will be displayed and be available for edltlng If the file is now

transformed back to text, the long line will be truncated after the 94th character.

It’s also possible to transform the i = wx file. First, rename the k#13 file to another filename, and then use

that filename in the 1kOcommand.
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Interchangefiles created by computers other than the HP-75 may contain lines longer than allowed by the
HP-75 or may have unnumbered lines. Such files may be copied to memory, but attempting to transform

them to text or BASIC will not work. An interchange file with excessively long lines will cause error

14, an interchange file with missing line numbers will cause error 87—

.. In either case, no action will be taken; the LIF1 file will remain a LIF1 file.   
If the currently running program transforms itself, then execution is interrupted, the program is deallocated,

and the transform occurs.

 

The i #1 command requires some system memory for execution; consequently some valid nested

expressions may be converted into | “* comment lines when they are transformed from text or LIF1 files

into BASIC.

LEX Files (i1%)

LEX files, or Language Extension files, are specially coded programs that extend the capabilities of the

HP-75. A LEX file may reside on a mass storage medium or in a plug-in ROM. If on a mass storage medium,

LEX files are copied to memory (RAM) the same way as other files, using a form of the ©:{i¥% command. A

LEX file in RAM is indicated by the symbol i.in the system catalog. A LEX file in ROM will not be reported

in the system catalog, but will function identically to a LEX filein RAM.

LEX files make new keywords available to the user, including new functions, statements, and commands

that are not part of the HP-75 operating system. LEX files are not available for listing, editing, or running,

but LEX files in RAM may be duplicated, renamed, and purged.

Specific instructions for using LEX files accompany the medium that stores the files. Note that if you write a

BASIC program that uses any of the keywords provided by a LEX file, then that LEX file should be present

whenever you work with the program file. If the LEX file isn’t present: running the program causes error

 

18—FiiFt mi=s i if the program isn’t initialized, lines containing LEX keywords can’t be accessed (but

other lines can)1fthe program is initialized, lines containing LEX keywords are replaced by lines

containing i mi=1ifthe program is deallocated by the operation.

ROM Files (&Liti, LI=T, DRy, MERGE)

ROM files reside permanently in the plug-in ROM (read-only memory) modules available as optional

accessories for the HP-75. ROM files may be of any type, including BASIC, text, and LEX. BASIC ROM files

may be run and called; LEX ROM files make new keywords available to the system as soon as the ROM

module is plugged into the HP-75.

ROM files may not be cataloged, edited, listed, purged, renamed, or changed in any way, nor can you use

H toread a ROM file. However, individual ROM files—if nonprivate—may be copied to memory

 

using the i % command.

 

“ROM filename '’ {ii ‘'RAM filename
  
 

In addition, all or any part of a BASIC or text ROM file may be merged into the current file in memory using

the i    ik command.

 

 

‘ROM filename ' [ .beginning line number [ .endingline number]]
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Once in RAM, the file may be cataloged, edited, listed, renamed, and so on. To copy a ROM file to a mass

storage medium, you must first copy the file to memory. Note that if two files have identical names, one in

ROM and one in RAM, then when you specify the filename in a command, the HP-75 will access the file in

RAM.

For specific operating instructions, refer to the documentation for the ROM.

Other Files ()

A question mark, 7, as the file type of a file on a mass storage medium indicates that the HP-75 is unable to

use the information contained in that file. A file of this type may result from a copy-to-mass storage

operation of another calculator or computer.

Attempting to copy a * file to HP-75 memory will cause error 68—:.iii iwips, Unknown files

  may be renamed (i i), duplicated on the mass storage medium ( %), and erased from mass storage

(FLRGE).

 

Verifying Proper Operation

If you suspect that your HP-75 is not operating properly and may require service, you can do the following:

1.  Turn the unit off by pressing [SHIFTJ[ATTN], and disconnect all HP-IL devices.

2.  Plug the unitinto a power outlet using the ac adapter/recharger.

3. Turn the unit back on by pressing [ATTN]. One of these two displays should result:

 
 

kS ;i

     
 

The BASIC prompt and cursor. The text prompt and cursor.

  
4. Execute the i function. Type = i [RTN]. The result & . i+ 5% should be displayed, which

indicates that approximately 60 percent of the system circuits are performing properly.

5. Ifthe computer repeatedly fails to perform a particular operation, such as copying a file to a magnetic

card, or repeatedly displays an error message, such as i:aoi @@sms ts ) then carefully reread the

instructions in this manual regarding that operation; you may be specifying the operation improperly.

6. Ifthedisplay remains blank when is pressed, then reset the machine:

a. Unplug the ac adapter/recharger.

b. Remove the battery pack.

c. Press[ATTN]. The circuits will be discharged immediately.

7. After you reinstall the battery pack and reconnect the ac adapter/recharger, the set-time template

should appear when [ATTN]is pressed:

 

Set MooDusYear HeoMeo 5o AR Enter the values for the date and time, and press
RTN .   

8. After setting the clock, press the key:

 

= The BASIC prompt and the cursor should appear.
Now repeat step 4.   
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iE iwwalicd is displayed, then  9. If the display remains blank, or if the message B R

remove all plug-in RAM and ROM modules, reset the machlne and repeat steps 7 and 8 to determine

whether the problem is caused by a defective or improperly installed module.

10. If the HP-75 becomes inoperable with characters “frozen” in the display, then reset the computer by

pressing or removing the battery pack while the unit is not connected to a power

source. After the reset, verify proper operation, beginning at step 7.

11. To verify the computer’s HP-IL operatlon connect a single HP-IL cable between the HP-75’s IN and

OUT receptacles. Then typei w [RTIN]. If error 56—Loop  rasp ornss—occurs, the

HP-IL circuit is operating properly; otherresponses indicate a bad cable or improper operation.

If you cannot determine the cause of difficulty, write or telephone Hewlett-Packard at an address or phone

number listed below under service.

Limited One-Year Warranty

What We Will Do

The HP-75 is warranted by Hewlett-Packard against defects in materials and workmanship for one year

from the date of original purchase. If you sell your unit or give it as a gift, the warranty is transferred to the

new owner and remains in effect for the original one-year period. During the warranty period, we will repair

or, at our option, replace at no charge a product that proves to be defective, provided you return the product,

shipping prepaid, to a Hewlett-Packard service center.

What Is Not Covered

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by accident or misuse or as the result of

service or modification by other than an authorized Hewlett-Packard service center.

No other express warranty is given. The repair or replacement of a product is your exclusive remedy. ANY

OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE

ONE-YEAR DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. Some states, provinces, or countries

don’t allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

INNO EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES. Some states, provinces, or countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to

state, province to province, or country to country.

Warranty for Consumer Transactions in the United Kingdom

This warranty shall not apply to consumer transactions and shall not affect the statutory rights of a

consumer. In relation to such transactions, the rights and obligations of Seller and Buyer shall be

determined by statute.

Obligation to Make Changes

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of manufacture. Hewlett-Packard shall

have no obligation to modify or update products once sold.
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Warranty Information

If you have any questions concerning this warranty, please contact an authorized Hewlett-Packard dealer or

a Hewlett-Packard sales and service office. Should you be unable to contact them, please contact:

e Inthe United States:

Hewlett-Packard

Corvallis Division

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330

Telephone: (503) 758-1010

Toll-Free Number: (800) 547-3400 (except in Oregon, Hawaii, and Alaska)

e In Europe:

Hewlett-Packard S.A.

7, rue du Bois-du-Lan

P.O. Box

CH-1217 Meyrin 2

Geneva

Switzerland

Telephone: (022) 83 81 11

Note: Do not send computers to this address for repair.

e In other countries:

Hewlett-Packard Intercontinental

3495 Deer Creek Rd.

Palo Alto, CA 94304

U.S.A.

Telephone: (415) 857-1501

Note: Do not send computers to this address for repair.

Service

Service Centers

Hewlett-Packard maintains service centers in most major countries throughout the world. You may have

your unit repaired at a Hewlett-Packard service center any time it needs service, whether the unit is under

warranty or not. There is a charge for repairs after the one-year warranty period.

Hewlett-Packard computer products normally are repaired and reshipped within five (5) working days of

receipt at any service center. This is an average time and could vary depending on the time of year and work

load at the service center. The total time you are without your unit will depend largely on the shipping time.
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Obtaining Repair Service in the United States

The Hewlett-Packard United States Service Center for battery-powered computational devices is located in

Corvallis, Oregon:

Hewlett-Packard Company

Corvallis Division Service Department

P.O. Box 999/1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

Telephone: (503) 757-2000

Obtaining Repair Service in Europe

Service centers are maintained at the following locations. For countries not listed, contact the dealer where

you purchased your computer.

AUSTRIA

HEWLETT-PACKARD Ges.m.b.H.

Kleinrechner-Service

Wagramerstrasse-Lieblgasse 1

A-1220 Wien (Vienna)

Telephone: (0222) 23 65 11

BELGIUM

HEWLETT-PACKARD BELGIUM SA/NV

Woluwedal 100

B-1200 Brussels

Telephone: (02) 762 32 00

DENMARK

HEWLETT-PACKARD A/S

Datavej 52

DK-3460 Birkerod (Copenhagen)

Telephone: (02) 81 66 40

EASTERN EUROPE

Refer to the address listed under Austria.

FINLAND

HEWLETT-PACKARD OY

Revontulentie 7

SF-02100 Espoo 10 (Helsinki)

Telephone: (90) 455 02 11

FRANCE

HEWLETT-PACKARD FRANCE

Division Informatique Personnelle

S.A.V. Calculateurs de Poche

F-91947 Les Ulis Cedex

Telephone: (6) 907 78 25

GERMANY

HEWLETT-PACKARD GmbH

Kleinrechner-Service

Vertriebszentrale

Berner Strasse 117

Postfach 560 140

D-6000 Frankfurt 56

Telephone: (611) 50041

ITALY

HEWLETT-PACKARD ITALIANA S.P.A.

Casella postale 3645 (Milano)

Via G. Di Vittorio, 9

1-20063 Cernusco Sul Naviglio (Milan)

Telephone: (2) 90 36 91

NETHERLANDS

HEWLETT-PACKARD NEDERLAND B.V.

Van Heuven Goedhartlaan 121

N-1181 KK Amstelveen (Amsterdam)

P.O. Box 667

Telephone: (020) 472021

International Service Information

NORWAY

HEWLETT-PACKARD NORGE A/S

P.O. Box 34

Oesterndalen 18

N-1345 Oesteraas (Oslo)

Telephone: (2) 17 11 80

SPAIN

HEWLETT-PACKARD ESPANOLA S.A.

Calle Jerez 3

E-Madrid 16

Telephone: (1) 458 2600

SWEDEN

HEWLETT-PACKARD SVERIGE AB

Skalholtsgatan 9, Kista

Box 19

S-163 93 Spanga (Stockholm)

Telephone: (08) 750 20 00

SWITZERLAND

HEWLETT-PACKARD (SCHWEIZ) AG

Kleinrechner-Service

Allmend 2

CH-8967 Widen

Telephone: (057) 31 21 11

UNITED KINGDOM

HEWLETT-PACKARD Ltd

King Street Lane

GB-Winnersh, Wokingham

Berkshire RG11 5AR

Telephone: (0734) 784 774

Not all Hewlett-Packard service centers offer service for all models of HP computer products. However,if you

bought your product from an authorized Hewlett-Packard dealer, you can be sure that service is available in

the country where you bought it.

If you happen to be outside of the country where you bought your unit, you can contact the local Hewlett-

Packard service center to see if service is available for it. If service is unavailable, please ship to the address

listed under Obtaining Repair Service in the United States. A list of service centers for other countries can be

obtained by writing to that address.

All shipping, reimporation arrangements, and customs costs are your responsibility.
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Service Repair Charge

There is a standard repair charge for out-of-warranty repairs. The repair charges include all labor and

materials. In the United States, the full charge is subject to the customer’s local sales tax. In European

countries, the full charge is subject to Value Added Tax (VAT) and similar taxes wherever applicable. All

such taxes will appear as separate items on invoiced amounts.

Computer products damaged by accident or misuse are not covered by the fixed repair charges. In these

situations, repair charges will be individually determined based on time and materials.

Service Warranty

Any out-of-warranty repairs are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 90

days from date of service.

Shipping Instructions

Should your unit require service, return it with the following items:

e A completed Service Card, including a description of the problem.

e A sales receipt or other documentary proof of purchase date if the one-year warranty has not expired.

The product, the Service Card, a brief description of the problem, and (if required) the proof of purchase date

should be packaged in adequate protective packaging to prevent in-transit damage. Such damage is not

covered by the one-year limited warranty; Hewlett-Packard suggests that you insure the shipment to the

service center. The packaged unit should be shipped to the nearest Hewlett-Packard designated collection

point or service center. Contact your dealer for assistance. (If you are not in the country where you originally

purchased the unit, refer to International Service Information above.)

Whether the unit is under warranty or not, it is your responsibility to pay shipping charges for delivery to

the Hewlett-Packard service center.

After warranty repairs are completed, the service center returns the unit with postage prepaid. On out-of-

warranty repairs in the United States and some other countries, the unit is returned C.0.D. (covering

shipping costs and the service charge).

Further Information

Service contracts are not available. Computer products circuitry and design are proprietary to Hewlett-

Packard, and service manuals are not available to customers. Should other problems or questions arise

regarding repairs, please call your nearest Hewlett-Packard service center.
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Potential for Radio/Televison Interference (for U.S.A. Only)

The HP-75 generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used properly—thatis, in

strict accordance with the instructions in this manual—may cause interference to radio and television

reception. It has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in

accordance with the specifications in Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide

reasonable protection against such interference in a residential installation. However, there is no guarantee

that interference will not occur in a particular installation. In the unlikely event that your HP-75 does cause

interference to radio or television reception (which can be determined by removing all power to the HP-75

and then resetting it), you are encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following

measures:

® Reorient the receiving antenna.

e Relocate the computer with respect to the receiver.

e Move the computer away from the receiver.

¢ Plug the computer and ac adapter/recharger into a different ac outlet so that the computer and the

receiver are on different branch circuits.

If necessary, you should consult your dealer or an experienced radio/television technician for additional

suggestions. You may find the following booklet, prepared by the Federal Communications Commission,

helpful: How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference Problems. This booklet is available from the

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, Stock Number 004-000-00345-4.

Technical Assistance

The keystroke procedures and program material in this manual are supplied with the assumption that the

user has a working knowledge of the concepts and terminology used. Hewlett-Packard’s technical support is

limited to explanations of operating procedures used in the manual and verification of answers given in the

examples. Should you need further assistance, you may write to:

Hewlett-Packard

Corvallis Division Customer Support

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330

Product Information

For additional product information, refer to the accessory brochure that was included with your unit, contact

your local Hewlett-Packard dealer, or call toll-free in the United States (800) 547-3400. In Oregon, Alaska,

and Hawaii, call (503) 758-1010.
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Keyboard Operations

Contents

Ky FUNCHIONS .oeeeeee284

TPEWIIT KYS ..tee eee284

Editing KeYS.o285

SSEM KYSoo285

Keystroke Combinations ....286

SYStEM KYStIrOKES...\t286

Editing KeysStroKeS...e286

Display Character KeysStroKe . ......eee287

ESCApPe KeYStIOKe...tee287

Display Device KeysStroKesS ....eee287

Key Functions

Typewriter Keys

through Letters.

[0]through [9] Digits.

] Space.

[]

HEHEE]
Qe

L]

(40

[

10O

Period. Used as a decimal point in numbers and as the final character in abbreviations.

Arithmetic symbols: addition (plus), subtraction (minus), multiplication (asterisk),

division (slash), exponentiation (circumflex), and integer division (back slash).

Comma. Used to separate items in commands, statements, and functions.

Parentheses. Used to key in numeric expressions.

Exclamation mark. Used for end-of-line comments in program statements and for

appointment notes.

Double and single quotation marks. Used to enclose filenames and other literal strings.

 

Number s1gn Used to specify file numbers of BASIC files ini I (GH

 

# statements and to assign timer numbers in (i

 

< # statements. Also used for inequality in relational tests.

Dollar sign. Used to specify string variables and string functions.

Ampersand. Used to concatenate, or join, string expressions.

Opening and closing brackets. Used to dimension string variables and to specify

substrings.
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Editing Keys

(SHIFT)

CTL

(1] }
(=
]
=

CL

BACK

i
-

>
X

DE

TAB

System Keys

The system keys and the and keys send a carriage-return/line-feed to the display and i I ZHLHY
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Commercial at. Used to form multistatement program lines.

Semicolon. Used to separate items in F & IHT, 115

 

statements.

Equals. Used to assign variable values and to test for equality.

Less-than. Used in relationaltests.

Greater-than. The BASIC prompt for programs and command appointments. Also used in

relational tests.

Colon. The text-editing prompt. Also used to delimit device codes.

Percent sign.

Question mark. The default prompt for the iLiT statement.

Shift. Causes keys to perform their shifted functions. In uppercase mode, causes the letter

keys to display lowercase letters.

Control. Used to generate special display characters and to form a variety of keystroke

combinations.

Lock. Used when locking the keyboard in uppercase letters or when enabling the numeric

keypad.

Left-arrow and right-arrow. Move the cursor across the display. If necessary, cause the

display to scroll.

Up-arrow and down-arrow. Move the display up and down through BASIC, text, and

appointment files and through the system and mass storage catalogs.

Insert/Replace. Exchanges the replace cursor (i#) with the insert cursor ().

Clear. Clears the display.

Backspace. Backspaces the cursor and erases the character there.

Delete. Deletes a character and left-shifts the trailing characters in the display line.

Tab. Moves the cursor across TIME and APPT mode display fields.

devices before performing their designated functions.

ATT =2

TIME

APPT

Attention.Turns on the HP-75; interrupts programs, listings, auto line-numbering, card

reader operations, and HP-IL operations. Acknowledges due appointments.

Time. Switches the HP-75 to TIME mode.

Appointment. Switches the HP-75 to APPT mode. Causes unacknowledged appointments

to be displayed.



N
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Z
—

3

T
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Edit. Switches the HP-75 to EDIT mode.

Fetch. In EDIT mode, functions as a typing aid for F£T4 command.

Return. Causes an expression, statement, or command in the display to be evaluated,

stored, or executed.

Run. Runs the current BASIC program in EDIT mode. Processes due appointments in

APPT mode.

Keystroke Combinations

System Keystrokes

Causes the HP-75 to perform a system reset (refer to section 1, page 13).*

Causes the HP-75 to turn off the display and to disable all keys except [ATTN].

Locks the HP-75 in uppercase. Pressing again restores the unshifted keys.

Enables the numeric keypad. Pressing again restores the normal keyboard.

Displays the most recent ii(i) BER MG, card reader, trace, or HP-IL message for as

long as the key is pressed. The message is cleared after [CLR], [ATTN], [TIME], [APPT],

(EDIT], [FETJ, (1], (3], (RTNJ, or [RUN]is pressed.

 

 

Single-steps through a program, beginning from the current line.

Editing Keystrokes

Moves the file pointer to the first line of the currentfile, to the first entryin a7T FiL.or

mass storage catalog listing, or to the first appointment in APPT mode.

Moves the file pointer to the last line of the currentfile, to the last entryina -7 #i.Lor

mass storage catalog listing, or to the last appointment in APPT mode.

In EDIT mode, brings the last entry to the display and makes it available for editing. The

entry is displayed intact, so long as no other keys have been pressed since the last [RTN].

The following commands use the input buffer, causing your last entry to be lost: £T,

B L TET, LOCE FLIET, and TEAMNSZFOREM.

In EDIT and TIME modes, deletes from the cursor to the end-of-line. In APPT mode,

deletes the currently displayed appointment or replaces it with an edited appointment.

In APPT and TIME modes, shifts the cursor leftwards across the display fields, the

opposite direction of alone.

Shifts the cursor to the beginning of the display line.

 

* (SsHIFT](cTL)(™M], (1, (4], (8], and also cause a system reset if held for one second or longer.
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Shifts the cursor to the end of the display line.

Left-shifts the cursor 32 positions or to the beginning of the display line, whichever

distance is shorter.

Right-shifts the cursor 32 positions or to the end of the display line, whichever distance is

shorter.

Display Character Keystroke

Causes the next key or keystroke combination to display the character associated with it
regardless of key redefinitions.

Escape Keystroke

Generates decimal code 27 (ESC) as the initial character of escape code sequences.

Display Device Keystrokes

Sends an ESC 7(roll up one line) to i Ii% 1devices (ignored by the HP-75 display).

Sends an ESC = (roll down one line) to [i 1 =i% 1% devices (ignored by the HP-75

 

display).
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Character Set

rounded to integer values and converted to the proper range (modulo 256). An underlined display character

has a decimal code 128 larger than its non-underlined equivalent.

The .11l function returns the decimal code of the first character of a given character string.

Examples: Press after each.

  

sobrrE eIl ohrEleBe LEEHE H F

  

  

ee D, okhrFECmumd e el ZE0H =y #     
  

Characters whose decimal codes are 32 through 126 are standard printable characters as defined by the

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). Refer to the HP-IL peripheral owner’s

manuals to determine the response of individual peripherals to decimal codes 0 through 31 and 127 through

255. To avoid unexpected device behavior during program listings, use the i“ii# ¢function to represent

special characters (e.g., the form feed, or FF, character) rather than the display character itself (e.g., use

CHEECLZ Y instead of 11).

An asterisk (*) indicates that must first be pressed in order to display the character associated

with the key or keystroke combination. Where no keystroke sequence is shown, the display character can

only be displayed by using the i# command.

 

    
 

   
0 4 128 & *
1 129 . -
2 um 130 i *
3 * 131 i *
4 i (D] 132 *
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Code| Character Kevstrokes PZomel DSREY| Keystrokes
5 F [CTL)(E) 133 £ "
6 N 134 L *

7 & 135 e *

8 BS 136 *

9 T ) 137 i *

10 LF 138 b *
11 139 *

12 L 140 L *
13 CR (M) 141 i *

14 [N] 142 T *[TAB
15 § (0] 143 £

16 i [cTL](P] 144 B
17 (Q) 145 b

18 (R] 146

19 147 i

20 w 148 T

21 £ 149 5

22 5 150 E

23 ih 151

24 sf:fx 152

25 i 153

26 154 4

27 ESC 155 &

28 156 2

29 =) 157 i
30 G 158

31 159

32 160 *
33 [SHIFT)(1] 161 1 * [SHIFT][TIME]
34 162 *

35 # 163 *

36 2 [SHIFT)(4] 164 *
37 (5) 165 *
38 (6] 166 *
39 167 *
40 168 1 *
41 [SHIFT](9) 169 * [SHIFT](FET]
42 n 170 % *
43 171 *

44 n 172, *
45 - 5] 173 - *

46 (] 174 *    

289
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47 175 2

48 & (0] 176 i *[cTL(0]
49 i (1) 177 1 * (1]

50 178 *[cTU)(2]

51 179 & * (e(3]

52 ! 180 4 *
53 5 (5] 181 *[cTL (8]

54 (6] 182 & *(cTL](6]

55 183 £

56 184 o

57 (9] 185 .ii%*.

58 (SHIFT](;] 186

59 ] 187

60 (SHIFT]() 18
61 =] 189 =

62 [SHIFT][] 190 x
63 191 i

64 192 i *[CTL)[ATTN]
65 i 193 F *
66 iEEEi 194 * [CTL](APPT]

67 195 i *[cTL](EDIT]
68 (SHIFT](D] 196 [ *[cTu(t]
69 & (SHIFT](E] 197 ke (e

70 198 F *[CTL)(+]
71 E 199 i *
72 H 200 H *
73 [SHIFT][1] 201 * [CTL)(FET]
74 202 *[CTL)(DEL)
75 203 K * [CTLJ(CLR)

76 L 204 *(cTL](LOoCK]

77 (SHIFT](M] 205 *[CcTL)[RUN]
78 [SHIFT)(N] 206 i *[cTL)(TAB]
79 (SHIFT](O] 207 i
80 [SHIFT](P] 208  F

81 (SHIFT](Q] 200

82 (SHIFT][R] 210 =

83 [SHIFT](S] 211
84 2127

85 213

86 214

87 215 i

88 216 #
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89 i 217 i

90 218 e
91 L (0] 219 L

92 220
93 1 [SHIFT)[5) 221

94 N 222

85 ] 223

96 224 *

97 & 225 e *
08 b 226 * [SHIFT] [CTL) [APPT]
99 o 227 *

100 (0] 228 4 *

101 & (E] 229 *

102 f 230 i *
103 i 231 o *

104 3 232 I *
105 i 233 i *

106 N 234 *
107 b 235 k&

108 i 236 4 *

109 i (M) 237 I *
110 (N] 238 *

111 i (0] 239

112 p [P] 240

113 (Q] 241 i

114 F (R] 242 i

115 243

116 244 1

117 L 245

118 246

119 247

120 248 =

121 249

122 = 250 =

123 L 251 i

124 (=] 252

125 () 253

126 [Ty(] 254 EVET
127 B 265  ® -

t When decimal code 254 is assigned to a key, pressing the redefined key will execute the ik command. Using “HE# to display character

254 will cause the *~ character to be displayed.
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System Memory Requirements

To determine the size of an initialized program, first interrupt execution (press [ATTN]) and determine

available memory (type i1 [RTN]). Then deallocate the program by performing a line edit. The amount of

additional memory that becomes available plus the size of the deallocated file (as indicated in the catalog

entry) is the total size.

 

Item Memory Required
 

 

Appointments

Data items

Data pointers

Files (BASIC and text)

Files (LEX and interchange)

HP-IL assignments

Key redefinitions

 
Mass storage commands

(LHT, LUFY, PURGE, BE

Mass storage devices

   

 

. command

Plug-in ROMs

Program calls

Timers

  

  

1 command

Variables (both calculator variables and

initialized program variables)

Simple numeric variables

 

Numeric array variables

 

String variables  

15 bytes for the appointment file p/us

7 bytes/appointment p/us

1 byte/character in the i+& field plus

5 bytes/repeating appointment.

5 bytes/[IH T Hstatement p/lug

4 bytes/ integer plus

5 bytes/short plus

9 bytes/real plus

2 bytes/item plus

1 byte/characterin strings.

15 bytes/data pointer created by an i+iz # statement.

15 bytes/file plus

3 bytes/line plus

1-3 bytes/keyword (BASIC) or 1 byte/character (text).

Refer to the catalog entry for the file.

7 bytes/device declared in an i+[ izl Icommand.

3 bytes/redefinition p/us

1 byte/character in the the key definition string p/us

1 byte for final semicolon.

43 bytes/command.

105 bytes/device.

256 bytes p/us 6 bytes/file.

Refer to the ROM owner’s manual for the number of bytes of

system RAM used by the ROM.

30 bytes/ Lil.1. statement plus

2 bytes/calling program variable p/us

the number of bytes required by the variables’

sizes or precisions.
-

63 bytes/timer set by an ii4 T Ik statement plus

one or more bytes per timer instruction.

A maximum of 255 bytes while the transformation is occurring.

12 bytes/variable

8 bytes/variable

7 bytes/variable

10 bytes/array variable p/us

8 bytes/element

4 bytes/element

3 bytes/element

8 bytes/variable plus

dim length.
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Global and Local Declarations

A global declaration is an HP-75 setting that remains in effect until:

¢ The setting is changed by a new declaration, executed either from the keyboard or from a running

program.

e The HP-751s reset.

A local declaration affects only keyboard calculations or the program in which the declaration occurs.

Local Global
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Display Escape Codes

ESC represents the escape character, decimal code 27. Displaying [ESC]—thatis,mm—ordisplaying

"""¥+ sends an escape character tothe HP-75 display and other iy Idevices. Printing      
I devices.

 

% sends an escape character to ¥ |

The HP-75 display and most HP-IL devices have special responses to predefined escape codes, that is, to

display or print instructions which contain sequences formed by the escape character and the characters

immediately following. A given escape code may be ignored by one device while interpreted by another

device as a machine instruction. For example, an ESC i is ignored by the HP 82162A Thermal Printer but

causes the HP 82163 Video Interface to move the cursor one position to the right. An ESC > may be sent to

the HP-75 display and other display devices using i1 &8 DHEFCZF 35T for example.

The HP-75 display responds to 12 escape codes. Other escape sequences used in LI | =or i I M1 statements

areignored by the display.

The 32 display window positions are identified as 0 through 31.

Escape Code Instruction Description

ESC i Cursor Right* Moves the cursor one position to the right.

ESC i Cursor Left* Moves the cursor one position to the left.

ESC & Clear All* Moves the cursor to column 0 and clears the display.

ESC ! Cursor Return Moves the cursor to column 0.

ESC H Cursor Home* Moves the cursor to column 0.

ESC .i Clear From Cursor* Clears the display from cursor location.

ESC & Clear to End of Line Clears the display from the cursor location.

ESC i Delete Character Deletes the character at the cursor location and left-shifts all
With Wraparound trailing characters with wraparound.

ESC ¥ Delete Character Deletes the character at the cursor location and left-shifts all

trailing characters.

ESC - Cursor Off* Turns off the cursor.

ESC > Cursor On* Turns on the cursor.

ESC “cr Cursor to Address* Moves the cursor to the display position (0 through 31) specified by

the decimal code of the first display character modulo 32. The

decimal code of the second character is used by the video interface

as a rowparameter butis 1gnored by the HP75. For example

 

CHEECET PR P OHEE LD CHEECED D There

positions the cursor to column 16 (androw8 of the video 1nterface)

and displays ¥5, beginning from that location.

An asterlsk(*) indicates that the HP 82163 Video Interface responds similarly when declared a

 

......- device. Refer also to the owner’s manual for the video interface.



Type a semicolon after an escape code to suppress the carriage-return/line-feed that normally terminates a

HIsFor FRIMT statement.

In addition, pressing sends an ESC 7

sends an ESC i

characters.

(roll down one line) to i

  

Machine Defaults

 

(rollup onelme) to i
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Condition
After a machine reset or after the

battery pack is first installed.

After turning on

following a timeout period.
 

 

   

TtemplateTIME display

Trigonometric

mode.

Variables:

calculator

program

No HP-IL assignments.

No file number assignments.

LR

Set-time template.

Identity assignments

1 second.

¥ (That is, the HP-75 display.)

CR/LF

 

-1 marks cleared.

Line O of workfile.

BASIC workfile

(O bytes, time and date of clock setting.)

Unshifted.

No password.

91

TIME

# (The HP-75 display.)

32 columns.

0

  

Blank display.

  

None.

None.

32 columns.  

Previous setting.

Previous HP-IL assignments.

Previous file number assignments.

Previous setting.

Blank line.

Previous setting.

Previous key definitions.

Previous setting.

Previous display devices.

Previous setting.

Previous error line.

Previous error number.

 

.7 marks unchanged.

Previously pending line.

Previous BASIC files, text files,

appointment files, keys files, LEX files,

LIF1 files.

Previous keyboard mode.

Previous password.

Previous setting.

EDIT

Previous printer devices.

Previous setting.

Last numeric result.

Next number in sequence.

Blank display.

Previous setting.

Previous settings.

Current time.

Previous setting.

Previous assignments.

Previous assignments if allocated

program.

Previous setting.
   

= devices and pressing [CTL][}]

......dev1ces The HP75dlsplay window ignores these
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Abbreviations

The following are the shortest distinct abbreviations recognized by the HP-75. Longer abbreviations are

allowed, providing that the period doesn’t match the final character of the keyword. Abbreviations may not

contain embedded blanks.

The HP-75 supplies the complete spelling of keywords when listing and fetching lines.

 

Keyword Abbreviation Keyword Abbreviation
 

 

H ilfi:’ 5222'

LA

 

 
 

 
 

 

fre o F

e, O

s

ok, O

ol ide!

ol 1

ol

clefa, ot

ol m, on

' I

o,

ol e,

et

e   

THAGE
IHITIALIZE
ITHFUT
ITHTEGER

FEYE

T
=T I

LET  FH
LOGidos

LI
LI

PMHARGIH
MERGE

HAME
HE=T

UFF EREOE
OFF TIMER #
UH EREGOE
o TIMERE #
OFTION AMGLE DEGEEES
DFTION AMGLE FEADIAME
DFTION BASE

FRCE
   

 

FREIMT #
FEIMTER
FEIMT LZ
FREOTECT
FLIFGE
FHIDOTH

FEHMDOMIZE
REALD #
FEFAL

FEMUMEER
FESTORE
gy g

F TOEE #

 

    

1.

1l .

1.

it

1,

e,

of e,

of 1L H
1,

i
T T

.

o
-

N

P
t

{1
1

L LAE

e
e

e
e

o
1

T
R

OT
R

OT
IO

TE
O
O

T
T

b
i
-

-

"

P

P,

PL

P

e, H

P

=
-
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Keyword Abbreviation

 

Keyword Abbreviation
 

 

EHOET

STHHDOEY OFF
STHHDOEY OH

THEHM
TIMEF
TEACE FLOM
TEACE OFF
TEACE WARZ
TEAMZFOREM  

o
o

i

crt

TW
i

il

i

T

T,

T

T

 

  

LHFEOTECT
LIFRECE D

WERE

WAIT
WIDTH

i

LAp . 6

l.'.l Efi 3

Ll
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SYNtAX Errors (78-0T) ..tee305

Mass MemoOry Errors (92-07) ..ottteeeee306

Alphabetical LisSting ...eteee307

Occurrences

 

Whenan error occurs, the HP-75 sounds the beep, hghts the ERROR annunciator, and displays an | = or

i message according to the current [1£i ' rate. If the error occurs during program execution, the

hne number of the statement that caused the error is also displayed. Pressmg [SHIFT] [FET] displays the

message again for as long as the [FET] key is held down. Typing & 1+ returns the identification

number of the error or warning. Pressing [CLR], [ATTN], [TIME], [APPT], | EDITI, (FET], (1], (1], [RTN], or [RUN]turns

off the ERROR annunciator and clears the message.

  

 

 

iz condition causes the HP-75 to supply default values and allows execution to continue (unless

 has been declared). An i  condition interrupts program execution at the statement that

caused the error. If the interrupted program is also the current file, then the file pointer will be set to the line

in which the error occurred; pressing and then fetches the line to the display. The program

remains initialized until you edit any line or run another program.
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Mathematical Warnings and Errors

 

Number

 
Message and Condition

 
Default Values

(with i T
   

 

 

 
 

Numberlies between ti:

® Largerthan t

® Largerthan

® Largerthan

  
  

precision allows.

" precision allows.

COT or CSC of n X 180°;

TAN or SEC of n

n = integer.

 

X 90¢;
n = odd integer.

Zeroraised to a negative power.

Zero raised to zero power.

 

® The value of a string variable is referenced before

the variable has been assigned a value.

® The value of a simple numeric variable or a numeric

array element is referenced before the variable has

been assigned a value.

Although a default value will be supplied to the pro-

gram with iU T i) the variable value will

remain undefined.

  

Division by zero.

(The remaining mathematical errors do not default.)

9

10

1

12

13

Negative value raised to a non-integer power.

 

Logarithm of zero.

 

Logarithm of a negative number.

o

    

i
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System Errors (14 through 18)

Number Message and Condition

14 Lu sl teries

Replace battery pack or plug in the ac adapter/recharger.

16 = i B
The HP-75 may require a reset.

16 TSPWSOy

¢ Not enough available memory exists to copy a card or tape file to memory.

® Afile or program requires too much memory.

Possible solutions:

® Delete one or more Ii es from the currentfile.

® Execute i-L.EFE WiHED to clear calculator variables.

® Lessen the precisions or reduce the dimensions of program variables.

® Purge oneor moreflles frommemory

® Execute i speCIfYIng any unused data file pointers.

® Execute i then pressor until you see a file that can be purged, then press

andexecute FLURGE
® Execute HIii s

17 PorE L Lol o

® |ndicates a defective circuit. Unit may require service.

® |ndicates memory lost.

18 FLEEL

Missing a necessary plug-in ROM or LEX file.

Card Reader Warnings (19 through 26)

Number Message and Condition

Attempting to copy to a write-protected card. Execute ..

20 e b I

A trackdoesnotbelong to the same file that is being copied to memory.

21 JEr ittalled

The same track requires two more passes through the card reader, once to write to the track

and once more to verify. Clean the card first.

The mformatlon on the track is not recognized by the HP-75.

23 b ; oLt

A falluretoreada track or write to the track properly. Clean the card and try again.

24 Ll bT P

Pull the card through the card reader more slowly.

25 |8 T ol R

Pull the card through the card reader faster.

26 The file specifierina i

  

% command doesn’t match the name of the card file.
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Program Errors (27 through 54)

 

 
 

 
      

  

 

    

 

  

  

  
    

  

  

 

   

   

   

  
  

Number Message and Condition

27 e Loiodom

e An array subscript is out of bounds.

e A string variable substring is out-of-bounds.

28

i statement tried to force the data pointer past the end of line.

An Lii ' routine was requested to handle error 49—:: B i. Rather

thancreate another subroutine and add to the problem, the HP-75 halts executionand

displays this message.

30 T LON B

° Out of range - specified.

° P statement appears after an array variable reference.

° Multiple i i statements in one program.

31 PR

‘is executed or SHIFT[SHIFT]J[RUN] is pressed before a program has been initialized or after a
program has been deallocated.

32

I Hi: statement.

33

# statement tried to read string information into a numeric variable.

34 gix

° # statement tried to read past the end offile.

° # statement was executed when there was no data in the

° | - ¥, random ~{1 # statement, or random ¥

ment specnfledan exustlng but non-i.iii I|ne in a BASIC file.

o Ak i i1 # statement specified a nonexistent line in a text file.

35 PP wewiomd i

Declarlng the precision or dimension of a simple numeric variable, string variable, or

numeric array variable that has appeared previously in the program.

36
- declaration.

37

38 . b LR
A multlple I|ne user-defined function is missing the & i~ statement.

39 EEL P

Attempting to branch into the middle of a multiple-line user-defined function.  
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Program Errors (27 through 54) (continued)

 

  

 

   

 

  

  

 

  

         

  

      

      

 

  

 

 

error, then as many values as possible will be assigned to the |

  
  

Number Message and Condition

40 i oo RO RD

e Mismatch occurred between the formal parameterlist in the function definition and the

actual parameterlist in the main program.

e Attempting to use a user-defined function that isnt defined.

41 i f W b A S AR R LT

A user-defined function is defined in terms ofitself.

42 R . AR

e Attempting to assign too many characters to a string variable.

e Printing a string longer than 251 characters to a BASIC file or longer than 255 characters

to a text file. Causes a warning and truncation of the string.

e Attempting to supply characters in response to an I statement.

e Pressing before enough values have been supplied for all the numeric variables in

the input List.

44* """"" i weed 4R R L I

Too many items entered in response to an i LI statement.

45 P EE L

Executmg a # statement without first assigning a

file number.

46 i H

Mlssmgthe

47 ghx P LI

A [ statement is encountered with no corresponding - Listatement. May be caused

by an incorrectly nested loop.

48 Pt PO OL LR

- nesting exceeds 255 levels.

49 Ui T LA

i nesting exceeds 255 levels.

statement was encountered with no pending subroutine condition.

51

# statement

52 Pl

At Ieast oneof the specifiersinan ¥ , b THG, or b 110

statement is improper. May be causedby an lnvalld characterin the image strmg

53 b i

One ofthespecuflersinan &, DDl L

cannot represent an item to be dlsplayedor prlnted

54 :

argument rounds to a value less than 1. A warning condition occurs and a value of 1 is

supplied.

*An 1 G declaration is in effect at the time of an 1[FLIT

     i instruction will be performed.
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HP-IL Errors (55 through 61)

 

Number Message and Condition

 
 

 

55   Executlng :

without first assigning the dewces on the Ioop

  

  

  

 

  
  

  

 

 

 

  

 
  

   

56

iilcommand.

57 PEFENLEE L0

° Hardware error.

e Pressing [ATTN]during a loop transmission.

¢ Anintentional or accidental disconnection occurred or power was lost to a peripheral

during aIoop transmussmn

e During = ¢ Lladevice took longer than 10 seconds to process a single HP-IL

instruction.

Make sure the devnces are properly connected and powered and then execute

{. If the disconnection was mtentlonalconnect an HPIL cable betweenin
.................... Execute : Jifa

device needs longer than 10seconds to respondtoa command.

59 T MENTL FLESE

° More names than devices in an i I iicommand. Causes a warning; as many

devices as exist will be assrgned

° More devrce names in memory than connected dev1cesinthe Ioop were found after a

60

61 < Pahm e 3RR

More than 31 devices, including the HP-75, have been connected in the HP-IL loop.

File and Device Errors (62 through 69)

Number Message and Condition

62

63 s L Ll bl s gg

@ Invalid name for a file in memory. Restricted to one to eight characters—first character a

letter or period, remaining characters letters or digits..

e Invalid name for a mass storage or card file. Restricted to one to eight letters or digits; the

first character must be a letter (periods aren’t allowed).

® Invalld HPILdevnce code Restricted to one or two letters or one Ietterandoned|g|t

e A folMTL L IF L command was executed from a Hfils

e Adisplay device code is used in a mass storage command.

64 chdp Lioata

 

® Dupllcate fllename A file already exists in memory or on a mass storage medium by that

name.

e Duplicate device code in an i+ RMOIDi declaration. If } i 1ildevices are

being assigned one by one from the keyboard causes a warning; the HP-75 prompts for

another device code.
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File and device Errors (62 through 69) (continued)

 

Number Message and Condition

  
65 EooEEs rest e oe

® Attemptmg torunan appomtment text, LEX or LIF1 file.
.....

 

   
® Attempting to ‘, or FEHFME a private BASIC file.

  

 

   
 

 

 
 

¢ Attemptingto i 1HT # toor fEi #from a private BASIC file, a LEX file, or a LIF1

file.

e Attemptingto i I+ 7T # a numeric value to a text file.

66 prvvaE Lol passo e

® The password for a mass storage or card file must be correctly specified in order to copy

the file.

¢ A password is specified when copying a LIF1 file or a file not created by the HP-75 to or

from a mass storage medium. Causes a warning; the copy is allowed, but no password is

attached to the destination file.

67 i too Dorg

¢ Aline listed or fetched from a file contains more than three display windows of

information. Causes a warning, and the first 94 characters of the line are displayed. If

is pressed, the fetched line will be truncated at the 94th character, if possible;

otherwise, a syntax error will be reported.

¢ Fetching a key definition that exceeds 80 characters. Only the first 80 characters of the

definition will be displayed.

® Attempting to transform a LIF1 file with excessively long lines into text or BASIC—

produces this as a warning and inserts | Y immediately after the line number.

68 prorrd P L e tupos

® Attempting to rename a non-textfile to i &i,

¢ Attempting to rename a non-appointmentfile to [+ 1.

e Attempting to merge one file into a file of a different type.

® Attempting to copy an unknown (‘') mass storage file to memory.

¢ Attempting to copy a text, appointment, LEX, or LIF1 file to a private file; causes a

warning and allows a non-private copy to be made.

69 Wk b d e mame

Attemptlng to edlt another file wh|Ie editing a nonempty, unnamed workfile. Fiiii

MM, or FLIRGE

(EDIT] key dunng alHT Al

Time Mode Warning (70)

Number Message and Condition

70 Tame sjust o

Attempting to adjust the clock speed by more than £10%. Causes a warning; the

adjustment factoris left at its current setting, and a new adjustment period is begun.  
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APPT Mode Errors (71 through 77)

 

Number

 
Message and Condition

 

 

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

cldp Lioste

 

Attemptmg to enter adupllcate appointment. Appointments must differ by at least one

character.

 

eTe1OEE

The day-of-weekand the date don’t agree.

PraEdd oddEnd b e b

Misspelling the day-of-week.

o date {fileld

et oAm L aErn

Out-of-range parameter specified for the month, day, or year. May be caused by an illegal

character in the i, Liwg, or '+ fields.

fubab i 1L e T4 oEAL

Out-of-range parameter Specmed for the hour or minute. May be caused by an illegal

character in the i+, P, or Fiii fields.

 

phadid F RS oLtLl

® Invalid Rept (repeating) template caused by an out-of-range parameter or an illegal

character.

® Pressing a system key while the Rept template is displayed.

 

° Invalld alarm type Must be a digit, Othrough 9.

e Invalid appointment type. Must be i, i, or .   
 

Syntax Errors (78 through 91)

 

Number

 
Message and Condition

 

 

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

we eR

® Incorrect spacing or characters in line. Cursor is positioned to character where error was

detected.

e Aline not understood duringa | 3 PO . .- operation. The erroris
reported after the entire file has been transformed unrecognlzed lines are transformed

into program remarks beginning with | =

  

 

Missing a semicolon between parameters.

Missing a right parenthesis in an expression.

 

  

 

  

Missing a comma between parameters.

Unsuccessful attempt to evaluate the expression as a character string.

 1iwith no embedded blanks must be typed in the command.

b RLP e ol LoRF P In

Extra characters appear at the end of the line. May be caused by mistyping an instruction if

it is interpreted as a different instruction.  
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Syntax Errors (78 through 91) (continued)

 

Number Message and Condition

  
85 s i bbrdd

Expression is too big for the HP-75 to evaluate. May be caused by too many nested pairs of

parentheses or too many operations in one expression.

    

  

  

   

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

     

86

87 L oEm TR Po1

e Asyntax error in an expression; e.g., too many operators between operands.

e Attempting to transform a LIF1 file with missing line numbers into text or BASIC. Thefile

remains a LIF1 file.

88 b RT ATv

e Anincorrect abbreviation.

e Anincomplete statement.

e Attempting to execute a program only statement (e.g., i=Li i) from the keyboard.

89 LR sR =g

e Using the wrong type of parameter; e.g., using a string argument for a function that takes

a numeric argument.

e Entering out-of-range parameter,illegal characters, or too many parameters.

90 ChOL AR @

° Attemptlng an improper renumbering operation. Causes a warning; default line

numberrng occurs for the specified portion of the file.
o AFEIH # statement attempts to create a line number greater than 9999. Causes an

error; no printing is done and the data pointeris left at the end of file.

e Attempting to specify a starting line number greater than 9999 in an #i!T i command.

91 FLEE LN poaramee

Omitting a necessary parameter from a function, statement, or command.

Mass Memory Errors (92 through 97)

Number Message and Condition

92

93 FEEEE MEm Sey

The mass storage device is experiencing difficulty, perhaps due to low batteries.

94 vel LUy

Load a medlum into the mass storage device.

95 olgfull

The medium in the mass storage device has no room for otherfiles. Purge one or morefiles,

pack the medium, or load another medium.

96 Prva Lo meoldum

The massstorage device cannot read from or wrlte to the medium. May be caused by an

unformatted medium; execute an i1 T Iri[k

by a physically damaged or defective medrum.May also be caused by dirty recording heads;

clean the heads as directed in the peripheral manual.

97 Prvea Lol poaok

 
I command.
 FHITIHLT   
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Alphabetical Listing

Message Number Message Number

65
11
55

95
45
32
46
91
83

77
74
73
87
90
89
23
76
88
75
57

9
34
38
56
47
94
7

16
20
2
1

43

81
31
3

29
30

33
72
92

 
51

24

25
35
71
37

64 17
28
60
50
18

85
84

62
41
39
40
48

10
82
42
78
15

 

49 4

70
44
59

86
36
63
52 22
96
97 stb bEd Led 21

66
27
54
53 
67

13

12

58

14  93
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Owner’s Pac Program Listings

Contents

B 22oY 1.7= 2PSP308
FUPTOGIAM oottt ettt e e ettt ete310
eI =oY |-2315    

    PyLlstlngs follow for the three prerecorded programs shipped with your HP-75—the ¥* - FHTTH, and

i. 1%programs. The programs are referenced in the main manual to demonstrate programming

designs and applications.

 

The iHEY Program

 

The Fiiikik ¥ program is discussed in section 1 on page 21.

Specifications:

Input: Borrowing or savings option.

Borrowing inputs: Initial amount, number of periods, interest rate per period.

Borrowing output: Periodic payment.

Savings inputs: Initial amount, number of periods, interest rate per period, periodic deposit.

Savings output: Future amount.

Size:

Recorded on four card tracks, 2205 bytes.

Requires approximately 2947 bytes when initialized.

308
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1000 ! Money — 04/22/82
1010 DELAY O @ WIDTH INF

1020 E$=CHR%(27) @ H$=E$&"E" @ CO$=E$&"<" ® US$=E$&"A" @ 0%$="+—x/"" @ T=1

Program introduction and menu.

1030 DISP H$;CO%3E$X"ZIC" M O N E Y ~" @ WAIT T

1040 DISP @ DISFP "Choose "&CHR% (226)%"orrow or "&CHR$(243)%"ave money";

1050 INPUT ": "3 R$ @ IF NOT LEN(R%) THEN R=0 @ GOTO 1080
1060 R=POS("BS" ,UPRC$(R$[1,11))

1070 IF R#0 THEN 1100

1080 DISFP @ DISP "Please enter ’b”? or s*." @ WAIT T

1090 DISP FNR$(4); ® GOTO 1040

1100 FOR I=1 TO S @ V(I)=0 @ NEXT I @ F=0

1110 OFF ERROR @ M=1 @ N=3 @ RESTORE 1160 @ DISP H%;C0%;

1120 IF R=1 THEN DISFP "Borrow money ..." ELSE DISP "Save money ..."
1130 WAIT .5

1140 ON ERROR DISP FNR$(2%xI-1); € GOTO 1230

Get user inputs.

1150 FOR I=M TO N @ READ P%

1160 DATA *Initial amount: $°, Number of periods: °,’ Int.rate/period: ~*
1170 DATA *Periodic deposit: $°

1180 IF F#0 THEN 1190 ELSE V$="" ®» GOTO 1230

1190 ON I GOTO 1220,1210,1200,1220

1200 V$=STR$(V(3)) @ V$=V$&" %" & GOTO 1230

1210 V$=GTR$(V(2)) e GOTO 1230
1220 V$=STR$(V(1)) @ GOSUB 1490

1230 DISP @ DISP P$;

1240 IF F=0 AND I=3 THEN 1250 ELSE 1260

1250 PUT CHR$(136) @ Vs$=" 7L"

1260 INPUT "",V$3;V$

1270 GOSUB 13550

1280 V(I)=ABS(V(I))

1290 NEXT I @ IF R=2 AND I=4 THEN N,M=4 & GOTO 1150

1300 F=1 @ ON ERROR GOTO 1440

1310 R1=V(3)/100 @ R2=R1+1 @ R3=R2"(-V(2))

1320 IF R=1 THEN 1360

Save money calculations.

1330 IF V(3)=0 THEN V(35)=V(1)+V(2)xV{(4) ELSE V((3)=(V(1)+V(4)XR2/R1X(1-R3) ) /R3

1340 I=5 @ GOSUB 1490

1350 L$="Future amount: %" @ GOSUB 1450 ¢ GOTO 1390

Borrow money calculations.

1360 IF V(3)=0 THEN V((4)=V(1)/V(2) ELSE V(4)=V(1)xR1/(1-R3)

1370 I=4 @ GOSUB 1490

1380 L$="Periodic payment: $" @ GOSUB 1430

Automatic program end.

1390 OFF ERROR
1400 ON TIMER # 1,5 GOSUE 1670
1410 ON TIMER # 2,120 DISP FNR$(NUM("I")+2%R);"End of “Money’ program" @ STOP
1420 IF KEY$="" THEN 1420
1430 OFF TIMER # 1 @ OFF TIMER # 2 @ GOTO 1110
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Invalid entries message.

1440 DISP @ DISP "Invalid entries; try again.” @ WAIT T @ GOTO 1100

Display the output.

1450 DISP
1460 DISP @ DISP L%;
1470 IF LEN(V$)>12 THEN DISP USING "d.dddddde" ; V(I) ELSE DISF V%

1480 RETURN

Round value for output.

1490 V(I =INT(V(I))+INT(FF(V(I))X100+.5) /100 @ V$=STR$(V(I))

1500 IF V(I)>=1.E12 THEN RETURN
1510 IF V(I)<.005 THEN V(I)=0
1520 P=POS(V$,".") @ IF P=LEN(V$)-2 AND P#0 THEN 1540

1530 IF P=0 THEN V$=V$&".00" ELSE V$=V$&"O0"

1540 RETURN

Evaluate numeric expression.

1550 Y=2

1560 FOR J=1 TO 5
1570 X=POS(V$LY,LEN(V$)1,0¢%[J,J]1)+1 @ IF X#1 THEN 1590

1580 NEXT J @ V(I)=VAL (V$) @ RETURN
1590 IF UPRC$(V$[X—-1,X-11)="E" THEN Y=X+1 @ GOTO 1360

Strobe keyboard for key to continue.

1600 U=VAL(V$L1,X—-11) @ V=VAL(VSLX+1,LEN((V$) 1)

1610 ON J GOTO 1620,1630,1640,1650, 1660

1620 V(I)=U+V @ RETURN

1630 V(I)=U-V @ RETURN

1640 V(I)=UxV @ RETURN

1650 V(I)=U/V & RETURN
1660 V(I)=U"V @ RETURN
1670 DISP & DISF "(Press any key to continue) ";U$;U$;U%;

1680 FOR W=1 TO 300

1620 IF KEY$#"" THEN POP @ GOTO 1430

1700 NEXT W

1710 GOSUB 1460

1720 RETURN

Select arow for video display.

1730 DEF FNR$(R) = CHR$(27)&"7ZE"&CHR$ (R) &CHR$ (27) &"J"

The ##%# 7171 Program

 

The%#7171 program is discussed in section 11 on page 170.

Specifications:

Inputs: Number of players, level of difficulty, user’s initials.
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Outputs: Scrolling introduction, audible tones, cursor positioning, current score, bonus indicator, final

score, highest score.

Special Keys: [«],[=], space bar.

Size:

Recorded on eight card tracks, 4708 bytes.

Requires approximately 5777 bytes when initialized.

1000
1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

! Pay Attention — 04/22/82
DELAY O ® WIDTH INF

INTEGER L9?,A9,H,N9,B1,1I1,D1,E1,B9,CS5, X5,Y5,Z,U,A,L,V,E,R7,R1,L1
INTEGER A(12),B(12),C(2),5(2),W(2)

DIM A$L26]1,B$012]1,T$[261,24$0[26]1,C$L1],E1$01]1,HI1$[2],C1$[2],WS$[4]
DIM ES$[4]1,P14[11,P24[11,R1$[2]1,E$[S51,Y%[11]

E1$=CHR$ (27) @ HI1$=E1$%"E" @ CI1$=E1$&"<" @ WS$="["&E1$&"C"&" 1"
ES$=" "&E1$&"C"&" " @ P1$,P2%="" @ I$=" "
T2=1.5 @ T3=.2 @ TS=.6 @ T6=0

N?=6 @ B1=100 @ I1=20 @ D1=25 @ E1=40

N=2¥N? @ L92,A9,H=0

Program introduction.

1110

1120

1130

1140

1130

1160

1170
1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

12350

1260

1270

1280

1290
1300

1310

1320
1330

1340

1350

DISP H1%;C14% & A$="Pay" @ Y5=0

FOR I=1 TO 3

FOR X5=29 TO I+9 STEP -1

GOSUB 2430 @ DISP A$LCI,Id;" ";

NEXT X5

NEXT I @ WAIT .1 @& X5=15

FOR I=1 TO S5

GOSUB 2430 @ DISP ™ ;s © GOSUEB 2430 @ DISP "Attention"j

NEXT I @ WAIT 1.5 @ DISP

IF YS#0 THEN DISP H14;C1% @ DISP

FOR I=1 TO N @ B(I),A(I)=0 @ NEXT I @ W(1),W(2)=0 @ RANDOMIZE

DISP "Play — "&CHR$(177)&" person or "&CHR$(178)%" people";

INPUT ": ",Pl1%; R¢ @ R1$="12" @ GOSUB 2360 @ A=R1

IF A=0 THEN 1220 ELSE P1%$=R$
DISP "Choose - "&CHR$(229)&"asy or "&CHR$(232)&"ard";

INPUT ": ",P2%; R$ @ R1$="EH" @ GOSUB 2360 & L=R1
IF L=0 THEN 1250 ELSE P2%=CHR%$ (NUM(R%) +32)

IF L#L92 OR A#A%9 THEN H=0

IF A#A9 THEN I$=" "

L9=L @ A9=A

IF L=1 THEN A%$="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPGRSTUVWXYZ" @ T8=T5 & GOTO 1330

AE="{>/\N{3O" @ T8=T6
B$="ABCDEFGHIJKL" @ B%=B%[1,N1]
ON A GOSUB 1830, 1900

DISF M$ @ WAIT .3 @ GOSUB 2100

Display hidden characters.

1360
1370

1380
1390

1400
1410

Y5=8 @ X5=0 @ GOSUB 2430 & D$=""

FOR I=1 TO N @ D$=D$%" #" @ NEXT I @ D$=D$&" Start” @ DISP D$; @ WAIT T2
FOR I=1 TO N @ X5=2%xI-1

GOSUB 2430 @ GOSUB 2420 @ DISP CHR$(A(I)); & WAIT T3
GOSUB 2430 @ GOSUB 2410 @ DISP "#"; @ WAIT .2
NEXT 1
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Begin playing game.

1420 F=IP(2%XRND+1) @ V=0
1430 IF A=1 THEN F=1
1440 E$=STR$(S(F))&" " @ E$=E$[1,3]1 @ IF V=N9-1 THEN W(F)=0

1450 IF W(F)=1 THEN E=E1 ELSE E=I1
1460 XS=2%¥N+1 @ GOSUB 2430 @ WAIT .5 @ DISP I$[2%F-1,2%F1&":"&E$;

1470 BEEFP 220+(F-1)%¥109,.1 @ IF W(F)=1 THEN DISP "x";ELSE DISP " "“;

1480 X5=0 @ GOSUB 2430 @ DISP WS%$; @ C(1)=1 @ C(2)=0 @ R$=KEY%$

14920 FOR J=1 70 2

Strobe keyboard for key input.

1500 R$=KEY$ @ IF R$="" THEN 1300 ELSE R7=NUM(R$%)

1510 IF R7=32 THEN 1540

1520 IF R7<134 OR R7>135 THEN 1500
1530 ON R7-133 GOSUB 2450,2490 @ GOTO 13500

A selection is made.

1540 C(J)=(X5+1)/2
1550 IF B(C(J))=1 THEN GOSUB 2400 € GOTO 1300

1560 IF C(1)=C(2) THEN GOSUB 2400 @ GOTO 1500

1570 B(C(J))=1 # X5=X5+1 @ GOSUB 2430 € GOSUB 2420

1580 DISP CHR$(A(C(J))+128); @ X5=X5-1

1590 NEXT J
1600 IF A(C(1))IH#A(C(2)) THEN 1640

Got a match?

1610 WAIT .2 @ BEEP 261,.05 @ BEEP 1046,.08

1620 S(F)=S(F)+E @ V=V+1 @ W(F)=1 @ GOSUB 1970
1630 IF V=N? THEN GOSUB 2010 @ GOTO 1770 ELSE @=1 € GOTO 1670

No match.

1640 S(F)=8(F)-D1 @ W(F)=0 & GOSUB 1970

1650 B(C(1)),B(C(2)),Q=0

1660 IF S(F)=0 AND A=1 THEN 17350

Reset the display.

1670 FOR I=1 TO 2
1680 XS5=2%C(I)-2 @ GOSUB 2430
1690 IF @=0 THEN GOSUB 2410 @ DISP " # ";ELSE DISP " ";CHR$(A(C(I)));" ";
1700 NEXT I

Determine game results.

1710 IF A=1 THEN 1440
1720 IF W(F)=1 THEN 1440

1730 IF F=1 THEN F=2 ELSE F=1

1740 GOTO 1440

1750 WAIT .3 @ BEEP 41,1 @ DISP & DISP
1760 DISP "You lose, ";I$[2%F—1,2%F1;" ..." @ WAIT TZ @ H$="H"
1770 DISP "Score is ";I$01,2]13": ";STR$(5(1));

1780 IF A=2 THEN DISP " ";I$[3,41;": ";5TR$(S5(2)) ELSE DISP
1790 WAIT T2 @ DISP H$;"igh score is ";STR${(H);"." @ WAIT T2
1800 DISP "Flay again? (";CHR$%(249);"es or ";CHRS$(238)&%"o)";

1810 INPUT ": ","y"; R$ @ Ri1$="YN" @ GOSUB 2360

1820 ON R1+1 GOTO 1800, 1200,1830
1830 DISP "Bye for now ..."

1840 END
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One person setup.

1830

1860

1870

1880

1890

S(1)=B1 @ S(2)=0

INPUT "What are your two initials? ",I$[1,21;1%
IF LEN(I%$)<>2Z THEN GOSURB 2320 @ GOTO 1860

I$=UPRC$(I%) @ M$="Here we go, "%I$%". Pay attention'”
RETURN

Two person setup.

1900
1910
1920

1930
1940

1950

1960

FOR I=1 TO 2 @ N$=I$[2%I-1,2%11]
DISP "Player number ";STR$(I);"’s initials"; @ INPUT ":
IF LEN(N$)<>2 THEN N$="" @ GOSUB 2320 @ GOTO 1210

I$[2%x1I-1,2%I1=N$ @ S5(I)=R1

NEXT I @ I$=UPRC$(I%)

M$="Pay attention now, "&I$[1,2]1%" and "&I$[3,4]1&"'"

RETURN

Display the score.

1970

1980

1990

2000

IF S(F)<0 THEN S(F)=0
XS5=2%N+4 @ GOSUB 2430 @ DISP " "

GOSUB 2430 @ DISP STR$(S(F)); @ WAIT T8

RETURN

Determine the winner.

2010

2020

2030

2040

2030

2060

2070
2080

2090

WAIT T2 @ BEEP 1046,.05 @ BEEFP 261,.08 @ DISFP

H$="H" @ Z=0 @ U=1 @ DISP

IF S(1)>8(2) THEN 2060
IF S(2)>5(1) THEN U=2 € GOTO 2060

IF A=2 THEN DISP "It’s a tie game." @ WAIT T2 € Z=1

IF S(U)>H THEN H=S(U) @ H%$="New h"

IF Z=1 THEN RETURN
DISP "Congratulations to ";I$[2%U-1,2%Ul;"." @ WAIT T2

RETURN

Character pair selection.

2100
2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160
2170

2180

2190
2200

Z$=A%
FOR I=1 TO N/2

GOSUB 2210 @ GOSUB 2240

A%=7Z% @ Y$=C$ @ Z$=B$%

FOR K=1 TO 2

GOSUB 2210 @ GOSUB 2240

A(NUM(CS$) —64)=NUM(Y$)

NEXT K

B$=7¢% @ Z%$=A%

NEXT I
RETURN

Random character selection.

2210

2220

2230

L1=LEN(Z$) @ X=IP(L1%¥RND+1)

C$=Z$[X,X]

RETURN

Shorten character selection string.

2240

22350

2260

2270

2280

T$="

FOR J=1 TO L1 e IF Z$[J,J]1=C$ THEN 2270

T$=T$&Z$[(J,J]

NEXT J @ Z$=T$

RETURN

" N$;N$
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Response to improper input.

2290 GOSUB 2400 @ BOSUB 2530

2300 DISP "Please try again when prompted.” @ WAIT T2 @ GOSUB 2530

2310 RETURN

Response to improper initials.

2320 GOSUB 2400 & GOSUB 2530

2330 DISP "Please type two initials.” @ I$[2%A-1,2%A1=" "
2340 WAIT T2 @ GOSUB 2530
2350 RETURN

Check for correct input.

2360 IF NOT LEN(R$) THEN R1=0 @ GOTO 2380

2370 R$=UPRC$(R%[1,11) @ R1=POS(R1%,R$%)
2380 IF R1<1 THEN GOSUB 2290
2390 RETURN

Sounds.

2400 BEEP 110,.05 @ BEEP 110,.05 @ RETURN
2410 BEEP 3000,.002 @ RETURN

2420 BEEP 6000, .002 @ RETURN

Position cursor.

2430 DISP El1%;"%Z";CHR$(X35) ;CHR$(Y3);

2440 RETURN

Move cursor left.

2430 IF X5=0 THEN GOSUB 2430 @ DISP ES$; @ XS5=2%iN+2 @ GOTO 2470
2460 X5=X5+2 @ GOSUB 2430 @ DISP " ";
2470 X5=X5—-4 @ GOSUB 2430 @ DISP WS%;
2480 RETURN

Move cursor right.

2490 IF X5=2%N-2 THEN GOSUB 2430 @ DISF ES$; @ X5=-2 @ GOTO 2510
2500 GOSUB 2430 @ DISP " ";

2510 X5=X5+2 @ GOSUB 2430 @ DISP WS$;
2520 RETURN

Erase a displayed line.

2330 DISF E1$;"A";CHR$(13);E1%;"J";
2540 RETURN

2350 ! change lines 1080 & 1090 to vary game
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The
¥

The

 

4l 1=Program

  
L=7 program is discussed in section 14 on page 213.

Specifications:

Inputs: Filename of text data file and file record entries, which consist of three fields: last name, first

name, and note.

Output: Alphabetized list in data file.

Special Keys: [+], [t], (3], [SHIFT][t], [SHIFT](4), (=], (=], [SHIFT)[+], (sHIFT](=], (=], (=), (7], (3, (A)- (2.

Size:

Recorded on four card tracks, 2481 bytes.

Requires approximately 2995 bytes when initialized.

1000 ! Name List — 04/22/82

1010 DIM L$[1101]

1020 PWIDTH INF & WIDTH INF

1030 INPUT "Enter filename: ";A%

1040 ASSIGN # 1 TO A%

1050 N=0

Compute numbers of lines.

1060 ON ERROR GOTO 1080

1070 READ # 1 ; LO%,FO%,NO$ @ N=N+1 @ GOTO 1070
1080 OFF ERROR

Initialize parameters.

1090 M,P=0 @ L1$,Fi$=""

Start of command input loop.

1100 L$="Name List" @ IF P=0 THEN 1140
1110 READ # 1,P ; LO$,F0%$,NO$
1120 GOSUB 1870
1130 IF LEN(L$)>32 THEN DISP L%[1,32]1 @ GOTO 1150
1140 DISP L%
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Get command key.

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340
1350

K$=KEY$ @ IF K$="" THEN 11350

K$=UPRC% (K$) @ K=NUM(K$%$)

IF K$="+" THEN 1360

IF K$="=" THEN 13530

IF K=132 THEN P=P—-(P>0) @ GOTO 1100

IF K=133 THEN P=P+(P<N) & GOTO 1100

IF K=134 OR K=166 THEN 1130

IF K=164 THEN P=P>0 @ GOTO 1100

IF K=165 THEN P=N @ GOTO 1100

IF K$>="A" AND K$<="Z" THEN 1610

IF K$>="0" AND K$<="9" THEN 1610

IF K$="%x" THEN 1670

IF K$="1" THEN 1580

IF K&="-" THEN 1780

IF K$=" " THEN P=N>0 @ GOTO 1100

IF K$="/" THEN M=ABS(M-1) @ GOTO 1100

IF K$é="." THEN ASSIGN # 1 TO x & END
IF K<>135 AND K<>167 THEN 1150

I=LEN(L$) @ IF I<33 THEN 1150

IF M=1 THEN DISP L$[33] @ GOTO 1150

DISP L$[I-31]1 @ GOTO 11350

Add an entry.

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410
1420

1430

1440
14350

1460

1470

1480
1490

1500
1510

1520

1530
1540

GOSUB 2000

IF LEN(LOS)+LEN(FOS$) >0 THEN 1390

BEEP @ DISP "Error — Missing Name" € GOTO 1360

INPUT "Note: ";L$%

GOSUB 19240

IF LENC(LS$) >32 THEN L$=L$[1,32]
N1$=L$
IF LEN(LO$)=0 THEN LO$=" "
GOSUB 2070
IF L1$=" " THEN Li$=""
IF F=1 THEN GOSUB 2100 @ GOTO 1440
IF P>N THEN 1520
FOR I=N TO P STEP -1
READ # 1,1 ; LO$,FO$,NO$
PRINT # 1,I+1 ; LO%,FO$,NO$
NEXT I
PRINT # 1,P ; L1$,F1$,N1$
N=N+1
GOTO 1100

Search for an entry.

1550

1560

1570

GOSUB 2000

GOSuUB 2070
GOTO 1590

Continue search.

1580
1590

GOSUB 2100
IF F=0 THEN P=0

1600 GOTO 1100
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Alpha-numeric key.

1610 P=0
1620 P=P+1
1630 IF P>N THEN P=N @ GOTO 1100
1640 READ # 1,P ; LO$,FO%,NO$
1650 IF UPRC$(LO%$)<K$ THEN 1620
1660 GOTO 1100

Print entries.

1670 IF N=0 THEN 1100
1680 FOR I=1 TO N
1690 READ # 1,1 ; LO$,FO0%$,NO$
1700 GOSUB 1870 @ IF M=0 THEN 1740
1710 K=POS(L$,"” ") @ IF K<>0 THEN L$[K,K+21=" . " @ GOTO 1710
1720 IF L$L30,301<>"." THEN 1740
1730 K=POS(L$,".") @ L$=L$[1,K—11&" "L$[K,301&L$[32]
1740 PRINT L%
1750 NEXT I
1760 PRINT "*
1770 GOTO 1100

Delete an entry.

1780 IF P=0 THEN 1100
1790 PRINT # 1,P ; ""
1800 IF P=N THEN P=N-1 @ GOTO 1840
1810 FOR I=P+1 TO N
1820 READ # 1,1 ; LO$,FO%,NO$
1830 PRINT # 1,I-1 ; LO$,FO$,NO$ @ NEXT I
1840 PRINT # 1,N ; "*
1850 N=N-1
1860 GOTO 1100

Create display line.

1870 L$=LO0%

1880 FO=LEN(FO%)

18920 IF LEN(L$) >0 AND FO>0 THEN L%=L$&%&","
1900 IF FO>0 THEN L$=L$&" "&FO%

1210 L$=L$&" "

1920 L$=L$&" " @ IF M=1 AND LEN(L$)<32 THEN 1920
1930 L$=L$&NO$ @ RETURN

Remove end blanks.

1940 IF LEN(L$)=0 THEN RETURN

1950 IF L$C1,11=" " THEN L$=L$[2]1 @ GOTO 1940

1960 I=LEN(LS)

1970 IF L$[I,I1=" " THEN I=I-1 € GOTO 1970
1980 L$=L$[1,I]
1990 RETURN

Input names.

2000 INPUT "Last Name: ";L$

2010 GOSUB 1940 @ IF LEN(LS%$) >32 THEN L$=L$[1,32]
2020 LO$=L%
2030 INPUT "First Name: ";L#$

2040 GOSUB 1940 @ IF LEN(LS$) >32 THEN L$=L$[1,321]

2050 FO$=L$

2060 RETURN

317
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Search routine.

2070

2080

2090

P=0
L1$=L0%
F1$=FO$

Continue search routine.

2100

2110

2120
2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190
2200

2210

2220
2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

F=0
P=P+1
IF P>N THEN RETURN
READ # 1,FP ; LOS$,FO%,NO$
LO$=UPRC$ (LO%)
FO$=UPRCS$ (FO$)
IF Li$=" " THEN 2240
IF LEN(L1%$)=0 THEN 2210
IF UPRC$(L1%)>L0O%$ THEN 2110
IF UPRC$(L1%)<L0% THEN RETURN
IF LEN(F1%) >0 AND UPRC$(F1%$)<FO% THEN RETURN
IF LEN(F1$)=0 THEN 2260
IF UPRC$(F1%)<>F0% THEN 2110
GOTO 2260
IF LEN(LO$) >0 OR UPRC$(F1%)<F0% THEN RETURN
IF UPRC$(F1%)>FO$ THEN 2110
F=1
RETURN
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Enables multistatement program lines, key redefinitions, and command

appointments.

Allows end-of-line comments in program lines.

Two special uses:

o Thedefault [ Hi*LiT prompt.

¢ Indicates an unknown file in a catalog entry.

In TIME mode, specifies 24-hour notation. In APPT mode, specifies either 24-

hour notation or an appointment outside a 100-year range from the current date.

Three special uses:

¢ Indicates an appointment file in a catalog entry.

e Specifies an appointment that reschedules after acknowledgement.

o Specifies an absolute adjustment in the #ii.ix T template.

Indicates a BASIC file in a catalog entry.

Exponent—represents a power of 10.

Indicates an interchange (LIF1) file in a catalog entry.

Specifies a Language Extension (LEX) file in a catalog entry.

Two special uses:

e Specifies a normal, one-time appointment in the APPT template.

 

¢ Specifies a normal clock adjustment in the iii.

Indicates a private file in a catalog entry.

Specifies a repeating appointment that reschedules itself immediately after

coming due.

Indicates a text file in a catalog entry.

320
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A

acknowledge an

appointment

allocate

allowable statement

annunciator

appointment

APPT mode

argument

array element
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To press or [SHIFT when a due appointment is displayed.

To reserve memory for program variables prior to running the program.

Programs are allocated by iiii4 and :fi.i. commands.

 

One of four areas on the display window that indicates a certain machine

condition—BATT, ERROR, APPT, PRGM.

A time and date stored in the special file named ::j: &+ ¥ in memory or on a mass

storage medium. May include a message, command, or alarm information.

The name of the file that consists of appointments. The filename appears

unquoted in all commands.

The operating state of the HP-75 that enables you to schedule appointments and

check calendar dates.

The numeric or string information acted on by a function.

One of the values in a numeric array; may be referenced by its subscript.

 

ASCII The American Standard Code for Information Interchange, the standard used

by the HP-75 to represent its 256 character set internally. Each HP-75 character

correspondes to a decimal code of 0 through 255.

B

BASIC

Boolean value

branch

byte

C

calculator variable

calling program

Beginner’s All-purpose SymbohcInstructlon Code The programming language

of the HP-75. The keyword &% |

program files.

  isusedin i1 7T commands to create new

One of two values, 1 or 0, that indicates a true of false condition.

To transfer program execution to a specified program statement.

A standard unit of memory, equivalent to eight bits (1’s and 0’s) of data or to one

character of information.

A numeric or string variable that is not created in a program but from the

keyboard. Calculator variables are not accessible to programs. See also:

program variable.

A program that begins the execution of another by means of thei L.

statement.

Usedina0orF

card readerThe keyword &

 

command i1 specifies a file read or written by the

 

[tis notquoted.
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card file

carriage control

carriage-return

carriage-return/line-feed

catalog entry

character

character string

command

command appointment

concatenate

conditional branch

control character

controller

current file

current line number

cursor

D

data pointer

A BASIC,text, keys, appointment, LEX, or interchange file that resides on a

magnetic card or cards.

Certain escape code sequences used to control the position of the paper and print

headin FEIHTER 1% devices and the position of the cursorin i {1HY I

devices. See: escape code.

A control character (decimal code 13) that causes the cursor to return to the left

edge of the display.

A sequence of two characters that is normally generated by the termination of

keyboard entries and i I 4T and [ [ &I statements. The seven system keys and

the[t]and [}]keys send carriage-return/line-feeds to display devices.

One display line of information showing the name, type, length, time, and date

of a file in memory or on a mass storage medium.

Any of the 256 different letters, digits, or symbols that can be displayed by

means ofthe¥ function. A subset of these may be displayed directly from

the keyboard.

A group of characters that can be manipulated as a single unit. See also: string

expression.

Commonly defined as instructions which, when entered from the keyboard,

operate on programs or affect the machine directly. The difference between

commands and statements in the HP-75 is indistinct because most commands

and statements can either be entered from the keyboard or used in programs.

The use of separate terms for different types of instructions in machines like the

HP-75 is largely a matter of tradition.

An appointment whose i 1 & field specifies one or more commands or

statements.

To join string expressions (with i) or to join commands and statements (with ).

A program branch that depends on the outcome of a specific test.

A special display character whose decimal code is 0 through 31 or 127.

The computer that controls peripherals—your HP-75.

The file in which thefile pointer is currently located. The file directly accessible

for editing, running, etc.

The line number of the pending line. See: line number, pending line.

A blinking symbol to show your location on the display line. The replace cursor

(iif) lets you type over characters; the insert cursor (+#) inserts characters as you

type.

The mechanism used to keep track of the next {iii T 4 item to be read.



deallocate

decimal code

default value

delimiter

device code

dimension

display character

display device

display fields

display format

display line

due appointment

E
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The process of returning to free memory, all of the memory needed to initialize

program variables. Various system commands deallocate programs. See also:

allocate.

The numeric equivalent (base 10) of a display character; may range from 0

through 255.

A value supplied by the HP-75 when a parameter is not specified in a command,

statement, or template, or a value supplied when an improper operation occurs to

enable execution to continue.

A character (for example, " and . ) used to set off other characters or to separate

parameters.

There are two types of device codes:

¢ Oneoftwo words that may appear after the colon ( :) in a file specifier,

LFED or FUED to specify a card file.

e A one- or two-character abbreviation that specifies one of the devices in an

HP-IL system. May be one or two letters, a letter and digit, or a digit and

letter.

To declare the maximum length of a string variable, the number of elements in a

numeric array, or the precision of a numeric variable. Variables are dimensioned

by D1, EEFL, BHOET, and THTEGER statements.

Any character that can be displayed directly from the keyboard, following a

keystroke.

declaration.

The areas of TIME and APPT displays that are reserved for specific types of

information. In the APPT template, for example, the i+ display field is reserved

for the type of appointment you wish to schedule, i, i, or .

The way that information (like the date and time) appears in the display

window.

The line currently in the HP-75 display, up to 96 characters in length, minus one

character position for the cursor and one or more character positions for the

prompt. The display window displays up to 32 characters at a time.

An appointment whose time has come.

 

editing key

end-of-file mark

escape character

A key or keystroke combination that controls the input buffer.

A mark, invisible to the user, placed by the operating system at the end of every

file to separate files.

The control character (decimal code 27) generated by and

CHREF RS
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escape code

escape keystroke

A sequence of characters, the first being the escape character, that may be

interpreted as an HP-IL or display instruction.

[CTL)[BACK].

 

evaluate To compute the value of an expression. The result is always a string or numeric

constant.

AHCT mark A timing mark that is set for the system clock when you type s=z1 in

TIME mode.

execute To perform any HP-75 operation.

F-G

file A set of lines in memory or on a mass storage medium that can be manipulated

file number

file pointer

file specifier

as a single unit and which has a unique name.

An1nteger from 1through 9999 that specifies a BASIC or text file in an

) R # statement.LG #, or Bk

A mechanism in memory that keeps track of the current line of the current

BASIC, text, or appointment file.

A string of characters in the form ° filename| : device code [ -password]] ' that

names a BASIC, text, keys, appointment, LEX, or interchangefile residing on a

mass storage medium. A file specifier may consist of a filename w1thadev1ce

0. All

 

code, a filename with adev1ce code and a password, or just the word .

file specifiers except ii ii may be specified by string expressions. Flle

specifiers may be terminated by blanks.

 

filename A string of one to eight characters that specifies a file in memory. The first

character must be a letter or period. Remaining characters may be any

combination of letters and digits. May also be ##7 or ¥& . All filenames

except M T and ¥E¥may be specified by string expressions and may be

terminated by blanks.

function A built-in routine that operates on zero, or more arguments to produce a single

string or numeric value. A user-defined function declared in a program may

operate on an arbitrary number of arguments.

H

hierarchy The prescribed order in which the HP-75 performs operations in an expression.

HP-IL The Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop. A system of peripherals that’s controlled

by the HP-75.

1-J
 

image format string

immediate-execute key

The characters in an [ik, LDUIMHGor FEIMT LIHD statement

that specify the formatting of information sent to display and printer devices.

A key or keystroke combination that displays and then executes a command,

statement, or expression when pressed.



initialize a program

initialize a variable

input buffer

interchange file
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To prepare the machine for program execution by allocating memory for

variable values, initializing variables to undefined values, checking for errors,

and setting up other run-time conditions. Initializing occurs when 18

pressed in EDIT mode and when i and :i.l. commands are executed.

To assign an initial value to a program variable.

A 95-character location in memory that contains keyboard input. May be viewed

by pressing [CTL][FET].

A Logical Interchange Format (LIF1) file used to interchange information

between the HP-75 and other computers.

 

interface The circuitry that connects a controller and peripherals and enables them to

function together.

170 Stands for Input/Output, an operation that involves receiving input from

devices or sending output to them. The keyboard is the normal HP-75 input

device, and the display is the normal HP-75 output device. The card reader is

also a built-in I/0 device.

K

key definition The current function of a key or keystroke combination, which may be to display

a string of characters or to execute one or more instructions.

Specifies the i 45 file. The name appears unquoted in all commands.

efile The special text file that stores all key redefinitions.

keyword A word that has special meaning for the HP-75 (like i+, 711, £ 11, and G070,

Keywords form the kernel of program lines.

L
 

Language Extension file

left justified

line editing

line-feed

line number

listener

loop counter

looping

A special program file available on mass storage media and in plug-in ROMs

that may define new keywords and extend computer capabilities.

To begin an output string in the leftmost column of a display or print field.

Adding to, modifying, or deleting characters in the input buffer.

A control character (decimal code 10) that causes the HP-75 to advance to a new

display line. Generated by and CHEECTE

An unsigned integer from 0 through 9999 that determines the order of

statements in a BASIC file or the order of lines in a text file.

  An HP-IL peripheral that has been declared a i |

device.

 

The simple numeric variable in a i+ (iF-FHiz = T loop that controls the number of

loop iterations.

Repeatedly executing a series of statements, usually until a specified condition is

satisfied.
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M

mass storage medium

mass storage device

modifier keys

multistatement line

N

A magnetic card, cassette, or disc that may storefiles from the computer

externally.

An I/0 device like the card reader or HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive which

may be used to copy files from memory to mass storage media and from mass

storage media to memory.

The and keys, used to modify the functions of typewriter, editing,

and system keys.

A program line that contains two or more statements or commands,

concatenated with the & symbol.

 

nested loop

nested subroutine

null string

numeric array variable

numeric constants

numeric expression

numeric function

One Fk-

 

# 1 loop contained within another.

One subroutine that is executed as part of another subroutine.

Character string of length zero, specified by * " or " "

An ordered collection of numbers, called elements, that are specified by their row

or their row and column subscripts.

A fixed numeric value within the range of the HP-75, for example, % . 1 < and

 

A valid combination of constants, numeric variables, and numeric functions

that are joined by arithmetic, relational, and logical operators. When evaluated,

a numeric expression is reduced to a single numeric constant.

An operation that—given the appropriate type, number, and range of

arguments—computes a single numeric value.

 

 

0]

operator A symbol that combines or compares the values of two expressions. Arithmetic,

relational, and logical operators result in a numeric quantity; the string

operator, #:, results in a string quantity.

P-Q
parameter A general term referring to any string or numeric value that is used in a

keyboard or program instruction.

password Two types are available:

¢ Thesystem password is any string expression specified in a L. ik

commaiid. The first eight characters must be entered exactly as specified

in order to regain control of the HP-75 after it turns off.

® A mass storage password may be one to four letters or digits that appear

after the slash (.-) in a mass storage file specifier. The mass storage

password limits access to the file. Uppercase and lowercase letters are

treated identically in mass storage passwords, but not in system

passwords.



pending line

pending return

peripheral

precision

private file

process a due

appointment

program

program line

program pointer

program variable
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The line of the current BASIC or text file available for editing—that is, the line

displayed when you press and then in EDIT mode.

A pending transfer of program execution that awaits the completion of a

subroutine or a called program.

An external HP-IL device that’s controlled by the HP-75.

A number of significant digits with which the HP-75 stores a numeric value.

A cardfile or plug-in ROM file whose lines can be copied to memory and run but

can’t be examined, changed, or recopied.

To cause the HP-75 to display the message or execute the contents of a ¢ &

field. Processing occurs when you press in APPT mode, for example.

A set of instructions which performs some computing task and which controls

the input, processing, and output of data. Programs are stored in BASIC files,

LEX files, and ROMs.

One line of a BASIC file, containing a line number and one or more complete

instructions.

The mechanism used to keep track of the next command or statement to be

executed in a BASIC program.

A variable defined in and only accessible to, a program. See also: calculator

 

variable.

prompt The symbol that appears at the left edge of the display to indicate readiness for

user input. The HP-75 has three prompts:

e The BASIC prompt ( #)is in the display while you edit BASIC files.

e Thetext prompt (:)isin the display while you edit textfiles.

e The iHFi] LT statement.

If no promptis specified in the LT statement, the promptisa .

R
 

random access memory

(RAM)

read-only memory

(ROM)

recursion

routine

run-time error

The circuits that store user created programs, data, text, appointments, variable

values, and related information.

Permanent memory that can not be changed or erased; available through the

HP-75 operating system and through plug-in ROM modules.

See: recursion. A recursive process or procedure is one which is defined in terms

of itself.

A program, program segment, or subroutine that supports the execution of a

larger program.

An error that occurs during program execution after the program has been

 

initialized.

S

schedule an

appointment To enter an appointment in thei % file.
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simple numeric variable

statement

string constant

string expression

string function

string variable

A name (a single letter or a letter-digit combination) representing a location in

memory that stores a numeric value. A simple numeric variable can be used

interchangeably with the number it references.

Commonly defined as instructions, within a program, which control the flow of

program execution; usually entered as lines in a program. The difference

between statements and commands in the HP-75 is indistinct because most

statements and commands can either be entered from the keyboard or used in

programs. The use of separate terms for different types of instructions in

machines like the HP-75 is largely a matter of tradition.

An arbitrary collection of characters delimited by quotation marks (' * or " ).

Also called a literal or quoted string.

Any string constant, string variable, substring, or string function, or any

combination of string expressions concatenated with the #: operator. Also called

a character string or string.

A predefined operation that evaluates numeric or string arguments and returns

¥, require no argument.

 

A name (either a letter or a letter-digit combination), followed by #, that

represents a location in memory where character information may be stored. A

string variable may be used interchangeably with the character information it

 

  

 

 

 

references.

subroutine A program segment that begins execution as a result of a i i statement and

that returns control when it executes a ¥ “ 14 statement.

substring A portion of a string variable made up of zero or more contiguous characters. A

substring is specified by a subscript or subscripts enclosed within brackets (1. ),

following the name of a string variable.

subscript Also called an index.

® A number that specifies the row or column location of a numeric array

element.

® A number that specifies the beginning or ending character positions of a

substring.

syntax The rules governing the spelling of keywords, variable names, operators,

filenames, etc., and the construction of commands and statements.

system key One of seven keys that control the operation of the computer: [ATTN], ,

LEDIT], (APPT], [FET], [RTN], and [RUN].

T

text An arbitrary collection of characters.

text editing The process of composing text files.

text file A file of numbered lines of characters.

TIME command field The five spaces at the end of the TIME display that are reserved for any of five

TIME mode commands.



TIME display

timer number

track

typewriter key

typing aid

U

user-defined function

unconditional branch
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The clock reading that appears when you press [TIME].

An integer from 0 through 1000 thatis used in an (il T I[EF # statement to

specify a system timer.

One of two surfaces of a magnetic card that may record up to 650 bytes of a

single file, not including the catalog information.

A key that normally displays a letter, digit, or other symbol.

A key or keystroke combination that enters a string of characters when pressed,

as if they had been typed in.

A numeric or string function that’s defined in a program by means of {1FF

LET FH,and EMD [DEF statements.
’

A branch that occurs every time the statement is executed.

 

Vv

variable A name that represents numeric or string information. May be a simple numeric

variable (1), a numeric array variable (¢ . ), or a string variable (i #).

value Value is defined for numeric or string variables:

¢ The actual number that is represented by a symbol (%), numeric variable

(F), function (=<1 7 & 1), or expression (& + ).

e The actual characters that are represented by a string expression.

volatile file A file whose filename begins with a period.It is purged from memory the next

time the HP-75 is turned off.

W-X-Y-Z
 

Wk f 1l e A temporary BASIC or textfile.
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Operational Precedence

The HP-75 arithmetic, relational, and logical operators are listed according to their operational precedence:

Performed first.

Nested parentheses are evaluated from the inside out.

Functions.

4, ., D lvor - ([CTO[7)

- Expressions are evaluated

from left to right for operators

at the same level.

 

 \
Performed last.

String Operators

The string concatenator (#:) is used to join string expressions.

The relational operators (=, =, = < <=< > and #) may be used to compare string expressions; they return

a 1 if the comparison is true and a 0 if the comparison is false. Two strings are considered equal if they

contain exactly the same characters in the same order. For inequalities, two strings are compared character

330
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by character, from left to right, until a difference is found. If one string ends before a difference is found, the

shorter string is considered the lesser. If a difference is found, the decimal code of the two differing

characters are used to determine which string is the lesser.

Numeric Precision

 

Precision Range
 

 

12 digits +£9.99999999999 X 10+499

5 digits +9.9999 X 10%99

5 digits +99999

 

    
 

Variables

Simple Numeric Variables (Examples: i, &, 07)

The name consists of a letter or a letter and one digit. i

 

IHMTEGER typeis declared.

Numeric Array Variables (Examples:i 56, 50, BEO@e, 2o, C20167)

The name consists of a letter or a letter and one digit. An array name can be the same as a simple variable

name used elsewhere in the program, but a one-dimensional array cannot have the same name as a two-

  dimensional array. Subscripts dimension the row or row and column in i EE and S

i 1s specified before all

 

declarations. The lower bound of an array subscript is 0 unless LiF 1 Il

array references. The default upper bound for row and column subscripts is 10.

  Entire arrays may be referencedin T # and HErD # statements by specifying just the array name

with parentheses (for example, -+ ). A comma between the parentheses specifies a two-dimensional array

(for example, L5, F).

String Variables (Examples: i, E#, C3#F)

The name consists of a letter or a letter and one digit followed by a dollar sign. The default length is 32

characters unless otherwise specified in a [ I Il statement. Strings may be of any length from zero characters

to a maximum limited by available memory.Astrlng varlableis dimensioned by specifying the variable

 

name followed by its length between brackets: ! i. The length must be a nonnegative integer.

Substrings (Examples: #iE 0, @55, BEUSET, OF01, 11)

Substrings are specified by one or two numbers or numeric expressions enclosed within brackets. Two

subscripts separated by a comma specify beginning and ending character positions, respectively. A single

subscript specifies a beginning character—the substring extends to the end of the string.

BASIC Predefined Functions

In the following tables, i and ' specify any two numeric expressions, and :# and 7#specify any two string

expressions.
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Numeric Functions

Given the appropriate number of arguments and type of arguments (numeric or string expressions), each

numeric function returns a single numeric constant.

   

Absolute value of .

Arccosine of i, in Quadrant I or II.

Arctangent of.- i, in proper quadrant. Thatis, returns the angle 6 formed between

the x-axis and the point (x,y), such that -7 <6 < 7.

Arcsine of i, in Quadrant I orIV.

Arctangent of i, in Quadrant I or IV.

Smallest integer = .

Cosine of .

Cotangent of .

Cosecant of .

The date in yyddd format based on the clock setting.

Radian-to-degree conversion of .

Smallest machine number (1 . & -¢&),

The line number of the most recent error or warning.

The identification number of the most recent error or warning.

Sameas [T,

Fractional part of .

 

Largest machine number (G , &55 5 GSSoli)  

Largest integer < .

Integer part of .

The length of string = #.

Natural logarithm of :, = > 0.

Log to the base 10 of =, = > 0.

If> % then i, else .

The number of bytes of available memory.

If i <then ¥, else .



g
Pe

TIiME

¥
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s modulo ' we Y ETHT Oks,

The decimal code of the first character of = .

found; iif not.

Degree-to-radian conversion of .

The last numeric result to be displayed or printed.

Remainder of &' sLo0,

Secant of .

The sign of «:1 if = <0, &if = =0, 1 if> 0.

Sine of .

Positive square root of .

Tangent of .

The number of seconds since midnight.

Returns the numeric value of a string composed of digits, decimal point, and/or

exponent.

String Functions

String functions return zero or more characters of information.

LTEO

Lob

Pt TE T e

LA b

Bk

 

TIMEF

UFRCECSE

 

The catalog entry of the specified file, 32 characters in length. Files are numbered

in order of their appearance in the system catalog. -1 # © &  returns the catalog of

the current EDIT file. For = <0, iT#¢ returns the catalog of the currently

initialized BASIC file, if any.

The character whose decimal code isil s, i i,

The datein a yy/mm/dd format.

The display character of the currently depressed key or keystroke combination.

Returns the null string if no key is depressed.

The string information contained in the digits, decimal point, sign, and exponent of

The time in a Ah:mm:ss format, using 24-hour notation.

Converts = #to all uppercase letters.

A six-character string indicating the operating system version.
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Print Function

Causes the following i I %or FF [ 4T item to be output beginning at column :,

 

where column 1 is the left margin.

TIME Mode Commands

The following commands are nonprogrammable and executable in TIME mode only.

 

Displays the Fiii.l% T template that’s used to adjust the clock setting.

 

Sets a timing mark for clock calibration.

 

Clears previous iiT marks and the current speed adjustment factor.

Displays the set-time template that’s used to set the system clock.

  Displays the i o template that’s used to specify month/day and hour display

i or the i T(extended) calendar in APPT mode.  formats and to specify the

Syntax Guidelines for BASIC Statements and System Commands

Items enclosed in ovals and circles may be typed in uppercase or lowercase letters. Items in boxes are the

parameters that can (or must) be used in the command or statement.

Example:

 

 

—»(RANDOMIZE) >

L numeric f

expresion
 

   

The lines connecting the boxes can only be followed in one direction when constructing the command or

statement. An item is optional if there is a valid path around it. Thus, any combination of elements can be

used as long as the arrows are followedin theproper direction. Thls meansthere are two acceptable forms of

the i S 12k by itself and i  - numeric expresszon

When they enclose a parameter, quotation marks may be single (* ') or double (" "), although they must be

paired. Any quoted parameter, like ‘filename® and ' :device code’', may be specified by a string

expression.

Except for the first two letters of the keyword, which may have no spaces between them, a command or

statement may be entered with an arbitrary number of spaces.

 

i~ example above) indicates:

¢ The command or statement may follow another instruction in the same program line, joined by thei

symbol.

     Pk UE e Tl . The absence of an arrow indicates that the statement must be enteredas

the first instruction of a program line.
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A full arrow leading out of the instruction indicates that it may be followed by another instruction in the

same line. A ——X indicates that no other instruction may follow. A ——— indicates that another

instruction may follow but that that instruction will never be executed, as after an i:i4{i statement.

Refer to appendix D, Reference Tables, for a listing of acceptable keyword abbreviations.

 *CON} j=
OFF

—(ASSIGN 10)

 

 

 

   

 

 

 
 

 

    
numeric .

. filename
expression (10) O

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

—~(&UT) [ r
line @_» increment

number value    
  

 

  

—( BEEP ) L >

numeric ] C numeric j

expression expression     
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—~BEEP) (@D
OFF

—( BYE )

—(CALL)—~(D—~{filename|~ Yy

 CAT )

 
—( CLEAR VARS

—( CONT

ALL

 

 

 
filename

  

CARD

PCRD

 

device

code   
 APPT

¥

 
 

(_LOOP )

 

 
line

number  
 

 o
code   



 

L

 

 O—~{
te

na
ms

-0
G
B
(
P

  
fi

le
na

me

    
 

(D~
pas

swo
re

 
de

vi
ce

c
o
d
e

   

 
 
 

)

 

  
fi

le
na

me

  
~

K
E
Y
S

<:
>_

‘j
’>

10
O

II
!E
HI
!!
I

:

—

 

AP
PT

(D=
pas

swa
ra

  

 
 

 
de

vi
ce

fi
le

na
me

|~
O
—
)

 

 
 

 

/
p
a
s
s
w
o
r
d

 
 

c
o
d
e
 

c
o
d
e

de
vi
ce

o
pa

ss
wo

rd
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@    

 

 
numeric

constant
 

  

  
—~(DEFAULT)

 

 character

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 
 

     

   

 

   

 

   

simple

numeric

variable {;/\‘f l C numeric_
- expression

simple j
numeric >
variable

string
variable

nonnegative
[ integer

string A
variable ~

< string
. A l @" expression

simple

numeric -~
variable

string
variable

CD" nonnegative
integer

 

 

 

 
 

    

 

~@D~  
key display

character   

)—
 

 
numeric

expression

definition
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—~QEETD- :
L line L@_» line I

number number     
  

D
O ]

. | string nonnegative

m variable _»O integer _'®

  

X

  

 

 numeric

    

    
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O nonnegative _

S;rr?:ble —» integer L (' )
C nonnegative

integer

—(_DISP >

numeric

expression

string

expression   
 

 

@ numeric
. —

TAB expression   
 

   

  
DISPLAY IS
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—(DISP USING line
number  
 

 

exp 
string

 
 

—( EDIT )-

Cr
numeric

expression

ression
string

expression

—o
 

 

 

 

   
 

 

W
 

LGam
 (KEYS )

—( END )

—(END DEF )

 

0-3 cha

 

racter

 
 

ENDLINE string —

i expression l

—( FETCH
 

string

 expression

4
X

 

 
 

 

number    

 

~KD~() 
key display

character
. .
 
 



 
simple

numeric

variable 

 

 —~C
numeric

expression     

 

line

 number   

 

line

 number   

 

__@_» numeric
expression      

  

 

 

IMAGE
 
character

  

INITIALIZE

 

| line
number 

 

 
numeric

expression   

L
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numeric

expression   

X 
    
 

allowable

statement 

  

 

  

 

 

 
device

code   

 

 

 

 

 

  line

number  

 

 

       allowable

statement     

 

 

numeric

expression   

 

L  simple
 

 —>(INPUT

 L ! () oOj

O O ;
string

O expression

numeric

variable
 

 
numeric

array

variable
 

 
string
 

variable    
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~~(INTEGER

      

   

LET

—( LIST

—(_LIST 10 )
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A 

 

©

 

 

 

   
 

 
 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 
 

   

   
 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 
 

  

 

 
 

   

fitename|-

 

—~(T~  
string

expression   

 

numeric

expression   

 

 

 

   

 

   

  

 

L@T 
 
line

number   

 
line

number    

simple j <
{ numeric A
variable

numeric nonnegative ()—_— .
elarray @ integer

variable nonnegative
@ integer

D«
U™ ]

simple
numericnumeric ’@" expression

variable

numeric :numeric >
array "’@" expression )variable numeric

expression

N
L™

string J ;(..)_, string
variable TS expression

numeric (]
expression

numeric
expression

simple numeric
— .

humeric @ expression
variable

string _»@_» string
variable expression
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line

number

~(MERGE)—>(D~fiename|-~ )
L@_» line L@_» _j

    number
  

—(NAME)—~(D—{_fitename(" - 

 

 

simple

—( NEXT numeric >

variable   

 —(OFF ERROR }— >

 

 

 —(OFF TIMER # 2)‘(’::2;';0" -
   

allowable j _

_; statement -

_—J

)
. numeric m line

expression number

 

 

   

 
 

     
 

 

  

 
 e

number
 

numeric
— .expression       
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—(OPTION ANGLE

—(OPTION BASE (o)

@

—( PLIST

~GD

 

 
numeric

expression   

(RADIANS —

(DEGREES )

 
numeric

expression 

 

 
allowable 

 

 

 

 

 
device

code   

statement   

   
  

 O[Tiename|-
L@j*
 

  number 
 

 
numeric

expression
 

 
 
string

expression    
TAB ~(O—~
 

 
numeric

expression   

Y

 

line _L»@_»

 
line

number   
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numeric

expression
 

  
numeric T

—(PRINT # expression 
 

 

 

L@_» numeric

  string

expression

expression
   

 

 

  

   PRINTER IS
  
 

 

 

 

 
line @ [ J >

  
 

  

    

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

  
 

 

 

—( PRINT USING number |

numeric

string expression

expression
string

expression

—=(PROTECT }- >

—( PURGE ) >

filename >

: device J

- code

KEYS

APPT

 

1 character

—»string —

expression
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—(PWIDTH)—~

—~(RANDOMIZE )

~(e~

REW)

LoL

 

 

numeric

expression   
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numeric

expression

(D=
™

simple j
numeric >

variable

numeric numeric A/)\ )

array —’® expression U
variable umeric

@ expression

string )
variable

O numeric -

expression
numeric

@ expression

numeric AC READ
expression 2 list

numeric

@ expression

 

 

simple

numeric

variable
 

 

numeric

array

variable 
 

—~O—~  
nonnegative

integer
 

     

 
nonnegative

integer   

r

X



—( RENAME ) 

filename

0 device

code
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 filename

o device

code

 

 

 

 

 
—~(RENUMBER )-

L
   

 Lo   

 

 
line

number   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

line increment

number value

—(RESTORE >

L line j
number

—( RESTORE I0 — >

numeric

—(RESTORE # expression =   

—(RETURN —

—(RUN

Lo-  numericexpression
 

  

 

1

 
line

number   

 
line

number   

 

 
simple

numeric

variable 
 
numeric

array

variable 

(<
N2

 

  
nonnegative

—>® integer
 

  
 Lo-  nonnegativeinteger   

X

347
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»G T
(ON )

-~ =

 

 

 —~(TRACE) (FLOW ) >

(VARS )

OFF

 

 

 

 

filename

—( TRANSFORM )—

   

 

—( UNPROTECT )- —> 

 

 

numeric
—> . >

WAIT expression   

 

 

numeric
— . >

WIDTH expression   
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Subject Index

Page numbers in bold type indicate primary references; page numbers in standard type indicate secondary

references. In addition to the references in this subject index, a complete index to the HP-75 instruction

set—operators, functions, commands, and statements—is located inside the back cover of the owner’s

manual.

A

Abbreviations, keyword, 31, 296
FE(absolute value) function, 82, 332

Absolute adjustment of clock, 97
AC adapter/recharger, using, 11
Accessing text files from programs, 224-228
Accessories, standard, 264
Acknowledging appointments, 17, 105
H:{1% (arccosine) function, 86, 332

Addition operator(+), 69, 72
HLLIZT (TIME adjust) command, 93, 95-97

Adjusting the clock, 95-97

Alarm types, 101
FLFREM OFF/0H command, 106
Altering flow of program control, 176

Ampersand operator (i), 164-165
SIREN operator, 88, 330

Fii:i.E function, 86, 332

Annunciators, 14

ANSI standards, conformance of interpreter to,
268-269

Antilog
Common, 85
Natural, 84

Appending strings. See concatenating strings
Appointment
commands, 108-109
commands in key definitions, 147
file, cataloging, 49
files, 46
files, purging, 104

memory requirements, 292

message/command indicator, 102
mode errors, 305

repeat interval, 107
Fep t template, 106
types, 102,106, 109

Appointments,
Acknowledging, 17, 105
Copying, to and from mass storage, 112

Deleting individual, 104
Editing, 104
Repeating, 106-108
Scheduling, 16, 100-102
Self-scheduling, 106-108

Appointment template, 16, 36, 100-102, 107, 108

Appointment template, alternate, 109-110

Appointment template fields, 16, 101
Alarm Field, 101

Command Field, 101, 108-109

Day-of-Week Field, 101, 102, 107

Note Field, 36,101

APPT (appointment) annunciator, 14, 100, 105
ot file, 46, 102-104

(APPT](appointment) Key, 14, 16,17, 100, 285
APPT mode, 14, 16,100-112

Turning off, 106
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APPT template. See appointment template
Arccosine function =), 86,332

Arcsine function (% 86, 332

Arctangent function -), 86, 332

Arguments, function, 82, 332
Arithmetic

expressions, 68
hierarchy, 72

keyboard, 18, 68
operators, 69-193

Array, 192

subscripts, 192-193
upper bound, 194

Arrays,
One-dimensional, 192-193
Two dimensional, 192-193

Array variables, 78, 192-196
Assigning values to, 195-196

Declaring, 193-195

Dimensioning, 194
Initializing, 195-196

Naming, 193
Retrieving from and storing in data files, 223-224

Setting the lower bound of, 193
ASCII,41,288

cszne) function, 86, 332

# statement, 216-217, 222-223, 224-225,

  

 

  

227,232
Assigning device codes on the HP-IL loop, 126-127
Assigning file numbers to data files, 126-127
Assigning mass storage device codes, 132

Assigning values to variables
in calculator mode, 79
from the keyboard in programs, 168-169

rograms 165, 195-196

=% H Iiicommand, 126127,132

Ass1gnment statement (..i2 1), 79, 165

-‘(arctangent)functlon 86, 332

At(i) symbol, 147,163,179, 320

-(attentzon)key,12 13,14, 15,159, 160-161
Interruptlng programs w1th 159

ticommand, 25, 51-52

Automatlc line numberlng, 25,51-52

Available memory function ( h, 47

   

   

 

 
 

 

B

(BACK](backspace) key, 16, 35, 36, 285
Backspace character ([CTL][H]), 43, 289
Base conversion program, 254-255
BASIC

files, 46, 159-160
interpreter, conformance to ANSI standards,
268-269

keywords, 162

predefined functions, 331-334

programming, 21, 156-157, 162

prompt ( +), 17



statements, 162

statements, concatenating, 163-164

syntax diagrams, 335-348

syntax guidelines, 32, 334
BASIC statements, 162
not allowed after 7+ 178
not executable from the keyboard, 162

BATT (battery) annunciator, 14, 270

Battery pack,
Care of, 272

Rechargeable, 11,270
Recharging, 270
Replacing, 271-272
Warranty on, 272

i command, 30-31

statement 30

Blank space spe01f1er image format string, 240

Boolean expression, 88, 177
Boolean value, 87, 88

Branching out ofa R 4]

Branching, program, 176179
Tracmg, 252-253

Yk command, 29, 174
Bypassing a pendlng subroutine return (i

    

C

 

 

Calculations, arithmetic, 69-71
Calculator mode

arithmetic, 68-71

effect on files, 69

variables, 81

Calendar,
Extended, 110-111

Gregorian, 112
Searches, 111-112
Year,110

C hbratmg the clock, 95-97
L.i.L. statement, 230231

Comparlng, w1th H,231
Memory requirementsof 292
Recursive, 234-236

Cancelling
HPIL dlsplay and printer assignments, 129

 declarations, 259260

trace operations ('}

Card file
catalog, 117-118

copying, 21-23,118-120

protection, 121-122

specifiers, 116-117
verification, 61,115-116

Card reader
care, 273

commands, 116
messages, 21-23,60-61,115-116

operation, 21-23,60-61,114-122

warnings, 22-23, 116, 300

Cards, magnetic, 21-22, 114
Cleaning, 115,273

Marking, 273
Carriage-return character( ), 43,239, 289
Carriage-return/line-feed, 43, 286

catalog) function, 198 202-203, 236
i..command, 49

    

  
Catalog
command, 47,49, 103,117-118, 134, 144

entry, 47, 103 203

 

function ( £), 198, 202-203

Cataloging
cards, 117-118

mass storage medium, 134

Catalog, system, 49, 63

command 49,103

it command, 117118,172
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(catalog) command, 47,49, 103, 117-118, 144,172
= command, 49 144

i. (smallest integer) functlon 82,332

Changmg date format, 94
Changing increment Values in ¥

180-181
Changing key definitions. See redefining keys

Character,
Backspace, 43, 289

Carriage-return, 43, 289
Escape, 42, 138-139, 287, 289
Keystroke, display, 42, 287
Line-feed, 43, 289
Null, 42, 289

Character
codes, decimal, 41, 288-291

set,41,288-291
string, 196

Characters,
Control, 28, 42-43, 138-139, 288-291
Converting, to decimal codes (".i1 function), 41
Display, 288
Underlined, 41, 288-291

Checking a halted program, 257
. program, 157-158

L function, 41, 43, 288

Cleanmg the computer 274
Clearing
HP-IL device assignments, 130
HP-IL loop devices to initial state, 131-132
timers, 187

vanable values 82

      

  

i loops,

  

  

 

olock

 

functions, 98

operation, 93

Closing a data file, 219-220
Codes
Character, 41, 288-291
Device, 126-127

Escape, 138-139, 152-153, 287, 294

Comma
delimiter, 239

specifier in format string, 244

Command appointments, 108-109
Commands,
Debugging, 252-256
Card reader, 116
File, 172
Global declaration, 233-234
HP-IL, 126-140
Local declaration, 233-234
Non-programmable, 162
System, 162-163
System, syntax diagrams, 335-348

That set a machine condition, 163
TIME, 92-93
Trigonometric, 85

Comment delimiter (| ), 166

Comments, program, 166
Common

antilog, 85

logarithm (i1 1 &) function, 84, 332

Compact field specifier, image format string, 245-246

Comparing
numerlc expresswns 87-88

  

strmg expressmns 203-204

Computed
i 183

182183
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Concatenating
BASIC statements (i), 163-164

strings (), 165, 196

Conditional branching, 176, 177-179
Conditional test, 177
Conformance of BASIC interpreter to ANSI standards,
268-269

Connecting the HP-IL loop, 125-126
Constant functions, 83
0T and KL, comparing, 159
O(contmue) command, 159, 172

Control characters, 42-43, 288
Control ([CTL]) key, 28, 285
Controlling run-time errors, 252

 

   

  

Converting
degrees to radians (i il function), 86
lowercase characters to uppercase (LI0% function),
198,201
numbers to strings (= ¥ function), 198, 201

radians to degrees (i.ii: function), 86

rectangular to polar coordinates, 86-87, 233

strings to numbers (/. function), 198, 200

L.iY command, 22, 60-61,112,118-121, 135-136,

148,172
Copying
et file, 104, 112

files from cards to memory, 22, 119-120
files from memory to cards, 60-61, 118-119
files to and from mass storage, 112, 135-136, 148
a prerecorded program into memory, 21-23

Correcting the clock, 95-97
Cosecant (L) functlon 86,332
N(cosme) function, 86 332

.17 (cotangent) function, 86, 332
Creating data files, 216-217
Creatmg files, 47, 52-53, 62-63

(cosecant)function, 86, 332
mm(escape) keystroke, 42-43, 138-139, 287,
289

(CTL][FET](control fetch) keystroke, 38
(backspace) keystroke, 43, 289

(cTL][J](line-feed) keystroke, 43, 289
(control) key, 28, 285

(enable numeric keypad) keystroke, 28
(CTL](M](carriage-return) keystroke, 43, 289

(control up-arrow) keystroke, 138-139, 287
(cTL)[}](control down-arrow) keystroke, 138-139, 287
(cTL[+](control left-arrow) keystroke, 35, 38, 287
(cTL)(=](control right-arrow) keystroke, 35, 38, 287
Current file, 47, 63

Current line. See pending file
Cursor,
Addressing of, 294

Backspacing the, 35

Controlling the, 138-139, 149-150, 294
Insert (i), 36

Replace (iit), 36

  

 

D
 

Data files, 210, 216-222

Creating, 216-217
Closing, 219-220
Opening, 216-217

Random access, 220-221, 222-223

Reading data from, 219
Serial access, 220

Storing datain, 217-219

Data items, 212

memory requirements, 292

Data lines,

Deleting, 221

Long, 228

Data pointers, 212, 213

Memory requirements of, 292
Moving, 213,221-223

Data, rereading, 213, 221-222
[1FTHstatement, 210-211, 212, 213, 218-222, 223-224
Dat track 114

unction, 98

i function, 98
Day-date searches, 111-112

Deallocating programs, 159
Debugging programs, 252-260
Decimal codes, character, 41, 288-291
Converting to character (.- Hi# function), 41

Decimal point specifier, 243
Decision making statements, 177-179

Declarations, global and local, 233-234, 293
Declaring

arrays, 193-194

display and print devices, 128
variable types, 80-81, 194-195

Default input prompt (**), 168
DEFAULT OFF/0M command, 89-90
Defaults, machine, 295
Default values, math error, 89, 299

[ FiH(define function) statement, 205, 207

Definitions, key. See key redefinitions
i command, 25, 143-144, 145-148, 152
radians-to-degrees) function, 86, 332

D grees mode, 85

[izi.r1% command, 39, 129, 160

Delaying program execution (i
Deleting

appointments, 104
characters, 35

data lines, 221
files. Seefiles, purgmg
lines in files ( i command), 59, 172

Delimiters, in image format strings, 239

(delete character) key, 35, 285
Deviations from Minimal BASIC, HP-75, 269
Device codes, 126-127
Difference between T and =L159
Digital cassette drlve(HP 82161A)132

Digit separator specifiers, image format string,
244-245

Digit specifiers, image format string, 241-243

  

  

 

i T statement), 166

  

Dimensioning arrays (ii i i statement), 194
Dimensioning string variables, 194
Display
annunciators, 14

character keystroke, 42, 287
characters, 28, 42, 288
clearing, 51
echoing, 36-37
escape codes, 138-139, 294

formating ([ IM#ii:i), 238-239
line, 14
line length, 39

of numbers, 36
templates examples of, 6-7

" 1% command, 128-129
1 1% device escape codes, 138-139, 294

Dlsplaylng information, 36-40, 129-130, 166-168,
238-250

Dlsplaymg values of variables, 80
lay window, 14

- statement, 129-130, 166-167
{(s list, 239
{{: statement, 238-239, 247

Format string in, 247-248

Division operator (), 70, 72

14 (integer division) operator, 70-71

Documenting programs, 166, 195

Down-arrow ([4]) key, 53, 285

    

 

  

 



Due appointments, acknowledging, 105
Duplicating files

in mass storage, 136
in memory, 61-62

E
 

Echomg, dlsplay, 37-39

Edltlng
appointments, 104
files, 25-27, 47-49, 62-64
keys and keystrokes, 285, 286-287
keys files, 151-152
operations, 46, 53-59, 62

programs, 156-157
text, 25-27, 50

key, 14,17, 46, 50, 285
EDIT Mode, 15,17, 25,46
Operations in, 25, 46, 53-59, 62-64

Typingin, 19, 25

EDIT prompt, 12
Electrostatlc discharge, CAUTIONS, 267

=k keyword 178
- (end function definition) statement, 207

E -command, 140

Endof-line sequences, 140
.....-4 statement, 165-166

Environmental limits, 267

(epsilon) function, 76, 83, 332

(error line) function, 260-261

{ (error number) function, 20, 53, 260-261

 

  

  

    

    

i

Error

conditions, recovery from, 19, 20, 53, 89, 298-306
line function, (&), 260-261
messages, alphabetical listing with numbers, 307
messages, v1ew1ng, 20

:1), 20, 53,260-261
numbers, messages and conditions, table of,
298-306

numbers, viewing, 20
processing, run-time, 258-261

recovery subroutines, 259

tracing, 252-256
ERROR annunciator, 14,19, 52, 298

Errors,

APPT Mode, 305
Card reader, 300
File and device, 300-301

HP-IL, 131,303
Initialization, 174,252
Logical, 174, 252
Mathematical, 89-90, 299
Mass memory, 306
Program, 301-302

Run-time, 174, 252
Syntax, 52-53, 174,252, 305-306
System, 300
TIME Mode, 304

Equals operator (=), 87, 203

Escape character ([CTL][BACK]), 42, 138-139, 287
Escape codes, 138-139, 287

Display, 294

in key definitions, 152-153
exponent) specifier, image format string, 245
.7 command, 93, 95-97

Exammmg programs, 159-161

Executing programs, 158

EXOR (exclusive or) operator, 88, 330
""" < (natural antilog) function, 84 332

Exponent 75

  

  

Exponentiation operator (--), 70, 72

Exponent symbol specifier, image format string, 245

Subject Index 353

Expression,
Arithmetic, 68

Evaluation of, 37, 68-69

Multiple, evaluation of, 37
Numeric, 18, 87

Strlng, 152 196 203-204
izTl command, 110-111

Extended calendar 110-111

Extended day-date search, 94, 111-112
Extensions to Minimal BASIC, HP-75, 268

 

F

PRicommand, 53-54,146-147,161,172

Fetchmg key deflmtlons 146-147
(FET](fetch) key,48, 54, 160
Field specifiers. See image specifiers

File command summary, 65

File commands, using with allocated programs,
172-173

File editing, 47-59

Deleting lines, 59
Fetching lines, 53-54
Inserting lines, 55

Moving lines, 55-56
Revising lines, 54-55
Stepping through lines, 53

File errors, 303-304

File manipulations
Copying, 60,112,118-120,135-136, 148
Duplicating, 61-62, 136

Listing, 26, 56-57

Locating, 62-63

Merging, 60, 172
Naming, 64
Printing, 56-57

Purging, 50, 137, 144
Renaming, 21, 59, 104, 137, 147-148

Renumbering, 57-58
Filenames, 45, 66
File numbers, 217-223
File pointer, 48, 49, 52, 53, 62, 160-161

Files,
Accessing text, from programs, 224-228
Copying, 60,112,118-120,135-136, 148
Creating and editing, 47, 50-52, 62-63
Location of, in memory, 45, 63
Memory requirements of, 292

Special, 274-278
Files, data, 210, 216-222

Creating, 216-217

Closing, 219-220
Opening, 216-217
Random access of, 220-221, 222-223

Reading data from, 219
Serial access of, 220
Storing Datain, 217-219

File specifiers,

Card, 116-117
Mass storage, 133-134

File types
Appointment, 46, 102-104, 112
BASIC, 46
Card, 116-117
Data, 210,216-222

Keys, 46,144 147-148,151-152
LEX (language extension), 46, 274, 277

LIF1, 46,274-277
Mass storage, 133-134

Other (77),278
Private BASIC (i£), 46, 65,117
ROM,274,277-278
Text, 25, 46 51, 224-228

progrm 227228
FIEZT and @ ii programs, 231-232    
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Floating point format, 73-74

1.0tfunction, 82, 332
Format strings, 239

    

Including in FFIHT/0T % s IHG statements,

247-248
Reusing, 246-247

Formattlng output

238-239
:statements 129-130,166-167

iz 247-248

function, 167

"""Fiip-HE T statements, 179-181, 195-196

Executing, from the keyboard, 180
Nested 181

: I option, 180

i (fractional part) function, 82, 332

Function assignment statement, 207

Functions,

Arguments of, 82

Clock, 98

Constant, 83
General numeric, 83, 332-333
Key, 284-286
Logarithmic, 84, 332

Number alteration, 82-83, 322-333

Numeric, 82-86, 332-333

String, 198-203, 333
Trigonometric, 85, 332-333

Functions, user-defined, 205-209

Definitions of, 206

Milti-line, 207

Namesof, 205

Numeric, 205

Parameters of, 205, 206, 208

Single line, 205
String, 205, 206, 207

  

  

 

G

Global declarations, 233-234, 293
Global variables, 206
Glossary, 320-329

computed, 183, 188-189
- statement, 182

,computed, 182-183

izL11 L statement, 176-177, 188

Greater-than operator ( =), 87 203

Greatest integer (F 1.0, [17T) functions, 82, 332

Guidelines, syntax, 32, 334

 

  

  

   

H

Halted programs, debugging, 257

Halting program execution, 165-166

with [ATTN] key, 159
statement 165-166

i statement, 165-166
HewlettPackard Interface Loop (HP-IL), 124-125
Hierarchy, arithmetic, 72

HP-IL errors, 303

HP-IL mass storage

Assigning mass storage devices, 132
Cataloging the medium, 134
Copying files to and from mass storage, 135-136

Duplicating files in mass storage, 136

Initializing the medium, 132-133

Packing the medium, 137-138

Purging mass storage files, 137
Renaming mass storage files, 137

Specifying mass storagefiles, 133-134

HP-IL memory requirements, 292

HP-IL operations
Assigning device codes, 126-127
Canceling display and printer device assignments,
129

     

Clearing device assignments, 130
Clearing loop devices to initial status, 131-132
Connecting the loop, 125-126
Declaring display and print devices, 128
Dlsplaylng and printing information, 129-130, 140

i.F% 1% device control codes, 138-139
Llstlng device assignments, 127

Transmission interruptions, 130-131

Turning the loop off and on, 130
Humidity limits (of computer), 267

 

I-J
 

Idleloop, 202
-------- i statement, 177-179

optionin, 178

Executing, from the keyboard, 178

Multiple instructions after, 179
Image format strings, 239
Image format summary, 249-250

Image specifiers,

Blank space (:), 240

Character(), 241

Compact field, (i:), 245-246
Digit separator(2, ), 244-245

Exponent (), 245

Invalid, 243, 247
Numeric (34, #, %), 241-242

Radix (., ), 243
Replication, 246
Slgn( i), 243-244

. statement 238, 239-250

Immedlateexecute key redefinitions, 145-146

Incorrectly nested loops, 181
Indirect recursion, 235

I HF (machine infinity) function, 76, 83, 332
Inltlahzatlon errors, 174,252

IHIT i command 132-133
Inltlahzed programs, determlnlng size, 292
Initializing the mass storage medium, 132-133
Initializing programs, 158

Initializing variables, 158

Input buffer, 38
Input data precision, 73
Input prompt(""') 168

strlng expression, 169-170

IHFLIT statement, 168-170, 195-196
Insert cursor (), 36

Inserting lines in files, 55
Insert/replace ( (/R]) key, 36287
Int division operator (Li %or ~.), 70-71, 72

« statement, 80-81,194195

Interchange (LIF1) flles 274-277

Interruptlng programs, 159

(greatest integer) function, 82, 332

i (integer part) function, 82, 332

   

 

   

   

  

  

  
    

 

 ¥ function, 198, 202

Keyboard 34

arithmetic, 18, 51, 68-70 72

control of programs(""" “¥ function), 198, 202

illustration, 6

operations, 284-287

overlays, 28, 264

shifted, 27
Keypad, numeric, 28, 69
Key redefinitions, 25, 142-153
Data input, 153

Editing and system keys, 148-149

Fetchlng, 146-147
# 1 loopsin, 180

Functlons for, 284-286

  



Immediate-execute, 145-146
Memory requirements of, 292

Multiple command, 147
TIME and APPT Mode command, 147
Typing aid, 143-144
Undoing, 144-145

Keys,

Carriage-return/line-feed, 43, 286

Editing, 6, 35, 285
Erasure, 35-36, 285

Immediate execute, 145-146

Modifier, 27, 285

Redefining, 25, 142-153
Repeating, 19

System, 6, 43, 285-286
Typewriter, 284-285

Keys files, 46, 144,147-148,151-152

cataloging, 49, 144

copying, 148

editing, 151-152
multiple, 147-148

Keystroke combinations, 286-287
Display character, 42, 287
Display device, 287
Editing, 286-287
Escape, 287
System, 286

Key waiting buffer, 204
Keyword
abbreviations, 31, 296
definition, 162

L
 

Language extension flles(LEszles) 46,274,277

functlon 83 332

 

Larger of two values (i

Largest machine number (I

Last result function (), 71

Left-arrow key ([<)), 35 38,285
LM (string length)functlon 198, 199
Length of a string variable, 194, 199
Lesser of two Values( i) function, 83, 332

than operator (=), 87, 203

i (function ass;gnment)statement 207

assignment) statement, 79, 195-196

LEX (language extension files), 46,274, 277

LIFl (logical interchange files), 46 274-277
haracter(m.) 43,289

   

  

   

L1ne length setting of, 39
Line numbering, automatic, 25, 51-52

Line numbers, 50, 55, 162
Lines in files,

Deleting, 59

Entering, 26, 50

Inserting, 55

Listing, 26, 56-57, 159-160
Moving, 55-56
Printing, 56-57
Recalling, 53-54
Renumbering, 57-58

Revising, 54-55

Lines, multistatement (), 163-164

Line w1dth controlling, 39-40

i.1%7T command, 56-57,159-160

Listing
HP-IL device ass1gnments 127
lines in files (i. i command), 56-57,159-160

programs 159-160

i icommand, 127

theral strlng, 196
Local declarations, 233-234, 293

Local variables, 206

Locatlng files, 62
. command, 28-29, 174
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Locking the HP-75 against use by others, 28, 174
Logarlthmlc functions, 84, 332

(i(natural loganthm) functlon 84,332

Logical
errors, 174,252

interchange files (LIF1 files), 46, 274-277

operators, 88

L 5 (common logarithm) function, 84, 332

Long data lines, 228

Long lines in programs, 163-164
Loop counter, 179
Looping, program, 176, 179-181

Loop interruptions. See transmission interruptions
Loops, nested, 181
Low battery
annunciator, 14,270

safeguards, 270

Lower bound of arrays, setting, 193

  
 

 

   

M

Machine defaults, 295

Machine infinity ( i) function, 83, 332

Magnetic card. See also card reader

CAUTIONS, 21

Cleaning, 115,273
Using, 22,114

Maln‘program variables, 182, 206, 208
i program, 173

Manlpulatlng strings, 197-198

Mantlssa 75
i .1command, 40

Mass memory errors, 306

Mass storage dev1ces 132

Memory requirements of, 292

Mass storage files, 133-134
Mathematical errors, 299
Recovering from, 89-90

Matrix, 192

unction, 83, 332

Fik i (available memory) function, 47

Memory requlrements system, 47 292

Merging files (i i command), 60,172

Message/command indicator, 102

11k function, 83, 332

Minimal BASIC, conformance of HP-75 interpreter to,
268-269
¥} (modulo) function, 83, 333

Modlfylng string Vamables 197-198
i -7 program, 23, 308-309
Movmg

across the display, 35

the data pointer, 221-223
lines in files, 55

Multiline user defined functions, 207

Multiple arithmetic operations, 71, 72

Multiple variable assignments, 80
Multiplication operator (i), 70, 72

Multistatement lines (i#), 163-164

Mutual recursion, 235-236

 

   

    

 

 
 

 

 

N
 

 

=7 program, 214-216,315-318

Nammg flles( command) 64,172

Natural antilog ( g
Natural logarithm (i.7i) function, 84, 332

Nested
“““ i loops, 181, 196
subroutines, 182
t'mers 189-190
RT statement, 179-180

Normal adjustment of clock 95,97

Not-equal to operator (= or = ), 87,203
FiiT operator, 88, 330
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Null string, 145, 198

Numbers,

Displaying, 37, 73-75

Floating point, 73-74
Formatting, 73

Range of, 76

Numeric

array variables, 78, 331

expressions, 18, 87

field overflow (image format), 247
function names (user defined), 205

functions, 82-86, 332-333

keypad, 28
overflow (value), 76

precision, 73, 80, 331

specifiers, image format string, 241-245
underflow, 76
variables, 331

FiiiF function, 41, 288

  

 

   

  
   

 

mmand, 130

i : statement, 187
Onedlrnensmnal array, 192

 

i statements, 259

i statements, 182-183

statements 258-260

i:1i70 statements, 188-189

i~ i statement, 186187

Opening data files, 216-217
Operating
computer with battery removed, 11
limits, 267

modes, 14

precautions, 267

system version (* ¥), 267

Operation, verifying proper, 278-279

Operators,
Arithmetic, 69-76

Logical, 88

Precedence of, 89, 330

Relational, 87-88

Stnng 330331

   

i statement, 193

operator, 88, 330

Other type files (), 278

Overflow,
Image format, 247
Numeric value, 76

Owner’s Pac program listings, 308-318

 

P

» command,

 

 

Packing the mass storage medium (}

137-138
Parameters,

Function, 205, 206, 208-209

Statement, 162
Parentheses

enclosing array subscripts, 195

in numeric expressions, 72-73, 89

Pass-by-value, 206

Passing values between programs, 232-233
Passwords

for copymg files,117,133-134
for . command 28-29

B i program, 170172,310-314
Pendlng line, 48

= functlon 83,333

B command 26,56-57,159-160

Plug-in modules, 274

 

   

. command),

Pointer,

Data, 212

File, 48,160-161
Polar Coordinates program, 233

statement, 183-185

(position) function, 198, 200

Potential for radio and television interference, 283
Power

consumption, 269

off, 13, 28
on,13

supply information, 269-272
Precedence of operators, 89, 330

Precision, numeric, 73, 80, 331

PRGM (program) annunciator, 14, 21

:1HT ¥ statement, 217-219, 221 222-223,

8, 232

  

  B {1 statement 238-239

Formattlng in, 247-248

statement 129130,167

1), 117
Processing run-tlmeerrors, 258-260

Product information, 283

Program

branching, 176,177-179

debugging, 252-260
definitions, 162-163
editing, 156-157, 161
errors, 174,252,301-302

looping, 176,179-181

remarks, 166

subroutines, 176, 182, 183-185

timer interrupts, 176, 186-190, 234, 257

Programming and applications assistance, 283

Program pointer, 160-161
Program remarks, 166

Programs,
Calling (i.-#i.i. statement), 230-231, 257
Checking, 257
Continuing, 159
Deallocating, 159
Examining, 159-161

Executing, 158
Halting, 165-166
Initializing, 158

Inputing data into, 168-169
Interrupting, 186-190, 257
Listing, 159-161
Output from, 166-168
Passing values between, 232-233

Prerecorded, copying to memory, 21-22
Running, 21, 23,158

Single-step execution of, 256-257
Suspending operation of, 166
Tracing execution of, 252-256
Writing, 21, 156-157

Program variables, 81, 158

Assigning values to, 165

Assigning values from the keyboard to, 168-169
Definition

Tracing (7
Prompt,
BASIC, 17
Input, 168-169
String expression, 169-170
Text, 18

Variable, 170

Proper operatlon verifying, 278-279
“1TECT command, 121-122

Protected promptininput statement, 169
Purging files (i . command), 17, 50,104, 137,172

   

1), 252-253

  



1 statement, 204-205

+ command, 39-40, 130, 160, 167-168

  

Q
Quotation marks (',

as string delimiters, 19, 37-38, 240-241
in key definitions, 145

Quoted prompt, 169
Quoted string, 196

-l (degrees-to-radians) function, 86, 333
Radians mode, 85
Radio and television interference, potential for, 283
Radix symbol specifiers, image format string, 243
Random

access to data files, 220-221, 222-223
number (i i) functlon 83, 333

number seed, 83-84
number sequenceEETHT #and B

 

 

 

-84, 234
P, 221-222

i statement 8384,234

Range of numbers, 76
# statement, 219-221, 222-223, 224-228, 232

Readlng data
from a file, 219-221, 222-228

within a program, 210-213

i statement, 211-213
f statement, 80-81, 194-195

Reassigning values to variables, 80

Recalling
lines to the display, 38, 48
calculator expressions, 71

Rechargeable battery,
Care of, 272
Life of, 269

Recharging the, 11,270

Replacing the, 271-272

WARNING for, 272

Recovering from mathematical errors, 89-90

Recovering from program run-time errors, 259

Recursion, 234-236
Redefining

key, cautions, 152
editing and system keys, 148-149

keystroke, 149
Redefining keys, 25, 142-153

to accept input, 153
to control the cursor, 149-150

as immediate execute keys, 145-146

for TIME and APPT Mode, 147
as typing aids, 143-144

Relational operators, 87-88, 177

Relative adjustment of clock, 95
R malnder( {1 function, 83, 333

i i(remark) statement 166
- command), 21,59, 104, 137,

 

    

  

 

 

  
Renaming files (¥

147-148,173
Renumbering lines in files (i

57-58,173
Repair services. See service

Repeat interval, appointment, 107
Replication of specifiers in image statements, 246

¥ template, appointment, 106

Rereading data in programs (i

213

 

¥ command),

  

i statement),

 

‘T (elock) command, 97

R eting the computer, 13, 286
i (last result) function, 71

statement, 221-222

icommand, 130

statement, 213
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" statement, 182, 183-184

Reusmgimage format strings, 246-247
Revising lines in files, 54-55

Right-arrow key ([=]), 35, 38, 285
Right margin, setting of, 40

(remainder) function, 83, 333

i (random number)functlon 83, 234,333
ROM

files, 277-278
modules 274

FLILIT = program, 207-208

Roundmg of displayed values, 73
(return)key, 14,50-51

and i I, comparing, 159
i command, 158, 173

(RUN]key, 158
Run-time errors, 174, 252

Processing, 258-260

  

      

  

S

Scheduling appointments, 16, 100-102
Sc1ent1f1c notation. See exponentzal notation
...........i (secant) function, 86, 333

Seed random number, 83-84
Self-scheduling appointments, 106

Semlcolon( )

iniii%iFand ¥ 41 statements, 37, 166
in key definitions, 143, 145-146

Serial access to data flles 220
Serial number (of computer), 267
Service

centers European, 281

centers U.S., 280-281

international, 282

Repair charge, 282
shipping instructions, 282
warranty, 282

command, 93
Set-time template 12,93
Setting
the lower bound of arrays, 193
a program timer, 186187

the right margin (i fcommand), 40

Settlng the system clock, 12-13
=1 (sign) function, 83, 333
SHIFT|[APPT|(shift appomtment) keystroke, 106

SHIFT|[ATTN (shift attention) keystroke, 13, 286

SHIFT][BACK] keystroke, 35
SHIFT][DEL](shift delete) keystroke, 36, 104, 286
SHIFT][FET](shift fetch) keystroke, 20, 286

(shift insert/replace) keystroke, 42, 144, 288
key, 27,285

(SHIFT][RUN](single step execution) keystroke, 256-257,
286

 

       

    

 
 

 
 

  

 
SHIFT][TAB] keystroke, 35, 102, 286
SHIFT| (shift down-arrow) keystroke, 53, 286

SHIFT](t] (shift up-arrow) keystroke, 53, 286

SHIFT][«](shift left-arrow) keystroke, 35 38, 286
m.(shtft right-arrow) keystroke, 35 38 287

statement, 80-81, 194-195

Slgn (#:H) function, 83,333

Sign symbol specifier, image format string, 243-244

Simple numeric variables, 78
Simulating pressing keys in programs (i*.i7), 204-205
Simulating string arrays, 205
= [+ (sine) function, 86, 333

Single line user defined functions, 205-207

Single-step execution of programs, 256-257
Smallest integer (i-& L.) function, 82, 332
Smallest machine number(i

Specifying

card files, 116-117

mass storage files, 133-134

ik (square root) function, 83, 333
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Standard accessories, 264

;  command, 29, 174

i command, 29  
Statements
BASIC, 162
not allowed after 7 il
not executable from thekeyboard 162

 

, 178

  

 

: (TIME status) command, 93-94,109-111
- template, 94,109-111

Status indicators. See annunciators

=T keyword, 180-181
Stopping program execution (-
165-166

Stopwatch program, 220
Storing and retrieving arrays (data files), 223-224

Storlng datain a file,217-221, 223-228

{ % function, 198, 201

Stnng
arrays, simulating, 205

comparisons, 203-204

concatenation (i), 164-165

constant, 196

echoing, 37-38

expressions, 152,196, 203-204

function names (user defined), 205

functions, 196, 197-203, 333

manipulations, 197-198
operators, 330-331

specifiers, image format string, 240-241

variables, 79, 164-165, 194, 196, 331
Strings, image format, 239

Subroutines, 176, 182, 183-185

Subscripts,
Arrays, 192

Substring, 197-198

Substrings, 197-198, 205, 331
Subtraction operator (), 69, 72

Suspending program execution (i

Syntax
diagrams, 335-348
errors, 52,174,252, 305-306

guidelines, 32, 334

System catalog, 49, 63

System commands,

Non-programmable, 162
Setting a machine condition with, 163

Syntax diagrams of, 335-348

System clock,
Accuracy of, 268
Adjusting the, 95-97

Setting the, 12-13,93
System errors, 300
System keys and keystrokes, 285-286

System memory requirements, 47, 292
System resets,

Conditions that cause, 13

Default conditions after, 295

Preventing, during battery replacement, 271

 i statement),

  

i statement), 166

 

 

I+function, 167-168

mkey, 16, 35,102, 285
P(tangent) functlon 86, 333

Temperature limits, operating, 267

Temporary file. See volatile file

Text

editing, 25-27

prompt, 18

Text files, 46

accessing from programs 224-225

Text, unquoted, in .i#i 7 statement, 211
TIME command fleld 94

TIME commands, 92-93 334

" (adjustclock) 93,95-97

   

- 1,93,95-97

Inkedeflnltlons 147

  = (status), 92,94-95,109-111
TIME display fields, 12
AM/PM, 93
Command, 92, 94

TIME display formats, 92
Changing, 93-94

function, 98

: functlon 98

mkey, 14, 285
TIME Mode, 14 15,92-98
commands, 92-93, 334

warning, 304

Timeout period, 13, 29

Timer

branches and subroutines, 188-189

interrupts, 176, 186-188

memory requirements, 292

nesting, 189-190

numbers, 186

Tracing operations,

Cancelling, 253
Tracing branches with, 252-253
Tracing variable assignments with, 252-253

Tracing program execution, 252-256

command, 252-253

  

   

Transformlng files (7

274-278
Memory requirements for, 292

Transmission interruptions, HP-IL, 130-131
Trigonometric

commands, 85

functions, 85-87, 332-333
Turning

computer on and off, 11-13, 174
HP-IL loop on and off, 130
off appointment mode, 106

off program timers, 187

off trace operations, 253
Two-dimensional array, 192-193
Typewriter keys, 284-285
Typing aids, 143-144

U 
Unary minus, 69, 72

Unconditional branching
. statement, 230

: statement, 182
i statement, 176-177

Underflow numeric, 76

Undomg keyredefinitions, 144-145
L -1 command, 121122

Unquotedtext 211
U arrow ([t]) key, 53, 285

(uppercase) functlon 198,201

User defined functions, 205-209

Multi-line, 207

Parameters of, 205, 206, 208

Single line, 205-206
Using the ac adapter/recharger, 11,270

Using file commands with allocated programs,
172-173

Using trace commands, 254-256

 

   

 

  

Vv 

 

. function, 198, 200

Variable assignments,

tatement, 210-211

i1 statement, 168-170

 



i..ioT statement, 79, 164

Multiple, 80

Reassignments, 80
Variable, prompt, 170
Variables, calculator, 81, 164

Clearing, 82
Variables, displaying values of, 80, 166-168
Variables, memory requirements, 292
Variables, names, 78-79,193, 331
Variables, numeric array,
Declaring, 193-194
Dimensioning, 194
Initializing, 195-196
Naming, 78,193, 331
Setting lower bounds of, 193
Stor and retrieving using & 1 H7T # and

Po#,223-224
Varlables pre01s10n 331

= statement, 80-81, 194-195

statement, 80-81, 194195

" statement, 80-81, 194-195

Variables, program, 81
Assigning values to ( ), 165

Assigning values to, from the keyboard (i

168-170
Clearing, 82

   

  

  

Subject Index 359/360

Initializing, 158
Reading values into (i£
Tracing assignments to, 253
Types of, 164

Varibles, simple numeric, 78-89, 80-81, 164, 331
Variables, string,
Comparing, 203-204
Dimensioning, 164, 194

Modifying, 164-165, 197-198
Naming, 79, 164, 331

Redefining, 197-198
bstrings of, 197

i (version number) function, 267
Verlfylng

card files, 23
HP-IL operations, 279
proper operation, 278-279

Volatile files, 45

   

 WXYZ

bir 1T statement, 166

Warranty, 279

Warranty information, 280

b + command, 39-40 130, 160, 167
Workflle 18,50, 6364
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System Commands Page BASIC Statements Page BASIC Functions Page Arithmetic Operators Page

106 216 82 69

106 30 86 - 69

126 230 86 i 70

51 210 86 - 70

30 205 86 -~ 70

30 194 198 [iitior - 70

29 166 82 Relational Operators
49/134* 238 a1

49 165 86 .. . 87
117 207 ge . o7 87
131 179 86 | 87
81 182 98 87
159 176 98 8/

118/135* 177 86 87
89 238 83

89 168 260  FRHD 88

143 194 260 ‘ 88

39 165 84 88

59 207 82  HiliY 88

128 179 82 TIME Mode Commands

62 259 83 (Nonprogrammable)
140 187 82

53 258 82 95
146 186 198 95

132 183 198 110t

56 182 84 97
127 193 84 93
28 183 83 937109t
40 167 47

60 217 83

64 238 83

130 204 41

83 83

85 211 198

219 86

85 194 71

137 166 83

56 213 83

128 221 86

121 182 83

50/137* 194 86

39 165 83

59/137* 166 198

57 167

130 86

158 98

29 98

29 198

252 198

253 267

253

275

121

39

 

* The second page reference is to HP-IL uses of the command.

t The second = 7 #i 7reference and the i 7 i reference are for APPT mode.
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